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Model Commissioning Plan and 
Guide Specificalions 

Overview 

Commissioning. Commissioning (Cx) is a systematic process of ensuring that building systems perform 
interactively according to the design intent and the owner’s operational needs. This is achieved beginnins 
in the design phase by documenting the design intent and continuing through construction, acceptance, and 
the warranty period with actual verification of performance, operation and maintenance (O&M) 
documentation verification and the training of operating personnel. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications are to: 

During design: 

1. Ensure that the design team applies commissioning concepts to the design, e.g., clear and 
complete design intent documentation is developed and commissioning-focused design reviews 
are conducted. 

Ensure that the design team prepares commissioning specifications and a commissioning plan 
for inclusion in the bid construction documents. 

2. 

Meeting these objectives during design prepares the way so that the: 

0 Contractors can accurately bid the commissioning work. 

Contractors can understand how to efficiently execute the commissioning process. 

There is a systematic, efficient and enforceable method to accomplish the commissioning 
objectives. 

The commissioning objectives are met. At the building level these objectives include: 

Ensure that applicable equipment and systems are installed properly and receive adequate 
operational checkout by instahg contractors. 

Verify and document proper performance of equipment and system. 

Ensure that O&M documentation left on site is complete. 

0 Ensure that the Owner’s operating personnel are adequately trained. 

General Overview 

The Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specijkation is not intended to be a workbook or a manual on 
commissioning. Little background information on commissioning approaches, narrative of the 
commissioning process, costs and benefits of commissioning, etc. is included. This information is readily 
available in a number of other publications. The model plan and guide specifications were developed to 
provide those who are ready to incorporate commissioning, boilerplate-type language, content, format and 
forms for specifying and executing the commissioning process, so that they do not have to start fiom 
“scratch.” 
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The Moo, Commissioning Plan and Guide SpeciJications generally follow the guidelines described in the 
ASHRAE document, The W A C  Commissioning Process referenced at the end of this overview. A 
number of other documents were used, as referenced, along with the authors’ own commissioning 
experience. TheModel Commissioning Plan and Guide SpeciJications were developed to be as . .  generic as 
possible- though they were tailored to fit the management structure of General Services Aclmmstm tion 
(GSA), Region 10- for conventional design / spec / bid construction. Refer to the introduction to Part III 
Commissioning Guide Specifications for additional details on management structure assumptions. 

The term “model” in model commissioning plan means that the commissioning plan is intended to be 
broadly representative of what a commissioning plan should actually look like. The commissioning plans 
have been developed to be somewhat generic and yet be structured so as to be easily adaptable to specific 
projects. 

The term “guide” in guide specifications means that the commissioning specifications represent 
recommended language intended to be broadly applicable. The arcl&ect and design engineer, along with 
the commissioning agent, adapt this guide specification to incorporate commissioning into their projects. 

The model plan and guide specifications were developed for larger, more complex projects and systems. A 
more streamlined commissioning approach may be appropriate for buildings less than 70,000 sf with 
simple equipment (packaged equipment and controls, no building automation system, etc.). 

Document Organization 
The Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications are comprised of the following four separate 
documents designated as “parts.” 

Part I. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 

Part II. 
Part III. Commissioning Guide SpeciJications 

Part N. Model Commissioning Plan-konstruction Phase 

Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

A brief description of each part follows: 

Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 

The Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase are requirements relating to commissioning which the 
design team is required to carry out during the development of the contract documents. The requirements 
include a listing of the responsibilities for each member of the design team. In addition, for perspective it 
lists the responsibilities of all players during the construction phase. This document is intended to be 
included in the request for proposal (RFP) for architectudengineering (AE) services and for prospective 
commissioning agents, after having the appropriate check boxes and blanks med in by the Owner. The list 
of requirements provide little detail, as they po.int to the fully explained procedures in theModeZ 
Commissioning Plan-Design Phase. In the Appendix to Part I, a sample RFP for a commissioning agent 
is provided. (Part I length: Requirements and appendices 3 1 pgs) 

Part II. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

The Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase guides the commissioning activities during the design 
phase. It provides details of responsibilities called out in Part I, Commissioning Requirements-Design 
Phase for the architect, design engineers, commissioning agent, construction and project managers. The 
plan describes the duties of the ALE team and commissioning agent in developing the site-specific 
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commissioning specifications and for developing the first two drafts o 
Construction Phase. (Part II length: Plan and appendices 85 pgs) 

Part 111. Commissioning Guide Specifications 

e Commissioning Plan- 

The commissioning guide specifications contain recommended language that describes both the 
requirements and the process to incorporate commissioning into the construction specifications. All 
divisions and sections that relate to commissioning include language to ensure that the contractors are 
clearly informed regarding their commissioning responsibilities. Adequate explanation of the 
commissioning process is also provided. In addition, prehctional checklists and sample functional tests 
are included for the many common types of equipment and systems. (Part III length: Speciiications -132 pgs, 
prefunctional checklists -100 pgs, functional tests -126 pgs) 

Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

The Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase is developed in draft form for the specific project during the 
design phase. During the design phase, the plan provides direction for the development of the site-specific 
commissioning specifications by the design team. During the construction phase, the plan provides 
direction for the commissioning tasks during construction. The plan focuses on providing support to the 
specifications and provides f o m  for application of the commissioning process. (Plan 16 pgs, forms 40 pgs) 

Limitations 

The Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications do not cover specific commissioning testing 
requirements, checklists, or sample functional tests for the following. However, the process described 
herein, particularly in Section 17100, can apply to any equipment. 

0 

0 

Medicalgassystems 
0 

0 

Plumbing fixtures and equipment (other than heating and cooling water piping) 

Architectural features, finishes and hardware 

Interstitial cavily differential pressure gradients and moisture control 

Laboratory fume hoods and clean rooms 

Measurable equipment sound and vibration control 

Electrical system components, sometimes covered by municipal inspections (grounding, 
transformers, switchboards, etc.) 

Document Use 

All documents have been provided on electronic disk for adapting, as explained in a later section. All four 
parts of the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications are intended to be used together during 
the design phase. If formal commissioning is not going to be incorporated during design, some of the 
commissioning concepts and tasks from Parts I and II could st i l l  be assigned to the design team. At 
minimum, the development of commissioning specifications for construction sections should be completed 
during design (Part U, Commissioning Plan-Design Phase, Task 6). 

The recommended procedure for using the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications starts in 
or before the design phase, as follows: 
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Step 1 Before beginning design, the owner uses the commissioning agent solicitation documents in 
Appendix 1 of Part I ,  Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase to obtain the services of a 
commissioning agent. Ifthis commissioning agent is engaged before design, the commissioning agent 
contract may need to be structured in two parts: one for the design phase and one drawn up later for the 
construction phase, once more is known about what systems will be in the building. Also, the owner may 
choose to have the construction phase commissioning agent hired under or be part of a construction 
management contractor, who may not be known during design. 

Step 2. The commissioning agent and the owner fill out an initial draft of the Commissioning Phn- 
Design Phase (in Part II).* Full directions are provided at the beginning of the plan for filling this out. 

S t e ~  3. The commissioning agent and the owner edit and adapt the Commissioning Requirements-Design 
Phase (in Part I) to be appropriate for the specific project.* 

*If the commissioning agent is not formally engaged yet, the owner may complete this step on their own 
or may use the temporary consulting services of a commissioning agent or qualified engineer. 

Step 4.  The adapted Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase (Part I) and the filed-k 
Commissioning Plan-Design Phase (Part II), along with the as-is Guide Specifcations (Part III) and as- 
is Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase (Part IV) are provided to the design firms in the solicitation 
for their services. Due to the size of these documents, it may be appropriate to distribute the documents 
after short listing is completed. 

Step 5 .  In the design contract, the owner explicitly includes Parts I and II (Commissioning 
Requirements-Design Phase and Commissioning Plan-Design Phase) and refers to Part 111 and Part N 
(Guide Specifications and Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase), as reference material. 

Step 6 .  The owner engages a commissioning agent per Step 1, ifnot already completkd. 

S t e ~  7. The selected design firm uses Parts I, 11, III and N during design as they follow the 
Commissioning Plan-Design Phase (Part II). The design team develops clear design documentation, 
incorporate commissioning specifications into the main building specifications using the guide 
specifications (Part III), and create two drafts of the Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase, specific 
to this project. The owner participates in this process according to the design-phase plan. 

Step 8. The owner includes the second draft of the Commissioning Phn-Construction Phase (Part rv) 
along with the construction specifications that include commissioning specifications in the construction bid 
documents. 

Step 9, The owner makes sure all contract language referring to testing, completion milestones, etc. are 
consistent with the commissioning specifications in the bid documents. 

Step 10, The owner engages a commissioning agent per Step 1, ifnot already completed. 

Step 1 1. The commissioning process is executed per the bid commissioning specifications and 
commissioning plan. 

The following graphic illustrates the above process. 
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Copyright 
This work is in the public domain and may be copied and distributed at will. However, once files have 
been edited they should have the reference to PECI and USDOE removed from the footers. When 
appropriate, referencing the source of the documents would be appreciated. 

Electronic Format 
All parts of the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications have been included on diskette for 
modification, adaptation and use, as necessary. The Commissioning plans are provided as one document 
each. The appendices of each plan are included as separate documents. Each of the forms in the Appendix 
of the construction phase commissioning plan is included as a separate document file, as is each individual 
section ofthe specifications. The file format is Word 6.0 for Windows 3.1 with a few forms in Excel 5.0 
for Windows. Filenames are included in-the fwter for reference in all hard copies. For ease of access, all 
electronic files have been archived into two master files that will autOmatically create and extract the files 
into seven directories, as described in the readme. txt file. 
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Order of Electronic Files 
The following list of files corresponds to the order of the documents in the hardcopy of the Model 
Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications. Preceding the file listing for each section is the 
subdirectory where the files are contained, after being expanded. 

Directory: \DESIREQR.PTl me underscore in the file name extension isa place holder for the versktn number.) 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications Overview ........................................~-0 VR.VU- 

Part I: Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase .................................................... DES-REQR.V- 
Appendix 1: Solicitation for Commissioning Agent Services ............................................ CA-RFP.0- 

Exhibit 4: Commissioning Firm Experience (2files) ......................................... CA-1NFOR.FRM 
................................................................................................................ CA-EXPER.XLS 

m: \DESIPLAN.PT2 

Part 11: Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase ......................................................... DES1PLAN.V- 
Appendix 1: Design Documentation Format-bctions .......................................... 1NSlRUCT.D- 

Design Documentation Format ................................................................ D-1NTENT.V- 
Appendix 2: Fire & Emergency Power Response Matrix.......................................... RESPONSM.TRX 
Appendix 3: Commissioning for Indoor Air Quality Checklist ..................................... DPLANAP3.0- 

Directory: \GI D ESPEC. PT3 

Part 111: Commissioning Guide Specifications Overview ............................................... SPEC-0VR.V- 

Section 0 1040, Version A Coordination ....................................................................... 01 040A.V- 
Section 01040, Version B: Coordination ....................................................................... Ol040B.V- 
Section 01300: Sub ..................................................................................................... 01300.V- 

Section 01730: Operations and Maintenance Data ........................................................... 01730.V- 
Section 15010: Mechanical-General Provisions ............................................................ 1sOlO.V- 
Section 15950: Automatic Controls ................................................................................ 15950.V- 
Section 15990: Test, Adjust and Balance ........................................................................ 1599O.V- 
Section 15995: Mechanical Systems Commissioning ....................................................... 15995.V- 
Section 15997: Mechanical Testing Requirements ........................................................... 15997.V- 
Section 15998: Prefunctional Checklists-Mechanical & Electrical ................................. 15998.V- 

Section 00800: Supplementary Conditions ...................................................................... 00800.V- 

Section 01700: Project Close-Out ................................................................................... 01700.V- 

Directory: \PREFUNCT.PT3 (“PC in the file name extension refers to Prefunctional Checklist The underscore is a 
placeholder for the current version #.) 

Air handler unit ................................................................................................... AHU.PC- 
Air-cooled Condenser and Compressor ....................................................... A1RCNDSR.PC- 
Boiler ............................................................................................................ BOILER.PC- 
Condenser Water Pip ................................................................................ CDWPIPE.PC- 
Chiller .......................................................................................................... CHlL~R.PC- 
Sample chiller system startup documentation plan ...................................... CHlLR~C.PC- 
Chilled Water Piping ................................................................................... CWPIPE.PC- 
Computer Room AC Unit ......................................................................... COMPUIAC.PC- 
Controls System ~~).............................................................................CON~OLS.PC- 
Cooling Tower ........................................................................................... COOLTWR.PC- 
Exhaust ............................................................................................................ EXH-FAN.PC- 
Fan Coil Unit ............................................................................................. FANCOILU.PC- 
Heating Water Pipmg ..................................................................................... HWPIPE.PC- 

. .  

. .  
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Packaged Rooftop Unit ................................................................................ PKGUNIT.PC- 
Pump (water) .................................................................................................... PUMP.PC, 
Start-up Documentation Plan Temp .......................................................... STARTPLN.CO6 
TAB ............................................................................................................ TABPLAN.PC- 
Terminal Unit .............................................................................................. TU-PCO5.XLS 
Variable Frequency Drive ....................................................................................VFD.PC, 

Section 15999: Sample Functional Test Procedures-Mechanical ................................... 15999.V- 
Directory: \GIDESPEC.PT3 

Directory: \FUNCTEST.PT3 ('IT in the file name extension refers to Functional Test The underscore is the version #.) 
Air Compressor (for smoke dampers) ......................................................... AlRCOMPR.~- 

Cabinet Unit Heater .................................................................................. CABUNHTR.FT- 
Chilled Water Sequence of Operations. ....................................................... CH1LRSEQ.E~ 

Chiller Functional Te .................................................................................... CHILLER.FT- 
Fan Coil (heating) ....................................................................................... ~ N C 0 I L . ~ -  
Fin Tube Radiator ......................................................................................... FINTUBE.FT- 
Packaged Rooftop DX Air Conditioning Unit ............................................... PKG-RTU.FT- 
Packaged Boiler Control Sequences (not included in hard copy) ......................... BOILRSEQ.00- 

Air Handler Unit (cooling Unit only) .......................................................... AHU-WOL.FT- 
&-Side Economizer ................................................................................. ECONTEST-FT- 

Packaged Boiler Functional Te .................................................................. B0ILERHW.~- 
Multiple Boiler System Functional Test (not included in hard copy) ................ BOILERSYS.FT- 
Service Water Heater (Gas) ........................................................................SRVC-WH.~- 
Small Service Hot Water Circulating Pumps ............................................. SMLCPUMP.FT- 
Split Air Conditioning Unit .......................................................................... SPLlT-AC.FT- 

Terminal Unit-Dual Duct Fan (Series) ...................................................... TU-DDFAN.~- 
Terminal Unit-Cooling Only VAV Single Duct .............................................. TU-CLG.FT- 
Unit Heater ................................................................................................. UNIT_HTR.FT- 
Variable Speed Drive (fan application) ........................................................... VFDFAN.FT_ 
Variable Speed Drive (pump application) .................................................... VFDPUMP.R_ 

Section 16010: Electrical-General Provisions ............................................................... 16OlO.V- 
Section 16995: Electrical Systems Commissioning .......................................................... 16995.V- 
Section 16997: Electrical Testing Requirements .............................................................. 16997.V- 

Section 16999: Sample Functional Test Procedures ......................................................... 16999.V- 

Emergency Power System and UPS (1argerUPS test; not included in hard copy) ... E-POWBIG.FT- 
Exterior Lighting Controls .......................................................................... EXTLIGHTFT- 

Section 17100: Commissioning Requirements ................................................................. 17100.V- 

Terminal Unit-HW Reheat Single Du ct.....................................................TU-R EHET.FT- 
Terminal Unit-Dual Duct ..........................................................................TU-D D V A V . ~ -  

pirectow: \GIDESPEC.PT3 . 

Section 16998: P r e b d o n a l  Checklists-El ectrical....................................................... 16998.V- 

m: \FUNCTEST.PT3 
Emergency Power System and UPS............................................................. E-POWER.FT- 

Lighting Sweep Contro ................................................................................... SWEEP.FT- 

m: \GIDESPEC.PT3 
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Directory: \CONSPLAN.PT4 
Part IV: Model Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase ........................................... C0NSPLAN.V- 

Pirectory: \CONFORMS.PT4 me file name extension refers to the Form ID number) 
Appendix 1: Construction Phase Application Forms (25Jiles) . .  . 

C-1: ComrmsslorutIg Issues Log.......................................................................... ISSULOG.CO1 
C-2: Request for Documentation and Record of Submissions .......................... DOCREQC2.XLS 
C3a: Commissioning Test or Review Approv al............................................... APROVAL2.C3A 
C-3b: Commissioning Prefunctional Check Submittal / Approv al...................... PCSUBMIT.CSB 
C-3c: Commissioning Transmittal ..................................................................... TRANSMIT.C3C 
C-3d: Commissioning Request for Information ................................................... INFOREQ.C3D 
C-3e: Commissioning M e m o ~ d  ................................................................ MEMORAND.C3E 
C-3f Commissioning Submittal for Sequences and Test Forms ........................ SUBRFRM.C3F 
C-4: Commissioning Progress Report ..............................................................PROGREPT.C04 
Training: Project Training and Orientation Procedures ..................................... TRAINPRO.CED 
C-5a: Overall Staf€Training and Orientation Plan..............................................TRAINPLN.C5A 
C-5b: Training and Orientation Agenda ............................................................TRAl~GE.C5B 
C-5c: Staf€Training and Orientation Record ..................................................... ~ l N R E C . C 5 C  
C-6: Commissioning Corrective Action Rep0 .................................................. CORECTON.CO6 
C-7: Commissioning Progress Record .............................................................. RECORDC7.XLS 
C-8: Plan and Documentation Requirements for Startup and Initial Checkout .... STARTPLN.CO8 
C-9: Detailed Commissioning Schedule (blank) .................................................. TlMEBLC9.XLS 
C-10: Detailed Commissioning Schedule (filled in).............................................TlMEFClO.XLS 
C-11: Commissioning Functional Testing Plan Overview ................................... FIOVRVU.Cl1 
C-12: Phasing of Commissioning Testing .............................................................. P ~ S E S . C l 2  
(2-13: Owner-Contracted Tests ....................................................................... OWNRTEST.Cl3 
C-14: Facility StafFParticipation in Commissio ning.......................................... STAFPART.Cl4 
C-15: Functional Testing Scope Outline (example) ............................................. SCOPEFlL.Cl5 
C-16: Commissioning Formal Written Work Produ ......................................... PRODUCTS.Cl6 
C-17: Commissioning Record Notebook Format ...............................................B~K-Cl7.XLS 

Appendix 2: Document and Test Development Flow Charts, Submittal Maps .............. PT4-APP2.VO3 

Sources 

The primary sources used for the development of these commissioning plans and specifications were (listed 
by date): 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4.  

5.  

6. 
7. 

Hehq John A., Rick Casadt and Phoebe Caner, The Building Commissioning Handbook, The 
Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers (APPA), 1996. 
Building Commissioning Guide, Enviro-Management & Research, Inc., 1996. 
The W A C  Commissioning Process, ASHRAE Guideline 1-1989R final draft 1996. 
Electrical Engineexing Building Commissioning Specifications, Notkin Engineering/ University of 
Washington, 1995. 
Caner, Phoebe, Commissioning the Building Automation Qstem of the Physics/Astronomy 
Building: A Case Study, University of Washington, 1995. 
Systems Commissioning Procedures, US Army Corp of Engineers, 1995. 
Chamberh, G. A. and D. M. Schwenk, Sta&rd W A C  Control Systems Commissioning and 
Quality Verification User Guide. USACERL, FEAP-UG-FE-94/20, September 1994. 
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8. 

9. 

10. Contractor Quality Control and Commissioning Program, Montgomery County, Maryland, 1993. 
11. General Commissioning Guide Specifications, University of Washington Facility Management 

12. Kao, James Y., U.S. Department of Commerce, W A C  FunctionaIInspection and Testing Guide, 

13. Building Commissioning Guidelines, PECI/Bonneville Power Administration, 1992. 
14. Misc. specifications, guidelines and tests developed by PECI, 1990-1996. 

GSA Portland, Oregon Federal Courthouse Specifications, general commissioning section and 
controls testing sections, 1994. 
DUM, Wayne A., C-2000 Quality Guideline, Commissioning Specifications, Canadian 

.Department of Energy Mines and Resources, 1994. 

Office, September 1993. 

March 1992 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A/E Services 

Commissioning Requirements 
--Design Phase- 

Summary 
The Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase are specifications relating to commissioning 
which the design team is required to carry out during the development of the contract documents. 
The requirements include a listing of the responsibilities for each member of the design team. In 
addition, for perspective the requirements list the responsibilities of all players during the 
construction phase. These requirements are intended to be included in the RFP for AE services 
and for prospective commissioning agents, after GSA fills in the appropriate check boxes and 
blanks. The requirements include little detail, rather they point to the fully explained procedures 
in the Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase. 

In the Appendix to Part I, a sample request for proposal (RFP) for a commissioning agent is 
provided which will assist in engaging the services of a qualified commissioning agent for the 
project. This RFP was developed as a stand-alone document and is redundant of much of the 
material in the main part of this section. 

The information in this section should be adapted for inclusion in any AIA or other standard 
documents used for acquiring design and consulting services. Special instructions to the 
specification or contract writer have been enclosed in boxes. 

Table of Contents 

Introduction 

1.0 General 
1.1 Party Definitions 
1.2 Participation 

2.0 Responsibilities 
2.1 All Parties 
2.2 Architect (of the A/E team) 
2.3 WAC Mechanical and Electrical DesignedEngineers (of the A/E team) 
2.4 Commissioning Agent 
2.5 Contractor and Subcontractors 
2.6 Construction Manager (Owner's Rep, GSA) 
2.7 Project Manager (of GSA) 

1 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A/E Services 

Request for Proposal of NE Services 

--Design Team Commissioning Requirements- 

Introduction 
The General Services Administration (GSA), Region 10 is committed to the concept of 
commissioning all new buildings and major renovations. Commissioning is the process of 
achieving, verifying and documenting the performance of building systems in accordance with the 
design intent and the client's functional and operational needs. Commissioning starts in the 
design phase and extends through the construction process and into the w m t y  period. In briefs 
the commissioning process entails developing clear and complete design and operational intent 
documentation, verrfvins and documenting proper equipment and system performance, ensuring 
that appropriate O&M documentation is left with the building operating staffand ensuring that 
the building operators are sufficiently trained. Building commissioning is a team effort and 
requires cooperation by all parties to succeed efficiently. 

1.0 General 

1.1 Party Definitions 
Commissioning Agent (CA) - an independent agent, not otherwise associated with the A/E team 
members or the Contractor, though he/she may be hired as a subcontractor to them. The CA or 
the architect may coordinate the commissioning during design. The CA coordinates the 
commissioning during construction. The CA reports directly to the GSA Project Manager during 
design. 

Commissioning Coordinator - the party assigned to coordinate &e commissioning activities 
during the design phase. This may be the CA or the architect. 

Project Manager (PMj - the contracting and managing authority for GSA over the design 
andor construction of the project. 

Construction Manager (CM) - GSA's on-site representative or agent. The Contractor reports to 
the CM. 

Contractor (GC) - the general contractor for the project. 

Architect / Engineer (ALE) - the prime consultant (architect) and sub-consultants who comprise 
the design team dealing with mechanical and electrical systems, generally the W A C  mechanical 
designedengineer and the electrical designer/engineer. 

1.2 Participation 
For the Design Phase, a commissioning agent will be hired by: 

- GSA directly 
- the CM 
- the A/E 
- the GC 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A/E Services 

2.0 Responsibilities 
By responding to this RFP, the A/E team acknowledges their willingness to participate in the 
commissioning process. The commissioning process is M y  defined in the following reference 
documents developed by Region 10, USDOE included with this RFP: Commissioning Guide 
Specifications, Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase, Model Commissioning Phn- 
Construction Phase. The GSA Building Commissioning Guide is also a valuable general 
reference guideline. For use, m d c a t i o n  or customizing, an electronic copy of the Guide 
Specifications, as well as the other two USDOE documents, will be provided to the parties 
awarded the design contract. 

To provide an overall perspective of the commissioning process, a summary of the 
commissioning responsibilities of all parties is provided below for all design and construction 
phases. This includes the responsibilities and tasks of the CM, PM and GC, which are not a part 
of the scope of this RFP. The CA responsibilities during construction and warranty are not 
included in the scope of this RFP. Ifthe CA is checked below, the CA services during Design 
Development and Construction Documents phase are included in the scope of this RFP. 

In summary, only the tasks of the following checked parties are part of the scope of A/E 
commissioning services for this RFP. 

- Architect (Programming through Warranty) 
- W A C  mechanical designer (Programming through Warranty) 
- Electrical designer (Programming through Warranty) 
- Commissioning agent (during Design Development and Construction Documents Phases) 

2.1 All Parties 

All Phases 
1. Follow the Commissioning Plan-Design Phase included with this RFP. 

2.2 

Programmng and Conceptual Development Phases 

Architect (of the NE team) 

Document the tenant and GSA building criteria, needs, etc. for this building in a 
programming report. 
If assigned as the design phase commissioning coordinator, make any changes necessary 
to the original Commissioning Plan-Design Phase provided by GSA. 

- Coordinate the commissioning work, Commissioning agent coordinates the 
Commissioning work. 
Document the design intent for general building design and function as speczed in the 
Commissioning Plan included with this RFP. 

1. 

2. 

Design Development 
1. 

2. 

Construction Documents Phase 
1- 

2. 

- Coordinate the commissioning work, Commissioning agent coordinates the 
commissioning work. 
Coordinate the development of the design intent by all design team members. 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 2 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of AE Services 

3. Document the design intent, design narrative and design parameters as specified in the 
Commissioning Plan included with this RFP and include this documentation in the 
specifications sections shown in the Commissioning Plan-Design Phase. 
Adapt the Division 1, Sections 00800,01040,01300,01700, and 01730 fiom Guide 
Commissioning Specifications into Division 1 for this project. Developing performance 
vedication requirements to be executed by others shall not be construed to relieve the 
architect and design engineers of any responsibility assigned under the contractual 
agreement. 

- Manage the CA contract, G C  manages the CA contract, C M  or GSA 
manages the CA contract. 
Perform normal submittal review, construction observation, as-built drawing 
preparation, O&M manual p r e p d o n ,  etc., as contracted. 
Provide any design narrative documentation requested by the CA. 
Coordinate resolution of system deficiencies identified during commissioning, according 
to the contract documents. 
Prepare and submit final as-built design intent documentation for inclusion in the O&M 
manuals. Review and approve the O&M manuals. 

4. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5.  

Warran0 Period 
1. Coordinate resolution of design non-conformance and design deficiencies identified 

during warranty-period commissioning. 

2.3 

Programming and Conceptual Development Phase 

Design Development Phase 

HVAC Mechanical and Electrical Designers/Engineers (of the NE team) 

-None- 

1. Document design intent and general operating parameters according to the 
Commissioning Plan included with this RFP. 

Complete the documentation of the design intent and operating parameters according to 
the Commissioning Plan included with this RFP and include this documentation in the 
specifications sections shown in the Commissioning P b D e s i g n  Phase. 
Adapt the Division 15 W A C  mechanical designer) and Division 16 (electrical designer) 
Guide Commissioning Specifications into Division 15 and 16 for this project. 

Perform normal submittal review, construction observation, as-built drawing 
preparation, etc., as contractd. One site observation should be completed just prior to 
system start-up. 
The designers shall provide the CA with additional detailed equipment and system 
information, as requested. The designers shall assist (along with the contractors) in 
clarifjfing the operation and control of commissioned equipment in areas where the 
specifications, control drawings or equipment documentation are not sufficient for 
writing detailed testing procedures. 

construction Documents Phase 
1. 

2. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of fVE Servicss 

3. 

4. 

Participate in the resolution of Division 15, 16 and 17 system deficiencies identified 
during commissioning, according to the contract documents. 
Prepare and submit the Division 15 and 16 final as-built design intent and design and 
operating parameters documentation for inclusion in the O&M manuals. Review and 
approve the O&M manuals. 
Provide a presentation at the first training session for the Owner's personnel. 5 .  

Warrang Period 
1. Participate in the resolution of respective Division 15 and 16 non-compliance and design 

deficiencies identified during commissioning during warranty-period commissioning. 

2.4 Commissioning Agent 
The CA is not responsible for design concept, design criteria, compliance with codes, design or 
general construction scheduling, cost estimating, or construction management. The CA may 
assist with problem-solving or resolving non-wdormance or deficiencies, but ultimakly these 
responsibilities reside with the general contractor and the A/E. The primary role of the CA is to 
develop and coordinate the execution of a testing plan, observe and document perfbrmance-that 
is determine whether systems are functioning in accordance with the documented design intent 
and in accordance with the Contract Documents. The Contractors will provide all tools or the use 
of tools to start, check-out and functionally test equipment and systems, except for specified 
testing with portable data-loggers, which shall be supplied and installed by the CA. 

A.ogram*ng and Conceptual Development Phase 

Design Development Phase 

-None- 

1. 

2. 

3, 
4. 

If assigned as the design phase commissioning coordinator, make any changes necessary 
to the original Commissioning Plan-Design P h s e  provided by GSA. 
- Coordinate the commissioning work, A r c h i t e c t  coordinates the commissioning 
work. 
- Perform, D o  not perform a design review at the end of Design Development. 
Assist design team members in developing their portions of the design intent. 

Construction Docunpnts Phase 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5.  
6. 

7. 

- Coordinate the commissioning work, A r c h i t e c t  coordinates the commissioning 
work. 
Perform a review of the drawings and specifications when 50% and 95% complete. 
Assist, review and approve the development of the design intent and operaling 
parameters documentation by all  design team members. 
Develop a draft project-specific commissioning plan for the construction phase, using the 
Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase model document. 
Coordinate the development of the construction commissioning specifications. 
Assist, review and approve the deveIopment of the construction commissioning 
specitications by all design team members. 
Assist the A/E in adapting the special commissioning Division 17 Guide Commissioning 
Specifications into Division - for this project. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
According to the Contract Documents: 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A/€ Services 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

Coordinate and direct the commissioning activities in a logical, sequential and efficient 
manner using consistent protocols and forms, centralized documentation, clear and 
regular communications and consultations with all necessary parties, frequently updated 
timelines and schedules and technical expertise. 
Coordinate the commissioning work and, with the GC and CM, ensure that 
commissioning activities are being scheduled into the master schedule. 
Revise, as necessary, the Draft 2, Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase. 
Plan and conduct a commissioning scoping meeting. 
Request and review additional information required to perform commissioning tasks, 
including O&M materials, contractor start-up and checkout procedures. 
Before startup, gather k d  review the current control sequences and interlocks and work 
with contractors and design engineers until sficient clarity has been obtained, in 
writing, to be able to write detailed testing procedures. 
Review and approve n o d  Contractor submittals applicable to systems being 
commissioned for compliance with commissioning needs, concurrent with the A/E 
reviews. 
Write and distribute prehctional tests and checklists. 
Develop an enhanced start-up and initial system checkout plan with Subcontractors. 

10. Perform site visits, as necessary, to observe component and system installations. Attend 
selected planning and job-site meetings to obtain information on construction progress. 
Review construction meeting minutes for revisions/substitutions relating to the 
commissioning process. Assist in resolving any discrepancies. 

1 1. Witness all or part of the W A C  piping test and flushing procedure, sufficient to be 
confident that proper procedures were followed. Document this testing and include 
documentation in O&M manuals. Notify owner’s project manager of any deficiencies in 
results or procedures. 

12. Witness all or part of any ductwork testing and cleaning procedures, suEcient to be 
confident that proper procedures were followed. Document this testing and include 
documentation in O&M manuals. Notify owner’s project manager of any deficiencies in 
results or procedures. 

checklist reports or by direct site observation. 
13. Approve prehctional tests and checklist completion by reviewing prehctional 

14. Approve systems startup by reviewing start-up reports and by selected site observation. 
15. Review testing, adjusting, and balancing (TAB) execution plan. 
16. Oversee sufficient functional testing of the control system and approve it for use by 

TAB, before TAB is executed. 
17. Approve air and water systems balancing by spot testing and by reviewing completed 

reports and by selected site observation. 
18. With necessary assistance and review from installing contractors, write the functional 

performance test procedures for equipment and systems. This may include energy 
management control system trending, stand-alone data-logger monitoring or manual 
functional testing. Submit to CM for review, and approval ifrequired. 

19. Analyze any functional performan& trend logs and monitoring data to verify 
performance. 

20. Coordinate, witness and approve manual functional performance tests performed by 
installing contractors. Coordinate rete- as necessary until satisfactory performance is 
achieved. 

2 1. Maintain a master deficiency and resolution log and a separate testing record. Provide to 
the CM written progress reports and test results with recommended actions. 

. 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A/E Services 

22. Witness performance testing of smoke control systems by others and all other owner 
contracted tests or tests by manuf2icturer’s personnel over which the CA may not have 
direct control. Document this testing and include in Commissioning Record in 
documentation in O&M manuals. 

23. Review equipment warranties to ensure that the Owner’s responsibilities are clearly 
dehed. 

24. Oversee and approve the training of the Owner’s operating personnel. 
25. Compile and maintain a commissioning record and building systems book@). 
26. Review and approve the preparation of the O&M manuals. 
27. Provide a final commissioning report. 

Warranty Period 

1. 

2. 

Supervise any seasonal or deferred testing and deficiency corrections required by the 

Return to the site at 10 months into the 12 month warranty period and review with 
hility staffthe current building operation and the condition of outstanding issues related 
to the on@ and seasonal commissioning. Also interview facility stafF and identify 
problems or concerns they have with operating the building as originally intended. Make 
suggestions for improvements and for recording these changes in the O&M manuals. 
Idenm areas that may come under warranty or under the original construction contract. 
Assist facility staff in developing reports and documents and requests for services to 
remedy outstanding problems. 
Optional: Assist in the development of a preventative maintenance plan, a detailed 
operating plan or an energy and resource management plan or as-built documentation. 

specifications. 

3. 

2.5 Contractor and Subcontractors 
No part of these specifications are to be construed to relieve the Contractor of their 
responsibilities under the building contract. 

Programming through Construction Documents Phases 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 

-None- 

1. 

2. 

3. 

The GC shall ensure that all Subcontractors (Subs) execute their commissioning 
responsibilities according to the contract documents in a timely fishion. 
A representative of the subcontractor for each applicable trade shall attend a 
commissioning scoping meeting. 
Subs shall provide n o d  cut sheets and shop drawing submittals and O&M manuals, 
with one copy for each piece of commissioned equipment going to the CA. Subs shall 
provide the CA with additional detailed equipment and system information, as requested. 
Subs shall assist (along with the design engineers) in clarifLing the operation and control 
of commissioned equipment in areas where the specifications, control drawings or 
equipment documentation are not sufficient for writing detailed testing procedures. 
Subs shall provide limited assistance to the CA in preparation of the specific functional 
performance test procedures. Subs shall review test procedures to ensure feasibility, 
safety and equipment protection. 

4. 
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Part 1. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A E  Services 

5.  Subs shall execute their normal system prestart-up checkout procedures without a 
decrease in rigor. In addition, they will complete prefunctional performance checklists 
and tests provided to them by the CA. 
Subs shall perform and clearly document their normal start-up and system check-out 
procedures without a decrease in rigor. Subs shall provide a start-up report and a copy 
of the manuhturer's recommended start-up procedures to the CA. Subs shall address 
all A/E punch list items to date and TAB shall be completed with discrepancies and 
problems remedied before functional testing. Subs shall perform standard start-up 
testing and system operational checkouts with n o d  rigor. Commissioning 
performance verification is intended to verify proper performance, not replace the start- 
up testing and system debugging responsibilities of the Subs. 

7. Subs shall execute functional performance testing, wilnessed by the CA. 
8. Correct deficiencies (differences between specified and observed performance) as 

interpreted by the CA, CM and A/E. 
9. Prepare O&M manuals according to the contract documents. 
10. Prepare red-line as-built drawings for all drawings and hal as-builts for contractor- 

generated coordination drawings. 
1 1. Provide training of the Owner's operating personnel. 
12. Coordinate with equipment manufkturers to determine specific requirements to maintain 

thevalidity of the warranty. 
13. Furnish a copy of all construction documents, addenda, change orders and approved 

submittals and shop drawings to the CA. 
14. General confractor shall coordinate the training of owner personnel. 

6.  

Warranty Period 
1. 

2. 

Subs shall execute seasonal and other deferred functional performance testing, witnessed 
by the CA, according to the specifications. 
Correct deficiencies and make necessary adjustments to O&M manuals and as-built 
drawings for applicable issues identified in any seasonal testing. 

2.6 Construction Manager (Owner's Rep, GSA) 

Programming through Design Development Phases 
-None- 

Construction Documents Phase 
1. Perform a general review of the drawings and specifications. Perform a constructibility 

review and/or perform a value engineering analysis according to their contract. 

Facilitate the coordination of the commissioning work by the CA, and with the GC and 
CA ensure that commissioning activities are being scheduled into the master schedule. 
Review and approve the hal Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase. 
Attend a commissioning scoping meeting. 
Perform the normal review of Contractor submittals. 
Review and approve the functional performance test procedures submitted by the CA, 
prior to testing. 
Review periodic commissioning progress and deficiency reports. 
Coordinate the resolution of noncompliance and design deficiencies identified in all 
phases of commissioning. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6.  
7. 
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Part I. Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase 
Request for Proposal of A E  Services 

8. Assist the Contractor in coordinating the training of owner personnel. 
9. Sign-off on individual commissioning tests completed and passing. Recommend 

completion of the commissioning process to the Project Manager. 
Note: If the CA is hired by the CM or directly by GSA, the CM tasks listed above for the 

commissioning process become the responsibility of the CA, as the need for oversight of 
the CA is essentially eliminated, except for the c o o r M o n  of deficiency resolution. 

Assist the CA as necessary in the seasonal testing and deficiency corrections required by 
the specXcations. 

Warranty Period 

1. 

2.7 Project Manager (of GSA) 

Bogramming through Design Development Phases 
- 1. ManagetheAEcontract. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

Work with the client in determining their functional needs. 
Perform the normal reviews of the AE work. 
Approve the final Commissioning Plan-Design Phase. 

Construction Documents Phase 
1. Manage the A/E contract. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  

As normal, represent GSA and the client in drawing and specXcation reviews. 
Review and approve the design intent-documentation. 
Review and approve the commissioning specifications. 
As normal, review the value engineering analysis and approve any changes to be 
incorporated. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 

1. 
2. 

Manage the contract of the A E  and of the GC. 
Arrange for facility operating and maintenance personnel to attend various field 
commissioning activities and field training sessions according to the Commissioning 
Plan-Construction Phase. 
Provide final approval for the completion of the commissioning work. 3. 

Warranty Period 

1. Ensure that any seasonal testing and any deficiency issues are addressed. 
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Part I 

APPENDIX 1 

Solicitation for 
Commissioning Agent Services 
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Appendix 1 .  Solicitation for Commissioning Agent Services 

Solicitation for Commissioning Agent Services 

BACKGROUND 

(Owner) is seeking the services of a qualified 
commissioning agent/fb for a new commercial construction project. The project is a 

gross sf3 - dory, building in [city & state] 
, , with a project budget of $ million. The facility is expected 

- [type] 

to be comprised of -% office space, -% retail, parking garage, and % 
medical laboratory. 

The project has gone through the programming phase, with a programming report available for 
review. The balance of design is expected to be completed by 
construction started by 

and 
, with a final occupancy date of 

The management structure is traditional “design and spec” with 111 design documents and 
specifications to be developed by an architectural firm. The construction documents will be let 
out to bid and a general contractor will be hired to complete the construction. The design team 
will have limited construction oversight. The Owner’s primary construction representative on- 
site will be provided by the separately contracted services of a construction management firm. 
The comhissioning agent will report to the construction manager. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The Owner is committed to commissioning this facility to ensure that all systems are complete 
and functioning properly upon occupancy and that facility StafFhave adequate system 
documentation and training. Commissioning consists of systematically documenting that 
specified components and systems have been installed and started up properly, and then 
functionally tested to veri@ and document proper operation through all modes and conditions. In 
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addition, owner-personnel training will be verified and M project operations and maintenance 
(O&M) documents will be reviewed for completeness. 

The following is a summary of the commissioning process which the Owner intends to have 
implemented on this project. The proposer is 'fiee to suggest changes and improvements to this 
process. However, for this proposal the following process will be assumed. 

. 

Commissioning Process During Desirm 

A summary of the commissioning process during design is: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5.  

6.  

7. 

8. 

A design phase commissioning plan is developed by the commissioning agent (CA). 
The design team members perform their normal functions in addition to the commissioning 
related tasks of documenting the design intent. 
The CA performs a focused review of design development. 
The CA develops the draft commissioning plan for the construction phase. 
The CA develops commissioning speciiications for the construction documents, with review 
by the design team, for inclusion in their construction speciiications. 
The design team develops indepth design documentation, including design intent, basis of 
design and full sequences of operation for inclusion in the construction documents. 
The CA performs a design review at 50% and 95% completion of the drawings and 

The CA updates the original draft of the commissioning plan for the construction phase. 
speciiications. 

Commissioning Process DurinP Construction and Warrantv 

A summary of the commissioning process that the Owner will follow during construction is: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

A commissioning plan is developed by the commissioning agent. 
A scoping meeting is conducted by the CA where the commissioning process is reviewed with 
the commissioning team members. 
Additional meetings will be required throughout construction, scheduled by the CA with 
necessary parties attending, to plan, scope, coordinate, and schedule future activities and 
resolve problems. 
Equipment documentation is submitted to the CA during normal submittals, including 
detailed start-up procedures. 
The CA works with the Subcontractors (Subs) in developing start-up plans and start-up , 
documentation formats, including providing to the Subs prefunctional checklists to be 
completed during the startup process. 
In general, the checkout and performance verification proceeds fiom simple to complex; from 
component level to equipment to systems and intersystem levels with prebctional checklists 
being completed before functional testing. 
The Subs, under their own direction, execute and document the prefunctional checklists and 
perform startup and initial checkout. The CA documents that the checklists and startup were 
completed according to the approved plans. This may include the CA witnessing startup of 
selected equipment. 
The CA develops specific equipment and system functional performance test procedures. 
The Subs review the procedures. 
The orocedures are executed by the Subs, under the direction of, and documented by the CA. 

10. Ite& of non-compliance are &rrected at the Subs' expense and the system retested: 
1 1. The CA reviews the O&M documentation for completeness. 
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12. Commissioning is completed before Substantial Completion. 
13. The CA reviews, pre-approves and coordinates the training provided by the Subs and verifies 

14. Deferred and seasonal testing and performance evaluation is conducted, as specified or 
that it was completed. 

required. 

Commissioninp Apent Resuonsibilities 

The proposer is free to suggest changes and improvements to following task list. However, for 
this proposal the following tasks will be assumed. 

The commissioning a g e n t l h  (CA) will have the following responsibilities: 

The CA is not responsible for design concept, design criteria, compliance with codes, design or 
general construction scheduhg, cost estimating, or construction management. The CA may 
assist with problem-solving or resolving non-conformance or deficiencies, but ultimately that 
responsibility resides with the general contractor and the A/E. The primary role of the CA is to 
develop and coordinate the execution of a testing plan, observe and document performance-that 
is determine whether systems are functioning in accordance with the documented design intent ’ 

and in accordance with the Contract Documents. The Contractors will provide all tools or the use 
of tools to start, check-out and functionally test equipment and systems, except for specified 
testing with portable data-loggers, which shall be supplied and installed by the CA. 

Programming and Conceptual Development Phase 
-None- 

Schematic Design and Design Development Phase 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

Coordinate the commissioning work during design 
Develop a design-phase commissioning plan, using the draft or “boilerplate” version 
provided by the Owner or other approved models. 
Perform a focused design review at the end of Design Development, as described in Exhibit 
1. 
Assist design team members in developing their portions of the design intent. Approve their 
submissions. 

Construction Documents Phase 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

Coordinate the commissioning work during this phase. 
Perform a focused review of the drawings and specifications when 50% and 95% complete, 
as described in Exhibit 2. 
Assist, review and approve the development of the design intent and operating parameters 
documentation by all design team members. 
Develop a draft project-specific commissioning plan for the construction phase, using the 
“boilerplate” version provided by the owner or other approved’models. 
Develop fidl commissioning specifications for all commissioned equipment listed below 
using one or more of the following documents as a guide for content, rigor and format: 1) 
Model Commissioning Plan and Guide SpeciJications, USDOEFEW; Portland.Energy 
Conservation, Inc. (PECI). Available in electronic and hard copy form from National 
Technical Information Service (NTIS) at 1-800-553-6847 and on the internet through PECI, 
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http://www.teleport.co~~peci. 2) Facility Design Information Manual, Engineering 
Services, University of Washington. Available over the internet at 
http://weber.u.washington.edu/-fkesweb, under Vol. 2 Division 17 Commissioning. 3) The 
W A C  Commissioning Process, ASHRAE Guideline 1-1989R. Available fiom ASHR4E 
at 404-636-8400. 
The commissioning specification will include a detailed description of the responsibilities of 
all parties included in the commissioning process; details of the commissioning process; 
reporting and documentation requirements, including formats; deficiency resolution; 
prefunctional checklist and startup requirements; the functional testing process; specific 
hc t iona l  test requirements, including testing conditions and acceptance criteria for each 
piece of equipment being commissioned. 
Have the commissioning specifications approved by the A/E team and included in the A/E 
construction specifications. 

6. 

Construction and AcceDtance Phase 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Coordinate and direct the commissioning activities in a logical, sequential and efficient 
manner using consistent protocols and forms, centralized documentation, clear and regular 
communications and consultations with all necessary parties, frequently updated timelines 
and schedules and technical expertise. 
Coordinate the commissioning work and, with the general contractor (GC) and construction 
manager (CM), ensure that commissioning activities are being scheduled into the master 
schedule. 
Revise, as necessary, the current draft of the construction phase commissioning plan 
developed during design. 
Plan and conduct a commissioning scoping meeting. 
Request and review additional information required to perform commissioning tasks, 
including O&M materials, contractor start-up and checkout procedures. 
Before startup, gather and review the current control sequences and interlocks and work 
with contractors and design engineers until sufficient clarity has been obtained, in writing, to 
be able to write detailed testing procedures. 
Review and approve normal Contractor submittals applicable to systems being 
commissioned for compliance with commissioning needs, concurrent with the A/E reviews. 
Write and distribute prefunctional tests and checklists. 
Develop an enhanced start-up and initial systems checkout plan with Subs. 
Perform site visits, as necessary, to observe component and system installations. Attend 
selected planning and job-site meetings to obtain information on construction progress. 
Review construction meeting minutes for revisions/substitutions re- to the 
commissioning process. Assist in resolving any discrepancies. 
Witness all or part of the W A C  piping test and flushing procedure, suff?cient to be 
confident that proper procedures were followed. Document this testing and include 
documentation in O&M manuals. Notify owner's project manager of any deficiencies in 
results or procedures. 
Witness all or part of any ductwork testing and cleaning procedures, sufficient to be 
confident that proper procedures were followed. Document this testing and include 
documentation in O&M manuals. Notify owner's project manager of any deficiencies in 
results or procedures. 
Approve prefunctional tests and checklist completion by reviewing prebctional checklist 
reports or by direct site observation. 
Approve systems &p by reviewing start-up reports and by selected site observation. 
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15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 

1. 

Review testing, adjusting and balancing (TAB) execution plan. 
Oversee sufficient functional testhg of the control system and approve it to be used for 
TAB, before TAB is executed. 
Approve air and water systems balancing by spot testing and by reviewing completed 
reports and by selected site observation. 
With necessary assistance and review from installing contractors, write the functional 
performance test procedures for equipment and systems. This may include energy 
management control system trending, stand-alone data-logger monitoring or manual 
functional testing. Submit to CM for review, and approval if required. 
Analyze any functional performance trend logs and monitoring data to verifL performance. 
Coordinate, witness and approve manual functional performance tests performed by 
installing contractors. Coordinate retesting as necessary until satisfactory performance is 
achieved. 
Maintain a master deficiency and resolution log and a separate testing record. Provide to 
the CM written progress reports and test results with recommended actions. 
Witness performance testing of smoke control systems by others and all other owner 
contracted tests or tests by manufkturer’s personnel over which the CA may not have direct 
control. Document and include in Commissioning Record in O&M manuals. 
Review equipment warranties to ensure that the Owner’s responsibilities are clearly defined. 
Oversee and approve the training of the Owner’s operating personnel. 
Compile and maintain a commissioning record and building systems book@). 
Review and approve the preparation of the O&M manuals. 
Provide a final commissioning report. 

ISeleetthe warranty period iervices desired below.] 

Varrantv Period 
Coordinate and suDervise reuuired seasonal or deferred testing and deficiency corrections 

2. 

3. 

and provide the & testing &cumentation for the commissioning record and O&M 
manuals. 
Return to the site at 10 months into the 12 month warranty period and review with facility 
staff the current building operation and the condition of outstanding issues related to the 
original and seasonal commissioning. Also interview facility staff and identifj problems or 
concerns they have with operating the building as originally intended. Make suggestions for 
improvements and for recording these changes in the O&M manuals. Identifj areas that 
may come under warranty or under the original construction contract. Assist h i i t y  staffin 
developing reports and documents and requests for services to remedy outstanding 
problems. 
Assist in the development of a preventative maintenance plan, a detailed operating plan or 
an energy and resource management plan. 

Assumptions 

It is assumed that the A/E will provide adequate written design intent, basis of design and full 
sequences of operation for all equipment and systems for the O&M manuals and for the 
commissioning agent to use in writing functional tests’. It is also assumed that the contractors 
will execute the functional testing of equipment, coordinated and documented by the 
commissioning agent, using forms provided by the commissioning agent. 
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Svstems To Be Commissioned 

The following systems, including all components and controls, will be commissioned: 

1. Central building automation systems, including linkages to remote monitoring and control 
sites (this excludes any security-related control systems or interlocks). 

2. All equipment of the heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems. 

3. Medical laboratory clean room hoods and pressurization 

4. Refigeration systems 

5. Life safety systems (fire alarm, egress pressurization, f i e  protection) 

6.  Domestic and process water pumping systems 

7. Emergency power and unintermptible power supply (UPS) systems 

8. Lighting control systems 

9. Communication and paging systems 

The following outlines the level of effort expected for each commissioned system: 

The CA shall review the design documentation (design intent, basis of design and sequences of 
operation) for completeness. The CA shall develop prefunctional checklists for the installing 
contractors to include in their startup and initial checkout. The CA shall develop detailed written 
test procedures for guiding and documenting performance during functional testing. 

The functional testing shall include operating the system and components through each of the 
written sequences of operation and other significant modes and sequences, including startup, 
shutdown, unoccupied mode, manual mode, staging, miscellaneous alarms, power failure, 
security alarm when impacted and interlocks with other systems or equipment. Sensors and 
actuators shall be calibrated during prefunctional checklisting by the installing contractors and 
spot checked by the commissioning agent during functional testing. 

> 

Tests on respective W A C  equipment shall be executed during both the heating and cooling 
season. However, some overwriting of control values to simulate conditions may be allowed, if 
used judiciously. The central plant shall have its efficiency bench-marked for later use by 
operations staf€. Functional testing shall be done using conventional manual methods, control 
system trend logs or stand-alone dataloggers, to provide a high level of confidence in proper 
system function, as deemed appropriate by the commissioning agent and the Owner. 

DESIRED OUALIFICATIONS 

It is desired that the person designated as the site commissioning agent satisg as many of the 
following requirements as possible: 

1. Have acted as the principal commissionirig agent for at least three projects over 100,000 sf. 
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2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
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Have extensive experience in the operation and troubleshooting of W A C  systems, energy 
management control systems and lighting controls systems. Extensive field experience is 
required. A minimum of five fU years in this type of work is required. 
Knowledgeable in building operation and maintenance and O&M training. 
Knowledgeable in test and balance of both air and water systems. 
Experienced in energy-efficient equipment design and control strategy optimization. 
Direct experience in monitoring and analyzing system operation using energy management 
control system trending and stand-alone datalogging equipment. 
Excellent verbal and writing communication skills. Highly organized and able to work with 
both management and trade contractors. 
Experienced in writing commissioning specifications. 
A bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering is strongly preferred and P.E. certification is 
desired, however, other technical training and past commissioning and field experience will 
be considered. 

10. The majority of the required expertise for this project must be part of the skill and experience 
set of the prime firm making the proposal. A member of that firm will be the designated 
Commissioning Agent. The Commissioning Agent must be filly qualified to commission 
most of the above listed systems. Ifthe Commissioning Agent or prime firm does not have 
sufficient skills to commission a specific system, the prime firm shall subcontract with a 
qualified party to do so. That party's qualifications shall be included and clearly designated 
in the response to this RFP. 

subcontractor of the General Contractor or any other subcontractor on this project, including 
the ALE. 

11. The Commissioning Agent will be an independent contractor and not an employee or 

It is desired that the prime commissioning firm have a designated project manager with the 
following qualifications. This person may also be the designated primary site commissioning 
agent. 
1. 
2. Experienced in working with the construction management and process protocols of large 

buildings and projects. 
3. Experienced in mamging multi-year projects. 

Experienced in the design process of large projects > Sf. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS 

A proposer must propose to execute all phases of the commissioning in a single proposal. 
However, the proposer will provide separate prices for the design and constructiodwarranty 
phases shall be provided. 

The proposal shall be limited to 15 single-sided pages, including graphics. A letter of 
introduction, section dividers, detailed resumes and the sample work products of item five below 
are not included in this limit. 

The proposal must be signed by an officer of your firm with the authorily to commit the firm. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

6.  
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Fill out the attached Commissioning Firm Experience form, including the Project Experience 
Listing form (Exhibits 4 and 5). 

List the key individual who will be the commissioning agent for this contract and describe his 
or her relevant qualifications and experience. This information is required in addition to any 
detailed resumes the proposer submits. The contract will require that this individual be 
committed to the project for its duration. 

List the relevant experience of project management, supporting staff and subconsultants, 
including detailed resumes, with the M o n  of expected hours for each. Project 
management, supporting staff and subconsultants shall provide less than -% of the total 
time on the project. 

. 

Provide project and professional references and experience for three to five commissioning 
projects for which the proposer was the principal commissioning agent in the last three years. 
Include a description of the project, including square footage and systems commissioned. 
Idenw when the proposer came into the project. Describe the involvement of each 
individual on the proposer's team in the projects for the following areas: systems and 
components commissioned, specification writing, design review, commissioning plan 
development, functional testing procedures and forms, coordinating and overseeing functional 
testing, actually performing the functional testing (hands-on), troubleshooting involvement, 
project management, O&M manual reviews and O&M training. Provide this data on the 
attached Commissioning Project Experience Listing form. For each project, attach a sheet 
that includes the name and telephone number of the owner's project manager, construction 
manager, facility administrator of the building, the mechanical designer, the controls 
contractor site project manager, the mechanical contractor and electrical contractor. 

Describe any experience of the proposer's team in the following areas. List the each party's 
involvement. 
a) traditional test and balance; 
b) commissioning laboratories; 
c) O&M experience; 
d) energy-efficient equipment design and control strategy optimization; 
e) life cycle costing; and 
f) experience in environmental sustainable design. 
g) project and construction management 

Describe your proposed approach to IIlLinaging the project expertly and efficiently, including 
your team participation. Describe what approach you will take to integrate the 
commissioning into the normal design and construction process in order to minimize potential 
time delays. Describe what you will do to foster teamwork and cooperation from contractors 
and designers and what you will do to minimize adversarial relationships. Describe how you 
intend to determine the appropriate level of commissioning effort for the various systems and 
equipment. Describe how your work will facilitate the use of your product as a prototype 
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which may be subsequently used by the Owner in future projects, including access to the 
electronic versions of all documents and forms. 

7. As an attachment, provide the following work products that members of the proposer's team 
wrote. List the team member who actually wrote the document and the projects on which they 
were used. Work from the designated commissioning agent is highly preferred. 
a) commissioning plan, 
b) commissioning specifications; and 
c) an actual functional test procedure form that was executed. 

8. Provide both an estimated total fee to accomplish the work and an hourly rate for each team 
member ifthe project is set up on a time-and-materials basis. The Owner will negotiate with 
the selected proposer and may contract on a fixed fee or time and materials basis. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

The submitted proposals will be reviewed and ranked according to the following (items from the 
above numbered list): 

1. & 2. Key individual experience 

3. Staffand subconsultant experience 

4. Similar project experience 

20 points 

10 points 

15 points 

5 .  Team experience in related skill areas 

6. Management approach 

7. Work examples 

8. Feeproposal 

15 points 

20 points 

10 points 

10 points 

IO0 points 

Reference checks will not be scored individually, but may be used to supplement all categories. 
The Owner reserves the right to eliminate or change the weight of extremely high or extremely. 
low fee proposals. 

SUBMISSION AND SELECTION 

Consultants will submit 
Owner's office at [address 1 by [date and 
time 1. Late proposals will not be accepted. 

( ) copies of the written proposal, to be received in the 

Review and selection process ........................................... 
Requirement of personal interview for iidists ........................... 
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PROTESTS 

Wording as required ............................... 

LIMITATIONS AND PROVISIONS 

Wording on right to reject, to seek clarifications, to negotiate a final contract. Cost of proposal 
preparation not reimbursable. Primary contact for questions. Other necessary legal language, 
e&.. ..................................... 

Date due, where to submit, number of copies, etc. 

MINIMUM REOUIREMENTS FOR CONTRACT EXECUTION 

General Conditions. 

Misc. as required .................... 
InsUWce 

The commissioning firm shall obtain, at the firm's expense, and keep in effect during the tern of 
the project, ................................... liability insurance covering ............................................. 
with the following limits ............................................. etc. 

Change in Personnel 

Ifthe commissioning firm's personnel or subconsultants change for this project, the Owner must 
review and approve the replacement personnel, in advance. The replacement personnel shall 
have, at minimum, equivalent qualifications as the original personnel. 

........... .List other legal requirements as required ............... 
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Design Area 

- Commissioning facilitation 

Exhibit 1 

Review Description 

Input regarding making the building easier to commission 
(see Exhibit 3) 

FOCUSED DESIGN DEVELOPMENT REVIEW ELEMENTS 

The following checked areas will be reviewed by the commissioning agent. 

- Energy Efficiency 

- Operations and Maintenance (O&M). 

- Indoor Enmronmental Quality UEQ)  

- Functionality for Tenants 

General efficiency of building shell, building layout, W A C  
system types, lighting system type, etc. 

How building O&M can be made easier (accessibility and 
system control, etc.) 

How t h e d ,  visual, acoustical comfort or air quality can 
be improved 

How the design can be changed to improve functionality 
for the occupants 

~ ~~ ~~ 

Enmronmental Sustainability l- How the building materials and systems and landscaping 
can create less of an impact on the environment 

Life Cycle Cosfs I- Life cycle assessment of options relative to energy I efficiency, O&M, IEQ or functionality 
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Exhibit 2 

FOCUSED 50% AND 95% DESIGN REVIEW ELEMENTS 

The commissioning agent will perform a review at 50% and 95% design construction documents 
completion comprised of the following checked areas: 

Desirm Area 

- Commissioning facilitation 

- Component energy eficiency 

- Control system & control strategies 

- Operations and maintenance 

- Indoor emironmental quality 

- Environmental sustainability 

- Functionality for occupants 

- Life cycle costs 

- O&M documentation 

- Training 

- Commissioning speciJcations 

Review Description 

Input regarding making the building easier to commission 
(see Exhibit 3). 

Review for adequacy of the &ciency of bldg. shell components, 
W A C  systems and lighting systems. 

Review W A C ,  hght tng ,  f i r e  control, 
- emergency power, security control system, strategies and 
sequences of operation for adequacy and &ciency. 

Review for effects of specified systems and layout toward 
facilitating O&M (equipment accessibility, system control, 
etc.). 

Review to ensure that systems relating to t h e r m a l ,  
- visual, a c o u s t i c a l ,  a i rqua l i tycomfor t ,  a i r  
distribution are ig accordance with the design intent. 

Review to ensure that the b u i l d i n g  materials, 
l andscap ing ,  u s e  of water resources, w a s t e  
management are in accordance with the design intent. 

. .  

Review to ensure that the design meets the functionality needs of 
the occu~ants. 

Perform a qua l i t a t ive ,  q u a n t i t a t i v e  life cycle 
assessment of the primary competing systems relative to 
- energy efficiency, O & M ,  I E Q ,  funct ional i ty .  

Verify that building O&M plan and documentation requirements 
mecified are adeuuate 

~~ 

Verify that operator training requirements specified are 
adequate. 

Verify that bid documents adequately specify building 
commissioning and that there are adequate monitoring and 
control points specified to facilitate commissioning and O&M 
(trending capabilities, test ports, control points, gages and 
thermometers). 
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Exhibit 3 

COMMISSIONING FACILITATION REVIEW 

One of the primary tasks for the commissioning agent is reviewing the design documents to 
facilitate commissioning during construction. The construction-phase commissioning process can 
be made easier and more effective if certain features are included in the design. The added up- 
ftont costs for most of these features can be justXed because they reduce the cost of 
commissioning, allow for a better commissioning job and reduce the O&M costs for the building. 
Below is a list of some of these features. Not all are addressed in detail in the design development 
review. However, they should be brought to the attention of the A/E at this time, so that they can 
be incorporated during the construction documents phase. The review is not expected to be 
limited to only those issues listed below. 

' 

Clear and rigorous design documentation, including detailed and complete sequences 
of operation. 
An W A C  fire and emergency power response matrix that lists all equipment and 
components (air handlers, dampers, valves, etc.) with their status and.action during a 
fire alarm and under emergency power. 
Access for reading gages, entering doors and panels, observing and replacing filters, 
coils, etc. 
Required isolation valves, dampers, interlocks, piping, etc. to allow for manual 
ovemdes, simulating failures, seasons and other testing conditions. 
Sufficient monitoring points in the building automation system (BAS), even beyond 
that necessary to control the systems, to facilitate performance verification and O M .  
Adequate trending and reporting features in the BAS. 
Pressure and temperature' (P/T) plugs close to controlling sensors for verifying their 
calibration. 
Pressure gages, thermometers and flow meters in strategic areas to facilitate verifying 
system performance and ongoing O M .  
Pressure and temperature (P/D plugs at less critical areas or on smaller equipment 
where gages and thermometers would be over-kill. 
Specification of the location and criteria for the VAV duct static pressure Sensor and 
chilled water differential pressure sensor. 
Adequate balancing valves, flow metering and control stations and control system 
functions to facilitate and verify reliable test and balance. 
Uniform inlet connection requirements to VAV terminal boxes. 
Clear and complete commissioning specifications for the construction phase. 
Complete O&M documentation requirements in the specifications. 
Complete training requirements in the specifications. 
Review entire document and building information management plan from design 
through construction and turnover to ensure adequacy and compliance with the 
owner's program. 
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Building Sector 
office 
Retail 
Grocery 
Hospitals 
Laboratories 
Schools 

Universities 
Federal, state, local gov't 
Industrial / Manufacturing 
Special purpose-prisons, 
museums, libraries, etc. 

Exhibit 4 

New Construction Existing Building Equipmerrt 
Malor Renovation (Building Tuneup) Replacement 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 a 0 

COMMISSIONING FIRM EXPERIENCE 

Company Name Contact Person Tltle 

Address City StaWProv Zip/Postal Code 

Telephone * FaX 

Description of Business 

Commissioning Activities 
Percentage of overall busin devot 3 to commissionin 

E-Mail 

ric 
How long has the firm offered commissioning services 

Average number of commissioning projects performed each year: 

years 

projects 

Systems (technologies) for which firm has provided commissioning services (check all that apply) 
0 Pkg or split HVAC 0 Daylighting 0 Commercial refrigeration 
0 Chiller system 0 Electrical, general 0 Telecommunications 
0 Boiler system 0 Electrical, emerg. power 0 Thermal Energy Storage 
0 Energy Mgmt. System 0 Envelope 0 Labs & Clean Rooms 

0 Lighting Controls 0 Plumbing 

I 

0 Variable Freq.Drives 0 Fire/Life Safety 0 

Number of registered professional engineers on staff who have directed commissioning projects: 

The firm has provided commissioning services in the following: (check all that apply) 
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Part II. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 
Contents & Instructions 

Part II 

Model Commissioning Plan 
--Design Phase- 

Summary 

The Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase guides the commissioning activities during the design 
phase. It provides details of responsibilities called out in Part I, Commissioning Requirements-Design 
Phase for the architect, design engineers, commissioning agent, construction and project managers. The 
plan describes the duties of the A/E team and commissioning agent in developing the site-specXc 
commissioning specifications and for developing the first two drafts of the Commissioning Plan- 
Construction Phase. 

Table of Contents 

Instructions for GSA Using the Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

Using the Plan with the RFP 
Instructions for Filling Out the Model Plan 

Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

1. Overview of Commissioning During Design 

2. Building Information 

3. Design Project Team Data 
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Tashs 
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Reporting 

5. Commissioning Scope of Work 
5.1 Task 1. Coordination of Commissioning During Design 
5.2 Task 2. Design Phase Commissioning Plan 
5.3 Task 3. Design Development Review 
5.4 Task 4. Design Intent and Basis of Design Documentation 
5.5 Task 5. Draft Commissioning Plan for Construction 
5.6 Task 6. Commissioning Specification Development 
5.7 Task 7. General Review of Drawings and Specifications 
5.8 Commissioning Facilitation 

6. General Schedule 

Appendix 1. Design Documentation Format (Instructions and F o m )  

Appendix 2. Fire and Emergency Power Response Matrix 
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Instructions for the Owner Filling Out the 
Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

Using the Plan with the RFP 

TheModel Commissioning Plan-Design Phase should be used for obtaining design proposals which will 
include commissioning and to guide the commissioning work throughout the design process. The Design 
Phase Commissioning Plan is referred to as the Model plan when it is not yet filled out. Refer to the 
Overview of the entire Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specijkations for further instructions about 
using the plan during the design process. 

Instructions for Filling Out the Model Plan 

With the following directions, the owner’s staffcan confidently fill out the Model Plan and RFP 
Requirements. The awarded commissioning agent or architect will later revise the plan as necessary. The 
Model Plan is intended as a true “boilerplate” for most projects and can be filled out by hand without any 
attachments. For projects with unusual contracting arrangements, editing the Model Plan may be 
necessary, and is provided on electronic media. 

First fill out Section 2, Building Information, to provide the expected magnitude of the project in gross 
terms. Section 3 will not be filled out until the design contract is awarded. 

Next, skip to Section 5, Commissioning Scope of Work. Here, the fist decision to be made is to decide 
which system will be commissioned. At a minimum, the WAC, W A C  control system and lighting 
controls should be commissioned. Consulting with other project managers, your own experience and 
budget considerations will help you decide on the others. 

Next, under Task 1 of Section 5, Overall Coordination, decide whether the architect or the commissioning 
agent will coordinate the commissioning during design. The commissioning agent is generally a good 
choice to start with, but in some design teams the architect may be the better party, especially where the 
architect is more than just casually interested in commissioningy or where, with the commissioning agent as 
the coordinator, not enough support will be given to the commissioning agent from the other members of the 
team. Your decision can always be changed after the award of the contract. 

Generally the formal commissioning should start at the beginnins of the Design Development Phase. For 
smaller, less complex projects, the commissioning effort could wait until the beginning of the Construction 
Documents Phase. 

Next, under Task 3 of Section 5, Design Development Review, decide how much, ifany, the commissioning 
agent will review the design at the end of Design Development. This is highly recommended. The number 
of design areas the commissioning agent reviews is dependent on the commissioning agent’s skills and the 
emphasis and interest by the owner and the tenants in particular areas. At a minimum, the commissioning 
agent should review the energy-efficiency, operations and maintenance and the indoor environmental quality 
issues. Desired areas for review should be checked in Table 5-1. 

Under Task 4 of Section 5, Develop Design Documentation, decide for which systems the designers will 
provide documented detailed design intent and operational parameters. Generally, all of the listed areas are 
highly recommended. Also under Task 4, who will coordinate the development of the design intent 
documentation-the commissioning agent or the architect- must be determined. Either party should work 
well. The desired areas for documentation should be checked. 

- 
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Task 5 of Section 5, Develop Construction Phase Commissioning Plan, requires no input, unless there are 
areas in the as-is Model Commissioning Plan-Construction P h s e  part N) that the owner does not want 
to include. If so, the exclusions should be footnoted under this task. 

Task 6 of Section 5,  Develop Commissioning Specifications, requires no input at this t h e ,  unless there are 
large signiscant a r m  of the Gujde Specifcations (Part III) that the owner wants changed or clarified now, 
rather than during the normal adaptation process. If so, these exclusions or clarifications should be given 
under Task 6.  It is noted that the Guide SpeciJications are not intended to be totally applicable to the 
project at hand and that the job of the design team is to adapt them. Thus, most or all of the changes 
needed will be made during the design process with guidance and approval of the owner. 

Task 7 of Section 5, Conduct a Final Design Review, requires similar input as Task 3, using Table 5-3. 

The Commissioning Schedule in Section 6 is fairly Universal and will generally require no input. The only 
change that might be needed is ifthe commissioning starts later than the beginning of Design Development. 

Finally, go to Table 4-1 in Section 4. This is a one-page view of the Commissioning roles and 
responsibilities of the design team. In Table 4-1, there are two areas requiring input: 1) Who the overall 
commissioning coordinator during design will be, and 2) Who the lead on Task 4 will be. Check the 
appropriate party for these tasks and verify the other checks. 
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Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

Project: 

GSA Contact: 
Date: 

I .  Overview of Commissioning During Design 

Commissioning (Cx) is a systematic process of ensuring that all building systems perform 
interactively according to the design intent and the owner's operational needs. This is achieved 
by beginning at the design phase with documented design and operating intent and continuing 
through construction and acceptance with actual verification of performance. 

Commissioning during design is intended to achieve the following specific objectives: 

0 

Provide commissioning focused design review. 
Ensure that the design and operational intent are clearly documented. 
Ensure that commissioning for the construction phase is adequately reflected in the bid 
documents. 

The Commissioning process during design is illustrated in Figure 1-1. 

For reference, a brief description of the GSA design phases follows. Refer to the Part I ,  
Commissioning Requirements-Design Phase for a listing of party definitions. 

Programming-Design team and GSA Project Manager meet with representatives of the 
occupying agency or client and determine the square fwtage and occupancy requirements of the 
building. 

Conceptual Design Phase-Architect develops block diagrams, building sizing, rough space 
planning and sketches of exterior types. Multiple choices are provided. Mechanical and 
electrical designers generally have no input in this phase. 

Design Development Phase-Additional detail is applied to the block cllagrams and layouts. 
Interior and exterior features and finishes and general W A C  system types are determined and a 
rough floor plan is approved. Value engineering, if any, is completed. 

Construction Documents Phase-Drawings are completed. Specifications are completed, 
generally using the GSA Master Spec. Bid documents are prepared. 

2. Building Information 

Project Name: 
Locat ion: 
Building Type (office, court, etc.): 
Square Footage: 
Agency: Tenants: 
Design Period: Const. Period: 

Expected number of stories: 
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* 

Figure 1-1. Commissioning During Design 

GSA Enters Into aConttac4M a 
DesignTeam 
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Part 11. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

3. Design Project Team Data 
~~ 

GSA Project 
Manager 

Commissioning 
Agent 
(CA) 

Architect 

W A C  
Mechanical 
Designer 

Electrical 
Designer 

Construction 
Manager 

Tenant 
Representative 

Name: 

cornpaw 

Name: 

company: 

company: 

Name: 

compaw 

Name: 

Company: 

Name: 

NIUIE: 

Name: 

C o m P a Y :  

Voice ofc: 

Fax: 

Address: 

cell: 

Email: 

Voice ofc: 

Fax: 

Address: 

&k 

Email: 

Voice ofc: 

Fax: 

Address: 

cek 

Email: 

Voice ofc: 

Fax: 

Address: 

cek 

Email: 

Voice ofc: cek 

Fax: Email: 

Address: 

Voice ofc: cek 

Fax: Email. 

Address: 

Voice ofc: 

Fax: 

cek 

Email: 

Address: 

Voice ofc: cell: 

Fax: Email: 

Address: 
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Part II. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

4. Responsibilities 

Tasks 
A list of the responsibilities and tasks for each party of the design team are presented in Table 4-1. 
The member assigned as the lead for a given task is shown. The lead will coordinate the 
completion of the task. Under each task listing are subtasks with an "X" marked by the 
participating team members. The tenant representative(s) are considered members of the design 
team and will contribute in their normal fishion. They have no new role in the commissioning 
effort and so are not listed in the table. 

Scope 

Section 5 provides additional detail regarding scope of the tasks. 

Reporting 
Members completing subtasks report to the lead for that task, per Table 4-1. The task lead 
reports to the Coordinator lead (the lead in Task 1). 
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Part I I .  Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

Table 4-1. Commissioning Roles and Responsibilities During Design 
I parties Involved 

I I 

4 Develop design & operating intent documentation Lead-, 
a. Provkle design intent format and assistance 
b. Write design intent for systems checked under Task 4 in Section 5. 
c. Review and approve desiqn intent for darity and completeness 
d. 

5 Develop draft Cx pian for Construction Phase Lead-> 
a. Adapt and edit the Model Cx Plan--Const. Phase, Draft 1 and 2 

1 b. Review Cx plan 
I c. 

[ 1 J This does not preclude the<nonnal reviews by all parties, denoted by a dash -, but is intended to 
show the added review by the commissioning agent. 

5. Commissioning Scope of Work 
The following checked system will be commissioned in this project: 

- W A C  system (virtually all  equipment) 
W A C  system (primary equipment only) . 

5 Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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Part I I .  Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

- W A C  energy management control system 
- Indoor air quality (moderate level of effort) 
- Indoor air quality (rigorous level of effort) 
- Automatic Lighting controls 
- Electrical system power quality, grounding, etc. 
- Emergency power system 
- Communications system, e.g., . 
- Security system 
- Firehmoke alarm and control system 
- Plumbing systems 
- TelecommuniCations and data systems 

The following tasks comprise the commissioning work during design: 

1. Coordinate the commissioning activities 
2. 
3. Perform a review of Design Development . 
4. Develop design intent documentation 
5 .  
6. 
7. 

Finalize design phase commissioning plan 

Develop the draft commissioning plan for the construction phase 
Develop commissioning specifications for the construction bid documents 
Perform a final review of the drawings and specifications 

A listing of these tasks with the parties involved with them is included in Table 4-1. Each of the 
tasks in Table 4-1 will be executed unless specifically noted otherwise. 

5.1 Task 1. Coordination of Commissioning During Design 
The commiss ioning agent, a r c h i t e c t  will be the coordinator of the commissioning 
activities during design, per the designations in Table 4-1. The beginnins of this task consists of 
holding a kick-off meeting with the design team at the beginning of C o n c e p t u a l  Design 
Phase, D e s i g n  Development Phase, Cons t ruc t ion  Documents Phase. This meeting is 
held after the Cx Plan has been finalized (Task 2). The meeting includes reviewing the process 
and outlixung each party's responsibilities. 

The coordinator will ensure that commissioning issues are part of design team meeting agendas 
and will ensure that the Leads for each task understand their responsibilities and execute them. 
The coordinator makes any necessary changes to the design phase Commissioning Plan provided 
by GSA to the A/E team during the proposal process (Task 2). The coordinator reports to the 
architect and to the GSA Project Manager. 

5.2 Task 2. Design Phase Commissioning Plan 
The commissioning coordinator for the design phase (Task 1) makes any necessary clarifications 
and changes to the original design phase Commissioning Plan provided by the Owner at the RFP 
stage and submits it to the architect and GSA Project Manager for approval. This final plan 
guides the commissioning work during design. Necessary adjustments to the design team's fees 
relative to Commissioning Plan changes are negotiated. All design team members receive a copy 
of the plan fiom the coordinator. 
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Part 11. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

- Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 

- Functionality for Tenants 

- Environmental Sustainability 

- Life Cycle Costs 

5.3 Task 3. Design Development Review 
At the end of Design Development, the commissioning agent r e M ' e w s ,  d o e s  not review 
the design along with the other design team members. Ethe mmkissioning agent does not 
perform this review, the rest of this section does not apply, otherwise: 

The commissioning agent compares the design with the interests and needs of GSA as identitied 
in the programming report of the Programming and Conceptual Design Phases. The 
commissioning agent also compares the proposed design against the GSA design guide (PBS- 
PQ100.1, Facilities Standards for the Public Buildings Sewice) for the design areas checked 
below. The commissioning agent also identifies any improvements that can be made in areas 
checked below. Though the commissioning agent may review the areas checked below, they are 
not responsible for design concept, design criteria or compliance with codes. 

How thermal, visual, acoustical comfort or air 
quality' can be improved 

How the design can be changed to improve 
functionality for the occupants 

How the building materials and system and 
landscaping can create less of an impact on the 
environment 

Life cycle assessment of options relative to energy 
efliciency, O&M, E Q  or functionality 

Table 5-1. Commissioning Agent Design Development Review 

Desian Area I Review Description 
~ 

- Commissioning facilitation 

- .Energy Efficiency 

- Operation and Maintenance (O&M). 

This review is documented in writing and submitted to the design phase commissioning 
coordinator and forwarded to the architect and GSA Project Manager. The architect distributes 
the comments to the design team members. The team members respond to the architect who 
provides a written response to the commissioning agent and to the GSA Project Manager 
describing the team's response and any changes or considerations made in the design. 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 7 
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Part I I .  Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

5.4 Task 4. Design Intent and Basis of Design Documentation 
Specifically identifying and developing the design intent and basis of design provides each party 
involved, at each respective stage, an understanding of the building systems. This allows team 
members to perform their respective responsibilities regarding the design, construction or 
operation of the building. 

The design documentation differs from traditional specifications in that it provides a more 
narrative description of the system or issue and "hmes" the issue or building component with 
clear and useful background information. However, design documentation often includes parts of 
specifications. In general, specifications detail what is to be done on a component level, while 
design documentation explains why something is done and, in general terms, how design and 
operating objectives will be accomplished. Sections of the design documentation can look like 
specifications, especially where tasks depart from conventional practice, e.g., energy-efficient 
design and construction. 

Design documentation includes the salient information from the programming report, the 
conceptual design phase and from the design and construction process necessary to guide the 
design, verify compliance during construction and aid building operations. Design documentation 
consists of two dynamic components: design intent and the basis of design. 

Design Intent 
The design intent is a dynamic document that provides the explanation of the ideas, concepts and 
criteria that are considered to be very important to the owner. It is initially the outcome of the 
programming and conceptual design phases. The design intent narrative should cover the 
following, for each system, major component, facility and area: 

General system description 
Objectives and functional use of the system, equipment or rScility 
General quality of materials and construction 
Occupancy requirements 
Indoor environmental quality, IEQ (space temperature, relative humidity, indoor air 
quality , noise level, illumination level, etc.) 
Performance criteria (general efficiency, energy and tolerances of the IEQ objectives, etc.) 
Budget considerations and limitations 
Restrictions and limitations of system or facility 

Many of the above topics may not be necessary for smaller components, such as VAV terminal 
units. 

Basis of Design 
The basis of design is the documentation of the primary thought processes and assumptions 
behind design decisions that were made to meet the design intent. The basis of design describes 
the systems, components, conditions and methods chosen to meet the intent. Some reitekting of 
the design intent may be included. The following should be included in the basis of design for 
major equipment: 

Specific description of systems, components and methods for achieving the design intent 
objectives. (For example, for a rooftop air conditioning unit include: why this system was 
chosen above others, details of size, efficiencies, areas served, capacity control details, 
compressors, coils, dampers, setpoints, filters, economizers, minimum ventilation control, 
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Stage 

Programming 

Conceptual 
Design and 
Design Dev. 

control type, noise and vibration criteria, tie-in to other systems, sequences of operation 
under all modes of operation, control strategies, etc.) 
Equipment maintainability 
Fire, life, safety: criteria, general strategy narrative and detailed sequences 
Emergency power control and function 
Energy performance 
Ventilation strategies and methods 
Complete sequences of operation, including setpoints and control parameters 
Schedules 
Applicable codes and standards 
Primary load and design assumptions 

Diversity used in sizing 
Occupant density and fkction 

Outdoor coniitions 

Information of secondary importance to the commissioning and operation of the building 
should be documented by the design team, but is not included in the design 
documentation described here or included in the O&M manuals (e.g., wall R-values, 
mass, etc.) 

Indoor conditions (space temperature, relative humidity, lighting power density, 
ventilation and infiltration rates, etc.) 

Glazing fraction, U-value and shading coefficient 

Responsible . 
Issues Addressed Parties 

The owner's and tenant's needs are identified in detail. 
The applicable parts of the programming report become 
the initial design intent. 
Design intent clarified. Basis of design begun: overall 
system descriptions, objectives of systems, general 

Owner 
Architect 

Owner 
Architect methods of achieving objectives, etc. 

The detail of both the design intent and basis of design increase as the design process progresses, 
as described in Table 5-2. In the beginning, the design documentation required is primarily a 
narrative of the building system descriptions, the purpose of the systems, how the systems will 
meet those objectives and why this system or method was chosen above others. As the design 
process progresses, the design documentation includes the basis of design, a specific description 
of the system and components, its function, how it relates to other system, sequences of 
operation, and operating control parameters. 

Each contributing designer clearly documents in writing the intent behind the chosen design and 
the operating parameters of the system. The design intent required here is not a substitute for 
what may be required in the specifcations or contract for other systems. 
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Part I I .  Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

Construction 
Documents and 
Speci6cation 
Development 

&-Built 
Documentation 

Same as Conceptual Design and Design Dev. above, but 
in more detail, including complete basis of design: 
complete system & component description, specific 
methods of achieving system objectives, design & load 
assumptions, applicable codes and standards, complete 
sequences of operation and control strategies 

Same as Construction Documents and Specification 
Development, plus: 
Adjusted sequences with final control parameters 

Architect 
Design Engineers 

Design Engineers 
=g 
Contractors 
Suilding Operator 
Architect 

The initial design intent from the programming phase is developed by the architect with review by 
the design team and commissioning agent. The architect, or other assigned party, acts as the 
design documentation task lead and coordinates the creation of the full design documentation by 
the design team. Each member of the team provides the Written basis of design and detailed 
sequences of operation for the areas of design that are their responsibility. They submit the 
documentation in parts to the task lead at the predetermined phases of design. The architect, task 
lead and commissioning agent review, comment on and approve the submissions. Design intent 
documentation for other components and systems such as structural, interior design, furnishings, 
plumbing, etc. may be required, but are not a part of the commissioning work unless listed and 
checked herein. The fidl sequences of operation fiom the basis of design shall be included in the 
bid specifications. 

Design Documentation Submitted: 

By the Archifed 
a e n e r a l  building design and function 
- interior lighting 
- building shell efficiency 
- environmental sustainable construction 
- landscaping / irrigation 

- 
By the W A C  Mechanical Designermngineer 
- W A C  systems (air and water) 
- automatic controls 
- firehmoke protection systems 
- thermal comfort 
a i r q u a l i t y  - acoustical quality 

- 
By the Electrical DesignerAEngineer 
- interior lighting 
- automatic lighting controls (exterior and interior) 
- security system 
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Part II. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 

- communications system 

p o w e r  quality - emergency power 

fire and smoke alarm system 

Documentation Format and Detail 
The format and rigor of the design intent documentation will be similar to the example 
documentation format found in the Design Documentation Format Form in Appendix 1 of this 
plan. The design team follows the example format and level of detail for, at a minimum, the 
systems checked above. The general outline of the full documentation is: 

A design narrative describing the system in general 
The objectives of each system and its functional use 

0 The 111 sequence of operations under all modes and conditions 
The setpoints and operating parameters 
Performance criteria and applicable codes and standards 

Reporting and Review 
Each team member submits his or her design documentation to the architect at the end of the 
phase listed in the example design documentation format in Appendix 1 (Design Development 
Phase, Construction Documents for Specification Development). The architect provides a copy 
of the design intent to the GSA Project Manager and to the commissioning agent. Documentation 
listed to be completed in the As-Built stage is not provided during design. The commissioning - 
agent reviews the documentation and provides written comments, through the architect, to each 
designer. Each designer makes necessary changes according to the commissioning agent request 
and resubmits the documentation to the commissioning agent, through the architect. 

At the end of Design, the architect compiles and submits the full design intent documentation to 
the commissioning agent and to the GSA Project Manager. Team members include their full 
sequences of operation in their bid document specifications. A draft copy of the 111 design intent 
and basis of design are provided to the commissioning agent at the beginning of construction. A 
final as-built copy is prepared and is included in the O&M manuals at the end of construction. 

Sequences of Operation 
Detailed written sequences of operation shall be developed with the following components clearly 
and completely described for each piece of dynamic equipment: 

An overview narrative of the system (1 or 2 paragraphs) generally describing its purpose, 
components and function 
All interactions and interlocks with other systems 
Detailed delineation of control between any packaged controls and the building 
automation system, listing what points the BAS monitors only and what BAS points are 
control points and are adjustable 
Written sequences of control for packaged controlled equipment. (Equipment 
manufkturers’ stuck sequences may be included, but wiU generally require additional 
narrative.) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Startupsequences 
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Warm-up mode sequences 
Normal operating mode sequences 
Unoccupied mode sequences 
Shutdown sequences 
Capacity control sequences and equipment staging 
Temperature and pressure control: setbacks, setups, resets, etc. 
Detailed sequences for all control strategies, e.g., economizer control, optimum 
start/stop, staging, optimization, demand limitingy etc. 
Effects of power or equipment failure with all standby component functions 
Sequences for all alarms and emergency shut downs 
Seasonal operational differences and recommendations 
Initial and recommended values for all adjustable settings, setpoints and parameters that 
are typically set or adjusted by operating M; and any other control settings or fixed 
values, delays, etc. that will be useful during testing and operating the equipment 
Schedules, ifknown 
All sequences shall be written in small statements, each with a number for reference. For 
a given system, numbers will not repeat for different sequence sections, unless the sections 
are numbered. 

Fire and Emergency Power Response Matrix 
An W A C  fire and emergency power response matrix that lists all equipment and components 
(air handlers, danipers, valves, etc.) with their status and action during a fire alarm and under 
emergency power shall be developed. An example of a fire and power response matrix and flow 
chart are found in Appendix 2. 

5.5 Task 5. Draft Commissioning Plan for Construction 
When the drawings, traditional specifications (non-commissioning) and design intent 
documentation are partially complete, prior to developing commissioning specifications, the 
commissioning agent uses the Model Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase (Part IV of the 
Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specijkations) to develop the draft construction phase 
commissioning plan for this project. The plan contains a list of the systems and specific 
equipment and components to be commissioned and the general modes to be tested with the 
probable testing method. In addition, sections of standard language regarding process, 
responsibilities, O&M documentation, training and scheduling are included. 

”he parts in the construction phase commissioning plan with blanks that need to be filled inprior 
to construction bidding are noted to the right of the section headmg with “[Bid Docs].” other fill- 
in blanks are not filled in until after construction begins. 

When completed, this draft (Draft 1) of the construction phase plan, provides the general scope 
for the construction commissioning specification development (Task 7). Then, after all drawings 
and specifications are complete, the commissioning agent updates the construction-phase 
Commissioning Plan (which becomes Draft 2). Draft 2 of the commissioning plan is included as 
part of the construction bid documents. 

The GSA project manager and construction manager review both drafts of the plan and the 
commissioning agent makes recommended changes. 
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5.6 Task 6. Commissioning Specification Development 
Commissioning specifications for inclusion in the construction bid documents are developed by 
members of the design team as part of the commissioning process during design. 

Purpose 
The specifications provide detail so that those bidding on the project can clearly understand how 
the commissioning process works and specifically what role they have in the process. They 
provide the requirements and process for properly executing the commissioning work. 

Specification Content 
The commissioning specifications shall provide the bidders a clear description of the errtent of the 
verification testing required, includmg what components and systems will be tested and the 
documentation, reporting and scheduling requirements. Details of the extent of testing and who is 
responsible for writiqg tests, executing tests, witnessing and signing-off on tests shall be included. 
The relationship between and requirements for start-up, prefimctional checklists, manual 
functional performance tests, control system trend logs and stand-alone data logging shall also be 
given. Example tests shall also be provided. The specifications shall also detail the operator 
training and the O&M documentation and any O&M plan requirements. Any specific program 
of tasks focusing on indoor air quality should be included in the specifications. 

Guide Specifcations 
Each designer uses the Guide Commissioning Speci$cations, adapts them for this project and 
includes them in specifications. Draft 1 of the Commisioning Plan-Constmction Phase as 
explained in Task 5 is used to guide the commissioning specification development. This plan was 
developed earlier in the design process. 

Coordination, Reporting and Review 
The responsibilities for developing the individual sections of the commissioning specifications are 
listed in Table 4-1. The Specification Overview section in Part III, Commissioning Guide 
Specifications, of the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specijkations provides a listing of 
what needs to be addressed in each specification section. The commissioning agent coordinates 
the commissioning specification effort and provides assistance as needed to all team members. 
Each team member submits the 111 specification of any division that includes references to 
commissioning, in e l e c t r o n i c  format, h a r d  copy format to the commissioning agent for 
review at least two weeks prior to the printing of final specifications. Each page contains the 
filename and date of the document. A list is provided of any areas where the commissioning 

deviation. Each team member also provides an e l e c t r o n i c  copy, h a r d  copy to the 
architect and to the GSA Project Manager. 

The commissioning agent reviews the specifications and provides written comments to each 
designer who edits the specifications according to the commissioning agent request and resubmits 
edited sections to the commissioning agent. The printed edited sections show the filename and 
date automatically printed on each page. The commissioning agent notifies each designer in 
writing of the approval of his or her commissioning specification. The commissioning agent 
provides to the architect in writing, the filenames and dates of the approved specification sections 
of each designer, which must preceed printing of the final specifications. .Though the 

. specifications deviate signiscantly from the guide specifications and the rationale for the 
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Design Area Review Description 

- Commissioning 
facilitation 

- Component energy 
efficiency 

- Control system & 
control strategies 

Input regarding making the building easier to commission 
(see Commissioning Facilitation under Section 5.7) 

Review for adequacy of the 6ciency of bldg. shell components, 
W A C  systems and lighting systems. 

Review W A C ,  l ight ing ,  f i r e  control, s e c u r i t y  
control system, strategies and sequences of operation for 
adequacy and efficiency. 

Review for effects of speciiied systems and layout toward 
facilitating O&M (equipment accessibility, system control, 

O p e r a t i o n  and 
maintenance 

1 etc.). 

commissioning agent coordinates and reviews the ommissioning specifications, the ultimate 
responsibility for their content and preparation lies with the A/E. 

5.7 Task 7. General Review of Drawings and Specifications 
The commissioning agent, along with the traditional design team members, reviews the full set of 
Construction Documents and specifications when approximately 50% and 95% complete. Parts 
of this review dealing with commissioning specifications will have been completed in Task 6- 
Commissioning Specification Development. The architect provides the necessary documents to 
the commissioning agent. 

The commissioning agent compares the design with the interests and needs of GSA as identified 
in the programmiug report of the Programming and Conceptual Design Phases. The 
commissioning agent also *compares the proposed design against the GSA design guide (PBS- 
PQ100.1, Facilities Stanalzrch for the Public Buildings Service) for the design areas checked in 
Table 5-3. The commissioning agent also identifies .any improvements that can be made in areas 
that do comply with, or are not specifically mentioned in the design guide in areas checked in 
Table 5-3. The rigor of the review listed for the commissioning agent in Table 5-3 provides 
general guidance. 

Though the commissioning agent may review the areas checked below, they are not responsible 
for design concept, design criteria or compliance with codes. The commissioning agent does not 
v e n a  the designers' calc$ations or proof schematics or layouts in detail. The constructibility 
review is performed by another party. The commissioning agent will use his or her expertise to 
provide input into the areas checked in Table 5-3. For example, the commissioning agent does 
not verify appropriate pipe or duct sizing, but may provide comments on unusually tight or 
restrictive duct layouts and bends or a poor location of a static pressure sensor. 

For the nonammissioning specifications and all the drawings, the commissioning agent provides 
written comment to the architect within - hys  from receiving the documents. The 
commissioning specification review is detailed in Task 6 .  The commissioning agent also provides 
a copy of the comments to the GSA Project Manager. The architect provides a written response 
to the commissioning agent and GSA Project Manager as to how the comments will be reflected 
in the final bid documents. 

Rigor 

moderate 
rigorous 

moderate 
rigorous 

moderate 
rigorous 

- moderate 
- rigorous 
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Design Area Review Description Rigor 

- moderate 
- rigorous 

- Indoor environmental Review to ensure that systems relating to t h e r m a l ,  
- visual, acoustical, airqualitycomfort, a i r  
distribution are in accordance with the design intent. 

quality1 

- Environmental Review to ensure that the b u i l d i n g  materials, 
sustainability landscaping, u s e  of water resources, w a s t e  - rigorous 

management are in accordance with the design intent. 

Review to ensure that the design meets the functionality needs of -moderate 
tenants the tenants. - rigorous 

Perform a qualitative, quantitative lifecycle assessment -moderate 
of the primary competing systems relative to e n e r g y  - rigorous 
&ciency, O & M ,  E Q ,  functionality. 

Verify that building O&M plan and documentation requirements -moderate 
Specitid are adequate - rigorous 

Verify that operator training requirements specified are - moderate 
adequate. - rigorous 

Verify that bid documents adequately qmiQ building 
commissioning and that there are adequate monitoring and - moderate 
control points specified to facilitate commissioning and O M  
(trending capabilities, test ports, control points, gages and 
thermometers). 

Review the engineering assumptions relating to equipment 

calculations 

- moderate 

- Functionality for 

- Life cycle costs 

- O W  documentation 

_. Training 

. -rigorous 

- moderate - Review of engineering 
assumptions sizing, energy efficiency decisions and WAC cost-benefit - rigorous 

_. Commissioning 
specif iCat iOnS 

~~~ 

To perform this review, the commissioning agent, in consultation with the owner to establish scope, 
shall use the checklists provided in Appendix 3. See the disclaiming note at the bottom of Table 5-1. 

1 

5.8 Commissioning Facilitation 
One of the primary tasks for the commissioning age; is reviewing the design documents to 
facilitate commissioning during construction. Many of the features that facilitate commissioning 
will also enhance ease of building operation. AU items from the list below shall be considered for 
incorporation into the project. Some of the items in the list will be appropriate for the Design 
Development review, while the majority will apply to the 50% and 95% Construction Documents 
phase reviews. The commissioning agent will make recommendations to the design team as to 
which items are needed. The design team will respond in writing regarding their disposition on 
incorporating each item. 

1. Clear and rigorous design documentation, including detailed and complete sequences of 
operation. 

2. An W A C  fire and emergency power response matrix that lists a l l  equipment and 
components (air handlers, dampers, valves, etc.) with their status and action during a fire 
alarm and under emergency power. See Appendix 2. 

3. Access for reading gages, entering doors and panels, observing and replacing flters, coils, 
etc. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

Required isolation valves, dampers, interlocks, piping, etc. to aUow for manual overrides, 
simulating failures, seasons and other testing conditions. 
Sufjjcient monitoring points in the builcting automation system (BAS) , even beyond that 
necessary to control the systems, to facilitate performance verification and O m .  
Adequate trending and reporting features in the BAS. 
Pressure and temperature (Pm plugs close to coIlfrouing sensors for verifying their 
calibration. 
Pressure gages, thermometers and flow meters in strategic areas for verifying system 

Pressure and temperature (P/r) plugs at less critical areas or on smaller equipment where 
gages and thermometers would be over-kill. 
Specilkation of the location and criteria for the VAV duct static pressure sensor and 
chilled water differential pressure sensor. 
Adequate balancing valves, flow metering and control stations and control system 
functions to facilitate and verify reliable test and balance. 
Uniform inlet connection requirements to VAV terminal boxes. 
Clear and complete commissioning specifications for the construction phase. 
Complete O&M documentation requirements in the specifications. 
Complete training requirements in the specifications. 
Review entire document and building information management plan from design through 
construction and turnover to ensure adequacy and compliance with the owner's program. 

performance and ongoing O&M. ' 

6. General Schedule 

?he commissioning activities are integrated into the typical design process without any real 
increase in the timetable of deliverables. Table 6-1 illustrates the location of the commissioning 
activities during design. 

Table 6-1. Commissioning Schedule-Design Phase 

6. Cxspecifications 

7. Drawing&Spec m 
Reviews 
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Instructions for Documenting 
Design Intent and Basis of Design of 

Energy- and Comfort-Related Systems 

1 Objective 

This appendix presents a format for the building designers to use in documenting the design intent 
and fundamental operation of the building systems they have designed. Refer to Section 3 for a 
narrative on the need of a written design intent and clear sequences of operation and Section 5 for 
an example. The design-intent documentation requested here is primarily a narrative description 
of the building systems, what the objectives of the systems are, and how the systems will meet 
those objectives. This Written documentation is intended for use by the designers, the 
commissioning agent, the installing contractors, and the building operators. This document does 
not constitute the required documentation and operations manual for these systems, but is a part 
of the O&M manuals. 

The design intent provides the explanation of the ideas, concepts and criteria t@tt are considered 
to be very important to the owner, resulting from the programming and conceptual design phases. 
The basis of design is the documentation of the primary thought processes and assumptions 
behind design decisions that were made to meet the design intent. The format below merges the 
salient parts of the design intent and basis of design. 

Following these instructions is a form that is used for structuring the format and content of the 
design documentation. 

This design intent document format contains examples for the following issues, equipment, and 
systems. 

1. General building design and function 
Overview 
Sustainable construction and environmental compatibility 
Indoor environmental qdty-thermal, air distribution, acoustics, air 
quality, visual quality . Landscaping 

2. WAC systems-general 
Overview 
Design conditions and load assumptions 

3. Chiller system (chillers, cooling towers, pumps) 
4. Boiler and heating water system 
5.  Roof top packaged system, including a l l  components 
6. VAV terminal units (cooling only) 
7. VAV terminal units (reheat) 
8. Heat recovery unit 
9. Computer room AC unit 
10. Daylighting controls 
11. Lighting sweep control 
12. Building automation system 
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13. Split air conditioner or heat pump 
14. Emergency power system 

The design documentation for components or systems not listed above should follow the general 
form and content of this document and should describe the system, its purpose, why it was chosen 
above others, how it functions, and how it relates to other components and the parameters for its 
operation and control, includmg detailed sequences of operation. For additional details, refer to 
ASHRQE Guidelines 1-1989R The W A C  Commissioning Process, ASHRAE, 1996. 

The design intent document may be filled out by hand for applicable systems, with attachments 
when necessary, or by preparing an entirely new document using the electronic version as a 
template. 

2 Design Documentation for This Building 

Adequate documentation of the design intent and basis of design of the energy- and comfort- 
related systems in a building is rarely found in bid documents. It is vital, however, that design 
intent and sequences of operation be documented adequately. That documentation serves as the 
goal that testing and verification seek to achieve. In addition, the design-intent document provides 
valuable information over the life of the building to the different parties involved in operating, 
maintaining, and troubleshooting the building systems. 

Following are the primary areas related to energy use and comfort for which the design intent 
should be defined. Under each area or building system is an outline of pertinent questions 
concerning what should be included in the design-intent documentation and where additional 
clarification is needed. Sequences of operation for all outlined dynamic systems and components 
should be documented. Attaching equipment mufacturers' sequences is acceptable, but these 
sequences will generally require additional narrative. Sample sequences are found in Section 5.  

To the right of the heading for each section, the party responsible for providing the design intent 
is indicated, as is the phase of the design construction process during which design intent should 
be established. For example: 

4.2 System Description Mech Engr Design Dev 

The above sample heading indicates that the mechanical engineer or designer is responsible for 
developiug the design narrative that follows the heading and that it should be completed during 
the design development stage. The responsible parties and design phases are sometimes 
abbreviated as in the table below. The phases of the design construction process are as follows. 

Programming 

Conceptual Design 

Design Development 

Design team and GSA Project Manager meet with representatives of the 
occupuying agency or client and determine the floor area and occupancy 
requirements of the building. 

Architect develops block diagrams, building sizing, rough space planning and 
sketches of exterior types. Multiple choices are provided. Mechanical and 
electrical designers generally have no input in this phase. 

Additional detail is applied to the block diagrams and layouts. Interior and 
exterior features and finishes and general W A C  system types are determined 
and a rough floor plan is approved. 
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Complete architectmil drawings are completed. Specifications are completed, 
generally using the GSA Master Spec. Bid documents are prepared. 

Construction 
Documents 

Item Abbreviation Refers To 
Resmnsible Partv Arch Architect 

Mech Engr Mechanical Engineer 
Elec Engr Electrical Engineer 
Ltg Des Lighting Designer 
Ctrls Cont Controls Contractor 

Concept Des 
Design Dev Design Development Phase 
Const Doc Construction Documents Phase 
Spec Dev 

Design Phase Program Programming Phase 
Conceptual or Schematic Design Phase 

Specification Development (late Const. Documents Phase) 

3 The Need for Written Design Documentation 

Developing a statement of design intent and basis of design (design documentation) enables the 
parties involved with the building to better understand the building systems and better meet their 
responsibilities in designing, constructing, and operating the building. 

The objective of specifically identifying and developing the design intent and basis of design is to 
provide the parties involved with the building, at each respective stage, an understanding of the 
building systems so as to better perform their respective responsibilities regarding the design, 
construction or operation of the building. 

The design documentation differs from traditional specifcations in that it gives a more narrative 
description of the system or issue and “friLmes7’ the issue or building component with background 
information usel l  and understandable to all parties. However, design documentation often 
includes specifications. In general, specifications tell what is to be done on a component level, 
where design documentation tells why something is done and, in general, how design and 
operating objectives will be accomplished. Sections of the des& documentation can look like 
specifications, especially where conventional practice is departed from, e.g., energy-efficient 
design and construction. 

Design documentation is needed from the architect so that the design engineers can design 
systems and write specifications. Design documentation is needed from the design engineers and 
architect so that the building contractors and technicians can properly construct the building. 
Final design documentation is needed from the building contractors and all of the above parties so 
that the building operator and maintenance contractors can properly maintain the original intent 
ofthe systems’ operations over time. 

The design documentation evolves from more general descriptors during the conceptual design, to 
more specific descriptors during actual design, to in-depth and specific descriptors during the 
specifjing stage. The design documentation is completed by fine tuning and adding further detail 
and specificity for some components during the as-built documentation stage. Though design 
documentation for some components cannot be completed until the end of building fine-tuning, it 
is not warranted to allow design documentation to be general or incomplete prior to construction. 
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Design documentation should be as firm and complete as possible as early as possible. The 
following table outlines these concepts including the parties responsible for defining the design 
documentation. 

Stage 

Conceptual 
Design and 
Design Dev. 
Construction 
Documents and 
Specification 
Development 

&-Built 
Documentation 

lssues Addressed 
The owner’s and tenant’s needs are identified in detail. 
The applicable parts of the programming report become 
the initial design intent. 
Design intent clarified. Basis of design begun: overall 
system descriptions, objectives of systems, general 
methods of achieving objectives, etc. 
Same as above, but in more detail, including complete 
basis of design: complete system & component 
description, specific methods of achieving system 
objectives, design & load assumptions, applicable codes 
and standards, complete sequences of operation and 
control strategies 

Same as above, plus: 
Adjusted sequences with final control parameters 

Responsible 
Parties 

Owner 
Architect 

Owner 
Architect 

Architect 
Design Engineers 

Design Engineers 
-g 
Contractors 
Building Operator 
Architect 

4 Sequences of Operation 
Detailed written sequences of operation shall be developed with the following components clearly 
and completely described for each piece of dynamic equipment: 

An overview of the system (1 or 2 paragraphs) generally describing its purpose, 
components and hc t ion  
Ail interactions and interlocks with other systems 
Detailed delineation of control between any packaged controls and the building 
automation system, listing what points the BAS monitors only and what BAS points are 
control points and are adjustable 
Written sequences of control for packaged controlled equipment. (Equipment 
manufacturers’ stock sequences may be included, but will generally require additional 
narrative.) 
Startup sequences 
Warmup mode sequences 
N o d  operating mode sequences 
Unoccupied mode sequences 
Shutdown sequences 
Capacity control sequences and equipment staging 
Temperature and pressure control: setbacks, setups, resets, etc. 
Detailed sequences for aU control strategies, e.g., economizer control, optimum 
start/stop, staging, optimization, demand limiting, etc. 
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0 

e 

Effects of power or equipment failure with all standby component functions 
Sequences for all alarms and emergency shut downs 
Seasonal operational differences and recommendations 
Initial and recommended values for all adjustable settings, setpoints and parameters that 
are typically set or adjusted by operating staff; and any other control settings or fixed 
values, delays, etc. that will be usefid to know during testing and operating the equipment 
Planned schedules, ifknown 
AII sequences shall be written in small statements, each with a numerical number for 
reference. For a given system, numbers will not repeat for different sequence sections, 
unless the sections are numbered. 

5 Example Design Narrative and Sequences of Operation 

Part of the design documentation involves providmg a brief overview of the system in narrative 
form. This is very appropriate at the beginning of the sequences of operation. The following is an 
example for a simple packaged boiler system with some interface with the building automation 
system (BAS). Additional examples are found in the Guide SpecZcations. 

Packaged Boiler Control Sequence-Example 

System Overview 

The boiler water system serves the space heating needs of the entire building. Heating is achieved 
through reheat coils in every terminal box. There are two atmospherically vented packaged 
boilers which work lead / lag: one boiler when outside air temperatures are less than 65F and 
both boilers at temperatures below 45F (adjustable). The boilers work to maintain a constant 
temperature output (currently 170F), and delivery to a 3-way mixing valve which mixes retum 
water to maintain a hot water loop temperature setpoint. Each boiler has two burners and two 
stages of fire per burner. There are three levels of capacity: 1) both beds low fire, 2) one bed 
high and one low, 3) both beds high fire. 

The water is delivered by two constant speed pumps, one for each boiler. Upon Mure of the 
lead pump or boiler, the lag will start. Most coils have 2-way valves. There are a few that have 
3-way valves to allow constant speed on the pumps. Each boiler has a small blend pump that 
circulates water through the boiler whenever the boiler is enabled. 

The boiler bas packaged controls that regulate the temperature of water it is supplying to the 3- 
way valve, prior to mixing. Those sequences are listed in Part I, below. The building automation 
system (BAS) enables the boiler, controls the temperature of the supply loop through a 3-way 
miXing valve and performs boiler Iead/lag control and hot water temperature reset. Those 
sequences are listed in Part Il, below. 

Seasonal Settings 

It is expected that the boilers will be shut off during summer. During the swing seasons, ifthe 
boiler will be enabled, the tiring rate control should be set as low as possible. According to 
Proctor Sales who supplied the boiler, condensation can occur and be a potential problem if the 
Firing Rate Control setting is below 160F. Ifthe control is ever raised above 170F during winter, 
it should be lowered back to 160F during spring and fall, to minimiZe energy use. The loop 
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temperature (via the BAS) should be kept as low as possible and is automatically changed via a 
reset strategy. 

Part I. Packaged Boiler Controls 
Once the boiler is enabled, it tries to maintain the temperature of the output., prior to the mixing 
valve, at the boiler Operating Control Setpoint, in the following manner. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

When the heating watbr system is enabled, via the outside air temperature setpoint (initially 
65F) in the BAS, the lead boiler comes on with both burners at the high m g  rate. 

Once the water temperature climbs to the low limit setpoint of the Firing Rate Control 
(initially at 150F), one burner bed drops to low fire (less gas pressure). The low limit 
setpoint is the main dog on the low limit dial. 

If the temperature continues to climb to the high limit setpoint of the firing rate control 
(initially at 160F), the other burner bed drops to low fire. 

Ifthe temperature continues to rise to the Operating Control setpoint (initially set at 170F), 
the boiler cycles OFF. 

Upon cooling, when the temperature lowers to the Operating Control Setpoint minus the 
differential of 10F, the boiler starts at low fire on both beds. 

If the temperature continues to drop to the high limit of the Firing Rate Control setting minus 
a fixed 10F differential, one burner bed goes to high fire. 

If the temperature continues to drop to the lower setting (via the differential dog) of the Low 
Firing Rate Control setpoint, the other burner goes to high fire. 

Setting recommendations: 1) Set the Operating Control Setpoint. 2) Set the High Limit of the 
Firing Rate Control 10F to 15F lower than the Operating Control Setpoint. 3) Set the main dog 
of the Low Limit of the Firing Rate Control 10 to 15F lower than the High Limit (of the Firing 
Rate Control), 4) Set the differential dog of the Low Limit of the Firing Rate Control to 5 to 15F 
below the Low Limit. 5) Set theHigh Limit Safety to 30F above the Operating Control Setpoint. 

Boiler Safeties 
8. Loss of power will shut burners OFF. 

9. Low water level sensed via the water low limit control will shut burners OFF (manual reset 
required). 

10. Ifthe operating control h i l s  or the sensor is bad, and the water temperature goes to 200F, 
the safety high limit shuts the burner off. Manual reset is required. 

1 1. In all of the above three cases, the BAS will be sent an alarm. 

12. If the electronic ignition tries to light the pilot and a flame is not sensed, the main gas valve 
will not open. 

13. Sensors. The high limit d & y ,  the Operating Control and the Firing Rate Control all have 
their own sensors. 
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Part 11. Building Automation System Controlled Boiler Sequences 

14. When the outside air temperature (OSAT) is less than the OSAT setpoint, initially at 65F 
(adjustable), the lead boiler and its integral blend pump and its associated heating water 
pump will start. Whenever a boiler is enabled, its associated hot water pump shall run and 
the lag boiler will be isolated by a automatic valve. Boilers are not scheduled by time. 

15. The lag boiler isolation valve will open and the lag boiler and associated pumps will start 
when the OSAT is less than 45F (adjustable). 

16. Via pump status monitoring, after the boiler system has been enabled and the lead pump ON 
status has not been established within 30 seconds, the lead pump shall stop, the lag pump 
shall be started and an alarm generated. 

17. Via boiler status monitoring, after the boiler system has been enabled and the lead boiler ON 
status has not been established within 30 seconds, the lead boiler shall stop, lead boiler 
isolation valve close, lag boiler isolation valve open and the lag boiler shall be started and an 
alarm generated. 

OFF with the air handlers to maintain the night low limit setpoint. 
18. During unoccupied periods, during night low limit operation, the boiler will cycle ON and 

Hot Water Mixing Valve Control 

19. The 3-way mixing valve in the hot water supply is modulated to mix return water with 
boiler-supplied hot water to maintain a hot water supply temperature (HWST) based on the 
OSAT, according to the following proportional reset schedule: 

OSAT HWST 
23F 180F 
70F 140F 
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Design Intent and Basis of Design 
of Energy- and Comfort-Related Systems 

Project: 

rpp roved: 
Name Owner's Representative Date 

Name Commissioning Agent Date 

Overview 

Following are the primary areas related to energy use and codort for which the design intent and basis of 
design should be defined. The design intent provides the explanation of the ideas, concepts and criteria that 
are considered to be very important t6 the owner, coming out of the programming and conceptual design 
phases. The basis of design is the documentation of the primary thought processes and assumptions behind 
design decisions that were made to meet the design intent. The format below merges the salient parts of the 
design intent and basis of design. The design intent evolves fiom more general descriptors during the 
conceptual design, to more specific descriptors during actual design, to in-depth and specific descriptors 
during the specifying stage, which are finalized during the as-built phase. 

Under each area or building system is an outline of pertinent questions and data needed. Sequences of 
operation for all  outlined dynamic systems and components should be clearly documented. Attaching 
equipment manufacturers' sequences may acceptable, but will generally require additional narrative. 

To the right of the heading for each section, the party responsible for providing the design intent is 
indicated, as is the phase of the design construction process during which design documentation should be 
established. Refer to the Instructions section, just previous in this Appendix for full instructions. 
The following abbreviations are used: 
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Item Abbreviation Refers To 
Responsible Party Arch Architect 

Mech Engr Mechanical Engineer 
Elec Engr Electrical Engineer 
Ltg Des Lighting Designer 
Ctrls Cont Controls Contractor 

Design Phase program Programming Phase 

Concept Des 
Design Dev Design Development Phase 
ConstDoc Construction Documents Phase 
SpecDev 

Conceptual or Schematic Design Phase 

Specification Development (late Const. Documents 
Phase) 

Contents 

The following systems and issues are included in this document in this order: 

1. General building design and function 
0 Overview 
0 

0 

Sustainable construction and environmental compatibility 
Indoor environmental quality-thermal, air distribution, acoustics, air quality, visual 
quality 
Landscaping 

2. W A C  Systems-General 
Overview 
Design conditions and load assumptions 

3. Chiller system (chillers, cooling towers, pumps) 

4. Boiler and heating water system 

5. Roof top packaged System, including all components 

6. VAVterminal units (cooling only) 

7. VAV terminal units (reheat) 

8. Heat recovery unit 

9. Computer room AC unit 

10. Daylighting controls 

11. Lighting sweep control 

12. Buildmgautomation system 

13. Split air conditioner or heat pump 

14. Emergency power system 
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fleadina Format Used at t he Beainnina of Each Section: 

X.X Issue to be Documented Responsible Party When To Do It 

1 General Building Design, Function, and Landscaping 

1. I General Building Design and Function 
Architect 

What are the general design objectives regarding energy efficiency? 

Design Dev 

Comfort and indoor environmental quality? 

Sustainability and environmental compatibility? 

Other: 

Sequences Architect Spec Dev 

What are the main control sequences for the watering systems that ensure water conservation? 

Maintenance Architect Spec Dev 

Are there any special instructions as to the care of the landscape elements that will enhance or 
degrade their energy and comfort benefits? (refer to O&M manual sections, if applicable) 
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1.2 Sustainable Construction and Environmental Compatibility 

Concept Des Design Intent Architect 

What are the objectives r e g a r m  sustainability and environmental compatibility? 

Basis of Design-General Description and Function 

Architect 

How will the buildinglgrounds systems meet the design intent? 

Design Dev 

1.3 Indoor Environmental Quality 

Design Intent Mech Engr 

What are the general objectives for indoor environmental quality? 

Concept Des 

Thermal Comfort-General Description and Function 

Mech Engr Design Dev 

Record the occupant activity and design temperatures for the various spaces in Table 1. 

Air Distribution 

What issues were considered in choosing diffusers? 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

Is the return air (RA) ducted of open-plenum? Why? 

Are the RA grills in every room? Why? 
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What special considerations are being given to spaces with high solar load regarding cooling, 
large glazed areas, cold-air convective drafts, etc.? What solutions were used? 

Acoustics Mech Engr Const Doc 

What is the design NC (noise criteria) sound level? Provide this information in Table 1. Are 
there any special acoustical considerations for any areas (areas close to the AHU, private areas, 
open office areas, etc.)? How will this criteria be met? (flexible duct, duct lining, fan type, lead 
wraps, diffuser type, TU damper type, etc.) 

Noise class (NC) 35-40 for closed offices and 41-43 for open offices, recommendedby ASHRAE) 

Air Quality Mech Engr Const Doc 

For the general building and individual spaces, what is the desired outside air w o n  or c h  per 
person and the number of persons per square foot? (Provide this information in Table 1). Is the 
outside air (OSA) controlled by CO2 monitors? Explain. 

Can occupants adjust ventil$ion? How and what limits apply to what areas? 

Are there &y special indoor pollutant source concentrations? How are they handled? List areas 
served by exhaust fans, the fan size, air changes per hour and operational control. 

How will the fresh air rate be maintained at low supply air volumes of the VAV system? Are 
perimeter zones treated differently than interior zones (reheat box damper settings, etc.)? 

~~ 

Where are the outside air intakes located? Are they near any potentiid sources of pollutants? 
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Are fulldrain condensate pans used in the air handler unik? IIlYes / UNO 

What other special IAQ issues were considered?. 

Visual Quality Arch, Ltg Des, Design Dev 

what are the design footcandle levels for the various spaces? (Provide this information in Table 1). 
Why? Is additional task lighting assumed? 

~~ ~~ ~~~ - 

Do any spaces have special glare requirements? Dyes / UNO 

How will they be met? (special light fixtures and lenses, fixture layout, special CRT screens, 

How will glare be controlled in daylit areas? 

~~ ~ 

What are the parameters and sequences of operation for the daylighting controls and dimming 
lights? How will occupants interact with the system (overrides, education, etc.)? 

1.4 Landscaping Architect Design Dev 

Design lnfent 

Describe the objectives and the elements of the specific landscape design that contribute to energy 
efficiency, water conservation, and comfort? 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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Reception, records, conference room, closed offices, open 

Space Use I Occupant Num 

Occs 
Activity Type of 

Mech Engr 

offices, exercise room, lunch room, inventory, stock, etc. 

Design Design OSA Design Design 
Operating Design Cooling Heating CFM / Noise Light 
Hoursper Cooling WBor DB Person Level Level 

Day DB RH OSAT orCO, (NC) (FC) 

Const Doc 
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2 HVAC Systems and Design Parameters 

2.1 General Mech Engr 

General description of the main HVAC systems and areas served. 

Svstem Areas Served 

Desbn Dev 

Why were the above particular systems chosen? 

Describe the level of priority given to energy conservations for the system. 

2.2 Specific System Descriptions Mech Engr Const Doc 

Areas Served 

I I I 
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What is the rationale for the way the W A C  and lighting were zoned? 

2.3 Load Calculations Mech Engr Const Doc 

What outdoor design conditions were assumed for load calculations? 

Summer: DB wB___ Winter: DB 

What indoor design conditions were assumed for load calculations? 

Summer: DB RH___ Winter: DB RH___ 
Internal load assumptions: Lighting: Wlsf. Misc: Wlsf. Other: 

People1100 sf: Btu/hr/person: sensible , latent 

Ventilation: cfinlperson. Basis (code, etc.): 

Infiltration: 0 cf,/sf wall area, or 0 air changes per hour. 

Glazing: I Orientation I %ofwal l~rea I overall u I sc I 

I S I I I I 

What overall safety factor was used and how much diversity was assumed for the heating, cooling 
plant and fan size? 

For redundant equipment, what redundancy criteria were used? 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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3 Chiller System (Chillers, Cooling Towers, Pumps, Piping) 

3.1 Design lntent Mech Engr Design Dev 

What is this chiller system used for? tl Supplies chilled water to air handler units to cool 
building space. 

HPat recovery for: 

Other: 

What areas of the buildmg do the chillers serve? 

0 Computer room AC units. Process chilled water 

List the areas that the chillers do not serve? 

What types of air conditioning equipment serve the areas not served by the chillers? 
~~ ~ ~ 

What vibration and noise considerations are given to the location of the chillers? 

What energy efficiency objectives are there for the chiller system? Highly efficient, 
Moderately efficient, Standard efficiency 

What level of automatic control features are desired for this chiller system relative to automatic 
staging, optimization, central building automation system monitoring and control capabilities, 
etc.? 0 Highly automated, CI Moderately automated, 0 Minimally automated 

What type of refiigerant will be used and why? 

3.2 Basis of Design-Components Description and Methods for Meeting Design lntent 

Chillers 

Briefly describe the chiller system. 

Mech Engr Const Doc 
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0 Centrifbgal 0 Screw 0 Chiller 
0 Hermetically sealed 
0 Heat recovery 
Cl Refrigerant type: 
0 Air cooled 0 Water cooled 
0 Evaporative cooled 
Cl Capacity control type: 
0 Prerotation vanes 
0 Other: 

Cl Reciprocating chiller 
0 Heat recovery 
0 Refiigerant type: 
0 Air cooled 0 Water cooled 

Evaporative cooled 
stages ofunloading: 

0 Other: 

How many chillers of each size are there? (size and number of each size): 

Is there a standby / redundant chiller during design conditions? 

What method was used for determining the design cooling load? 

Attach load calculations and assumptions, if not given in a previous section. (Diversity, safety 
factor, outdoor DB, WB, indoor DB, fighting W/sc plug loads W/sc people/lOO sf ventilation 
chdperson, infitration rate, glazing % of wall, overall U; SC). 

Describe any provisions in the chiller system for accomodating future building or load expansion. 

What evidence can be provided to show the chillers are not oversized? 

Why were they chosen to be different or equal size? 

Was variable compressor speed seriously considered? If not, why not? 

Was heat recovery for the chiller analyzed? Why or why not? 

What were the results of the analysis? 

What vibration and noise considerations are given to the model and features of the chosen 
chillers? 

What is the rated efficiency of each chiller at 111 load and the APLV, in kW/ton? 

What rationale was used to select these efficiencies with the sizes? Were more eflicient models 
analyzed? 
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Attach engineering or energy simulation and economic calculations for the selections. 

Are the chillers intended to be staged back and forth, depending on load, to minimize energy use? 

Will staging occur manually or automatically? 

What special control strategies will be employed with the chiller system? 

What controls will be in place to allow the lowest economical entering condenser water 
temperature to be realized? What other options were considered besides this strategy? 

Fully describe the interface that the building automation system has with the chiller system: - 

What control will the building automation system (BAS) have over the chiller system? 

0 BAS enables/disables the chiller, 0 assigns the lead chiller, 0 assigns the lead primary chilled 
water pump, 0 assigns the lead secondary chilled water pump, 0 assigns the lead condenser 
pump, 0 assigns the lead cooling tower 

The BAS monitors the following: 0 LCHWT, 0 RCHWT, 0 ECDWT, 0 LCDWT, 
0 CDW flow, 0 CHW primary flow, 0 Secondary CHW flow, 0 Cooling tower bypass valve, 

Chiller alarms that report to BAS (list): 

Other 

The BAS can change the following: LCHWT setpoint, 0 Reset parameters, 0 ECDWT 
setpoint, 0 Cooling tower fan staging parameters, 0 Chilled water pumping pressure setpoints, 
0 Pressure reset parameters, 0 Demand limits, 0 Other 
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Cooling Tower Mech Engr Const Doc 

Describe the cooling tower (cross flow, counterflow, etc.) 

What are the sizes of the cooling towers? 

What is the approach temperature rating of the cooling tower? 

~ 

Why was a lower approach not chosen? 

Attach energy and economic analyses. 

Were oversized cooling towers analyzed to improve chiller efficiency? Why or why not? 

Attach analysis. 

How many motors are there per tower fin? 

Are the motors premium efficiency? 

Describe. 

How is the fin speed controlled? 

How do the sizes of the chillers affect the sizes of the cooling towers selected? Are they paired? 

~ 

Can two cooling towers serve one chiller? 
How are the cooling towers staged? 

Will condenser water flows be monitored? If not, explain why. 

Will the cooling tower be used in winter? Why? 

Air or Evaporative Cooled Condenser 
0 Air cooled 0 Evaporative cooled 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

Why was an airaoled condenser chosen over a cooling tower? 

Why was an air-c~~led condenser chosen over an evaporative condenser? 

Describe main features of the condensers and the chillers they serve. 
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Were more efficient models analyzed? (attach analysis) 

.Describe the staging features 

Chilled and Condenser Water Pumps Mech Engr Const Doc 

What pressure drop range was the piping system designed to: 

Very low pressure drop, R Moderately low pressure drop, Standard pressure drop. Was 
an analysis performed for using a lower pressure drop to reduce pump size and energy 
use? Attach analysis. 

Describe the pumps chosen. Primary: 

Condenser pumps 

Are they equipped with premium energy-efficient motors? 

Why or why not? 

Were the pumps not over specified? What was the over-sizing rationale for the pumps? 
Potential system expansion, El Safety fixtor, El End of curve sdety, R All of above. Are 

these issues all likely to occur together? Was the end of curve safety really necessary? Could a 
software control loop safety achieve the same thing, allowing for a smaller pump? 

Describe any standby or redundant pumps and their operation. 

Will the control sequences allow for automatic changeover to the lag or standby pump upon 
pump failure and similarly for coolmg tower fan Mure or will manual valving be required? 
Upon failure, does the lag pump or tower start or does the chiller go down and lag chiller start. 
Explain fully for each 

Primary chilled water pumps: 
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Secondary chilled water pumps: 

Condenser water pumps: 

Cooling tower fans: 

How is the secondary chilled water capacity controlled? III Variable speed drives (VFD) on 
pumps, 0 Bypass valve. If by bypass valve, explain the rationale for not using variable speed 
drives and attach the economic analysis. 

For VFD's, how will the pump speed be controlled? 0 Constant water pressure setpoint, 
0 Reset ,water pressure setpoint. Ifthe pressure is not reset, why not? 

For a VFD on pressure reset, how low of speed will the pump be allowed to go? Is this is as low 
as possible? Explain. 

Will chilled water flows be monitored? 0 Primary flow, 0 Secondary flow. Knot, explain. - 

Chiller System Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Attach a 111 and comprehensive sequence of operations, including but not limited to the 
following conditions and systems, including all interactions: 

Chiller, Coolinp Tower and Pumps 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

List parameter conditions that initiate start-up. 
Provide a detailed narrative of the 111 sequence and status and action of EACH 
component during EACH stage of start-up: low load, medium load, high load, staging to 
next chiller, up to 111 load on all chillers, and then back down again to OFF condition. 
List all setpoints, delays, parameters, conditions, etc., that are required to pass through 
each stage. The components for which status will be given at each stage are: chiller 
stage and load, primary, secondary and condenser pump status, speed and flow, cooling 
tower stage, cooling tower bypass valve, cooling tower h and speed, pipe pressures 
and setpoint resets. 

Describe the sequences for the following: 
Chiller optimization staging. 
Temperature lockouts. 
Status and sequence at power outage and fire alarm. 
Effects of manual shutoff or failure of chiller, primary pump and secondary pump, 
condenser pump, cooling tower fin, vibration alarm. 
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ListallalarmS. 
Include full sequences and setpoints for capacity and pressure control of the secondary 
chilled water system. 

0 Include full sequences and setpohts for condenser water temperature control and cooling 
tower fan control parameters. 

0 Cooling tower sump heater sequences, parameters and setpohts. 
List the full sequence of operation for all energy conserving strategies, including their 
setpoints and parameters. 
Weekend operation. 
Normal occupied and unoccupied modes. 

Equipment manuf8cturers’ sequences and control drawings may be included, but will generally 
require additional narrative. Flow charts may be used if sufficiently detailed. Narrative and flow 
chart examples are found in Section 4 of the instructions. 

For the chiller, cooling tower and pumps, the sequences are expected to be about five single- 
spaced, typewritten pages. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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4 Boilers and Heating Water System 

4.1 Design Intent Mech Engr Design Dev 

Hot Water. What is this boiler system used for? 0 Supplies hot water to air handler units to 
- heat building space, p r e h e a t  incoming cold air. 0 Supplies hot water to per ime te r ,  
- core VAV reheat terminal units. 
Steam. What is this boiler system used for? 0 Supplies steam to air handler units to h e a t  
building space, p r e h e a t  incoming cold air. 0 Supplies hot water to per ime te r ,  c o r e  
VAV reheat terminal units. 

Other: 

What areas of the building do the boilers serve? 

List the areas that the boilers do not serve? 

What types of heating equipment serve the areas not served by the boilers? 

what vibration and noise considerations are given to the location of the boilers? 

What energy efficiency objectives are there for the boiler system? 0 Highly efficient, 
0 Moderately efficient, 0 Standard efficiency 

What level of automatic control features are desired for this boiler system relative to automatic 
staging, opti~nization, central building automation system monitoring and control capabilities, 
etc.? 0 Highly automated, 0 Moderately automated, 0 Minimally automated 

What type of fuel will be used and why? 0 Natural gas, 0 Fuel oil, 0 Other 

4.2 Basis O f  Design-Components Description and Methods for Meeting Design Intent 

Boilers Mech Engr Const Doc 

The boiler is a 0 Condensing, 0 Forced draft, 0 Atmospheric burner, 0 Packaged, 0 Other: 

Briefly describe the boiler system. 

How many boilers of each size and type are there? (list number and size): 

Is there a standby / redundant boiler during design conditions? 
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What method was used for determining the design heating load? 

Attach load calculations and assumptions, if not given in a previous section. (Diversity, safety 
factor, outdoor DB, WB, indoor DB, lighting W/sc plug loads W/sfs people/lOO sfs ventilation 
cwperson, idiltration rate, glazing % of wall, overall U; SC). 

Describe any provisions in the boiler system for accomodating future building or load expansion. 

What evidence can be provided to show that the boilers are not oversized?- 

~~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ ~  ~~ ~ ~ 

Why were they chosen to be Merent or equal size? 

~ ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

What vibration and noise considerations are given to the model and features of the chosen 
boilers? 

How many total stages of capacity does each boiler have? (burner beds and stages of fire) 

What is the rated efficiency of each boiler? 

What rationale was used to select these efficiencies with the sizes? Were more efficient models 
d y Z e d ?  

Attach engineering or energy simulation and economic calculations for the selections. 

Are the boilers intended to be staged back and forth, depending on load, to minimize energy use? 

Will this be done manually or automatically? 

What special control strategies will be employed with the boiler system? 

Fully describe the interface that the buildmg automation system has with the boiler system: - 
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What control will the buildmg automation system (BAS) have over the boiler system? 

BAS enables/disables the boiler, assigns the lead boiler, 0 assigns the lead primary boiler 
pump, assigns the lead secondary boiler water pump. 

The BAS monitors the following: 0 boiler alarm status, 0 pump status, internal water 
temperature, steam pressure, HW primary flow, secondary HW flow, three-way 
miXing valve, boiler alarms that report to BAS (list): 

Other 

The BAS can change the following: 0 LHWT setpoint, 0 Reset parameters, 0 Boiler water 
pumping pressure setpoints, Pressure reset parameters, 0 Demand limits, 0 Other 

Will the boilers have low water cutout controls? 

4.3 Heating Water Pumps Mech Engr Const Doc 

What pressure drop range was the piping system designed to: 

0 Very low pressure drop, 0 Mqderately low pressure drop, Standard pressure drop. Was 
an analysis pexformed for using a lower pressure drop to reduce pump size and energy 
use? Attach analysis. 

Describe the pumps chosen. Primary: 

Are they equipped with premium energy-efficient motors? 

Why or why not? 

Were the pumps not over specified? What was the over-sizing rationale for the pumps? 
0 Potential system expansion, 0 Safety fictor, 0 End of curve safety, All of above. Are 
these issues all likely to occur together? Was the end of curve s a f i i  really necessary? Could a 
s o h a r e  control loop safety achieve the same thing, allowing for a smaller pump? 

Describe any standby or redundant pumps and their operation. 
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Will the control sequences allow for automatic changeover to the lag or standby pump upon 
pump failure or will manual valving be required? Explain fully. 

Primaryheating water pumps: 

Secondary heating water pumps: 

How is the secondary heating water capacity controlled? 0 Variable speed drives (VFD) on 
pumps, 0 Bypass valve@). If by bypass valves, explain the rationale for not using variable 
speed drives and attach the economic analysis. 

For VFD's, how will the pump speed be controlled? 0 Constant water pressure setpoint, 
0 Reset water pressure setpoint. Jfthe pressure is not reset, why not? 

For a VFD on pressure reset, how low of speed will the pump be allowed-to go? Is this is as low 
as possible? Explain. 

Will heating water flows be monitored? 0 Primary flow, 0 Secondary flow. If not, explain.- 

How is supply water temperature controlled? 0 3-way mixing valve, Other 

4.4 Boiler System Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 
Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Attach a fill and comprehensive sequence of operations, including but not limited to the 
following conditions and systems, including all interactions: 

List parameter conditions that initiate start-up. 
Provide a detailed narrative of the 111 sequence and status and action of EACH 
component during EACH stage of start-up: low load, medium load, high load, Staging to 
next boiler, up to full load on all boilers, and then back down again to OFF condition. 
List all setpoints, delays, parameters, lockouts, conditions, etc., that are required to pass 
through each stage. The components for which status will be given at each stage are: 
boiler 'stage and load, primary, secondary pump status, speed and flow, pipe pressures 
and setpoint resets. 

. 

Describe the sequences for the following: 
Boiler optimization staging. 
Temperature lockouts. 

Listallalarms. 

Status and sequence at power outage and fire alarm. 
Effects of manual shutoff or failure of boiler, primary pump and secondary pump. 
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Weekend operation. 

Warm-upmode 

Include full sequences and setpoints for capacity and pressure control of the secondary 
heating water system. 
List the full sequence of operation for all energy conserving strategies, including their 
setpoints and parameters. 

N o d  occupied and unoccupied modes. 

, Equipment manufacturers' sequences and control drawings may be included, but will generally 
require additional narrative. Flow charts may be used if sufficiently detailed. Narrative and flow 
chart examples are found in Section 4 of the instructions. 

For the boiler and pumps, the sequences are expected to be about - single spaced, typewritten 
Pages. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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5 Roof Top Packaged Systern(s) (RTU) 

5.1 Design Intent Mech Engr Design Dev 

What is this system or component used for? 

Systems Description 

Briefly describe the system: 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

Heat pump I3 Steam 
I3 Gas pack Constant volume 
I3 AC only 0 Dual duct 

Resistance coil I3 Multizone 
I3 Hot water 0 Other 
I3 VAV I3 Other 
List equipment and areas served: 

5.2 Basis of Design-Components Description and Methods for Meeting the Des@ Intent 

Give size, quantity, and other specific information and the areas served, and how it will meet the 
objectives. 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

Plant 

Number of units of this type: 

Accumulated capacity for all units of this type: Total tons coohg: 

MBtuheating: Heat Pump COP: Gas efficiency: 

Areas served: 

EER (coohg): Tons cooling each unit:- 

Supply Fans and Capacity Control 

Total CFM for packaged systems of this type: 

ClJnIetvanes OVFD OVaneaxial DOutletdamper Rotber: 

Motor efficiency: - Std.efic., - Premium effic. 

Return Fans /Exhaust Fans / Relief Dampers 

Describe return fans, exhaust fans, or relief dampers, if any, and their function. 

~~ ~ 
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Describe how building static pressure is controlled (setpoints, etc.). 

VFD control: 

which fans does each VFD control? ClSupply 0 RetwnlExhaust 

Location of duct static-pressure sensor (distance fiom f8n and proximity from branch take&% up 
and down stream): 

Duct static pressure: 0 Fixed setpoint / Cl Reset or variable 

Expected duct static pressure setpoint (or average if reset): 

Total pressure across fan at design flow: [discharge pressure - suction pressure (negative)] 

Minimurn fan capacity (lower frequency limit setting in VFD, % of max.) 

Are VFD settings El monitored or Cl controlled by the BAS system? (check one) 

Method used for sizing ducts equal fiiction static regain 

Note: Equal friction gives smaller ducts and higher pressure requirements. 
Ifequal friction was used, was a calculation made to make sure the increaseil 
pressure and subsequent increase in energy use by the fan is more than offset 
by the savings in duct materials? 

Compressor(s) 

Number of compressors per RTU 

Number of condenser Evls per RTU 

Compressor capacity control; general description: 

. Low ambient compressor package? __ 

Cooling coil 

Provide general description and any special features (high efficiency, face velocity, low pressure 
drop, etc.). Was a low pressure drop coil analyzed? What were the results? 

Dampers 

Describe the dampers and their function. 
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Smoke and Fire Dampers 

Describe the smoke and fire damper system (location and operation). 

Setpoint Temperatures 

Supply air (SA): SA reset (see strategy sequence): Mixed air: 

Filters 

Provide general description and any special features (low pressure drop, etc.). Were low pressure 
drop filters analyzed? What were the results? 

Heating System 

Describe type, fuel, perimeter reheat, areas served, etc. 

Economizer and OSA Dampers 

0 Enthalpy 0 Dry Bulb 0 Integrated 0 Economizer is first stage of cooling 

Number of damper positions: 0 or 0 infinite. 

Dampers closed during warm-up? 0 Yes / 0 No 

Ifdry-bulb type: OSA changeover temperature: 

Other special features of the RTU: 

How will the fresh air rate be maintained at low supply air volumes of the VAV system? Are 
perimeter zones treated differently than interior zones (reheat box damper settings, etc.)? 
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Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 
BAS Can BAS Can 

Point or BAS Change Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts Feature Monitors SetPts 

Mixed air temp. 

RA temp. 

SA temp 

SA reset parameters 

RA enthalpy 

DA static pressure 

Duct static pressure 

Supply fan statuc 

Supply fan speed 

Ret/Exh. fan speed 

Supply fan cfm 

Ret/Exh. fan cfm 

Met  vane position 

Filter Diff. pressure 

Occup. schedule 
ovemde 

Night low limits 

Ret&&. fan status 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Compressor stage 

NA Bldg. static pressure 

Temp. lockouts 

COz for OSA control 

NA Htg. coil position 

optimumstart 

Night purge 

Demand limit 

Alarms (list): 

-Dirty filter 

-Compressor fail 

-Fan IOSS Of air 
-High DA pressure 

-Fire/smoke 

-Emerg. shutdown 

OSA compensation for 
VAV 

OSA economizer 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Describe other equipment tied to the ON/OFF status of the RTU (exhaust fans, etc.) 

5.3 RTU Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Provide a full and comprehensive sequence of operations, including but not limited to the 

Mech Engr Spec Da, 

following conditions and system, including all interactions: 
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Systems 

supply fans 
exhaust fans 
return air and exhaust dampers 
supply air capacity control 
economizer and OSA dampers 
building static pressure control 
coil valve operation 
CO, sensor OSA control 
smoke dampers 

Part 11. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 
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Conditions or Modes 
start-up 
shutdown 
normal occupied & unoccupied periods 
warm-up 
temperahue lockouts 
compressor and condenser staging 
ovemde sequences 
winter/summer changeover 
weekend operation 
normal operation heating 
normal operation cooling 
through deadband ranges 
alarms: fire, smoke, shutdown, equip. 
failure, temp. and pressure limits, etc. 
all energy conserving strategies (optimum 
start/stop, resets, etc.) 
fire alarm 

Include the position or status at which each component resides at start-up,what occurs at fire 
alarm, provide all setpoints and coml parameters, including all time delays. In the sequences, 
describe what controls what. That is, what components must be ON or at certain conditions in 
order for others to operate. Equipment manufacturers' sequences and control drawings may be 
included, but wil l  generally require additional narrative. Flow charts may be used if sufficiently 
detailed. Narrative and flow chart examples are found in Section 4 of the instructions. 

For this RTU system, these sequences are expected to be about ,-, single spaced, 
typewritten pages. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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6 VAV Terminal Units-Air Conditioning Only (TU-AC) 

6.7 wstem Description Mech Engr Design Dev 

Briefly describe the TU: 

Number of TU-ACs: 

TU type: 0 pressure independent / 0 pressure dependent 

%of area served: 

A4.inimum air damper position: % open 

Are these fan powered? . OParaUel, USeries. Why? 

TU measures air flow via total and static pressure sensors. Y/N -. 
0 Cross, 0 Linear flow station? Other flow method: 

Describe TU contmller type: 

Damper actuator type: 0 Electric, tl Pneumatic. 

What noise considerations were used when specifying the Tu’s? 
’ 

Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 

BAS Can BAS Can 
Point or BAS Change Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts Feature Monitors SetPts 

Tu air flow TU air flow max. 
Tu air flow min. 

6.2 TU-AC Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Provide a full and comprehensive sequence of operations (includhg all sequences, deadband, 
dam actions, etc.) on a separate sheet@) and attach to this section of the form. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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7 VAV Terminal Units-Reheat (TU-RH) 

7. I System Description Mech Engr Design Dev I 

Briefly describe the TU: 

Number of TU-RHs: 

TU type: 0 pressure independent/ 0 pressure dependent 

Are these fan powered? . 0 Parallel, 0 Series. Number of fan speeds? 

Type of area served: 

What provkions wil l  be made to minimize reheat? 

What provkions will be made to minimize system simultanmus heating and cooling? 

TU measures air flow via total and static pressure sensors. Y/N -. 
0 Cross, 0 Linear flow station? Other flow method: 

Minimum air damper position: % open 

When the damper is at minimum in heating and space setpoint is not being maintained, will 
dampers open? why? 

Describe TU conmller type: 

Damper actuator type: 0 Electric, 0 Pneumatic. 

Heating mil type: 0 hot water, 0 electric resistence and stages . 
Describe healing coil valve: 0 Two position, 0 Modulaling. 

Heating valve actuator type: 0 Electric, CI Pneumatic. 

Do some units have 3-way valves? Why? 

Automatic flow control valve?- Describe: 

What noise considerations were used when specifving the TU'S? 

Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 
BAS Can BAS Can 

Point or BAS Change Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts Feature Monitors SetPts 

Tu air flow Tu air flow max. - -  
- -  Tu air flow min. Valve position 

- -  
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7.2 TU-RH Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Provide a full and comprehensive sequence of operalions (including heat lockout parameten, 
heating valve sequences, deadbands, alarm actions, etc.) on a separate sheet(s) and attach to this 
section of the form. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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8 Heat Recovery Unit (HRU) 

8.1 Design Intent Mech Engr Design Dev 

Describe the purpose of the HRU: 

8.2 System Description Mech Engr Design Dev 

Briefly describe the system: 

On which air handlers does this system operate? 

’ 
Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 

BAS Can BAS Can 
Point or BAS Change Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts Feature Monitors SetPts 

8.3 HRU Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Provide a full and comprehensive sequence of operations (including seasonal variations) on a 
separate sheet(s) and attach to this section of the form. 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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9 Computer Room Conditioning Unit (ACU) 

9.1 Design Intent 

What is this system or component used foi! 

Mech Engr Design Dev 

General Description 

Briefly descrik the system or component. 

Mech Engr Design Dev 

9.2 Basis O f  Design- Component Description and Methods for Meeting the Design Intent 

Mech Engr Design Dev 

Areas sewed: 

Number of ACUs: sizes (tons) EER: 

Location of ACU: 

0 Ducted system or 0 discharge only? 

How is heat rejected? III Cooling tower / 0 DX air-cooled condenser / Other 

Location of condensex 

Humidifier description: 

Reheat description: 

How is the ACU controlled? 

0 Stand-alone controllers with thermostats in zones 
0 Same, but enabled/disabled by central building automation system 
0 "Nly" controlled by BAS 

Does supply air enter this space from the main W A C  system? 0 Yes / 0 No 

If Yes, when? 

How is fresh airbmughtinto and controlledin the space? 

Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 

BAS Can BAS Can 
Point or BAS Change Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts Feature Monitors SetPts 
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9.3 ACU Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Provide a full and comprehensive sequence of operations (including setpoints, ~occupied, 
occupied, fire alarm periods, etc.) on a separate sheet(s) and attach to this section of the form. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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10 Daylighting Controls 

10.1 Design Intent Elec Engr Design Dev 

Briefly describe the system: 

What is the primary reason for using daylighting? 0 energy savings / 0 view/aesthetics 
ovisuallightquality 

What budget limitations were there? 

10.2 Basis of Design Elec Engr Design Dev 

System type: continuous dimming. / ste&ed dimming in - steps 

Describe related architectural features such as light shelves, sloped ceilings, skylights, special 
interior finishes, etc. 

How low are the lights allowed to dim? %. 

The system is controlled by: 0 main BAS / 0 stand alone controllers 

What is the light level setpoint(s) at the work plane: 

an Foot 
Area Candles 

How deep into the building do the lights dim? fL 

Are the dimming ratesthe same acmss this distance? 0 Yes/ 0 No 
Explain: 

What areas of the building have dimming c o m l ?  

How many zones and ummllen (light sensors) are there? 
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How do occupants override the dimming? 

Who has access for adjusting light levels? 

. Where are these adjustments made? 

Where are the sensors located? 

10.3 Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Elec Engr Spec Dev 

h.ovide a full and comprehensive sequence of operations (including setpoints and occupied and 
unoccupied conditions, etc.) on a separate sheet(s) and attach to this section of the form. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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11 Lighting Sweep Control 

11 .I System Description 

Briefly describe the system: 

Elec Engr, Ctrls Cont, Design Dev 

11.2 Operating Parameters Elec Engr, Ctrls Cont, Spec Dev 

?he system is comlled by: I3 Main BAS / I3 Stand-alone controller 

How many zones will there be? 

What is the floor area of the largest m e ?  

How many sweeps will there be? 

At what times? 
weekdays: 
Saturday: 
Sunday: 

Describe the type of switching system that occupants will use to turn the lights back on in their 
zone. 

What is the maximum ovemde duration? 

Who will be able to globally ovemde the sweeps or change the schedule? 

hours 

How wil l  the sweeps wok with housekeeping schedules? 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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12 Building Automation System (BAS) 

12.1 Design Intent 

Briefly describe the system: 

Mech Engr, Ctrls Cont Desijp Dev 

Why was this system chosen over others considered? 

Describe any budget limitations: 

How important was energy conservation in the decision of BAS type? 

12.2 Basis of Design-Component Description and Methods for Meeting the Design Intent 
Mech Engc Ctrls Cont, Const Doc 

Central sysem is: 0 DDC, 0 pneumatic 

Valve actuators: Cl electric, 0 pneumatic. 

VAV terminal box damper actuators: 0 electric, CI pneumatic 

Fire / smoke damper actuators: 0 electric, 0 pneumatic 

User interface: 0 graphical display of components 

Limitations of the modules or features spec%& compared to the higest model line system: 

AHU damper actuaton: CI electric, 0 pneumatic 

Check the systems that the BAS will conml (vs local equipment. packaged controllers). Refer to 
the individual system section for a complete description of the points and their control by the 
BAS 
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Rooftop packaged unit 
Air handler unit 
Economizer functions 
Boiler plant 
Heating water pumping system 
Chiller plant 
Chilled water pumping system 
Cooling tower 
Condenser water pumping 
Terminal unit settings 
Heat recovery unit 
Daylighting setpoints 
Lighting sweep control 
Exterior lighting 
Computer room W A C  unit 
Fan coil unit and condenser 
Unit heaters 
Smoke and fire control 
Emergency power system 
UPS power system 
Service water heating pump 

Virtually 
Full Control 

Part II. Model Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 
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Location of user interface: 

Type of user interface: 

0 Permanent on-site computer terminal 
0 Plug-in portable computer 
0 Remote terminal of 

' 0 Keypad only 

Describe parties who will be able to change schedules only: 

Describe parties who will have full access to system: 
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Check the energy conserving control strategies that will be operational in this building through 
the BAS. 
0 Holiday scheduling 
0 Zonal scheduling 
0 Sequential startup of equipment 
0 Lighting sweep 
0 Night setup/setback 
0 Optimum start 

0 Hot & cold deck reset (supply air) 
0 Chilled water reset 
0 Chiller staging and optimization 
0 Cooling tower component staging 
0 Air-si& economizer control 
0 Night ventilation purge / pre-cooling 
0 C02 outside air rate control 
0 VAV control-pressure independent 
I3 VAV control-pressure dependent 
0 Duct static pressure reset 

0 Optimum stop 

n 

0 Occupancy-based outside air control 
0 DX compressor optimization 
0 Mixed air temperature control 
0 Boiler staging and optimization 
0 Heat element (coil) staging 

Hot water reset 
0 Heat recovery option control 
0 Water-side economizer conaol 
0 Variable speed pump control 
0 Occupancy based WAC control 

Terminal regulated air volume (TRAV) 
0 Thermal storage control 
0 Demand limiting or load shedding 
0 Duty cycling of equipment 
0 DHW recirculation pump control 
0 DHW temperature control 
I3 Full trending capabilities 
0 
I3 
0 

List all special monitoring points installed for ctiagnostic, performance verification and muble 
shooling purposes, which are not needed to execute the control sequences and strategies? 

12.3 BAS Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

W d e  a full and comprehensive sequence of operations, including setpoints, deadbands, etc. 
List full control sequences for all control strategies. Refer to sequences already provided in other 
component sectionS, if applicable. List on a separate she@) and attach to this Section of the 
form. 

Include the position or status at which each component resides at star&-up, provide all setpoints 
and control parameters, including a l l  &e delays. ~n the sequences, describe what controk what. 
That is, what components must be ON or at certain conditions in order for others to operate. 
Equipment manufactmrs' sequences and control drawings may be included, but will generally 
req& additional narrative. Flow charts may be used if sufficiently detailed. Narrative and flow 
chart examples are found in Section 4 of the instructions. 
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Note: Complete BAS description, points list with all details, program listing, etc. are not part of 
the design intent, but will be required as part of the O&M documentation. 

12.4 Points List Mech Engr, Ctrls Cont Spec Dev 

For this design intent, list all points in a table that includes at least the information shown in the 

Controlled 
System 

Point Point Display 
Abbr. Description Units c 

C ................ " ...... "....J.." ..... " ....... I..""""..." ..... " -... ".....".....J -...-....- 
Kev: 
Point Description: DB temp, S o w ,  etc. 

Control or 
Setpoint 

Y/N 

Monitoring 
Point 
Y/N 

intermediate Calculated 
Point Point 
Y/N 1 Y/N 1 

Control or Setpoint: Point that controls equipment and can have its setpoint changed (OS& SAT, etc.) 
Intermediate Point: Point whose value is used to make a calculation which then controls equipment 

Monitoring Point: Point that does not control or contribute to the control of equipment, but is used for 

Calculated Point: "Virtual" point generated from calculations of other point values. 

(space temperatures that are averaged to a virtual point to control reset). 

operation, maintenance, or performance verification. 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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13 Split - Air Conditioning; - Heat Pump System 

13.1 Design Intent Mech Engr Design Dev 

What is this system or component used for? 

Systems Description 

Briefly describe the system: 

0 DX AC only 
0 Heat Pump and AC 
0 Resistance coil 
0 Hot water mil 
0 Gas furnace 

Mech Engr Const Doc 

0 VAV 
0 Constant volume 
0 Dual duct 
0 M u l h n e  
0 Other 
0 Other 

List equipment and areas served: 

13.2 Basis of Design-Component Description and Methods for Meeting the Design Intent 

Mech Eng Const Doc 

Give size, quantity, and other specific information and the areas served, and how it will meet the 
objectives. 

Plant 

Number of units of this type: 

Accumulated capacity for all units of this type: Total tons cooling: 

MBtu heating: Heat Pump COP: Gas efficiency: 

Areas served. 

EER (cooling): Tons COoLing each 

Compressor(s) and Condenser(s) 

Number of compressors per condenser unit: 

Number of condenser fans condenser unit: 

Compressor capacity control; general description: 

. Low ambient compressor package? - 
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Evaporator / Cooling Coil 

Provide general description and any special features (high efficiency, face velocity, low pressure 
drop, etc.). Was a low pressure drop coil analyzed? What were the results? 

Supply Fans and Capacity Control 

Total CFM for inside fan coil or air handler of this type: 

OConstantvolume Ohletvanes OWD OVaneaxial OOutletdamper OOther: - 
0 Evaporator fan cycles ON and OFF with compressor. Motor efficiency: - Std. effic., 
P r e m i u m  effic. 

Dampers 

Describe any dampers and their function 

Smoke and Fire Dampers 

Describe the smoke and fire damper system (location and operation). 

Setpoint Temperatures 

Supply air (SA): SA reset (see strategy sequence): 

Filters 

Provide general description and any special features (low pressure drop, etc.). Were low pressure 
drop filters analyzed? What were the results? 

Heating System 

Describe type, fuel, perimeter reheat, areas served, etc. 

Economizer and OSA Dampers 

0 No OSA via this unit 0 Enthalpy 0 Dry Bulb 0 Integrated 0 Economizer is first 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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Number of damper positions: El or 0 infinite. 

Dampers closed during warm-up? 0 Yes / 0 No 

if dry-bulb type: OSA changeover ternpemture: 

Other special features of the split system: 

How will the fresh air rate be maintained at low supply air volumes of the VAV system? Are 
perimeter mnes treated ctifferently than interior zones (reheat box damper settings, etc.)? 

~~~ 

How is the split system controlled? 

El Stand-alone controllers with thermostats in zones. Number of zones: 

El Above, but enabled/d%abled by central building automation system (BAS) 

f3 Integrated into BAS as below: 

Integration of Control and Monitoring Points With the BAS 

BAS Can 
Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts 

RA temp. 

' SAtemp 

SA reset parameters 

RA enthalpy 

DA static pressure 

Duct static pressure 

Supply fan statuc 

RetJExh. fan status 

Occup. schedule 
override 

OSA economizer 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

BAS Can 
Point or BAS Change 
Feature Monitors SetPts 

Compressor stage NA 

Temp. lockouts 

COz for OSA control 

Htg. valve position NA 

Optimum start NA 

Night purge NA 

NA 

Alarms (list): 

Night low limits 

Describe other equipment tied to the ON/OFF status of the split system unit (exhaust fans, etc.) 
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13.3 Split System Sequence of Operations and Operating Parameters 

h v i d e  a full and comprehensive sequence of operations, including but not limited to the 
following conditions and systems, including all interactions: 

Mech Engr Spec Dev 

Systems 
supplyfans 
supply air capacity control 
economizer and OSA dampers 
building static pressure control 
coil valve operation 
CO, sensor OSA control 
smokedampers 

Conditions or Modes 
start-up 
shutdown 
normal occupied & unoccupied periods 
warm-up 
temperature lockouts 
compressor and condenser staging 
override sequences 
winter/summer changeover 
weekend operation 
normal operation heating 
normal operation cooling 
through deadband ranges 
alarms: fire, smoke, shutdown, equip. 
Mure, temp. and pressure limits, etc. 
all energy conserving strategies (optimum 
start/stop, resets, etc.) 
fire alarm 

Include the position or status at which each component resides at start-up,what occurs at fire 
alarm, provide all setpoints and control parameters, including all time delays. In the sequences, 
describe what controls what. That is, what components must be ON or at certain conditions in 
order for others to operate. Equipment manufacturers’ sequences and control drawings may be 
included, but wil l  generally require additional narrative. Flow charts may be used if sufficiently 
detailed. Narrative and flow chart examples are found in Sections 4 of the instructions. 

For this system, these sequences are expected to be about single spaced, typewritten 
pages. 

Number of sheets attached to this secrion: 
I 
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14 Emergency Power System 

14.1 Design Intent Elec Engr Design Dev 

Briefly describe the system: 

What is the purpose of the emergency power and any UPS for each load other than 
the fire, life, safety loads? 

14.2 Basis Of Design-component Description and Methods for Meeting the Design Intent 
\ Spec Dev 

Elec Engr 

Generator 

Is the generator sized to be able to handle additional loads? How many? 
~ ~~~ ~ 

What is the maximum time it should take the generator to be providing power from the time street 
power is lost (seconds)? 

Is there an automatic generator exercizef? 

For how long should the generator be able to provide power without refueling? 

Describe any special frequency and voltage regulation output requirements for the generator. - 

Power Qualify Elec Engr Spec Dev 

Describe any special power quality concerns or considerations (sensitive equipment, etc.). 

UPS 

How many U P S  systems are there? List all, including integral batteries in equipment. 

What kind of UPS bypass wiU be used on the stand-alone UPS? 

Emergency Power and UPS Schedule Elec Engr Spec Dev 

In the following table, list each load on emergency power and/or on a UPS. List the U P S  
discharge time. List a l l  the loads first that are only on emergency power. 
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Equipment / Loads 

Number of sheets attached to this section: 
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15 OTHER SYSTEMS FOR WHICH TO DEVELOP SAMPLE FORMATS 

Fire Alarm and Protection 
Systems 
Service Water Heating 

Air Handler Units Capacity control 
Supply fan 
Returdexhaust fan and dampers 
Heating and cooling coil valves 
Economizer and OSA and return air dampers 
Mixed air control 

Exhaust Fans 
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Part II  

APPENDIX 2 

Fire and Emergency Power Response Matrix 
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Controls 
to Use& 

Reset, 
( b u d ,  

BAS. etc.) 

Component Response 

--SAMPLE-- 
Fire and Emergency Power Response Matrix 

start 1 stop 

Dampers 

Terminal * 
units 

Response to Fire / Smoke Alarm I Response to a Street Power Outage 

Shutdown 

Go to normal: 
OA is closed 
RA is open 

EA is closed 

Dampers: 100% open 
Valves: no change 

Alarm Type-1 : 

Any Fire Alarm In Bldg' 
(unless noted) 

Split FCU-2; 

BAS 

Exh. Fans 
EF-la,b, 2.3 

Exh. Fans 

Boiler 

Boiler pumps 

ACU-1 

EF-lc; 4 

Alarm 
Type-2: 

none 

Receive and log an alarm 

Off with RTU's 

none 

none 

none 

Normal 

Normal 

Off none No 

Off, but medgas none No 
alarm on emerg. gen 

Med-Gas 
G a s  compr 

c m s  I 
Elevators 

Med-Gas 
Vac. compr I 

none 

I none 

-: got0 
1st floor. 3lXu.k~ 

2ndflor. ,$lX&md 
dev. on 1s- go to 
2ndfloor. b t d e t . i n  

trip elev. off. 

or go to 

or eauim rm; shunt 

none 

control. 
Reset 

must be 

na Dampers: stop where 
they are 
Valves: open 

Normal None (go on 
(manual) emergency power) 

Normal None (goes on own 
battery bacEcllp) 

in BAS 

Timers 

Normal none 

Normal Off 

Normal Off 

Manual Lights ON, car stops 
where it is 
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Normal 
Lighting Sys. 

Emerg. 
Lighting Sys. 

Data 
Management 

paging 
System 

Security 
System 

Firelsmoke 
Dampers 

none Normal Of€ 

none Normal None: goeson 
emerg. power 

none Normal None: goes on 
emerg. power+UPS 

none Normal Of€ 

Operates per normal, Normal None: goes on 
emerg. power + on 
battery backup 

All close auto-reset None: slowly leak 
if fusible down and close 
link 
didn't 

sending alarms 

I release I 

Fire Doors All close, except OH doors 
at pharmacy, unless 1 of 3 
adjacent clg. SD alarms 

manually 
reset 

None: goeson 
emerg. power + on 
battery backup 

I none 

normal operation 

alarm sent to BAS from 
FAP 

M None: go on emerg. 
power 

M None: goeson 
emerg. power + on 
battery backup 

M 
None 

Owner's Site 

Owner's Secur 

Fire Dept. 

gets fire and trouble M gets message via M M 
message via Sec. Co. S d t y C o .  

gets fire and trouble M getsmessagevia M M 
message via in-bldg in-bldg Security 
Security Co's dialer Co. dialer, due to 

UPS starting' 

fire alarm via Sec. Co M none M M 

Part II. Commissioning Plan-Design Phase 
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none No 

BAS M O  

Normal M 

none No 

Normal M 

Normal M 

M M 

Goes on-line & I l M  I alanns to Security 
none I Emerg. Gen. 

& UPS 
Normal M 

Emerg. PWT. 
Circuits 

M Normal 

Normal Fire Alarm 
System 
Functions 
communica- 
tions to BAS 

M 

M M 
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Fire or Trouble 

--Sample-- 
Fire Alarm Sequence Flow Chart 

Fire 

Fire Alarm Panel 

Owner's Remote Site 

Building Automation System 

Fire Department 

I 
Shut Off Rooftop 

Units (RTU-1,2,3;4) 
and Waust Fans 

(EF-1 a, 1 b, 2; 3) 

I Fire or Trouble, 

Release all fire doors (except 
ov&t&&ots at pharmacy, unless an 
adjacent dg S D  alams) 

Audible and Visual Alarms 
Elevators return to 1st flr. unless 

initiating alarm was at a 1 st flr 
elev, then that dev. returns to 2nd 
flr. 

Security System Dialer . (In Bldg.) 

I 4 1 

Fire A b  includes any initiating event (pull station, space or duct smoke 
detector, heat dector or sprinkler flow). t l  does not include fire damper fusible 
link release of a fire damper. Heat detector in elevator equip. room or shaft has 
30 sec.delay to allow recall to floors, then power to elevator is shunt-tripped off. 
lh&k&xm includes any of the troubles listed in Appendix M of the FAP O&M. 
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Part II 

APPENDIX 3 

Commissioning For Indoor Air Quality Checklist 
-Design Phase- 
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Commissioning For Indoor Air Quality Checklist 

-Design Phase- 

Program Phase 
Document the results fiom each of the following tasks: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Determine indoor air quality requirements in accordance with the initial design intent of the 
owner's needs. Codes, standards: ASHRQE Standard 62-1 989, Ventilation for Acceptable 
Air Qualiv and Standard 55-1 992 Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human 
Occupancy. 

Identify the sources of outdoor pollutants in the vicinity of the building site: general ambient 
air quality, exhaust systems, nearby coohg towers, smoke stacks, and existing or proposed 
parking garages, etc. 

Review expected occupant activity, density and locations where special attention is needed: 
kitchens and break rooms, smoking lounges, photocopy and print rooms, janitorial rooms, 
labs, material storage rooms, and conference rooms, etc. Review the need for exhaust 
systems or increased supply air capacity for each area, etc. 

Design Development and Construction Documents Phase 
Document the results from each of the following tasks: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Ensure that the indoor air quality objectives established in the programming phase are 
included in the design and are well documented in the design intent. 

Establish the outdoor air intake requirements for each area of the building. 

Establish procedures for verifying and documenting ventilation rates in each area. 

Establish air flow rates for needed exhaust systems, including spot pollutant source removal. 

Determine how adequate ventilation rates will be maintained during all occupied modes of 
operations, particularly during VAV terminal box turndown. 
Review air intakes and exhausts for short-circuiting. 

Review exterior pollution sources such as garages, loading docks, and cooling towers. 

Review the impact of the office partitions configurations with respect to ventilation 
effectiveness. 

Review choice of filtration type and design, materials, and location. 

10. Review W A C  material specifications and application regarding potential for airflow 
erosion, corrosion and microbial contamination (€WAC insulation materials, etc.). 

11. Review air supply system components to ensure control and 
free water and to minimize microbial contamination (condensate trays, humidiiiers, water 
bafnes, mist eliminators and cooling towers). 

. .  . 
'on of the presence of 
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12. Verify the suitability of access doors and inspection ports to all chambers and components of 
air handling system plenums. Venfy that proper cleaning of both sides of coils, condensate 
pans and/or humidifier reservoirs can be accomplished through the doors. 

13. Optional: Examine manufacturir's safety data sheets (MSDS) for products specified in 
contract documents that may be suspected contributors to indoor pollutants (carpets, 
flooring, fbbrics, adhesives, wall coverings, partitions, and ceilings; insulating and 
fire-proofing materials; sealants on walls and floors; use of preservatives, paints, varnishes, 
and other finish materials). 

14. Obtain man-er's data on curing, drying and airing procedures to minimize emission 
rates. 

15. Verify that the specifications specify proper methods and conditions for operating the W A C  
system prior to full control and occupancy, to minimize dirt and unwanted moisture entering 
the duct work, coils, building cavities and any occupied portions of the building. 

- Note: 
Indoor air quality (JAQ) commissioning does not ensure that indoor air quality will be adequate or 
without deficiency at building turnover or during occupancy, unless the owner has speciScaUy specified 
that actual air quality testing be performed. Commissioning for indoor air quality entails performing 
tasks that minhize the potential for IAQ problems, but it does not eliminate their possibility. 

The primary source for this checklist was h e x  C in ASHRAE Guideline I-1989R The W A C  
Commissioning Process, Public Review Draft, 1996. 
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1. Genera 

Part I l l .  Commissioning Guide Specifications 2 
Overview 

Commissioning Guide Specifications 

Overview 

Overview 

These commissioning guide specifications contain recommended language that describes both the 
requirements and the process to incorporate commissioning into larger construction or renovation 
projects. Signiscant process language is required because commissioning is new to many 
construction professionals. The specifications generally follow the ASHRAE document, The 
W A C  Commissioning Process, ASHRAE Guideline 1-1989K final draft 1996, though 
signiscant additional detail, clarification and interpretation has been made. 

The guide specifications are intended to be modified by the architect and design engineers (A/E) 
in consultation with the design phase commissioning agent, the project manager and the facity 
engineer, ifknown. The AE shall modifjr other specification sections as necessary to reflect 
commissioning requirements applicable to the current project. 

Abbreviations are used in the Specifications and are defined in Section 01040 and 17100, Part 1. 

2. Management Scenarios 

The specifications were developed for the construction management protocols of GSA, Region 
10, which include: 

1. The construction manager (CM) is a subcontractor to the owner (GSA) and represents 
the owner in the day-today activities and job coordination for the entire construction 
project. 

GSA's staffproject manager (FW) manages the CM. 

The A/E's role during construction consists of the basic services of submittal review 
and periodic site observation. The A/E team is not signiscantly involved in 
performance vefication or quality control. Therefore, its role in commissioning is 
limited to dealing with design and other problems identified during commissioning, 
attending selected commissioning team meetings, reviewing chdications to the 
control sequences by the commissioning agent, reviewing selected functional test 
procedures, providing as-built design intent for the O&M manuals, and presenting at 
the iirst owner personnel training. 

2. 

3. 

Other notable management and process information: 

1. The specifications are applicable to a variety of commissioning agent (CA) hiring 
scenarios: CA hired by the CM, directly by GSA, by the general contractor (GC) or by the 
ALE. 

2. The CA is the person directly coordinating and directing all commissioning activities 
on a day-to-day basis. 

3. If the CA is hired by the GC or AE, the CM will verify that the CA is properly 
executing the commissioning as per specification. In this case the CA reports directly to 
the CM. 
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Part 111. Commissioning Guide Specifications 3 
Overview 

4. 
commissioning work in (3) is eliminated. 

5.  
and initial checkout, incorporating the CA’s prefimctional checklists and the CA’s review 
comments of their start-up procedures. 

6.  The CA develops the functional testing procedures and the subcontractors execute 
them under the direction, observation and approval of the CA. The CA documents the 

e CA is hired by L e  CM or directly by GSA, the verification of the CA’s 

The subcontractors (under the GC) direct, execute and document their own startup 

functional testing. 

Specification Section 17100 provides some graphic illustrations of various management 
scenarios. Appropriate name substitutions can be made for the various parties involved, 
allowing the specifications to be applicable to other agencies or groups. 

Test Engineer Scenario. There are guide specifications in the industry that use this scenario. 
These specifications do not. The following is a short explanation to prevent confusion. In the 
test engineer scenario, the contractor hires a test engineer who writes and executes the 
commissioning tests, etc. A person designated as the “commissioiug agent” is hired by or is on 
the owner’s sta.f€. This commissioning agent is the line supervisor for the test engineer and acts 
as the owner’s representative for commissioning issues. For comparison, the test engineer in the 
test engineer scenario, performs virtually all the tasks that the commissioning agent does under 
the Model Commissioning PZan ana‘ Guide SpeciJications. The commissioning agent in the test 
engineer scenario is analogous to the construction manager in the Model PZan and Specs. 
However, in the test engineer scenario, the commissioning agent must have considerably more 
commissioning experience than does the construction manager in the Model PZun and Specs 
scenario. 

3. Scope 

This draft of the commissioning specifications covers W A C  and automatic control systems for 
larger buildings. Future versions will cover electrical and other mechanical systems. However, 
Section 17100 describes the common requirements and processes that are applicable to all 
commissioned systems, not just W A C  and controls. The A/E can add systems to be 
commissioned without making ’any modifications to Section 17100, except for adding references 
to added systems. In general, these specifications assume that clear and complete design intent 
documentation was developed during the design phase. However, some language is included to 
handle cases when it is not. 

4. Specification Sections and Responsibilities 

The following describes the approach that was used to incorporate commissioning into the 
standard specification format. 

1. The intent was to minimize redundancy and repetition whenever possible, and yet 
still have as many requirements for a given trade, in the trade’s normal specification 
division and section. Specific commissioning requirements for a given trade are all 
listed in one place. However, the commissioningprocedures to execute the 
requirements, many of which are common to all trades, are necessarily found in other 
sections. Cross references are used extensively to provide access to all procedures 
and requirements. 
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Part 111. Commissioning Guide Specifications 4 
Overview 

2. In all divisions with requirements that relate to commissioning, there are references 
to the specific commissioning requirements in other divisions. 

a. In Division 1, Section 00800, Suplementary Conditions, there is language 
providing a penalty for not completing commissioning on time. 

b. In Section 01040, Coordination, there is an introduction to commissioning, the 
commissioning agent and a reference to Division 17. 

c. Section 01300 Submittals, Section 01700 Project Close-out and Section 01730 
O&M Data also contain references to Division 17. 

d. The trade sections of 15010 Mechanical General, Section 16010 Electrical 
General contain references to Division 17 and to the special commissioning 
sections within their respective divisions (15995; 16995). 

The commissioning process details, the commissioning requirements that apply to all 
parties, and the specific responsibilities of the commissioning agent and non-trades, 
(construction and project manager) are included in a special Division 17, 
Commissioning. 

A special commissioning section of Divjsion 15, Section 15995 is used to spec@ 
common and specific commissioning requirements of all Division 15 contractors. In 
addition, the specific, unique responsibilities of Division 15 contractors are included 
in appropriate sections of Division 15 and 16 (e.g., 15950 controls, 15990 TAB). 

3. 

4. 

5.  Specific functional testing requirements are found in the Sections 15997 and 16997, 
Mechanical and Electrical Testing Requirements. 

Specific prefunctional checklists are found in Sections 15998 and 16998. 

Sample functional test procedures are found in Sections 15999 and 16999. 

6. 

7. 

The following lists the sections included in the commissioning (Cx) guide specifications. Refer to 
Figure 1 for a graphical layout of the specification sections. A detailed table of contents is 
provided at the beginning of the major sections (15995,17100). 

00800 Supplementary Conditions Provides for a penalty if commissioning is not 
completed by the Functional Completion milestone. 

* I f  the commissioning - -  agent is hired bv the owner or construction manager. 01 040a avplies: 

Introduces commissioning and refers to Division 17. 01040a Coordination 

* I f  the commissioning - -  apent is hired bv the veneral contractor. 01 040b apvlies: 

01040b Coordination Introduces commissioning, refers to Division 17 and 
requires that the GC hire a qualified CA. 

Alerts all parties that additional detail in submittals 
may be required and directs to Division 17. 

Defines Substantial Completion and Functional 
Completion milestones, relative to commissioning. 

Alerts all parties that O&M documentation may be 
more detailed and directs to Division 17. 

01300 Submittals 

01700 Project Close-out 

01730 O&MData 
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Part 111. Commissioning Guide Specifications 5 
Overview 

. 15010 MechanicalGeneral 

15950 Automatic Controls 

15990 TAB 

15995 MechanicalCx 

159 7 MechanicalTesting 
Requirements 

Prefhctional Checklists 
15998 Mechanical 

15999 Mechanical Functional 

16010 Electrical General 

Tests-Examples 

16995 ElectricalCx 

16997 Electrical Testing 

16998 Electrical 

Requirements 

16999 Electrical Functional 
Tests-Examples 

17100 Commissioning 

Alerts the mechanical contractor of Cx responsibilities 
in 15995. 

Lists special requirements and alerts the controls 
contractor of the special requirements of the control 
contractor and control system in 15995. 

Alerts the TAB of Cx responsibilities in 15995. 

Describes the Cx responsibilities of the mechanical, 
ciontrols and TAB contractors and the prefunctional 
testing and start-up responsibilities of each. Points to 
15997 for functional testing requirements. 

Describes the specific functional testing requirements 
Division 15 equipment in the project. 

Provides the prefunctional checklists for use on this 
project, including items for Div. 15 and Div. 16. 

Provides example functional test procedures 
and formats for mechanical eqspment. 

Alerts the electrical contractor of Cx'responsibilities in 
16995. 

Describes the Cx responsibilities of the electrical 
contractor. 

Describes the specific functional testing requirements 
for Division 16 equipment in the project. 

Points to Section 15998 prefunctional checklists. 

Provides example functional test procedures 
and formats for electrical equipment. 

Describes the commissioning process, responsibilities 
common to all parties, responsibilities of the A/E, CA, 
CM, PM, GC and Suppliers, focusing on the CA. The 
unique mechanical contractor, controls contractor, 
TAB and electrical contractor responsibilities are 
included in Div. 15 and 16. 

5. Electronic Format 
All sections have been included as separate files on diskette in Word 6.0 for Windows 3.1 with 
the following file name format. The version number refers to the specific file or section version, 
not the entire Guide Specification version. 

[ Section #. Version # ] For example: file 15995.V02 is Section 15995 Version 2. 

A complete listing of files is found in the overview of the entire document prior to Part I (file: 
all-ovr.vl0). 
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00800 : 01040 : 01300 : 01700 : 01730 
suppl* : Coord. : Submittals: Closeout O&M Data 

Conditions I I I 
1 

Figure 1. 

SDecifica tion Structure - 
Division 1 

Division 15 
15010 : 15950 : 15990 I 15995 i 15997 
Mech. : Controls i TAB i Me&. cx;  Mechanical 

General : M i x .  reqr's &: Points to : ~ 1 1  Div. 15 : Testing 

15998 
Pref unctional 
Check Lists 

Division 16 I 
15999 

Similar to Sample Functional 
Division 15 Tests 

- 
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SECTION 00800 - 1 
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

’ SECTION 00800 SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS 
Smc writer: 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements forthe current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner‘s representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
cholce(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

Frequently it is difficult enforce the requirement that the Contractor finish all their commissioning 
tasks prior to Substantial Completion. If this is not a practical stipulation, it then may be difficult to 

ever get the Contractor to finish all their commissioning responsibilities. Therefore: 

To ensure that the commissioning is completed in a timely manner, and as an incentive for the 
Contractor to complete the commissioning work, add a new milestone and apply liquidated 

damages to it. The milestone is called “Functional Completion,” and is defined in Section 01 700. 
Functional Completion is a specific time period (days), after Substantial Completion, when all 
remaining TAB and commissioning responsibilities of the Contractor, (except for seasonal or 

approved deferred testing and controls training), must be completed or the stipulated liquidated 
damages will begin accruing. 

I 

I I 
Add language to this or other appropriate Section and that applies liquidated damages for not 
meeting the Functional Completion milestone. 

I For example: 

There will be a $ 
exceeded. 

per day penalty for every day that the Functional Completion milestone is 

I I 
The inclusion of commissioning in the definition for Substantial Completion and the new term 
Functional Completion should also be included in the General Conditions of the construction 
contract. 

1 I 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION 
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SECTION 01 040 Version A - 1 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 01 040 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Swc wriier, 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

~ 

THIS VERSION (A) OF THIS SECTION APPLIES WHEN THE COMMISSIONING AGENT IS 
HIRED BY GSA's CONSTRUCTION MANAGER OR DIRECTLY BY GSA 
(The Commissioning Agent is the party personally directing the day-to-day 

commissioning activities) 

Alert the Contractor that this proiect will be commissioned and that the Contractor will be 
responsible to carry out the execution of the commissionina Drocess under the direction 

and approval of the Commissionina Aaent. 

Include the following section under PART 1 - GENERAL: 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1. COMMISSIONING 

A. This project will have selected building systems commissioned. The equipment and systems to 
be commissioned are specified in Section 17100, Part 1.4. The commissioning process, which 
the Contractor is responsible to execute, is defined in Division 17. The Commissioning process 
will be dkcted by a Commissioning Agent whose services will be provided by GSA. 
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SECTION 01 040 Version A - 2 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

B. Abbreviations. The following are common abbreviations used in the Specijicatiom and in the 
Commissioning Plan. Definitions are found in Section 17100, Part 1.6. 

. 

A/E- Architect and design engineers 
CA- Commissioning agent 
CC- Controls contractor 
CM- Construction Manager (GSA's 

representative) 
Cx- Commissioning 

EC- Electrical contractor 
Cx Plan- Commissioning Plan document 

FT- Functional performance test 
GC- General contractor (prime) 
MC- Mechanical contractor 
F'C- Prefunctional checklist 

PM- Project manager (GSA, the Owner) 
Subs- Subcontractors to General 
TAB- Test and balance contractor 

1 List the Commissioning Agent under the following section: 

1.2 ADMINTSTRATWE /SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 

A. Commissioning Arrent: GSA wil l  provide the services of a qualified Commissioning Agent. The 
responsibilities of the Commissioning Agent are defined in Division 17. The Commissioning Agent 
directs and approves the commissioning work. 

If the Test and Balancing Contractor (TAB) will be hired by someone other than the Owner, have 
the TAB qualifications submitted and approved by the Owner and refer to the requirement here, 
per the language below. Othewise include wording that the Owner will provide the services of a 
qualified TAB contractor, similar to that for the Commissioning Agent above. 

B. Test and Balance Contractor (TAB) Oualifications. The Contractor wil l  provide the services of a 
qualified test and balance contractor, approved by the Owner, as specified in Section 15990. 

C. Controls Contractor and Lead Technician Oualifications. The Control contractor and the lead 
technician shall be approved by the Owner as specified in Section 15950. 

Though not directly applicable to this section, an important reminder is made here: 
The Spec Writer should review any quality assurance sections, particularly 01400, and make sure 
that any stock language about costs of testing being the Owner's responsibility are correctly 
reflected consistent with the commissioning specifications. 
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SECTION 01 040 Version B - 1 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 01040 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT AND GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Spec writer: 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into tho noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

THIS VERSION (B) OF THIS SECTION APPLIES WHEN THE COMMISSIONING AGENT IS 
HIRED BY THE GENERAL CONTRACTOR 

(The Commissioning Agent is the party personally directing the 
day-to-day commissioning activities) 

Alert the Contractor that this Droiect will be commissioned and that the Contractor will be 
responsible to carrv out the execution of the commissionina process under the approval of the 

Owner's Construction Manaaer. 

Include the following section under PART 1 - GENERAL: 

PART 1 - GENEFUL 

1.1 COMMISSIONING 

k This project will have selected building systems commissioned. The equipment and systems to 
be Commissioned are specified in Section 17100, Part 1.4. The commissioning process, which 
the Contractor is responsible to execute, is deked in Division 17. The CommisSiOning process 
will be directed by a Commissioning Agent whose services will be provided by the C o m m r .  
The commissioning will be approved by GSA's ComctionManager. 
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SECTION 01040 Version B - 2 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

B. Abbreviations. The following are common abbreviations used in the Specifcations and in the 
Commissioning Plan. Definitions ~IZ found in Section 17100, Part 1.6. 

A/E- Architect and design engineers . FT- Functionalperformancetest 
CA- Commissioning agent GC- General contractor (prime) 
CC- Controls contractor MC- Mechanical contractor 
CM- Construction Manager (GSA's PC- Prefunctional checklist 

Representative) 
Cx- Commissioning PM- Project manager (GSA, the Owner) 

EC- Electrical contractor TAB- Test and balance contractor 
Cx Plan- Commissioning Plan document Subs- Subcontractors to General 

Alert the Contractor that they will be responsible to provide the services of a 
qualified Commissioning Agent as follows: 

1.2 ADMINISTRATNE /SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 

A. Commissioning Apent: The Contractor will provide the services of a qualified Commissioning 
Agent. The responsibilities of the Commissioning Agent are defined in Division 17. The 
Commissioning Agent will r e p  directly to the Owner's Construction Manager. 

1. Commissioning Agent Qualifications: The Commissioning Agent wil l  satisfy the following 
requirements: 

The NE should modify the requirements as appropriate for the complexity 
of the systems to be commissioned in this building. 

List other systems that are being commissioned. If they are highly specialized (fume hoods, clean 
room, security, communications, etc.) state that two parties may be hired, with one acting as lead, 
to fulfill the expertise required. 

~~ ~ 

a. Have extensive experience in the operation and tmubleshooting of W A C  systems, 
' energy management co rn1  systems and lighting contmls systems. Extensive field 

experience is required. Aminimw of full years in this type of workis required 
Knowledgeable in test and balance of both air and water systems. 
Direct experience in momtoring and analyzing system operation using energy 
management control system trending or stand-alone datalogging equipment. 
Excellent vexbal and written communication skills, highly organized and able to work 
with both management and trade contractors. 
A bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering is highly preferred and PE. certification 
is desired, however, other technical tr?rining and past commissioning and field experience 
willbeconsidered 

b. 
c. 

d 

e. 
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SECTION 01 040 Version B - 3 
COORDINATION 

COM M ISSlON I NG AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

f. The Commissioning Agent requirements cannot be W e d  by the combined expertise of 
a company, but must be part of the &ill and experience set of the one individual who 
will be the designated Commissioning Agent, unless specifically noted above. 
The Commissioning Agent will be an independent contractor and not an employee of the 
General Contractor or any other subcontractor on this project, including the A/E. 
The Commissioning Agent shall have been the prime commissioning agent for 
commissioning at least - facilities of 
system type in the last 5 years. 
The Commissioning Agent will provide a detailed description of at least three 
commissioning project3 completed recently with their personal involvement, the names 
and telephone numbers of the Owner's project manager and the general contractor's site 
superintendent. 

g. 

h 
sf and similar complexity in 

i 

Spec Writer: To make this section more rigorous, consider using all or parts of the commissioning 
agent RFP solicitation found in Part I, Appendix 1 of the Model Commissioning Plan and Guide 
Specifications. 

2. The Contractor will submit, with the construction bid proposal, the CA's resume and 
qWcat ions  to the CM, the GSA Project Manager and the A/E for'approval. The Owner 
reserves the right to requh the Contractor to submit another party for the position, in the event 
the first party submitted is considered unqualified for the project. Final approval wil l  reside 
with the Project Manager. 

Extend the duties of the CM to cover their Cx responsibilities under Administrative Personnel. 

B. Construction Manager (CM) : In general, the construction management services contractor is himl 
by GSA to assist the government in the overall management of the project including supervising and 
on-site managing authority over a project's construction. The General Contractor reports to the 
CM. A qualified member of the CM team acts for GSA and reviews and approves the work of the 
Commissioning Agent and commissioning team and wilnesses selected tests, as well as performing 
tasks specified in Division 17. This member of the CM shall have significant mechanical 
engineering training and expertise and have extensive field experience in troubleshooting, inspecting 
W A C  systems, controls and lighting systems and 

If the Test and Balancing Contractor (TAB) will be hired by someone other than the Owner, have 
the TAB qualifications submitted and approved by the Owner and refer to the requirement here, 
per the language below. 

C. Test and Balance Contractor CTAB) Oualifications. The Contractor will provide the services of a 
qualified test and balance contractor, approved by the Owner, as specified in Section 15990. 
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SECTION 01 040 Version B - 4 
COORDINATION 

COMMISSIONING AGENT-GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

D. Co ntrols Contractor and Lead Technician Oualifications. The Control contractor and the lead 
technician shall be approved by the Owner as specified in Section 15950. 

Though not directly applicable to this section, an important reminder is made here: 

The Spec Writer should review any quality assurance sections, particularly 01400, and make sure 
that any stock language about costs of testing being the Owner's responsibility are correctly 
reflected consistent with the commissioning specifications. 
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SECTION 01300 - 1 
SUBMITTALS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 01 300 SUBMllTALS 

Swc writer; 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete ail but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

Inform the Contractor that additional information is required to be submitted to the Commissioning 
Aaent bevond normal submittals and that the Commissionina Aaent will be reviewina and 

apmovina the submittals. 

The following wording is to be added to the normal Submittal specification text: 

1.1 SUBMITI'& REQUIREMENTS FOR COMMISSIONING 

A. Normal Submittals. 

1. 

2. 

The Commissioning Agent will receive a copy of the normal submittals for equipment to be 
commissioned. 
The Commissioning Agent will review and approve normal Contractor submittals applicable to 
systems being commissioned for compliance with commissioning needs, concurrent with the 
ALE reviews. 

* B, Data for Commissioning. 

1. 

2. 

The Contractor will receive a written request from the Commissioning Agent requesting 
specific information needed about each piece of commissioned equipment or system. 
Typically this will include detailed manufacturer installation and start-up, operating, 
troubleshooting and maintenance procedures, 111 details of any ownerantracted tests, h and 
pump curves, full factory testing reports, Zany, and 111 warranty information, including all 
responsibilities of the Owner to keep the warranty in force clearly identified. In addition, the 
installation and checkout materials that are actually shipped inside the equipment and the 
actual field checkout sheet forms to be used by the factory or field technicians shall be 
submitted to the Commissioning Agent. 
The Commissioning Agent may request m e r  documentation-necessary for the 
commissioning process. 
This data request may be made prior to normal submittals. 

3. 

4. 
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5. Much f this information is contain dinthere 

SECTION 01300 - 2 
SUBMllTALS 

ular O&M manual submittals n o d y  
submitted in the project. Typically, this information is required prior to the regular formal 
O&M manual submittals. 

C. Contractor's responsibility for deviations in submittals from requirements of the Contract 
Documents is not relieved by the Commissioning Agent's review. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION . 
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SECTION 01700 - 1 
PROJECT CLOSE-OUT 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 01 700 PROJECT CLOSE-OUT 
Spec writer: 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner‘s representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

Frequently it is difficult to enforce the requirement that the Contractor finish all their commissioning 
tasks prior to Substantial Completion. If this is not a practical stipulation, it then may be difficult to 

ever get the Contractor to finish all their commissioning responsibilities. Therefore: 

To ensure that the commissioning is completed in a timely manner, and as an incentive for the 
Contractor to complete the commissioning work, add a new milestone and apply liquidated 

damages to it (Section 00800). The milestone in this section called “Functional Completion.” 
Functional Completion is a specific time period (days), after Substantial Completion, when all 
remaining TAB and commissioning responsibilities of the Contractor, (except for seasonal or 

approved deferred testing and controls training), must be completed or the stipulated liquidated 
damages will begin accruing. 

Inform the Contractor that all Cornrnissionina in Div. 17 must be 
completed. exceDt for functional testina and controls trainina before Substantial Completion. 

Under the prerequisites to‘Substantial Completion section, include the following: 

PREREQUISITES TO SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
............. 
............. 
The commissioning of Division 17 must be complete, except for functional testing and controls training, prior 
to Substantial Completion, unless approved in writing by the Owner’s Project Manager. 

‘The definition for Substantial Completion should also be added to the appropriate section of the 
General Conditions of the construction contract. 

I 
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SECTION 01700 - 2 
PROJECT CLOSE-OUT 

Inform the Contractor that all Commissionina in Div. 17 must be 
completed before Functional Completion. except for seasonal or approved deferred 

testina and controls trainina. 

Under the prerequisites to Functional Completion section, include the following: 

PREREQUISITES TO FUNCTIONAL COMPLETION 

A. All TAB work and the commissioning of Division 17 must be complete prior to Functional 
Completion, unless approved in writing by the Owner's Project Manager. Exceptions to this are the 
planned control system training performed after occupancy and any required seasonal or approved 
deferred testing. 

1. The Owner's Project Manager will determine the date of Functional Completion after 
reviewing the Commissioning Agent's recommendation for Functional Completion. 

The definition for Functional Completion should also be added to the appropriate section of the 
General Conditions of the construction contract. 
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SECTION 01730- 1 
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 01 730 
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

Spec writer: 
The following guide specifications are intended to be ieviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consuttation with the Owner‘s representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
cholce(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

In an appropriate Section, alert Division 1 that they will be responsible for 
additional O&M documentation according to Section 171 00. 

A. The commissioning process requires detailed O&M documentation. Division 1 is alerted to the 
O&M documentation requirements identified in this section, in Section 17100 and other referenced 
sections. 

B. The commissioning agent’s contribution to the O&M manuals is found in Section 17100. 

Following are minimum requirements for O&M manuals. This wording or other wording requiring 
equal or greater detail should be included and merged with the other O&M manual requirements in 
Division 1. Using the ASHRAE guideline: Preparation of O&M Documentation for Building 
Systems, 1993 is highly recommended. 

This is not intended to be the full text for the specification section on O&M manual 
preparation. Additional parts dealing with submittal and review of the manuals and sections 
on materials and finishes manuals, etc. must still be covered. 

Wording about reviews should take into account the review by the commissioning agent as 
described in Section 17100. 

C. The - GC, - A/E shall compile O&M manuals for every piece of equipment and building 
operating or electrical system with the following format. 

1. Quantity: 
2. Format: 8 W x 1 I” loose leafbinders. Each binder shall be clearly labeled on the spine. Use 

as many as required. Do not overload binders. There shall be dividers with permanently 
marked tabs of card stock separating each section and sub section. Tab labels shall not be 
handwritten. 
There shall be a title page and table of contents in the front of each binder for each binder’s 
contents. In each binder, there shall be a main tab for each specification section. Behind the 

3. 
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SECTION 01730- 2 
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

section number tab there shall be the equipment ID tag sub-tab for each piece of major 
equipment (or group, if small or numerous). These sub-tabs shall be similar to the 
specification number tabs but of a different color. Behind each equipment name tab shall be 
the following sections, in the given order, divided by a double weight colored sheet labeled with 
the title of the section. 

a. Contractor. The fist page behind the equipment tab shall contain the name, address and 
telephone number of the manuficturer and installing contractor and the 24-hour number 
for emergency service for all equipment in this section, identified by equipment. 
Submittal and Product Data. This section shall include all  approved submittal data, cut 
sheets and appropriate shop drawings. If submittal was not required for approval, 
descriptive product data shall be included. 
Operation and Maintenance Instructions. These shall be the written manufkcturer's data 
with the model and features of this installation clearly marked and edited to omit 
reference to products or data not applicable to this installaton. This section shall 
include data on the following: 
1. 
2. 

b. 

c. 

Installation, startup and break-in instructions 
All starting, normal shutdown, emergency shutdown, manual operation, seasonal 
changeover and normal operating procedures and data, including any special 
limitati0ns. 
O&M and installation instructions that were shipped with the unit. 
Preventative maintenance and service procedures and schedules. 

A parts list, edited to omit reference to items which do not apply to this 
installation. 
A list of any special tools required to service or maintain the equipment. 
Performance data, ratings and curves. 
Warranty, which clearly lists conditions to be maintained to keep warranty in 
effect and conditions that would affect the validity of the warranly. 

3. 
4. 
5.  Troubleshooting procedures. 
6.  

7. 
8. 
9. 

10. Any service contracts issued. 

d. Supplemental Data. Prepare written text andor special drawings to provide necessary 
information, where man&cturer's standard printed data is not available and information 
is necessary for a proper understanding and operation and maintenance of equipment or 
systems, or where it is necessary to provide additional information to supplement data 
included in the manual or project documents. 
Control Drawings. Include the control drawings for the piece of equipment and its 
components, including the sequence of operation. This section will be provided by the 
controls contractor. The drawings will be repeated in the control contractor's O&M 
submittals. 

e. 

The above are considered a minimum standard. Items f-i should also be considered. 

File: 01730.V04 

f. Specifications. This section is comprised of the component or system specification 
section copied and inserted complete with all addenda. 
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SECTION 01730- 3 
OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE DATA 

g. Svstem Description. This section shall include the individual equipment portion of the 
overall system Design Documentation Narrative, if available. It will contain simplified 
professionally drawn single line system diagrams on 8 K x 11 or 11 x 17 sheets, ifthe 
system's control drawing is not adequate. 
Preventive Maintenance Instructions. This section shall include condensed typewritten 
excerpts from the manufacturer's written instructions for weekly, monthly, quarterly, 
annual, etc. maintenance. This summary shall be prepared by the W A C  mechanical 
contractor with help from the equipment supplier. It shall be prepared for all items listed 
under condensed operating instructions (below), plus package, window or through the 
wall AC units and electric unitary heating equipment. 

h. 

I Below is an Option for (h.) I 
h. Preventive Maintenance Instructions. This section shall include a list of the location by 

O&M document name and page number of the any preventative maintenance 
instructions applicable to this piece of equipment. 

~ _ _ _  

Spec writer: 
The following requirement of condensed operating instructions is rarely implemented. Don't 
include it, unless you really want it, as the commissioning agent will not let it slip by and not be 
done, if it is specified. If condensed instructions are used, they should be inserted just after the 
Contractors' listing. 

i. Condensed Operating Instructions. This section shall include condensed instructions for 
start-up, shutdown, emergency operation, safety precautions, unusual features and 
troubleshooting suggestions. Where control is clearly covered in controls description, it 
is not to be duplicated here. 
In addition, a copy of these instructions shall  be clearly laminated and secured adjacent 
to the equipment where it can be easily read by operating personnel. These instructions 
shall be provided for boilers, furnaces, chillers, pumps, heat rejection equipment, large 
air handling units (greater than 10 tons), heat pump systems, control Systers air 
compressors and dryers. 

4. Controls and Test and Balance fTAJ3) O&M Manuals. The controls contractor and TAB 
contractor have special O&M manual preparation requirements in Section 15995 that shall be 
merged with those of this section. 

5. Architect and Design Engineers' Contributions. The architect and design engineers have 
special contributions to the O&M manuals as described in Section 17100. 

6.  Commissioning Record and Testiq Data. There will be a separate manual dedicated to 
documenting the commissioning process which will include all certifications and testing data 
and some repeating of O&M data. Description ofthis manual is found in Section 17100 and 
shall be prepared by the commissioning agent. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 1501 0 - 1 
. MECHANICAL-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 1501 0 
MECHANICAL-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Swc writer, 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

I I 
In an appropriate section, alert Division 15 that they will be responsible for 

commissioning according to Section 15995, 171 00 and other referenced sections. 
I I 

A. Division 15 will be responsible to carry out the Commissioning requirements specified in Section 
15995, 17100 and other sections referenced in 17100. 

file: 15010.V03 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 15950 - 1 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15950 AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

Swc writer; 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification section 
to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to these 
specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the engineer of 
record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the choice(s) that apply. 
Delete all direction boxes. 

In Part 1 - GENERAL, include the following text about quality assurance and commissioning and 
qualification of the controls manufacturer and lead installing technician. 

1.1 COMMISSIONING AND QUALI'WASSURANCE 

A. Qual ity Assurance. Qual~ty assurance for automatic controls systems shall be accomplished 
through the commissioning process consisting of submittal review of system engineering work, 
documented prefunctional testing and initial checkout, documented functional performance testing, 
operator training and O&M documentation. In addition there will be a qualification procedure for 
the manufacturer and lead installation technician. 

B. Related Sections. The general commissioning process procedures and requirements are given in 
Section 17100 with responsibilities unique to Division 15 included in Section 15995, including 
O&M manual documentation and training requirements. The common process requirements for 
initial system checkout are found in Section 17100. Specific functional testing requirements are 
identified in Section 15997. Specific prehctional checklists are found in Section 15998 and 
sample functional test procedure formats are found in Section 15999. 

1.2 QUALIFICATION OF MANUFACTURER AND LEAD INSTALLING TECHNICIAN 

A. ManuEtcturer and Vendor. Within 14 days after notice to proceed, the controls contractor shall 
submit to the GC, CM and PM a certified statement, signed by an officer of the manufacturer and 
vendor which includes the following: name and address of company; name, address and telephone 
number of the local representative; a general sales bulletin covering the 111 line of products 
manufkcturd, a ceriiiication that the products proposed for this contract have been in continuous 
and successll use for at least 1 year, not including beta testing, and general information covering 
the functions and characteristics of the systems proposed. In addition, provide a list of four projects 
which the vendor has installed that are similar in size and complexity to this contract, with the name 
and telephone number of the contracting officer and facility admmstm tor, size of project, location 
and brief description and date of completion. 

. .  
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SECTION 15950 - 2 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

B. Lead Installation Technician (LIT). The automatic controls will be nstalled under the direct and 
continuous supervision of a lead technician authorized by the manufhcturer. Within 14 days after 
notice to proceed, the controls contractor shall submit the following regarding the LIT: name; 
address; telephone number; list of two projects of similar size and complexity to this contract which 
were directly supervised by the LIT, and for each project the project name, location, description, 
cost, name and telephone number of the contrading officer and current facility administrator and 
date of completion. A replacement to the LIT must be approved in writing by the Owner. 

C. Acceptance. A review of the qualifications and action upon the acceptance of the manufacturer and 
the LIT will be completed by the Owner. Ifthe mandkturer, the proposed product line or the 
qualifications of the LIT are not in accordance with the Contract Documents or, in the opinion of 
the Owner, will not result in a satisfactory completed product, alternatives must be submitted for 
approval. 

I I 
Under PART 2 - PRODUCTS, provide requirements for trend logging capabilities of the system 
which will aid in the commissioning process and the operation and maintenance of the building. 

2.1 TREND LOGGING CAPABILITIES 

A. The control system installed shall be capable of, and set up to readily trend data with the following 
minimum features. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 

8. 

file: 15950.V04 

At least six columns of data can be viewed on the screen at once and can be graphed using a 
graphing program integral to the control system, with at least six parameters graphed against 
time on the same graph. The col- format shall have time down the left column with 
columns of data to the right (one column for each parameter). 
Without any special or diflicult conversions, this data shall be able to be storable as an ASCII 
delimited file in the same columnar format for use in graphing with normal commercial 
spreadsheet sohare.  
The trend log data is automatically downloaded at appropriate intervals onto the hard drive 
when space in the central computer or field cabinets becomes full, so that no data is lost. This 
is done without the user having to calculate the size of the trends and download frequency. 
Any limitations in the trending as to speed of sampling vs number of sampled points in a given 
trend, and the effect on actual sampling rate and simultaneousness of the sampling across 
parameters shall be clearly explained in writing. Programming and trending setup examples of 
all representative situations shall be provided. 
The trends shall be capable of being set up to start sampling all trended points in a given trend 
or group of trends at the same exact time. 
SpecZcations for standard trends shall be able to be set up by the user and be saved by a name 
and initiated by only recalling the name. The control contractor shall assist the operators in 
setting up at least six standard trends during training. 
Ideal, but not required, shall be the capability to graph with the control system software, one or 
more points against another, rather than just against time. 
Trending features shall be capable of easily monitoring the parameter value both on a time 
basis and on a change-of-state basis. 
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9. Ak 

SECTION 15950 - 3 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

y for the names and definitions of all point abbreviations (both physical and virtual) shall 
be provided. 

Under PART 2 - PRODUCTS, require that if there is a significant difference in update time the 
controls contractor provide a temporary second programming and testing terminal through the 
entire TAB and commissioning process for text format (no graphics) to speed up the point readout 
updating time. 

2.2 TEMPORARY PROGMMMING AND TESTING TERMINAL 

A. Ifthe permanent terminal and display is graphical for viewing values and setpoints, and the update 
time for the graphical display is considered by the CA to be too slow, the controls contractor shall 
provide and set up, during the entire functional testing process, a second input and output terminal 
with a text based format (in addition to the graphics-capable permanent terminal), which will 
signXcantly speed up the point readout update time. Both terminals will be simultaneously active. 

Require that the system be capable of making global commands, which simplifies the TAB and 
commissioning processes and operation of the building. 

2.3 GLOBAL COMMAND CAPAEHLITY 

A. The system shall be capable of executing from the central control terminal, temporary or permanent 
global commands, such as a change in space temperature setpoint. 

Under PART 2 - PRODUCTS, provide requirements for including additional control points for 
commissioning and better operation of the system over time. 

The NE and the design phase CA should review this list and determine which points should be 
included in this project (including any not listed). TAB and commissioning costs will be lower when 
appropriate additional points are included, and the troubleshooting process for the building 
operators will be improved. It is not assumed that all those points listed are needed. The value of 
any given point is dependent on the equipment and system, the expertise of the operating staff to 
make use of the points, the size of the equipment, etc. Those marked with an asterisk (*) are 
considered generally more valuable by the author. 

2.4 COMMISSIONING AND MONITORING POINTS 

A. AU control points of the central building automation system, required to automatically control the 
equipment specified in the Contract Documents and to execute all specified control sequences, shall 
be installed and be able to be monitored. To simplify TAB and commissioning of the systems and 
to provide better control during occupancy, the following points shall be provided as monitored 
points in the control system, even ifthey are part of equipment integral controls, or are not required 
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SECTION 15950 - 4 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

in any control sequence or intermediate calculation. Some points may be measured values or output 
signals, while others may be calculated or virtual points. Many points listed below may already be 
required to control the equipment. 

Chiller Svstem 
*Primary CHW supply flow (gprn) 

*Percentage of load on chiller 
KW of chiller 
KW/ton (instantaneous value) 
*Secondary CHW supply flow (gpm) 
*Secondary pump status 
System load (calculation from temperature difference and gpm) 
*Secondary pump rpm or Hz 
*Return CHW temperature 
*Supply CHW temperature 
*Alarm 

*Primary pump status 

Cooling Tower 
*Tower status (lead, lag, etc.) 
*Fan step status, current or speed 
Damper status 

*Leaving water temperature 
*Entering water temperature 
*Bypass valve position 
*Condenser pump status 
Condenser pump current 
Sump level 
*Alarm (low water, fan vibration) 

spray pump status 

Boiler Svstem 
Primary HW supply flow (gpm), ifno secondary 
*Primary pump status 
*Lead/lag status of boiler 
Firing rate status (h~ghllow) 
*PrimaryHWreturntemperature 
*Primary HW supply temperature 
Secondary HW supply flow (gpm) 
Secondary HW return temperature 
System load (calculation from temperature difference and gpm) 

*Secondary pump rpm or Hz 
*Boiler in alarm 
*3 way mixing valve position 

Air Handler Units MIUS) of 100 tons CaDacitV or waiter - 

Sumlv Fan 
*Discharge static pressure 
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SECTION 15950 - 5 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

*Flow at discharge ( c b )  
*Supply fan rpm or Hz if on VFD, else vane or vane-axial blade position or current 
*Mixed air temperature (unless a tight packaged unit where a good mixed air readug is 

*Cooling coil leaving air temperature 
*Heating coil leaving air temperature 
*Supply air temperature 
*Return air temperature 
*Outside air .temperature 
*Mixed air damper position 
*Return air damper position 
*Exhaust or relief damper position, optional 
*Outside air dampers position (min. damper and economizing damper) 

Inside RH 
Outside RH 
*Cooling coil valve position 
*Heating coil valve position 
Coil CHW supply temperature 
*Coil CHW return temperature 
Coil HW supply temperature 
*Coil HW return temperature 
*Duct static pressure 

difficult) 

Leaving RH 

Return Fan/Relief Fan (associated with AHUs of 100 tons capacity or neater) 
Flow near inlet 
*Return fan rpm or Hz, if on VFD or current 
*Relief damper and return damper position, optional 
Flow of minimum outside air (OSA), if varies with VAV boxes 
COz sensor for OSA control 
*Building static, if control point 

Air Terminal Units 
*Flow (primary) 
*Percentage of design flow cooling 
*Percentage of design flow heating 
*Reheat fan status 
Supply air temperature to zone 
*Zone space temperature 
*Reheat valve position 

The Spec Writer should specify all additional monitoring points desired for all systems in the 
project. 

Air Handler Units (AHUS) of less than 100 tons capacitv 
P a c k e d  Rooftop Units (RTUs) geater than or equal to 100 tons capacity 
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SECTION 15950 - 6 
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS 

Packaged - Roofbu Units (RTus) less than 
Computer Room AC Units 
Suot AC Units (meater than 1.5 ton) 
Spot Unit Heaters (greater than 1.5 ton) 
Elevator Shaft Fans 
Stairwell Fans 
Restroom Central Exhaust Fans 
@rage Exhaust Fans 
Emervencv Generator 
Domestic Hot Water Svstems 

00 tons capacity 

(boiler, HW heaters, leaving temp, recirc pumps) 
Domestic Water Booster Pump 
Sewage Eiector 
Fire Alarm Interface 
Li&tintz and Controls 

2.5 TESTPORTS 

A. The controls contractor shall provide test p o e  for handheld instrument readings near all piping 
system sensors in the primary system (not at the zone level). 

2.6 GAGES 

A. The controls contractor shall provide gages in the following locations, even if included as a sensor 
and monitored point in the control system: 

1. 
2. 

Pressure gages on both sides of all pumps greater than 1 hp. 
Mercury thermometers in the return and supply of all primary thermal plant equipment 
(chillers, cooling towers, boiIers, converters, etc.). 

In PART 3 - EXECUTION (or in Part l) ,  include a reference to the submittal requirements related 
to commissioning in other sections and to the submission of qualification data. 

3.1 SUBMITTALS 

A. The controls contractor shall submit the manufacturer and lead instaUation technician data 
according to Part 1 of this section. Upon acceptance, proceed with shop drawings and other 
submittal data. 

B. The controls contractor shall follow the other submittal requirements in Section 15995,01300 and 
17100. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 15990 - 1 
TEST, ADJUST AND BALANCE 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15990 TEST, ADJUST AND BALANCE 

Spec writer: 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
, . section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 

these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the 
engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

In an appropriate section, alert TAB that they will be responsible for commissioning according to 
Section 15995, 171 00 and other sections referenced in 171 00. 

A TAB will be responsible to cany out the commissioning requirements specified in Section 15995, 
17100 and other sections referencedin 17100. 

If the Test and Balancing Contractor (TAB) will be hired by someone other than the Owner, have 
the TAB qualifications submitted and approved by the Owner. 

1.- QUALIFICATIONS OF TAB CONTRACTOR AND LEAD TECHNICIAN 

A. The Contractor will provide the services of a qualified test and balance contractor. The 
qua,lifications of the TAB contracling firm shall be submitted, along with the specific qualifications 
of the lead site technician who will remain on site during all TAB work, within days of 
notice to proceed Recent projects shall be listed and described for both the company and the lead 
technician. Names and telephone numbers of the project contractors and facility managers will be 
provided 

D. The Owner must approve in writing the qualifications of both the company and the lead technician 

The NE should modify the TAB requirements to be appropriate for the complexity of the systems 
io be installed in this building. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 15995 - 1 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15995 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

Soec writer: 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choices that apply. Delete ail direction boxes. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS (with selected subheadings) 

1.1 Description 
1.2 Responsibilities 

A. 
B. Mechanical Contractor 
C. Controls Contractor 

All Division 15 Contractors (Mechanical, Controls and TAB) 

1. Sequences of Operations Submittal 
2. Controls Drawings Submittal 

4. Required Assistanceto TAB 
5. 
6. WrittenAgenda 
7. Checkout Certification 
8. Additional Control Points 

3. As-builds 

Required Assistance to the CA 

D. TABContractor 
E. Mechanical Designer 

1.3 Related Work 
2.1 Test Equipment 
3.1 Submittals 
3.2 Startup 
3.3 TAB 
3.4 Functional Performance Tests 
3.5 Testing Documentation, Non-ConfoImance and Approvals 
3.6 Operation and Maintenance Manuals 

D. Special Control System O&M Manual Requirements 
3.7 Training of Owner Personnel 

C.' Mechanical Contractor 
D. Controls Contractor 
E. TABContractor 

3.8 Deferred Testing 
3.9 Written Work Products 
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SECTION 15995 - 2 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. The purpose of this section is to specify Division 15 responsibilities in the commissioning process. 

B. The systems to be commissioned are listed in Section 17100.1.7. 

C. Commissioning requires the participation of Division 15 to ensure that all systems are operating in a 
manner consistent with the Contract Documents. The general commissioning requirements and 
coordination are detailed in Division 17. Division 15 shall be familiar with all parts of Division 17 
and the commissioning plan issued by the CA and shall execute all commissioning responsibilities 
assigned to them in the Contract Documents. 

1.2 RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. Mechanical. Controls and TAB Contractors. The commissioning responsibilities applicable to each 
of the mechanical, controls and TAB contractors of Division 15 are as follows (all references apply 
to commissioned equipment only): 

Construction and Acceptance Phases 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

Include and itemize the cost of commissioning in the contract price. 
In each purchase order or subcontract written, include requirements for submittal data, 
commissioning documentation, O&M data and training. 
Attend a commissioning scoping meeting and other meetings necessary to fhcilitak the Cx 
process. 
Contractors shall provide the CA with normal cut sheets and shop drawing submittals of 
commissioned equipment. 
Provide additional requested documentation, prior to normal O&M manual submittals, to the 
CA for development of start-up and functional testing procedures. 
a. Typically this will include detailed manuhturer installation and start-up, operating, 

troubleshooting and maintenance procedures, full details of any ownercontracted tests, 

fan and pump curves, full factorytesting reports, ifany, and full warranty i n f o d o n ,  
including all responsibilities of the Owner to keep the warranly in force clearly 
identified. In addition, the installation, start-up and checkout materials that are actually 
shipped inside the equipment and the actual field checkout sheet forms to be used by the 
factory or field technicians shall be submitted to the Commissioning Agent. 
The Commissioning Agent may request fiuther documentation necessary for the 
commissioning process. 
This data request may be made prior to normal submittals. 

b. 

c. 

The above information about special commissioning submittals is repeated in Section 01300. 
Maintain consistency. 

6. Provide a copy of the O&M manuals and submittals of commissioned equipment, through 
normal channels, to the CA for review and approval. 
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SECTION 15995 - 3 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

7. Contractors shall assist (along with the design engineers) in clarifjring the operation and control 
of commissioned equipment in areas where the specifications, control drawings or equipment 
documentation is not sufficient for writing detailed testing Procedures. 

8. Provide limited assistance to the CA in preparing the specific functional performance test 
procedures as specified in Section 15997. Subs shall review test procedures to ensure 
feasibility, safety and equipment protection and provide necessary written alarm limits to be 
used during the tests. 

9. Develop a full start-up and initial checkout plan using manuikturer's start-up procedures and 
the prefunctional checklists from the CA for all commissioned equipment. Submit to CA for 
review and approval prior to startup. Refer to Section 17100 for further details on start-up 
plan preparation. 

10. During the startup and initial checkout process, execute the mechanical-related portions of the 
prefunctional checklists for all commissioned equipment. 

1 1. Perform and clearly document aU completed startup and system operational checkout 
procedures, providmg a copy to the CA. 

12. Address current A/E punch list items before functional testing. Air and water TAB shall be 
completed with discrepancies and problems remedied before functional testing of the respective 
air- or water-related systems. 

13. Provide skilled technicians to execute starting of equipment and to execute the functional 
performance tests. Ensure that they are available and present during the agreed upon 
schedules and for suEcient duration to complete the necessary tests, adjustments and problem- 
solving. 

14. Perform functional performance testing under the direction of the CA for specified equipment 
in Section 15997 and 17100. Assist the CA in interpreting the monitoring data, as necessary. 

15. Correct deficiencies (differences between specified and observed performance) as interpreted 
by the CA, CM and A/E and retest the equipment. 

16. Prepare O&M manuals according to the Contract Documents, including clarifLing and 
updating the original sequences of operation to as-built conditions. 

17. Prepare red-line as-built drawings for all drawings and final as-builds for contractor-generated 
coordination drawings. 

18. Provide training of the Owner's operating personnel as specified. 
19. Coordinate with equipment manufkturers to determine specific requirements to maintain the 

validity of the warranty. 
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SECTION 15995 - 4 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

Warranty Period 
1. 

2. 

Execute seasonal or deferred functional performance testing, witnessed by the CA, according 
to the specifications. 
Correct deficiencies and make necessary adjustments to O&M manuals and as-built drawings 
for applicable issues identified in any seasonal testing. 

B. Mechanical Contractor. The responsibilities of the HVAC mechanical contractor, during 
construction and acceptance phases in addition to those listed in (A) are: 

1. 
2. 

Provide startup for all HVAC equipment, except for the building autOmation control system. 
Assist and cooperate with the TAB contractor and CA by: 

a. 

b.. 
c. 

d. 

Install a P/T plug at each water sensor which is an input point to the control system. 
List and clearly identify on the as-built drawings the locations of all air-flow stations. 
Prepare a preliminary schedule for Division 15 pipe and duct system testing, flushing and 
cleaning, equipment start-up and TAB start and completion for use by the CA. Update the 
schedule as appropriate. 
Notify the CM or CA dependiug on protocol, when pipe and duct system testing, flushing, 
cleaning, startup of each piece of equipment and TAB will occur. Be responsible to n o w  the 
CM or CA, ahead of time, when commissioning activities not yet performed or not yet 
scheduled will delay construction. Be proactive in seeing that commissioning processes are 
executed and that the CA has the scheduling information needed to efficiently execute the 
commissioning process. 

Putting all HVAC equipment and systems into operation and continuing the operation 
during each working day of TAB and commissioning, as required. 
Including cost of sheaves and belts that may be required by TAB. 
Providmg test holes in ducts and plenums where directed by TAB to allow air 
measurements and air balancing. Providing an approved plug. 
Providing temperature and pressure taps according to the Construction Documents for 
TAB and commissioning testing. 

3. 
4. 
5.  

6. 

C. Controls Contractor. The commissioning responsibilities of the controls contractor, during 
construction and acceptance phases in addition to those listed in (A) are: 

1. Sequences of Operation Submittals. The Controls Contractor's submittals of control drawings 
shall include complete detailed sequences of operation for each piece of equipment, regardless 
of the completeness apd clarity of the sequences in the specifications. They shall include: 
a. An overview narrative of the system (1 or 2 paragraphs) generally describing its 

purpose, components and function. 
b. All interactions and interlocks with other systems. 
c. Detailed delineation of control between any packaged controls and the building 

automation system, listing what points the BAS monitors only and what BAS points are 
control points and are adjustable. 
Written sequences of control for packaged controlled equipment. (Equipment 
manukcturers' stock sequences may be included, but will generally require additional 
narrative). 

d. 

e. Start-up sequences. 
f. Warm-up mode sequences. 
g. Normal operating mode sequences. 
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SECTION 15995 - 5 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

2. 

3. 

File: 15995.V07 

h. 
1. 

j. 
k. 
1. 

m. 
n. 

P. 
0. 

4. 
r. 

Unoccupied mode sequences. 
Shutdown sequences. 
Capacity control sequences and equipment staging. 
Temperature and pressure control: setbacks, setups, resets, etc. 
Detailed sequences for all control strategies, e.g., economizer control, optimum 
start/stop, staging, optimization, demand limiting, etc. 
Effects of power or equipment Mure with all standby component functions. 
Sequences for all alarms and emergency shut downs. 
Seasonal operational differences and recommendations. 
Initial and recommended values for all adjustable settings, setpoints and parameters that 
are typically set or adjusted by operating M; and any other control settings or fixed 
values, delays, etc. that will be useful during testing and operating the equipment. 
Schedules, ifknown. 
All sequences shall be Written in small statements, each with a number for reference. 
For a given system, numbers will not repeat for different sequence sections, unless the 
sections are numbered. 

Control Drawings Submittal 
a. 
b. 

c. 

The control drawings shall have a key to all abbreviations. 
The control drawings shall contain graphic schematic depictions of the systems and each 
component. 
The schematics will include the system and component layout of any equipment that the 
control system monitors, enables or controls, even ifthe equipment is primarily 
controlled by packaged or integral controls. 
Provide a full points list with at least the following included for each point: 
1) Controlled system 
2) Point abbreviation 
3) Point description 
4) Displayunit 
5 )  
6)  Monitoring point (Yes /No) 
7) Intermediate point (Yes /No) 
8) Calculated point (Yes /No) 

d. 

Control point or setpoint (Yes /No) 

Kev: 
Point Description; DB temp, airflow, etc. 
Control or Setpoint: Point that controls equipment and can have its setpoint 
changed (OSA, SAT, etc.) 
Intermediate Point: Point whose value is used to make a calculation which then 
controls equipment (space temperatures that are averaged to a virtual point to 
control reset). 
Monitoring Point: Point that does not control or contribute to the control of 
equipment, but is used for operation, maintenance, or performance veriiication. 
Calculated Point: "Virtual" point generated from calculations of other point 
values. 

The Controls Contractor shall keep the CA informed of all changes to this list during 
programming and setup. 

An updated as-built version of the control drawings and sequences of operation shall be 
included in the final controls O&M manual submittal. 
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SECTION 15995 - 6 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

4. Assist and cooperate with the TAB contractor in the following manner: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Meet with the TAB contractor prior to beginning TAB and review the TAB plan to 
determine the capabilities of the control system toward completing TAB. Provide the 
TAB any needed unique instruments for setting terminal unit boxes and instruct TAB in 
their use (handheld control system interhe for use around the building during TAB, 

For a given area, have all required prefunctional checklists, calibrations, startup and 
selected functional tests of the system completed and approved by the CA prior to TAB. 
Provide a qualified technician to operate the controls to assist the TAB contractor in 
performing TAB, or provide sufficient training for TAB to operate the system without 
assistance. 

etc.). 

5.  Assist and cooperate with the CA in the following manner: 

a. 

b. 
c. 

Execute the functional testing of the controls system as specified for the controls 
contractor in Section 15997 and 16997. 
Assist in the functional testing of all equipment specified in Section 15997 and 16997. 
Execute al l  control system trend logs specXed in Section 15997 and 16997. 

6. The controls contractor shall prepare a written plan indicating in a step-by-step manner, the 
procedures that will be followed to test, checkout and adjust the control system prior to 
functional performance testing, according to the process in Section 17100. At minimum, the 
plan shall include for each type of equipment controlled by the automatic controls: 

a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 

e. 
f. 

System name. 
List of devices. 
Step-by-step procedures for testing each controller after installation, including: 
1) Process of verifying proper hardware and wiring installation. 
2) Process of downloading programs to local controllers and verifjring that they are 

addressed correctly. 
3) Process of performing operational checks of each controlled component. 
4) Plan and process for calibrating valve and damper actuators and all sensors. 
5) A description of the expected field adjustments for transmitters, controllers and 

control actuators should control responses fldl outside of expected values. 
A copy of the log and field checkout sheets that will document the process. This log 
must include a place for initial and final read values during calibration of each point and 
clearly indicate when a sensor or controller has "passed" and is operating within the 
contract parameters. 
A description of the instrumentation required for testing. 
Indicate what tests on what systems should be completed prior to TAB using the control 
system for TAB work. Coordinate with the CA and TAB contractor for this 
determination. 

7. Provide a signed and dated certification to the CA and CM upon completion of the checkout of 
each controlled device, equipment and system prior to functional testing for each piece of 
equipment or system, that all system programming is complete as to all respects of the 
Contract Documents, except functional testing requirements. 
Beyond the control points necessary to execute all documented control sequences, provide 
monitoring, control and virtual points as specified in Section 15950. 

8. 
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SECTION 15995 - 7 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

9. List and clearly identify on the as-built duct and piping drawings the locations of all static and 
differential pressure sensors (air, water and building pressure). 

D. TAB Contractor. The duties of the TAB contractor, in addition to those listed in (A) are: 

1. Six weeks prior to Starting TAB, submit to the CM the qualifications of the site technician for 
the project, including the name of the contractors and facility managers of recent projects the 
technician on which was lead. The Owner will approve the site technician's qualifications for 
this project. 
Submit the outline of the TAB plan and approach for each system and component to the CA, 
CM and the controls contractor six weeks prior to Starting the TAB. This plan will be 
developed after the TAB has some familiarity with the control system. 
The submitted plan will include: 
a. 

2. 

3. 
Certification that the TAB contractor has reviewed the construction documents and the 
systems with the design engineers and contractors to sufticiently understand the design 
intent for each system. 
An explanation of the intended use of the building control system. The controls 
contractor will comment on feasibility of the plan. 
All field checkout sheets and logs to be used that list each piece of equipment to be 
tested, adjusted and balanced with the data cek to be gathered for each. 
Discussion of what notations and markings will be made on the duct and piping 
drawings during the process. 
Final test report forms to be used. 
Detailed step-by-step procedures for TAB work for each system and issue: terminal 
flow calibration (for each terminal type), diffuser proportioning, branch / submain 
proportioning, total flow calculations, rechecking, diversity issues, expected problems 
and solutions, etc. Criteria for using air flow straighteners or relocating flow stations 
and sensors will be discussed. Provide the analogous explanations for the wate; side. 
List of all air flow, water flow, sound level, system capacity and efficiency 
measurements to be performed and a description of specific test procedures, parameters, 
formulas to be used. 
Details of how fotaZ flow will be determined (Air: sum of terminal flows via BAS 
calibrated readings or via hood readings of all terminals, supply (SA) and return air 
(RA) pitot traverse, SA or RA flow stations. Water: pump curves, circuit setter, flow 
station, ultrasonic, etc.). 
The identification and types of measurement instruments to be used and their most recent 
calibration date. 
Specific procedures that will ensure that both air and water side are operating at the 
lowest possible pressures and provide methods to veri@ this. 
Confimation that TAB understands the outside air ventilation criteria under all 
conditions. 
Details of whether and how minimum outside air c h  will be verified and set, and for 
what level (total building, zone, etc.). 
Details of how building static and exhaust fin / relief damper capacity will be checked. 
Proposed selection points for sound measurements and sound measurement methods. 
Details of methods for making any specified cod or other system plant capacity 
measurements. 
Details of any TAB work to be done in phases (by floor, etc.), or of areas to be built out 
later. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

m. 
n. 
0. 

p. 
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SECTION 15995 - 8 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

9. 
r. 
S. 

t. 

U. 

V. 

W. 

Details regarding specified deferred or seasonal TAB work. 
Details of any specified Mse loading of systems to complete TAB work. 
Details of all exhaust fan balancing and capacity verifications, including any required 
room pressure differentials. 
Details of any required interstitial cavity differential pressure measurements and 
calculations. 
Plan for hand-written field technician logs of discrepancies, deficient or uncompleted 
work by others, contract interpretation requests and lists of completed tests (scope and 
fiequency). 
Plan for formal progress reports (scope and frequency). 
Plan for formal deficiency reports (scope, frequency and distribution). 

A running log of events and issues shall be kept by the TAB field technicians. Submit hand- 
written reports of discrepancies, deficient or uncompleted work by others, contract 
interpretation requests and lists of completed tests to the CA and CM at least twice a week. 
Communicate in writing to the controls contractor all setpoint and parameter changes made or 
problems and discrepancies identified during TAB which affect the control system setup and 
operation. 
Provide a draft TAB report witbin two weeks of completion. A copy will be provided to the 
CA. The report will contain a 111 explanation of the methodology, assumptions and the results 
in a clear format with designations of all uncommon abbreviations and column headings. The 
report should follow the latest and most rigorous reporting recommendations by AABC, NEBB 
or ASHRAE Standard 111. 
Provide the CA with any requested data, gathered, but not shown on the draft reports. 
Provide a final TAB report for the CA with details, as in the draft. 
Conduct functional performance tests and checks on the original TAB as specified for TAB in 
Section 15997. 

E. Mechanical Designer. Refer to Section 17100 for the responsibilities of the mechanical designer. 

1.3 RELATEDWORK 

A. Refer to Section 17 100, Part 1.5 for a listing of all sections where commissioning requirements are 
found. 

B. Refer to Section 17100 Part 1.4 for systems to be commissioned and section 17100 Part 1.6 and 
15997 for functional testing requirements. 
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SECTION 15995 - 9 
MECHAN1,CAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 TESTEQUIPMENT 

A. Division 15 shall provide all test equipment necessary to fiifill the testing requirements of this 
Division. 

B, Refer to Section 17100 Part 2.1 for additional Division 15 requirements. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 SUBh4TITALS 

A. Division 15 shall provide submittal documentation relative to commissioning as required in this 
Section Part 1, Section 01300 and Section 17100. 

3.2 STARTUP 

A. The W A C  mechanical and controls contractors shall follow the start-up and initial checkout 
procedures listed in the Responsibilities list in this section and in 17100. Division 15 has start-up 
responsibility and is required to complete systems and sub-systems so they are fully functional, 
meeting the design objectives of the Contract Documents. The commissioning procedures and 
functional testing do not relieve or lessen this responsibility or shift that responsibility partially to 
the commissioning agent or Owner. 

B. Functional testing is intended to begin upon completion of a system. Functional testing may proceed 
prior to the completion of systems or sub-systems at the discretion of the CA and CM. Beginning 
system testing before full completion, does not relieve the Contractor from fully completing the 
system, including all prefunctional checklists as soon as possible. 

3.3 TAB 

A. Refer to the TAB responsibilities in Part 1.2 above. 

3.4 FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS 

A. * Refer to Section 17100 Part 1.4 for a list of systems to be commissioned and to Part 3.6 for a 
description of the process and to Section 15997 for specific details on the required functional 
performance tests. 

3.5 TESTING DOCUMENTATION, NON-CONFORMANCE AND APPROVALS 

A. Refer to Section 17100 Part 3.4 for specific details on nonconformance issues relating to 
prehctional checklists and tests. 

Refer to Section 17100 Part 3.7 for issues relating to functional performance tests. 

P 

B. 
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SECTION 15995 - 10 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

3.6 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M) MANUALS 

The following O&M documentation requirements assume that the general contractor is compiling 
the O&M manuals, with all Subs compiling their own sections, including some 

submissions for the NE and CA. 

These requirements may need to be merged and edited to follow the protocols and scope of the 
current agency or project. However, the comprehensiveness and accessibility described 

herein shall be maintained. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

The following O&M manual requirements do not replace O&M manual documentation 
requirements elsewhere in these specifications. 

Division 15 shall compile and prepare documentation for all equipment and systems covered in' 
Division 15 and deliver this documentation to the GC for inclusion in the O&M manuals, according 
to this section and Section 01730, prior to the training of owner personnel. 

The CA shall receive a copy of the O&M manuals for review. 

Special Control Svstem O&M Manual Reuuirements. In addition to documentation that may be 
specified elsewhere, the controls contractor shall compile and organize at minimum the following 
data on the control system in labeled 3-ring binders with indexed tabs. 

1. 
2. 

Three copies of the controls training manuals in a separate manual from the O&M manuals. 
Operation and Maintenance Manuals containing: 

a. Specific instructions on how to perform and apply all functions, features, modes, etc. 

mentioned in the controls training sections of this specification and other features of this 
system. These instructions shall be step-by-step. Indexes and clear tables of contents 
shall be included. The detailed technical manual for programming and customidng 
control loops and algorithms shall be included. 
Full as-built set of control drawings (refer to Submittal section above for details). 
Full as-built sequence of operations for each piece of equipment. 
Full points list. In addition to the updated points list required in the original submittals 
(Part 1 of this section), a listing of all rooms shall be provided with the following 
information for each room: 
1) Floor . 
2) Roomnumber 
3) Roomname 

5 )  Reference drawing number 
6)  AirterminalunittagID 
7) 
8) Minimumch 

b. 
c. 
d. 

-4) AirhandlerunitID 

Heating andor coolmg valve tag ID 

9) Maximumch 

e. 
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SECTION 15995 - 11 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

f. Full as-built print out of s o h a r e  program. 
g. Electronic copy on disk of the entire program for this hility. 
h. Marking of all system sensors and thermostats on the as-built floor plan and mechanical 

drawings with their control system designations. 
i. Maintenance instructions, including sensor calibration requirements and methods by 

sensor type, etc. 
j. Control equipment component submittals, parts lists, etc. 
k. Warranty requirements. 
1. Copies of all checkout tests and calibrations performed by the Contractor (not 

commissioning tests). 

3. The manual shall be organized and subdivided with permanently labeled tabs for each of the 
following data in the given order: 
a. Sequences of operation 
b. Control drawings 
c. Pointslists 
d. Controller / module data 
e. Thermostats and timers 
f. Sensors and DP switches 
g. Valves and valve actuators 
h. Dampers and damper actuators 
i. Program setups (sohare program printouts) 

4. Field checkout sheets and trend logs should be provided to the CA for inclusion in the 
Commissioning Record Book. 

E. Special TAB Documentation Requirements. The TAB will compile and submit the following with 
other documentation that may be specified elsewhere in the Spec$cations. 

1. Final report containing an explanation of the methodology, assumptions, test conditions and the 
results in a clear format with designations of all uncommon abbreviations and column 
headings. 
The TAB shall mark on the drawings where all traverse and other critical measurements were 
taken and cross reference the location in the TAB report. 

2. 

F. Review and Approvals. Review of the commissioning related sections of the O&M manuals shall 
be made by the ALE and by the CA. Refer to Section 17100, Part 3.8 for details. 

3.7. TRAINING OF OWNER PERSONNEL 

A. The GC shall be responsible for training coordination and scheduling and ultimately to ensure that 
training is completed. Refer to Section 17100 for additional details. 

B. The CA shall be responsible for overseeing and approving the content and adequacy of the training 
of Owner personnel for commissioned equipment. Refer to Section 17100 for additional details. 

C. Mechanical Contractor. The mechanical contractor shall have the following training 
responsibilities: 
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SECTION 15995 - 12 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Provide the CA with a training plan two weeks before the planned training according to the 
outline described in Section 17100, Part 3.9. 
Provide designated Owner personnel with comprehensive orientation and training in the 
understanding of the systems and the operation and maintenance of each piece of W A C  
equipment including, but not limited to, pumps, boilers, furnaces, chillers, heat rejection 
equipment, air conditioning units, air handling units, fans, terminal units, controls and water 
treatment systems, etc. 
Training shall n o d y  start with classroom sessions followed by hands-on training on each 
piece of equipment, which shall illustrate the various modes of operation, including startup, 
shutdown, firehmoke alarm, power failure, etc. 
During any demonstration, should the system fid to perform in accordance with the 
requirements of the O&M manual or sequence of operations, the system will be repaired or 
adjusted as necessary and the demonstration repeated. 
The appropriate trade or manufkcturer's representative shall provide the instructions on each 
major piece of equipment. This person may be the start-up technician for the piece of 
equipment, the installing contractor or manufixturer's representative. Practical building 
operating expertise as well as indepth knowledge of all modes of operation of the specific 
piece of equipment are required. More than one party may be required to execute the training. 
The controls contractor shall attend sessions other than the controls training, as requested, to 
discuss the interaction of the controls system as it relates to the equipment being discussed. 
The training sessions shall follow the outline in the Table of Contents of the operation and 
maintenance manual and illustrate whenever possible the use of the O&M manuals for 
reference. 
Training shall include: 

- 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 
e. 
f. 

g. 
h. 

i. 

Use of the printed installation, operation and maintenance instruction material included 
inthe O&M manuals. 
A review of the written O&M instructions emphasizing safe and proper operating 
requirements, preventative maintenance, special tools needed and spare parts inventory 
suggestions. The training shall include start-up, operation in all modes possible, shut- 
down, seasonal changeover and any emergency procedures. 
Discussion of relevant health and safety issues and concerns. 
Discussion of warranties and guarantees. 
Common troubleshooting problems and solutions. 
Explanatory information included in the O&M manuals and the location of all plans and 
manuals inthe facility. 
Discussion of any peculiarities of equipment installation or operation. 
The format and training agenda in The W A C  Commissioning Process, ASHRAE 
Guideline 1-1989R, 1996 is recommended. 
Classroom sessions shall include the use of overhead projections, slides, video/audio- 
taped material as might be appropriate. 

9. Hands-on training shall include start-up, operation in all modes possible, including manual, 
shutdown and any emergency procedures and preventative maintenance for all pieces of 
equipment. 

10. The mechanical contractor shall fully explain and demonstrate the operation, function and 
overrides of any local packaged controls, not ControlZed by the central control system. 
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SECTION 15995 - 13 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

'1 1. Training shall occur after functional testing is complete, unless approved otherwise by the 
Project Manager. 

12. Duration of Training. The mechanical contractor shall provide training on each piece of 
equipment according to the following schedule. 

Hours Svstem 
Chillers and System 
Cooling Towers 
Boilers and System 
Piping Systems 
Chemical Treatment 
Air Compressors and dryers 
Air Handler Units 
Variable Speed Drives 
Supplementary Supply Fans 
Return Fan/Relief Fan 
Air Terminal Units 
Air Handler Units 
Packaged Rooftop Units 
Packaged Rooftop Units 
Computer Room AC Units . 
Split System AC or Heat Pumps 
Spot AC Units 
Spot Unit Heaters 
Elevator Shaft Fans 
Stairwell Fans 
Specialty Exhaust Fans 
Restroom Central Exhaust Fans 
Garage Exhaust Fans 
Emergency Generator 
Service Hot Water Heaters 
Domestic Water Booster Pump 
Sewage Ejector 
Fire Protection System 
Fire Sprinklers 
Irrigation 
Fountain pumping 

The Spec Writer should list and specify training for all equipment not listed here. 
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SECTION 15995 - 14 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

D. Controls Contractor. The controls contractor shall have the following training responsibilities: 

1. 

2. 

Provide the CA with a training plan four weeks before the planned training according to the 
outline described in Section 17100, Part 3.9. 
The controls contractor shall provide designated Owner personnel training on the control 
system in this facility. The intent is to clearly and completely instruct the Owner on all the 
capabilities of the control system. 
Training manuals. The standard operating manual for the system and any special .training 
manuals will be provided for each trainee, with three extra copies left for the O&M manuals. 
In addition, copies of the system technical manual will be demonstrated during training and 
three copies submitted with the O&M manuals. Manuals shall include detailed description of 
the subject matter for each session. The manuals will cover all control sequences and have a 
delinitions section that fully describes all relevant words used in the manuals and in all 
software displays. Manuals will be approved by the CA. Copies of audiovisuals shall be 
delivered to the Owner. 
The trainings will be tailored to the needs and skill-level of the trainees. 
The trainers will be howledgeable on the system and its use in buildings. For the on-site 
sessions, the most qualified trainer(s) will be used. The Owner shall approve the instructor 
prior to scheduling the training. 
During any demonstration, should the system fail to perform in accordance with the 
requirements of the O&M manual or sequence of operations, the system will be repaired or 
adjusted as necessary and the demonstration repeated. 
The controls contractor shall attend sessions other than the controls training, as requested, to 
discuss the interaction of the controls system as it relates to the equipment being discussed. 
There shall be three training sessions: 

3. 

4, 
5 .  

6.  

7. 

8. 

a. Traininn I. Control Svstem. The first training shall consist of - hours of actual 
training. This training may be held bn-site or in the supplier's facility. If held off-site, 
the training may occur prior to final completion of the system installation. Upon 
completion, each student, using appropriate documentation, should be able to perform 
elementary operations and describe general hardware architecture and functionality of 
the system. 
Training II. Building Svstems. The second session shall be held on-site for a period of 
- hours of actual hands-on training after the completion of system commissioning. 
The session shall include instruction on: 

b. 
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Specific hardware configuration of installed systems in this building and specific 
instruction for operating the installed system, including W A C  systems, lighting 
controls and any interfhce with security and communication systems. 
Security levels, alarms, system start-up, shutdown, power outage and restart 
routines, changing setpoints and alarms and other typical changed parameters, 
ovemdes, fieeze protection, manual operation of equipment, optional control 
strategies that can be considered, energy savings strategies and set points that if 
changed will adversely affect energy consumption, energy accounting, procedures 
for obtaining vendor assistance, etc. 
All trending and monitoring features (values, change of state, totalization, etc.), 
including setting up, executing, downloading, viewing both tabular and graphically 
and printing trends. Trainees will actually set-up trends in the presence of the 
trainer. 
Every screen shall be completely discussed, allowing time for questions. 
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E. 

C. 

- TAB 

SECTION 15995 - 15 
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

5)  
6)  
7) 

Use of keypad or plug-in laptop computer at the zone level. 
Use of remote access to the system via phone lines or networks. 
Setting up and changing an air terminal unit controller. 

Trainin? III. The third training will be conducted on-site six months after occupancy 
and consist of - hours of training. The session will be structured to address specific 
topics that trainees need to discuss and to answer questions concerning operation of the 
system. 

The TAB contractor shall have the following training responsibilities: 

1. TAB shall meet for hours with facility staff after completion of TAB and instruct 

Go over the final TAB report, explaining the layout and meanings of each data type. 
Discuss any outstanding deficient items in control, ducting or design that may affect the 
proper delivery of air or water. 
Identify and discuss any terminal units, duct runs, diffusers, coils, fans and pumps that 
are close to or are not meeting their design capacity. 
Discuss any temporary settings and steps to ijmlize them for any areas that are not 
finished. 
Other salient informaton that may be useful for f5cility operations, relative to TAB. 

them on the following: 
a) 
b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

3.8. DEFERRED TESTING 

A. Refer to Section 17100, Part 3.10 for requirements of deferred testing. 

3.9 WRITTEN WORK PRODUCTS 

A. Writkn work products of Contractors will consist of the start-up and initial checkout plan described 
in Section 17100 and the fjlled out start-up, initial checkout and prefunctional checklists. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 15997 - 1 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15997 MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

S w c  writer: 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed and modified to meet the specific commissioning 
needs and requirements for the current project and systems. Any modifications to these specifications shall only 
be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the engineer of record. Where 
there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the choice(s) that apply. Delete all 
direction boxes. 

Spec Writer: NE and design phase CA should: 
1. Review the functional test requirements and add or change requirements, as necessary, for 

the current project. Pay particular attention to smaller equipment (small AHU, RTUs etc.) 
which will not warrant the same rigor as larger units portrayed here currently. Delete 
requirements for equipment not existing in the current project. 
Make sure that every piece of mechanical equipment or system has a unique test requirement 
or is listed as a component of a system with testing requirements given. Use the format of 
this section for new test requirements. 

3. Include intersystem test requirements where significant interactions or interlocks exist 
between systems. 

4. Consider the adequacy of the Guide Specification Acceptance Criteria and add detail where 
necessary. 

2. 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1. INCLUDED SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

A. The following is a list of the equipment and system test requirements included in this section: 
1. Coolingtower 
2. Chillersystem 
3. Airhandler system 
4. Terminalunit 
5. 
6. Boilersystem 
7. Exhaustfans 
8. Service hot water system 
9. Building automation system 
10. Test and balance (TAB) work 
11. Indoor air quality (IAQ) 

Packaged DX air conditioning or heat pump 

1.2 DESCRIPTION 
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SECTION 15997 - 2 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

A. This section specifies the functional testing requirements for Division 15 system and equipment. 
From these requirements, the Commissioning Agent (CA) shall develop step-by-step procedures to 
be executed by the Subs. The general functional testing process, requirements and test method 
definitions are described in Section 17100. The test requirements for each piece of equipment or 
system contain the following: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. Special procedures. 
7. Required methods of testing. 
8. Required monitoring. 
9. Acceptance criteria. 
10. Sampling strategies allowed. 

The contractors responsible to execute the tests, under the direction of the CA. 
A list of the integral components being tested. 
Prefunctional checklists associated with the components. 
Functions and modes to be tested. 
Required conditions of the test for each mode. 

1.3 PREREQUISITES 
The following applicable generic prerequisite checklist items are required to be listed on each written 
functional test form and be completed and checked off by CA prior to functional testing. 

- All related equipment has been started up and start-up reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and 
approved ready for functional testing: 

- All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules with debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations 
completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

- Piping system flushing complete and required report approved. 
- Water treatment system complete and operational. 
- Vibration control report approved (if required). 
- Test and balance (TAB) complete and approved for the hydronic system. 
- All A/E punchlist items for this equipment ~~rrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Safeties and operating ranges reviewed by the CA. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- False loading equipment, system and procedures ready. 
- Crankcase heaters have been on long enough for immediate startup. 
- Sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
- Record of all values for pre-test setpoints changed to accomodafe testing has been made and a check box 

provided to verify return to original values (control parameters, limits, delays, lockouts, schedules, etc.). 

- Other miscellaneous checks of the prefunctinal checklist and start-up reports completed successfully. 

1.4 MONITORING 
a. 
b. 

Monitoring is a method of testing as a stand-alone method or to augment manual testing. 
All points listed in the required monitoring section of the test requirements which are control system 
monitored points shall be trended by the controls contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the 
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SECTION 15997 - 3 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

CA using dataloggers. At the option of the CA, some control system monitoring may be replaced 
with datalogger monitoring. At the CA's request, the controls contractor shall trend up to 20% more 
points than listed herein at no extra charge. 
Hard copies of monitored data must be in columnar format with time down the left column and at 
least 5 columns of point values on the same page. 
Graphical output is desirable, and will be required for all output, ifthe system can produce it. 

c. 

d. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

-. NOT APPLICABLE - 
PART 3 - EXECUTION 
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SECTION 15997 - 4 

Function /Mode 

General 
1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other significant 

modes and sequences not mentioned, including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
this piece of equipment or system in all control strategies or interlocks 
with which it is associated. 

MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Test Method Require4 
Manual, seasonal 

Either or 
Both 

Manual 

Monitoring, - Test' 

1. COOLING TOWER 
The cooling tower can be tested integrally with the chiller testing. 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. 
2. 

Controls contractor: operate the controls 
W A C  mechanical contractor or vendor: assist in testing sequences 

B. Inte-mal Components or Related Equipment Being Tested Prefunctional Checklist ID 
1. Condenser water pump PC-- 
2. Cooling tower and components PC-- 
3. Condenser water piping system PC-- 
4. FanVFD PC-- 

C. Prereuuisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Reuuired To Be Tested Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
The following testing requirements are an addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

In addition to, or as part of (1) above, the following modes or tests are required: 

s, CDWT reset, time 

1/2%), or 95% of loading design. A blank ceU denotes no special seasonal test is required and that testing 
can be executed during any season, if condition simulation is appropriate. 
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SECTION 15997 - 5 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Time Minimum Hard 
SkP Time Period Copy? 

Point (min.) of Trend 0 

%tonitoring testing each tower as lead tower is not necessary. 

ASCII 
File? Function 
(YN Being Tested 

E. Special Procedures or Conditions (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
1. 
2. False load chiller, ifnecessary. 

Tests to be made with chiller in automatic mode. 

CDEWT 5 1  Wed. - Sat Y l  Y 
CDLWT 5 1  Wed. - Sat Y I  Y 

1,2,4,9 
1,2,4, 8,9 

OSAT-DB 
OSAT-WB (optional) 
Fan motor speed, stage or 

5 Wed. - Sat Y Y 1,2,4,8,9 
5 Wed. - Sat Y Y 8 
5 Wed. - Sat Y Y 47 9 

current 
CDW pump status or 5 '  Wed. - Sat Y Y 1 7  2,47 9 

Remarks: 

current 
Each chiller status or 
current 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-12. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the cooling tower($, integral components 

and related equipment respond to varying loads and changing conditions and parameters 
appropriately as expected, as spec54  and according to acceptable operating practice. 
Cooling tower should be able to maintain-the current specified setpoint for entering 
condenser water to within +/- 2F, when outside conditions do not restrict this 
thermodynamically. 

5.  

5 Wed. - Sat Y Y 1 7  27 47 9 

H. Sampling Strategv for Identical Units (xx% Sampling -yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 
17100, Part 3.6) 
1. No sampling, test all. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR COOLING TOWER TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 6 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

2. CHILLER 
The cooling tower can be tested integrally with the chiller testing. The cooling tower test requirements are 
listed elsewhere. 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. 
2. 

Controls contractor: operate the controls 
W A C  mechanical contractor or vendor: assist in testing sequences 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

C. Intemal Components or Related EquiDment Being Tested Prehctional Checklist ID 
1. Chiller PC- 
2. Primary CHW supply pumps PC- 
3. Chilled water piping system PC- 
4. Secondary CHW supply pumps PC- 
5. VFD on secondary pumps PC- 

D. Functions / Modes Required To Be Tested. Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
. The following testing requirements are an addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Function /Mode 

Either or 

General 
1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other significant 

modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
this piece of equipment or system in all control strategies or interlocks 
with which it is associated. A full cycle from no load to full load and 
then to no load and compressors off shall be demonstrated. 

cooling 

cooling 

Cooling 
cooling 
Design 
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SECTION 15997 - 7 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

I TestMethod 
Function / Mode Manual, 

Monitoring, 
Either or 

Both 
Manual 8. Sensor and actuator calibration checks on: ECDWT, CHWST, pressure 

sensor controlling pump speed, 3-way valve, and other random checks 
@MS readout against handheld calibrated instrument must be within 
0.5"F for temps. or within a tolerance equal to 10% of the pressure 
setpoint, with a test gage) 

9. Verify schedules and setpoints to be reasonable and appropriate 

~Reauired 
seasonal 

Test' 

E. &mial Procedures (other equipment with which to test, etc.; reference to function ID) 
1. 
2. False load chiller, $necessary. 

Test with cooling tower in automatic mode. 

F. Reuuired Monitoring 
1. All points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the 

controls contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the 
Monitoring section at the beginning of Section 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

speed controlling parameter 
value 

Remarks: 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
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SECTION 15997 - 8 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

1-9. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the chillers, integral components and related 
equipment respond to varying loads and changing conditions and parameters appropriately as 
expected, as specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 
Chiller shall maintain the chilled water supply setpoint to within +/- 1.OF of setpoint deadband 
without excessive hunting. 
Pumping system and controls shall maintain the current desired pressure setpoint to within an 
amount equal to 10% of the setpoint value either side of the deadband without excessive 
hunting. 

I 

2. 

9. 

H. &imulin~ Strategy for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 
17100, Part 3.6) 
1. Nosampling, testall. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILLER TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 9 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Function /Mode 

General 
1. 

t) 

Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other significant 
modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
this piece of equipment or system in all control strategies or interlocks 
with which it is associated. 

3. AIR HANDLER UNITS ( A m  
A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 

1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

TestMethod Required 

Monitoring, - Test' 
Manual, seasonal 

Either or 
~ 0 t h ~  

Manual 

B. Integral Comuonents or Related Equipment Being Tested Prehctional Checklist ID 
1. AHU and components (fans, coils, valves, ducts, WD) PC- 
2. Heat recovery coil, humidifier or evaporative cooling sections PC- 

14. Branch duct control damper control. 
15. Night low limit, morning warmup cycle. 
16. Heat recovery operation. 
17. Verify TAB reported SF cfm with control system reading. 
18. AU alarms (low limits, high static, etc.). 
19. Heating and cooling coil capacity test, optional. 

C. Prereuuisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional'testing. 

Manual 
Either 

Monitoring 
Manual 
Manual 
Manual Design 

2 
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SECTION 15997 - 10 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Function / Mode 

20. Sensor and actuator calibration checks: on duct static pressure sensor on 
SAT, MAT, OSAT, OSA & RA damper and valve positions, SF cfin 
reading with TAB, and other random checks (EMS readout against 
hand-held calibrated instrument or observation must be within specified 
tolerances) 

21. Verify schedules and setpoints to be reasonable and appropriate 

Test Method Required 

Monitoring, - Test' 
Manual, SeasOnal 

Either or 

Manual 
Both3 

E. 

Time Minimum 

Point (min.) of Trend 
Step Time Period 

F. 

Hard 
COPY? 

Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
1. Reduced Testing for Smaller Units. For standard application AHU's less than 15 tons, the 

following modifications to the testing requirements apply: 1) either Manual or Monitoring will 
satis@ the verification requirement-where Both is listed, choose one. 2) Testing Modes 6,8, 
11,13 and 16 is not required. 

CC LAT (optional) 
HC LAT (optional) 
MAT 
Indoor WB or enthalpy, if 
enthalpy economizer 
SF speed, ifvariable, else 

File: 15997.W 1 

5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5daysincl.weekend Y 

5 5daysincl. weekend Y 

Reuuired Monitoring 
1. All points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the 

wntrols wntractor. Other points shall be monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the 
Monitoring section at the beginning of Section 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

status 
RF.speed, ifvariable, else 5 5daysincLweekend Y 

RAT 1 5 1  5 days incl. weekend I Y 
SAT 1 5 1  5 days incl. weekend I Y 

status 
Duct SP 
Building SP differential 
OSAT 
OSA-WB or enthalpy, if 
enthalpy economizer 
Indoor @-bulb z o n e s  
(expected to be most 
problematic) 

5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5 days incl. weekend Y 
5 5daysincl.weekend Y 

5 5daysincl.weekend Y 

1 ASCII 
File? 
0 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

Y 

Function 
Being Tested 

1-3,5 
1-3,5 
1-3,5 
1-3,5 
1,3 

1Y3 

1,5-9 

1,5-9 

1,7,9 
8 

All 
1,3 

All 
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SECTION 15997 - 11 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Remarks: 

CCV position (optional) 
HCV position (optional) 
SF c h  not required ifnot monitored 
RF c h  not required if not monitored 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by h c t i o n  or mode ID) 
1-21. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the AHU, integral components and related 

equipment respond to varying loads and changing conditions and parameters appropriately 
as expected, as specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 
AHU shall be able to maintain the SA temperature within 1 .OF either side of the deadband of 
the current setpoint without excessive hunting. 
AHU and controls shall control the duct static pressure so that it does not drift more than an 
amount equal to 10% of the setpoint value either side of the deadband without excessive 
hunting. 

2. 

7. 

H. Sampling; Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 

1. 
17100, Part 3.6) 
All identical AHU's over 15 tons shall not have any samphg-test all units. However, 25% of 
the units may have monitoring be the verification method for modes listed with Monitoring or 
Both as testing methods, with no less than three units being fully tested per the above 
requirements. 
All identical AHU's equal to or less than 15 tons shall be tested as required above according to 
the 50% Sampling-20% Failure Rule. The other 50% shall be monitored for the modes listed 
above as needing monitoring. 

2. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR AHU TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 12 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

6. Verify no CCV flow when there is HCV flow 
7. Verify no hunting or significant overshoot by damper or valves. 
8. Verify by measurement, CCV & HCV positive shutoff (no leak-thru) 
9. Verification of minimum OSA control through varying VAV box 

4. TERMINAL UNITS (TU) (all types) 
A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 

1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

Either 
Either 

Manual 
Either 2 

B. Integral Components or Related Equipment Being Tested 
1. Terminalunit PC- 

Prefimctional Checklist ID 

C. Prereuuisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginnins of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Required To Be Tested. Test Methods and Seasonal Test Reuuhements 
The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not replace any te& requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Function / Mode 

General 
1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other signiscant 

modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, warmup, 
shutdown, unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure and 
restoration. Test functionality of this piece of equipment or system in all 
control strategies or interlocks that it is associated with, including all 
damper, valve and fan functions. 

TestMethod Reauired 4” Either or 

Manual 

In addition to, or as part of (1) above, the following modes or tests are required: I 
2. Sensor activator calibration checks on: SAT, MAT, zone air temperature 

damper position and other random checks (EMS readout against visual 
or hand-held calibrated instrument must be within OS0F for temps. or 
within a tolerance equal to 10% of static pressure setpoint, with an 
inclined manometer) 

3. Device and actuator calibration and stroke checks for heating coil valve 
and non-DDC dampers 

4. For the Tu’s tested, check the prefunctional checklist items. 
5. Verify control parameters and setpoints to be reasonable and appropriate 

by reviewing the full program of 5% of all the Tu’s with each other for 
consistency. Verify the max. and min. cfm setpoints of all tested Tu’s 
against the control drawing and TAB values. Verify other TU 
programming parameters such as K-factors, deadbands, setpoints, stroke 
times. etc. 

Manual 

Manual -1 + Observation 

I i 
I Manual I 

positions, if applicable 
10. All alarms (fan status, low limits, high static, etc.) 
11. Verify that TU is maintaining space setpoint temperatures I Monitoring I Both I 
12. Verify aidlows and pressures (this random test is part of the TAB test) I - I 
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SECTION 15997 - 13 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Time Minimum Hard ASCII 
Time Period Copy? File? step 

'cooling season, Heating season or Both. "Design" means within 5OF of season design (ASHRAE 2 
1/2%), or 95% of loading design. A blank cell denotes no special seasonal test is required and that test can 
be executed during any season, if condition simulation is appropriate. 
%easonal test not required if seasonal conditions can be adequately simulated. 
%fer to special Procedures 

Function 
Being Tested 

E. SDecial Procedures (other equipment to test witb, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 

Point (min.) of Trend 

F. Reuuired Monitoring; 
1. All points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the 

controls contractor. Monitoring is required on 1/2 of the tested Tu's. Other points shall be 
monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the Monitoring section at the beginning of 
Section 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

(YM) (YM) 

Re1 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-1 1. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the Tu, integral components and related 

equipment respond to varying loads and changing conditions and parameters appropriately 
as expected, as spec8ed and according to acceptable operating practice. 
Space temperature during occupied modes shall remain within 1°F of the ends of the 
deadband without excessive hunting of either the damper or coil valve. 

10. 

H. Sampling Strategv for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 
17100, Part 3.6). Units of the same type and function, but different in size, are considered 

1. 

File: 15997.Vll 

identical for sampling purposes. 
Random sample according to the 10% Sampling - 10% Failure Rule. This applies to the 
testing subsections. That is, if calibration is off on more tban 10% of the tested Tu's, then 
another sample shall have calibrations checked, but not all other tests need to be done on the 
second sample. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR TERMINAL UNIT TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 14 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

5. PACKAGED DX AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNITS 

A. Parties Resuonsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

B. Internal ComDonents or Related Equipment Being Tested 

2. Heat recovery coil , humidXer or direct / indirect 

Prefhctional Checklist ID 
1. Unit (h, coils, condenser, compressors, ducts, VFD) PC- 

evaporative cooling sections PC- 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the be- of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Required To Be Tested. Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Function /Mode 

General 

Monitoring, 
Either or 

Both3 

1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other significant 
modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
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SECTION 15997 - 15 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Point 

E. 

Time Minimum Hard ASCII 
Step Time Period Copy? File? Function 

(mill.) of Trend OrN CYN Being Tested 

F. 

Function / Mode 

21. Sensor and actuator calibration checks on: duct static pressure sensor on 
units >lo tons, SAT, MAT, OSAT, economizer and R4 dampers and 
other random checks (EMS readout against hand-held calibrated 
instrument must be within 0.5OF for temps. or within a tolerance equal to 
10% of static pressure setpoint, with an inclined manometer) 

22. Verify control strategies, schedules and setpoints to be reasonable and 

TerMethod 

Monitoring, 
Either or 

~ 0 t h ~  
Manual 

Required 
SeasOnal 
- Test’ 

appropriate I I 
’Cooling season, Heating season or Both. “Design’’ means within 5Oof season design (AS- 2 1/2%), 
or 95% of loading design. A blank cell denotes no special seasonal test is required and that test can be 
executed during any season, if condition simulation is appropriate. 
%easonal test not required if seasonal conditions can be adequately simulated. 
%fer to Special Procedures 

Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to fimction ID) 
1. Reduced Testing for Smaller Units. For standard application AHU’s less than 15 tons, the 

following modifications to the testing requirements apply: 1) either Manual or Monitoring will 
satisfy the verification requirement-where Both is listed, choose one. 2) Testing Modes 6,8, 
1 1, 13 and 16 is not required. 

Required Monitoring 
1. All points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the 

controls contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the 
Monitoring section at the beginning of Sekion 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

I stage I I I I I I 
Remarks: 
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SECTION 15997 - 16 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by hc t ion  or mode ID) 
1-22. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the system, integral components and 

related equipment respond to varying loads and changing conditions and parameters 
appropriately as expected, as specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 

2. 

7. 

RTU shall be able to maintain the SA temperature within 1.OF either side of the deadband of 
the current setpoint without excessive hunting. 
RTU and controls shall control the duct static pressure so that it does not drift more than an 
amount equal to 10% of the setpoint value either side of the deadband without excessive 
hunting. 

H. Samuling Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 

1. 
17100, Part 3.6) 
All identical AHU's over 30 tons shall not have any sampling-test all units. However, 25% of 
the units may have monitoring be the verification method for modes listed with Monitoring or 
Both as testing methods, with no less than three units being M y  tested per the above 
requirements. 
All identical AHU's equal to or less than 30 tons shall be tested as required above according to 
the 50% Sampling-20% Failure Rule. The other 50% shall be monitored for the modes listed 
above as needing monitoring. 

2. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR PACKAGED UNIT TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 17 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

6. BOILER SYSTEM (Heating Water) 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. 
2. 

Controls contractor: operate the controls 
W A C  mechanical contractor or vendor: assist in testing sequences 

B. Integral Comuonents or Related Euuipment Being Tested 
1. Boiler 
2. Primary HW supply pumps 
3. Heating water piping system 
4. Secondary HW supply pumps 
5. VFD on secondary pumps 

Prefunctional Checklist ID 
PC-- 
PC-- 

. PC-- 
PC-- 
PC-- 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to hctional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Reauired To Be Tested Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

I TestMethod I Required 

Function / Mode Manual, seasonal 
Monitoring, - Test' 

Either or 
Both 

General 
1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other significant Manual 

modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
this piece of equipment or system in a l l  control strategies or interlocks 
that it is associated with. 

OS°F for temps. or within a tolerance equal to 10% of the pressure 
setpoint, with a test gage) 

10. Constancy of differential pressure (pump control parameter) Monitoring Heating 
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SECTION 15997 - 18 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

TestMethod 
Function / Mode 

Monitoring, 
Either or 
Both 

Required 
Seasonal 
- Test' 

I 11. Verify schedules and setpoints to be reasonable and appropriate I I 
'Cooling season, Heating season or Both. "Design" means within 5Oof season design (ASHRAE 2 1/2%), 
or 95% of loading design. A blank cell denotes no special seasonal test is required and that test can be 
executed during any season, if condition simulation is appropriate. 

Time Minimum Hard 
Step Time Period Copy? 

Point (min.) of Trend WM) 

E. Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
1. False load boiler, ifnecessary. 

ASCII 
File? Function 
CYM) Being Tested 

1. 
F. Reauired Monitoring 

All points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the 
controls contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the 
Monitoring section at the beginning of Section 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

H. Sampling Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in S d o n  
17100, Part 3.6) 
1. No sampling, test all. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR BOILER SYSTEM TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 19 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Function /Mode 

General 
1. Test each sequence in the sequence of operations, and other signiscant 

modes and sequences not mentioned; including startup, shutdown, 
unnoccupied & manual modes and power failure. Test functionality of 
this piece of equipment or system in al l  control strategies or interlocks 
that it is associated with. 

0 
7. EXHAUST FANS 

The testing requirements apply to the following fans (check all that apply): central restroom, 
- mechanical room, s ta i rwel l  pressurization, e leva tor  pressurization, k i t c h e n  hood, g a r a g e  

Test Method 
Manual, 

Monitoring, 
Either or 

Both' 

Manual 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

2. Verify schedules and setpoints to be reasonable and appropriate 
3. Function at fire alarm (off, depressurization, etc.) 
4. Interlocks to building pressurization control 
5. Speedcontrols 
6. Check TAB report record of sound power level tests and space pressures 

and compare to specifications 
7. Sensor calibration checks on any controlling temperature or pressure 

B. Integral Components or Related Equipment Being Tested Prehctional Checklist ID 
1. E x h a u s t h  PC- 

Manual 
Manual 
Either 
Review 

Manual 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Sedion 15997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Reuuired To Be Tested. Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Required 
SeaSOnal 
- Test 

'Mer to Special procedures 

E. Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 
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SECTION 15997 - 20 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Point 

F. 

Time Minimum Hard ASCII 
step Time Period Copy? File? Function 

(min.) of Trend OrM) cy/N) Being Tested 

G. 

H. 

Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-6. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the fans, integral components and related 

equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters appropriately as expected, as 
specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 

Sampling Strategv for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 
17100, Part 3.6) 
1. All identical fans shall have the 20% Sampling - 10% Failure Rule apply. 

File: 15997.Vll 
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SECTION 15997 - 21 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS ' 

8. SERVICE HOT WATER SYSTEM 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to dvate the equipment. 

B. IntegrdC omponents or Related Equipment Being Tested Prefhctional Checklist ID 
1. Hot water heaters (heaters, mixing valves) PC- 
2. Recirculating pumps PC- 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 
shall be listed on'each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Reauired To Be Tested. Test Methods and Seasonal Test Requirements 
The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Function / Mode 

E. Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 

F. Required Monitoring 
None 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-6. For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the fan's integral components and' related 
equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters appropriately as expected, as specified 
and according to acceptable operating practice. 

Sampling Stratew for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 

1. 

H. 
17100, Part 3.6) 

All identical fans shall have the 20% Sampling - 10% Failure Rule apply. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICE HOT WATER SYSTEM TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 22 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

9. BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM (BAS) 

I I 
Spec writer: 
If all BAS controlled systems or equipment are not going to be functionally tested and trended, 
additional monitoring, trending and point-to-point checkout will be required above what is outlined 
below. In fact, the BAS cannot really be functionally tested without functionally testing all the 
equipment it controls. 

A. 

B. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

Integral Components or Related EquiDment Being Tested 
1. Building Automation System 
2. All prefunctional checklists of controlled equipment 

Prehctional Checklist ID 
PC- - 

Prerequisites 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 

A significant part of the BAS functional testing requirements is the successful completion of the 
functional tests of equipment the BAS controls or interlocks with. Uncompleted equipment 
functional tests or outstanding deficiencies in those tests lend the required BAS functional testing 
incomplete. 

Integral or stand-alone controls are functionally tested with the equipment they are attached to, 
including any interlocks with other equipment or system and thus are not covered under the BAS 
testing requirements, except for any integrated functions or interlocks listed below. 

In addition to the controlled equipment testing, the following tests are required for the BAS, where 
features have been specified. The following testing requirements are in addition to and do not - -  

Manual (demonstration), 
Monitoring, Either or Function / Mode 
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SECTION 15997 - 23 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Minimum 
Time Period 

of Trend 
5 days incl. weekend 

Test Method 
Manual (demonstration), 

Function / Mode 

Hard ASCII 
Copy? File? Function 
Orm em Being Tested 
Y Y 21-22 

H. SDecial Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 

5 days incl. weekend 

I. Additional Reauired Monitoring; 

I 

Y Y 21-22 

1. 

File: 15997.V11 

Besides the trending and monitoring required with the functional testing of equipemint, all 
points listed below which are control system monitored points shall be trended by the controls 
contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the CA using dataloggers. Refer to the 
Monitoring section at the beginning of Section 15997 for additional monitoring details. 

Point 
&. equipment current or 
status for duty cycling and 
demand limiting 
Equipment or building kW 
or current for demand 
limiting 
Optimum W s t o p  equip. 

Time 
Step 

(min.) 
5 

5 

5 
1 I I 

5 days incl. weekend I Y l  Y l  24 
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SECTION 15997 - 24 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Remarks: 

Acceptance Criteria (referenced by h c t i o n  or mode ID) 
AU For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the BAS, integral components and related 

I. 

equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters appropriately as expected, as 
specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 

J. SamDling Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling - yy% Failure Rule is dehed in Section 
17100, Part 3.6) 
1. Sampling of field panels and local ports for procedures 9 and 12 above, with a 10% Failure 

Rule. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR BAS TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 25 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

10. TEST AND BALANCE WORK (TAB) 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. 
2. 

TAB contractor: perform checks using test instruments. 
Controls contractor: operate the controls to activate the equipment. 

Internal Components or Related Equipment Being Tested 
1. TAB water-side PC- 
2. TAB air-side PC- 

Prehctional Checklist ID 

Prerequisites 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to h c t i o n a l  testing. 

The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 15997 

Purpose. The purpose of this test is to spot check the TAB work to verify that it was done in 
accordance with the contract documents and acceptable practice and that the TAB report is 
accurate. 

The following tests and checks will be conducted. The following testing requirements are in addition 
to and do not replace any testing requirements elsewhere in thisDi1 

Test or Check 

1. A random sample of up to . % the TAB report data shall be selected 
for verification (air velocity, air or water flow rate, pressure differential, 
electrical or sound measurement, etc.). The original TAB contractor will 
execute the checks, witnessed by the commissioning authority. The TAB 
contractor will use the same test instruments as used in the original TAB 
work. 

A failure' of more than 10% of the selected items of a given system2 shall 
result in the failure of acceptance of the final TAB report and the TAB 
contractor shall be responsible to rebalance the system, provide a new 
total system TAB reports and repeat random verifications of the new TAB 
report. 

The random testing will include the verification of minimum outdoor air 
intake flows at minimum, maximum and intermediate total airflow rates 
for % of the air handlers. Other selected data to be verified will be 
made known upon day of testing. 

2. Verify that settings of all valves, splitters, dampers and other adjustment 
devices have been permanently marked by the Contractor, after 
completion and acceptance of functional testing. 

3. Verification that the air system is being controlled to the lowest possible 
static pressure while still meeting design loads, less diversity. This shall 
include a review of TAB methods, control setpoints established by TAB 
and a physical verification of at least one leg from Ean to diEuser having 
all balancing dampers wide open. 

4. Verification that the water system is being controlled to the lowest 
possible pressure while still meeting design loads, less diversity. This 
shall include a review of TAB methods, control setpoints established by 
TAB and a. physical verification of at least one leg from the pump to the 
coil having all balancing valves wide open. 

ion. 
Test Method 

Demonstration 

Demonstration 

Demonstration- 

Demonstration 

Required 
Seasonal Test3 

cooling 
Design 
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SECTION 15997 - 26 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

'Failure of an item is defined as follows: 
For air flow: a deviation of more than 10% of instrument reading 
For temperatures: a deviation of more than l0F 
For air and water pressures: a deviation of more than 10% of fhll scale of test instrument reading 
For sound pressures: a deviation of more than 3 deciils. (Variations in background noise must be 

considered) 

%xamples of a "system" are: the air distribution system served by one air handler or the hydronic chilled water 
supply system served by a chiller or the condenser water system. Systems can be defined smaller if inaccuracies 
in TAB work within the smaller defined system will have little or no impact on connected systems. 

3Cooling season, Heating season or Both. "Design" means within 5Oof season design (AS- 2 1/2%), or 95% 
of loading design. A blank cell denotes no special seasonal test is required and that test can be executed during 
any season, if condition simulation is appropriate. 

F. SDecial Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 

G. Req uired Monitorins 
None 

I. A ~ ~ t a n c e  Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
Provided in footnote to test table above. 

J. Samdhg Stratem for Identical Units 
Described in test table above. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR TAB TEST 
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SECTION 15997 - 27 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

11. INDOOR AIR QUALITY CHECK &IO) 

IAQ checking activities are not technically "functional testing." However, they are included here for 
consistency. Indoor air quality (IAQ) commissioning does not ensure that indoor air quality will be adequate or 
without deficiency at building turnover or during occupancy, unless the owner has specifically specified that 
actual air quality testing be performed. Commissioning for indoor air quality entails performing tasks that 
minimize the potential for IAQ problems, but it does not eliminate their possibility. The primary source for this 
checklist was h e x  C in ASHRAE Guideline 1-1989R The W A C  Commissioning Process, Public Review 
Draft, 1996. 

Spec Writer: 

current project and the Owner's documented program regarding IAQ. In particular, specifying any 
actual "testing" can have significant cost and liability ramifications. 

The IAQ checks here should be carefully reviewed for completeness and applicability to the 

A. Parties Responsible to Perform IAO Checks 
1. 
2. 

Commissioning agent: performs and oversees checks, inspections and reviews. 
TAB contractor: performs checks using test instruments for tasks under Part C 

C. Prerequisites CA will perform each check and review as soon as the materials or work is such 
that IAQ related determinations can be made. 

D. Purpose. The purpose of the IAQ check is to minimize the potential for IAQ problems in the facility 
during occupancy. The CA is not responsible for any IAQ issues during construction, nor for IAQ 
issues in the occupied part of the hcility, if construction is being performed in other parts of the 
hility. 

E. The following tasks will be conducted and documented: 

Spec Writer: Edit and enhance this list as appropriate. Performing all tasks on this list is currently 
rarely done by commissioning agents. 
More specificity will also be needed on many of the tasks before the TAB and CA can 
bid this work. 

1. Submittal Reviews 

Compare specified data with submitted data sheets for the following: 

a. Filtration and filter type. 

b. Materials that had specifications for emissions rates as part of the contract documents. 

c. HVAC materials that have a potential for aixflow erosion, corrosion and microbial contamination 
(HVAC insulation materials, etc.). 

d. Manufacturer's safety data sheets (MSDS) for products specified in the contractdocuments that 
may be suspected contributors to indoor pollutants (carpets, flooring, fiibrics, adhesives, wall 
coverings, partitions, and ceilings; insulating and fire-proofing materials; sealants on walls and 
floors; use of preservatives, paints, varnishes, and other &ish materials). 
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SECTION 15997 - 28 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

2. Static Inspections and Checks 

a. Review the code compliance calculations for accuracy. 

b. Verify that the outdoor air intakes are sized and located according the plans and specifications. 

c. ' Verify that no outside conditions exist that could compromise the quality of the air entering the 
outdoor intakes. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

1. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

Inspect air intakes and exhausts for short-circuiting. 

Document any required ductwork cleaning. 

Prior to building turnover, verify that final flters are installed and coils, inside of units and 
ductwork is clean. 

Inspect air supply system components to ensure control and mmmmt~ 'on of the presence of flee 
and standing water and to minimize microbial contamination (condensate trays, traps, humidifiers, 
water baf€les, mist eliminators and cooling towers). 

Verify proper access for cleaning of both sides of coils, condensate pans and/or humidifier 
reservoirs in all HVAC equipment. 

Meet with contractors and review any specified manufhcturer's recommended curing, drying and 
airing procedures (for minimizing emission rates). Document the compliance of the contractors. 

When the building is partially occupied during construction, meet with the Contractor and issue a 
plan in writing for operation of the HVAC system. The plan will describe how the system can be 
operated at as close to n o d  operating conditions as possible, to minimize dust and dirt from 
contaminating the ductwork and coils and polluting the occupied areas, and to prevent damaging 
moisture migration. 

Review TAT3 reports for consistency with the specifications. 

After completion of TAB, review with the TAB contractor, any areas they may consider as behg 
potentially problematic regarding maintaining adequate minimum outdoor air, proper exhaust or 
room pressure differential. 

. .  . 

3. Air Flow and Pressurization Checks 

a. Verify that the specified minimum ventilation rates are maintained during all occupied modes of 
operation, particularly during VAV terminal box turndown. 

b. Spot-check TAB supply air flow readings in critical areas. 

c. Spot-check the TAB measurements and setup of the exhaust systems for each area. When purging 
is specified in the contract documents, develop a plan for, and see that the Contractor purges the 
building prior to occupancy. 

d. Verify that the total building pressurization criteria is met through varying HVAC loads and 
economizing conditions. 

e. Verify that room pressure differentials are as specified between critical areas (clean rooms, bio- 
hazards, film developing rooms, chemical storage areas, etc.). 

f. Verify that the design engineer's specification for interstitial and area pressurization differentials 
has been met. 

Spec Writer: The following procedures require considerably more detail than is given here to 
specify a requirement. The verification concepts are mentioned for reference only. 
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SECTION 15997 - 29 
MECHANICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

4. Verification 

a. Verify that the specified ventilation effectiveness throughout the various areas of the building is 
being met by: s m o k e  tube testing for airflow patterns, f l o w  hood readings, a i r  
contaminant monitoring, o t h e r  

b. Perform IAQ testing using the following methods (surfhce cultures for microbial contamhation, 
airborne culture testing, COZ monitoring, VOC monitoring, CO monitoring, etc.). 

I. Acceptance Criteria 
Unless noted in the requirements, the commissioning agent in concert with the CM will make 
determinations and interpretations for when IAQ issues are considered to be in compliance with the 
contract documents. 

END OF IAQ REQUIREMENTS 
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SECTION 15998 - 1 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

~ 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner‘s representative and with approval of the 
engineer of record. ,Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
cholce(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15998 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL 

SECTION 15998 

PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

MECHANICAL and ELECTRICAL 

A, GENERAL 

This section contains representative Prefunctional Checklists in a form format (PC). 

The PC procedures displayed in a form format here are intended to provide the CA an example of a format 
and an indication of the rigor of the required prehctional checklists and documentation for various equipment 
types. Though they were not developed specifically for this project, they are generally applicable. 

The checklists contain items for both Division 15 and 16 contractors to perform. On each checklist, a column 
is provided that should be jilled out by the Contractor assigning responsibility for that line item to a trade. 
Those executing the checklists are only responsible to perform items that apply to the specific application at 
hand. These checklists do not take the place of the man~cturer’s recommended checkout and start-up 
procedures or report. Some checklist procedures may be redundant of some checkout procedures that wiU be 
documented on typical factory field checkout sheets. Double documenting is required in those cases. 

Refer to Section 17100 for additional requirements regarding prefiuxctional checklists, startup and initial 
checkout. Items that do not apply should be noted along with the reasons on the form. Ifthis form is not used 
for documenting, one of similar rigor and clarity shall be used. Contractors assigned responsibility for sections 
of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by theii subcontractors are completed and 
checked off. “Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor 
responsible to veri@ completion of this item. A B  = architedengineer, AU = all contractors, CA = 
commissioning agent, CC = controls contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = 
mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor. 
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SECTION 15998 - 2 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

B. PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

This guide specification section continues with prefunctional checklists for the following equipment. The 
checklists are provided in electronic file format (Word 6.0 for Windows 3.1). The file name is at the bottom of 
each page. The file name extension "pc-" stands for Erefunctional Checklist and the last digit is the version 
number. Any MS Excel spreadsheet files are noted with their usual .xls extension. 

COMPONENT ELECTRONIC FILE NAME 

Mechanical Euuipment (checklists have both mechanical and electrical parts) 

Air handler unit 
Air cooled condenser and compressor 
Boiler 
Condenser water piping 
Chiller 
Chiller system sample startup 

documentation plan 
Chilled water piping 
Computer room AC unit 
Controls system (BAS) 
Cooling tower 
Exhaustfan 
Fan coil unit 
Heating water piping 
Packaged roof top unit 
Pump (water) 
Startup documentation plan template 
TAB 
Terminal unit 
Variable frequency drive 

ahu.pc- 
aircndsr.pc- 
boiler.pc- 
dwpipe.pc- 
chiller.pc- 

chilrdoc.pc- 
chwpipe.pc- 
computac.pc- 
controls .pc- 

exh-fan.pc- 

hwpipe.pc- 

PumP-PC- 
startpln.cO8 
tabplan.pc- 
tuqc05.xls 
vfd.pc- 

cooltwr.pc- 

fancoilu.pc- 

Pkgunit.Pc- 

C. SUGGESTED NUMBERING KEY FOR COMMISSIONING PROCEDURES 

The checklists, functional tests, documentation and training use the following identiiication numbering: 

At the beginning of the identification number is a text abbreviation for the following: 

Document or Event Abbreviations 
DOC = 
PC = 
SP = 
SR = 
F T =  
R - 
T R =  

- 

Documentation 
Prefunctional Checklist 
startup Plan 
startup Report 
Functional Test 
Review 
TrainingRecord 
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SECTION 15998 - 3 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

Prehctional Checklist Numbering Key 
FT-0102.3: The first four digits uniquely identify the piece of equipment to the component level. The first 

2 digits are the System Type, the second 2 digits are an arbitrary component number (not 
necessarily the same as the specified ID number). The number after the decimal is the test 
number. For example, FT-0102.3 = Functional Test 3 of system Type 1, component number 2 
(e.g., 0102.3 = Chiller #2, FT #3, because chillers are system Type 1). Other components 
under chillers are: additional chillers, pumps, valves, piping; VFDs. The component number 
of 00 means "general" or ''all" components, as with the entire system. All tests, procedures, 
trainings and records should have the same first 4 digits for any given equipment component. 

Another example is TUs. Ifthere were only 1 TU type, then tests would be numbered FT- 
0500.1,0500.2, etc. Ifthere were 2 types ofTUs: FT-0501.1,0501.2, etc and 0502.1, 
0502.2, etc. 

An example of the number system follows: 

0 100 Chilled Water System 
0101 Chiller 1 
0102 Chiller 2 
0103 Cooling tower 1 
0 104 Cooling tower 2 
0105 Pump CHWP-I 
0106 Pump CHWP-2 
0107 CHW piping 
0108 CDW piping 
0109 Sensor calibration 

0200 Boiler System 
0201 Boiler 1 

.0202 Boiler 2 
0203 Pump HWP-I 
0204 Pump HWP-2 
0205 HW piping 
0206 Sensor calibration 

etc. 

Numbers for Primary System T g e s  and Components 

01 Chilled water system (chillers, cooling towers, pumps, condensers, piping, valves) 
02 Hot water system (boilers, hot water pumps, valves, piping) 
03 Air handler units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers) 
04 Packaged, AC or HP units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers, compressors, condensers) 
05 Tenninalunits 
06 Computer room AC units 
07 Unit heaters or AC spot coolers 
08 Heat exchangers 
09 Service water system 
10 Test and balance (TAEi) 
11 Building automation system (controls) 
12 Lighting controls 
13 Specialtyfans 
14 Fumehoods 

Components are in parentheses. 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-03- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PG03- AIR HANDLER UNIT, AHU #'s 

Components included: s u p p l y  fans, re turn  and exhaust fans, 'coils, 
- valves, V F D ,  dampers  
Associated Checklists: CHW, HW Piping, 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off odv bv parties having direct knowl&e of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prehctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

PrehctionaI checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor respom'ble to veri.@ 
completion of this item. A/E = architedengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = el&d contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filledsut checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date 

Notes: 

Owner's Representative Date 

~ ~~ 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-o3__, 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation wmplete as per contract documents for given tmde .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr = J 
1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Maintenance access acceptable for unit and components 
Sound attenuation installed 
Thermal lnsu~tionproperly~lnstalled and according to specification 
Instrumentation Installed according to specification (thermometers, 
pressure gages, flow meters, etc.) 

Notes: 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Check Equip Tag-> 
Clean up of equipment completed per contract documents 
Filters Installed and replacement type and efficiency pemanently 
affixed to housing-construction fitters removed 

Contr. 

. 

Valves, Piping and Coils (see full piping checklists) 
Pipe fittings complete and pipes properly supported 
Pipes properly labeled 
Pipes properly Insulated 
Strainers In place and clean 

Sensors calibrated (See calibration section below) 
Motors: Premium efficiency verified, if spec'd? 

I I I 
P/T plugs and isolation valves Installed per drawings 
Fans and Dampers 

Returnhxhaust fan and motor lube lines installed and lubed 
Filters clean and tight fitting 

I Supply fan and motor alignment correct I I I I I I I 

I 

Supply fan belt tension & condition good 
Supply fan protective shrouds for belts in place and secure 
Supply fan area clean 
Supply fan and motor properly lubricated 
Return/exhaust fan and motor aligned 
Return/exhaust fan belt tension & condition good 
Return/exhaust fan protective shrouds for belts in place and secure 
Retumlexhaust fan area clean 

Filter pressure differential measuring device installed and 
functional (magnahelic, Inclined manometer, etc.) 
Smoke and fire dampers Installed properly per contract docs 
(proper location, access doors, appropriate ratings verified) 
All dampers close tightly 
All damper linkages have minimum play 
Low limit freeze stat sensor located to deal with stratification & 

Notes: 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
p(;o3___ 

Check if Okay. Enter. comment or note number if deficient. 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the functional performance testing.) 

Notes: 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Check Equip Tag-> 

The HOA sw,itch properly activates and deactivates the unit 
Speclfied sequences of operatlon and operating schedules have 
been implemented with all variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 

Contr. 

6. Sensor Calibration 

1st Final 
Gage Gage 

LOC- orBAS instr. or BAS 
Sensor& ation Value Meas’d Value 
Location OK Value 

1 

Pass 
YM? 

All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances .......... ....... ........ .......,, YES - NO 

7. Misc. Procedures (Referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Callbration Methods 

All Sensors. Veriiy that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Wthout Transmitters--Standard ADDlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) Is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors W ith Transmitters--Standard Application. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer‘s resistance-temperature 
data, slmulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verity at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 

Notes: 
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AHU PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-o3__ 

building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critlcal Apdlcations. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
M U  wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1 % of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or CO2 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
4%'" of design 

5.0F 
0.1 %pts 
0.01 %pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

3.2 Coil Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
OS0F of each other. Turn off air handier fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temwrature WBh 2 or 3-Way Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

C. Method 3 Coil Drain Down hot  for 3-wav valves). Put systems in normal mode. If cooling coil valve, remove all call for 
cooling or if heating coil valve put system in full cooling. Close isolation valve on supply side of coil, open air bleed cap, 
open drain-down cock and drain water from coil. Water should stop draining, else there may be a leak through the control 
valve. Return all to normal when done. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe valve open. 
Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For cooilna coil valves (NCI: Set cooling setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. - END OF CHECKLIST- 

Notes: 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST -- 
Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-04- AIR COOLED CONDENSER and COMPRESSOR 

Components included: FCU- , , 
Associated Checklists: 

(For AC or Split Heat Pump) ID#s 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv Darties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prebctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date General Contractor Date 

Prefimctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off, 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to ver@ 
completion of this item. A/E = architedengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC =mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal 

- contractor, TAB =test and balance contractor, - - 
Approvals. This fllled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Notes: 

~~~~ ~ 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST 
Pc-04- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given tmde .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr= 1 
1 

1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

3 
1 

VoltsPhIA 2 
3 

Min. OSAT 2 
3 

1 ,  

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Check Equip Tag-r Contr. 

GENERAL INSTALLATION 
Permanent labels affixed, Including for fans 
Casing condition good: no dents, leaks, door gaskets installed 
All coils are clean and fins are in good condition 
Vibration isolation bolts loosened 
Maintenance access acceptable for unit and components 
Clean up of equipment completed per contract documents 

Notes: 

~ 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST -- 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

1 Check Eaulr,Taa-> I I I I I I Contr. I . .  .. , 1 I I I 

PR E-START R EQUl REM ENTS I I I I I I I 
Piping and Coils 
Refrigerant piping sized according to mf'rs literature 
Refrigerant piping in good condition and suction insulated 
Liquid line solenoid valve located at evaporator coil, as required 
Compressor, liquid and suction line service valves open 

The checklist items of Parf 4 are all successfully complefed for given trade.- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST 
pc.o4___ 

Check Equip Tag-> 
Condenser fan rotation correct 
Measure line to line voltage phase imbalance for 1/3 of the 
compressors: 
Compressor 1 Phase: (%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record in cell, all three phase voltages. Imbalance less than 2%? 
Compressor 2 Phase: (%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record In cell, all three phase voltages. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for each compressor. rated 
FL amps x srvc factor = (Max amps). Running 
less than max? 

Fans > 5 Hp Phase Checks: 
(%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record all 3 voltages in cell. Imbalance less than 2%? 
Record full load running amps for each fan. rated FL amps 
x- srvc factor = (Max amps). Running less than 
max? 

Contr. 

The checklist items of Part 5 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST 
pGo4___ 

Operational Record 

Indoor fan speed 

Condenser fan speed 

Oil pressure (optional) 

Suction pressure 
Suction line temp. 

Discharge pressure . 

Discharge line temp 

Entering cond. air temp. 

Leaving cond. air temp. 

Evap. entering air DB 

Evap entering air WB 

Evap leaving air DB 

Evap leaving air WB 

Compressor amps 

(L1 / L2 / L3) 

6. Sensor Calibration [ I 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, COiand pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods d e s c n i  below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Sensor & 
Location 

I 

Instr. 
Meas'd 
Value 

Value Pass Sensor & 
Location 

Final 

orBAS instr. orBAS 
Value Meas'd Value 

Value 

I 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors and actuators are calibrated within required toleranc es.........- YES - NO 

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors. Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
wlth shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator In place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate mlnimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 

Notes: 
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AIR-COOLED CONDENSER & COMPRESSOR CHECKLIST -- 
Instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
M U  wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-I 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or COZ monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-I 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 % pts 
0.01 % pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Call Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1 --Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
03°F of each other. Turn off alr handier fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it Is greater than 2OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temperature With 2 or 3-Way Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, ovenide values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than 1 O F ,  leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

- END OF CHECKLIST- 

Notes: 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

m 2 -  

1. 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PG02 BOILER #'s 

Associated checklists: Boiler, Heating Water Piping, HW Pumps 

Submittal / Approvals 

Su,mittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional ;sting. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv parties having direct howledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being perfbrmed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report- 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architedengineer, AU = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filledsut checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions n o d  below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Notes: 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-2- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. . 

Documentation complefe as  per confracf documents ........ .......................... YES - NO 

3. Model verification 
1 = as smcified. 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

[Contr = 1 

3 

VoitslPhIA 2 
3 
1 ,  
2 
3 

The equipment insfalled matches the specificafions for given frade .........- YES - NO 

4. Physical Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Notes: 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
Check Equip Tag-> Contr. 

Pressure gages installed 
Thermometers installed 
Pressure gages installed 
P/T plugs Installed as per drawings 
Muttlple boiler interlocks completed 
Piplng (Immediately around unit. Full piping In HW Piping 
Checklist.) 
Gas piping installed and tested (supply is at proper pressure) 
Hydronic piplng complete, Including blowdown system, makeup 
water piping and safety reliefs 
Hydronic system flushing complete and strainers cleaned 
Isolation valves and balancing valves installed 

completely full of water 
Air vents and bleeds at high points of systems functional 

I I I I I I I I 

Flnal 
Startup report completed with this checklist attached 
Startup report Includes written certification from boiler 
manufacturer that all specified features, controls and safeties have 
been installed and are functioning properly and that the installation 
and application comply with the manufacturer's recommendations. 

Notes: 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

-2- 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
Check Equip Tag-r Contr. 

Safeties installed and safe operating ranges for this equipment 
provided to the commissioning agent 
Heating water piping and pumps prefunctional checklists 
completed 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

0 

5. Operational Checks (These augment rnfr's list. This is not the functional performance testing.) 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Check Equip Tag-:, Contr. 
Boiler safeties energized and tested 
Startup report includes optimal and actual percent CO2,  CO, 02, 
stack temperature; combustion efficiency 
Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been implemented with all variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 

The checklist ifems of Part 5 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

6. Sensor Calibration 1 
AU fieId-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, CO2 and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. AU actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checblist. 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

- 
All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances ..... .... ..... ..... ...... .. ......- YES - NO 

Notes: 

~~ ____ ~~ ~ 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

m 2 -  

7. Misc. Procedures (Referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Callbratlon Methods 

All Sensors. Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. tf not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard ADDlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record ail values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
Instrument within 6 Inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the Instrument-measured value. tf not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical ADplications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-I 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Reauired 

4% of design 

0.1 Yo pts 

1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

Sensor Tolerance (+I-) 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 5.0F 
Oxygen or C O 2  monitor 
CO monitor 0.01 Yo pts 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

7.2 Coll Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Ternwrature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side af coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. tf it is greater than 2"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Ternwrature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. tf it 
is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occunng. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. tf actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

Notes: 
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BOILER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

J-02- 
Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 2OoF below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coolina coli valves INCI: Set cooling setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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CONDENSER WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-01- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PGOI CONDENSER WATER PIPING 
Components Included: All valves, except coil valves 

Associated checklists: Chiller, Cooling Tower, CHW Piping, CHW & CDW Pumps 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off only by Darties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Refunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup 62 initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor respom’ble to verify 
completion of this item. ALE = architedengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 
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CONDENSER WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-1- 

Check Equlp Tag-> 
Manufacturer's cut sheets 
Performance data 
Flushing and cleaning plan 
O&M manuals 

2. Requested documentation submitted 

Contr. 

Documenfafion complefe as per confracf documents for given frade .......- YES - NO 

3. Physical Installation Checks 
Check ifokay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Check I Y / N  I Contr. 

Piping 
Pipe fittings complete and pipes properly supported 
Required seismic anchoring installed 

I Pipes'ProDerlv labeled I I I 
Pipes properly insulated 
Strainers in place and clean 
Isolation valves and balancing valves installed 
Test ports (Pn)  installed near all control sensors and as Der s ~ e c  . .  I I 

Flushing and cleaning plan submitted and approved I 
Piping system properly flushed and cleaned and temporary piping 
removed (report attached) 
Piping pressure tested according to contract documents 
(report attached) 

Chemical treatment system or plan installed 
Water treatment report submitted according to contract documents 
No leaking apparent around fittings 
ASME pressue vessel data sheet or certification tag posted and 
inspection complete for each expansion tank 
Expansion tanks verified to not be air bound and system completely full 
of water 
Air vents and bleeds at high points of systems functional 

Valves (except coil valve checklists are with the unit checklist) 

Valve labels permanently affixed 
Valves installed in proper direction 

Notes: 
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CONDENSER WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
m 1 -  

Check 
No leaks 
Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see Section 
5.2 below) 
Valves that require a positive shut-off are verified to not be leaking 
when closed at normal operating pressure 

Y / N  

Sensors and Gages 
Temperature, pressure and flow gages and sensors installed 
Sensors calibrated (See calibration section below) 

TAB 
Installation of system and balancing devices allowed balancing to be 
completed following specified NEBB or AABC procedures and contract 
documents 

The checklist items of Part 3 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

4. Sensor Calibration [ 1 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, CO2 and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. AU test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: YM . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Final 

Location Value 

LOC- orBAS Instr. orBAS 
Sensor& ation Value Meas’d Value 
Location Value 

The Conbador’s own sensor checkat sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances ................ . ................- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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CONDENSER WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-01- 

5. Misc. Procedures (As referenced above) 
5.1. Sensor Callbration Methods 

All Sensors, Veiiy that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect. a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, slmulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Amlications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Reauired 
Sensor Tolerance (+/-I 

Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and, boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1 % of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C02 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Reauired 
Tolerance (+/-I 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 % pts 
1 % of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

5.2 Coil Valve Leak Check 

A. Method I--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temperature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
OS0F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than 1 OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

5.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). .For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

Notes: 
0 
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CONDENSER WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-1- 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by ovenide in the 
EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coollna coil valves (NCk Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

-1- 

Pref unct ional Check1 ist 

Project 

PC-01 CHILLER #’s 

Associated checklists: Cooling Tower, Chilled & Condenser Water Piping, CHW and CDW Pumps 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prehctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstandmg items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date General Contractor Date 

F’refunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

0 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of 
completion of this item. A/E = architdengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal 

item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 

- contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-01- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Check EqulpTag-> I 

Documenfafion complefe as per confracf documenfs ....................... ..........- YES - NO 

I 1 Contr. 

3. Model verification [Contr = ] 
1 = as swcified. 2 = as submitted. 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

The equipment installed mafches fhe specifications for given frade .........- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

I 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade*- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

-1- 

5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the functional performance testing.) 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Sensor& 
Location 

Check EauiD Taa-> 

1st Final 
Gage Gage 

Loc- orBAS Instr. o rBAS 
ation Value Meas'd Value 
OK Value 

Measure line to line voltage phase imbalance for compressor: 
(%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record Imbalance of compressor. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for compressor. rated FL 
amps x SNC factor = (Max amps). Running less 
than max? 

~~ 

No unusual noise and vibration when running 
Compressor Interlocking with oil pressure 
Adequate oil pressure when compressure shaft is turning 
Prerotatlon vane closed before compressor reaches full speed 
Prerotatlon vane steady when load changes 

~~ 

Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been Implemented with all variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 
Startup report completed with this checklist attached. (Includes full 
listing of all Internal settings with notes as to which settings are 
BAS controlled or monitored and which are integral. 
Startup report includes written certification from chiller 
manufacturer that all specified features, controls and safeties have 
been installed and are functioning properly and that the installation 
and application comply with the manufacturer's recommendations. 

6. Sensor Calibration 1 1 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, COY C02 and pressure sensors and gages on-this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. AU test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Location 

Final 

Value 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

-1- 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances. ......... ......... ..... .... .....- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-1- 

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Callbratlon Methods 

All Sensors, Verily that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
dtfference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors WBh Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate mlnlrnum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 Inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. t f  not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Aoplications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coli air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Rewired 
Tolerance (+/-I 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water . 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or CO2 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Rewired 
Tolerance C+/-) 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1 Yo of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Coil Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temperature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
OS°F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
Is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. t f  actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

- 

Notes: 
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CHILLER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpolnt to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coollna coil valves (NCk Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpolnt to 2OoF b l o w  room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psl (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

w Notes. 
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EXAMPLE 

-EXAMPLE- 

Documenting Requirements for 

Chiller System 

Startup and Initial Checkout 

Project 

Date 

The purpose of documenting the startup and checkout process is to ensure to the Owner that all recommended startup 
and initial checkout procedures are completed and that a written record of the work is generated. 

, should be filled 
PIAN and PROCEDURES: 
1. The prehctional checklists provided by 

out and signed (pumps, piping, chillers, cooling towers, water treatment). 
2. The following pages shall be copied from the submitted manuals. Each paragraph, installation task or 

feature on each page listed shall be checked and dated when completed, or written notes shall be provided 
for why this item was not done or does not apply. A signature and date of the technician shall be provided 
at the bottom of each page. Settings established or readings made for any of the tasks shall be clearly 
recorded. 

3. This list of references does not constitute a recommendation of the ~~III installation and startup procedures 
or release the installer fiom following all factory recommendations, the specifications, applicable codes 
and good practice. Other pages applicable to this piece of equipment or other procedures completed should 
be added. 

4. Other startup record forms normally used should also be filled out and submitted. 
5 .  All documentation will be submitted to 

prior to TAB or functional testing execution. 
upon completion and is required 

Chiller-1 and 2 (each chiller has own pages) 
1. McQuay IM 306, p. 4-5, Location and Mounting and Oil Cooler Piping and Vent Piping. 

3. McQuay IM 306, p. 8, Electrical Testing Control Circuit and Surge Capacitors. 
4. McQuay IM 306, p. 10, Factory startup form and warranty registration form (also sent to manufacturer). 
5. McQuay IM 306, p. 11 Pratart Checklist. 
6. McQuay IM 616, p. 30-31, Pre-Start Checkout. 
7. McQuay IM 616, p. 33 Startup. 
8. McQuay IM 561, p.7, Installation and Pre-start Checks. 
9. McQuaY 

Significant departures fkom the defaults will be explained in writing. 

2. McQuay IM 306, p. 5-7, Electrical 

AU changes to any Control Menu default values will be listed adjacent to the default values. 

Chiller-3 
1. McQuay IM 224 p. 4, Location. 
2. McQuay IM 224 p. 5, Vibration Isolators. 
3. McQuay IM 224 p. 8 and 9, Water Piping. 
4. McQuay IM 224 p. 10, Flow Switch. 
5. McQuay IM 224 p.13, Water Pressure Drop. 
6. McQuay IM 224 p. 20, Relief Valve Piping. 
7. McQuay IM 224 p. 40, Wiring. 
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EXAMPLE 

8. McQuay IM 224 p.56, Pre-Start-up and Start-up. 
9. McQuay IM 224, p. 71, Factory startup form and warranty registration form (also sent to manufacturer). 
10. McQuay IM 493 p. 25-31, all  changes to any Control Menu default values will be listed adjacent to the default 

values. SignZcant departures from the defaults will be explained in writing. 

CoolinP Tower 
1. Baltimore Airwil M244/1-0& p. 4, including “After 24 Hours” requirements. 
2. According to M244, p. 4, provide documentation of motor amperage and voltage readhgs for each phase 

and compare to nameplate. 
Name plate = 480 V, 9.V30.0 FLA. 

* % Imbalance = 100 x (avg. Volts or amps - lowest phase volts or amps) / avg. volts or amps 
Avg. = (Phase A + B + C) / 3 

The phase imbalance should be less than 2%. 
3. Ifusing a Continuous bleed rate, provide calculation and h-il rate. 

4. Provide the following documentation on the sump heaters and vibration alarm checkout, per specification 
15710,3.2.B. 

CT SumD Heaters, 

Schedule: (setpoint = 45F) 

ON (F) 
Stage1 45 
Stage2 47 

OFF (F) 
43 
45 

Starting with sump heaters not 
running, overwrite sump temperature 
to be equal to stage 1 SR. Then, 
lower to stage 2 SR. Then raise to 1 
F above 2nd stage OFF SR. Then 
lower to 1 st stage OFF SR. 
Repeat for each CT. 
CT Vibration Alarm. 
Jump the vibration sensor to simulate 
a vibration alarm. 

cT-1: - CT-2 : - CT-3 : 

Page 2 of 2 

Actual: 
ON(n 

Stage 1 1 
Stage2 [ ] 

Stage 1 [ ] 
Stage2 ] 

CT-1 

CT-2 

CT-3 
Stage1 [ 1 
Stage2 f 1 

OFF (F) 

U 
U 
U 
U 

U 
U 

Observe that an alarm is registered and that the 
CTfan shuts off. 
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CHILLED WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-01- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-01 CHILLED WATER PIPING 
Components Included: All valves, except coil valves 

Associated checklists: Chiller, Cooling Tower, CDW Piping, CHW & CDW Pumps 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefhctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to firnctional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If' this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked oft 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A E  = architedengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Notes: 
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CHILLED WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-01- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given trade .......- YES - NO 
3. Physical Installation Checks 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
Check I Y / N  I Contr. 

Piping 
Pipe fittings complete and pipes properly supported 
Required seismic anchoring installed 
Pipes properly labeled 
Pipes properly insulated 
Strainers in place and clean 
Isolation valves and balancing valves installed 
Test ports (P/T) installed near all control sensors and as per spec 
Flushing and cleaning plan submitted and approved 
Piping system properly flushed and cleaned and temporary piping 
removed (report attached) 
Piping pressure tested according to contract documents 
(report attached) 

Chemical treatment system or plan installed 
Water treatment report submitted according to contract documents 
No leaking apparent around fittings 
ASME pressue vessel data sheet or certification tag posted and 
inspection complete for each expansion tank 
Expansion tanks verified to not be air bound and system completely full 
of water 
Air vents and bleeds at high points of systems functional 

Valves (except coil valve checklists are with the unit checklist) 
Valve labels permanently affixed 
Valves installed in proper direction 

Notes: 
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CHILLED WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-01- 

Check 
No leaks 
Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see Section 
5.2 below) 
Valves that require a positive shut-off are verified to not be leaking 
when closed at normal operating pressure 

YIN Contr. 

Sensors and Gages 
Temperature, pressure and flow gages and sensors installed 
Sensors calibrated (See calibration section below) 

1st Final 
Gage Gage 

Loc- orBAS instr. orBAS 
Sensor& ation Value Meas'd Value 
Location OK Value 

TAB 

Pass 
YN? 

Installation of system and balancing devices allowed balancing to be 
completed following specified NEBB or AABC procedures and contract 
documents 

I I 

The checklist items of Part 3 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

4. Sensor Calibration I I 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, COz and pressure sensors and gages on'this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: YM . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

a All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances.. ..... ........................... YES - NO 

Notes: 
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CHILLED WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
PC-01- 

5. Misc. Procedures (As referenced above) 
5.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors, Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2"F of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 
A. Sensors Without Transmitters-Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 Inches of 

the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) Is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, Install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Acmlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generafor in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, slmulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportlonal relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
Instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

- Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Reauired 
Tolerance (+/-I 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C O 2  monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Beauired 
Tolerance (4) 
4% of design 

0.1 Yopts 
0.01 %pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

5.0F 

5.2 Coll Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1 --Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
deita T across coil. If it is greater than 2"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air TemDerature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensots on each side of coil to be within 
05°F of each other, Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than 1"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

5.3 Valve Stroke Setur? and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. tf actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

Notes: 
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CHILLED WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-1- 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 2OoF below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coollncl coil valves INC): Set cooling setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 2OoF below room temperature. Obsenre valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pC-06- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-06 COMPUTER ROOM AC UNIT (Inside Section) 
ID#s 

Components included: C o i l s  V a l v e s  (CHW) 

Associated Checklists: - Outdoor condenser/cornpressor 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv by parties having direct howledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor , Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

hefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

0 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architedengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

commissioning Agent Date h e r ’ s  Representative Date 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-06- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given trade .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr= * 1 
1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Physical Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

I Check EquipTag-> I I I I I I Contr. I 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-06- 

I I I I I .  I I 

No unusual noise or vibration 

Smoke and fire dampers installed properly per contract docs 
(proper location, access doors, appropriate ratings verified) 

All dampers (OSA, RA, EA, etc.) stroke fully without binding and 
spans calibrated (follow procedure similar to valves Section 7.3 

All dampers close tightly 
below) 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pGo6___ 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number ff deficient. 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Check Equip Tag-> Contr. 

The checklisf ifems of  Parf 4 are all successfully complefed for given frade.- YES - NO 

Check Equip Tag, 
Supply fan rotation correct 
Fans > 5 Hp Phase Checks: 
(%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record all 3 voltages in cell. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for each fan. rated FL amps 
x- SIVC factor = (Max amps). Running less than 
m a X ?  
Supply fan has no unusual noise or vibration 

5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the functional performance testing.) 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Contr. 

All dampers (OSA, RA, EA, etc.) stroke fully without binding and 
spans calibrated (follow procedure similar to valves Section 7 
below). List each actuated damper here when spanned: 

Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see 
Section 7 below). List each actuated valve here when spanned: I I  
Valves verified to not be leaking through coils when closed at 
normal operating pressure (see Section 7 below) 
The HOA switch properly activates and deactivates the unit 
Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been implemented with all variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 

The checklisf ifems of Parf 5 are all successfully complefed for given frade.- YES - NO 

6. Sensor Calibration I 1 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidityy COY C02 and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: YM . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Notes: 
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Location 

COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Final 

Value 

The Contractor's own sensor checksut sheets may be used in 
and the procedures below are followed. 

lieu of the above, ifthe same recording fields are included 

0 All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances ............................... =.- YES - NO 

Notes: 

~~ 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-06- 

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Callbration Methods 

All Sensors, Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensoTs 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verii that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard &plication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and P/I reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automatlon system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensoTs. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, alr, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1 % of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or CO2 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-\ 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Coll Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temwrature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
OS0F of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 3 0 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2OF. leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temperature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. tf it 
is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

7.3 Valve Stroke SetuD and Check 

For ail valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
intermediate positions. tf actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatlcs). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

Notes: 
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COMPUTER ROOM AIR CONDITIONING UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-o6L___ 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpolnt to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override In the 
EMS, Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coolina coil valves INCI: Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpolnt to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override In the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST- 

* 

Notes: 
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BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
PG11- 

Prefunctional Checklist 
Project 

PC-11 . BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM 

- Entire Building 

- Only Floor or Zone 
Associated checklists: 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist item are complete and have been checked off onlv by parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prehctional checkkt is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding item preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

0 

0 

0 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor respom'ble to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architedengineer, All = all contracton, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

commissioning Agent Date 

Notes: 

Owner's Representative Date 
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BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-11- 

2. Documentation submitted and approved: 

- manufactuer's cut sheets 
- installation and checkout manual and plan 
- full written sequences and list of all control strategies 

- performance data 
- operating manual 
- completed control drawings 

design criteria 
- 111 descriptive points list 

- written copy of all control parameters, settings - 
and setpoints 

- O&M manual 

Documentation complete as per contract documents. ............. .............-.. ...- YES - NO 

3. M 

The equipment installed matches fhe specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Initial Setup and Checkout 

4.1. User Terminal Interface and Sub-Panel Checks 

Notes: 
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Check 
Environmental conditions according to  manufacturer's requirements 
Date and time correct 

BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-11- 

Y I N  Contr. 

The above setup and checkouf was successfully completed for given frade- YES - NO 

4.2. Device and Point Checkout 

The following procedures are required to be performed and documented for each and every point in the control 
system. The following procedures are minimum requirements. The control contractor is encouraged to identify 
better and more comprehensive checkout procedures in their submitted plan. These procedures are not a substitute 
for the manufacturer's recommended start-up and checkout procedures, but are to be combined with them, as 
applicable. The documentation may be provided on the vendor's stock form, as long as all the information in the 
sample table below can be clearly documented on the form. 

Similar checkout and calibration requirements are found on the equipment prefiulctional checklists. Redundant 
documentation is not required. Cross reference, by name and form number, to other forms that contain 
documentation left blank on the current form. 

[CCI 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

Wire] Verify that the wiring is correct to each point. 
[Actu] If the device is or has an actuator, verify full free movement through its 111 range. 
[Addr] Verify that the software address is correct. 
b a d ]  For devices with a controller, verify that current software program with proper setpoints has been downloaded. 
@levcall Device stroke/range calibration. This applies to all controlled valves, dampers, fans, pumps, actuators, etc. 
Simulate miucimUm and minimum transmitter signal values and verify minimum and maximum controller output values 
and positively verify each and every control device minimum and maximum stroke and capacity range. Follow 
procedure 6.2 below. 
[SensLoc] Verify that all  sensor locations are appropriate and away fiom causes of erratic operation. 
[Senscal] Sensor calibration. Calibrate or verify calibration of all sensors and thermostats, including temperature, 
pressure, flow, current, kW, rpm, Hertz, etc. Verify that the sensor readings in the control system are within the sensor 
accuracies specified in this section, using hand-held or other external measuring instruments. Follow procedure 6.1 
below. 
[OperCk] For controlled devices (dampers, valves, actuators, VAV boxes, etc.), after mechanical equipment control 
becomes operational, perform an operational test of each control loop. Follow procedure 6.2 below. Operational checks 
are preparatory to the later functional testing. 

Other Abbreviations: 
PAS] ...... Building automation system or gage-readvalue. 
[Instnil..... Instrument (calibrated) read value. 
[ofset] ...... offset programmed into the point to correct the calibration. 

Notes: 
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BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-11- 

Controls Checkout Documentatioi 
Field Hardware Checks 

Polnt Object Device Wire Actu Addr Load 

1 2 3 4 
AI-1 ZN-T PhJack 4 na 4 na 

ID Type 

I I(damper) I I I I I 
I I 

Table -SAMPLE FORM- 

SensCal Final Check 

na 4 70.2F 71.4F +1.2F na 

The initial setup and checkout has been successfully completed as described in Section 4.2 
and Section 6 and documented on attached forms ....... .... ............ ..............- YES - NO 

5. Pneumatic System Pressure Test [ I  
The entire pneumatic system servicing the controls shall be pressure tested as follows: 
5.1. Test the high pressure air piping at r 150 psi 1 

5.2. Test the low pressure control tubing at r 30 psi1 

. Maintain the pressure for 2 hours without loss, of 

. Maintain pressure for 2 hours without pumping. 
pressure. Correct and retest the system if any loss of pressure is indicated. 

Ethe pressure drops more than 1 psi, correct leak and retest until successll. 

Pass? (Y/N) 

Pass? 

The pneumatic system pressure tests were successfully completed ........- YES - NO 

6. Misc. Procedures (Referenced above) [CCI 
6.1. Sensor Callbratlon Methods 
All Sensors. Veriiy that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensots 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 
A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 

the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

8. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard ADDlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter In series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
Instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 

Notes: 
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BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEM PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-11- 

building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

instrument, unless calibration data on the permanent device Is provided. 
C. Water and Air Flow Veriiications. W a t e r ,  A i r  flow sensor read out at the BAS will be verified by a separate test 

Reauired - Sensor Tolerance (+/-) 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or COP monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Reauired 
Tolerance (+I-) 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 %pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1 Yo of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

D. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

6.2 Valve Stroke Setur, Calibration and Check (Use an analoaous r,rocedure for damDers and vanes, motors. etc.1 

Setur, and Device Stroke Calibration. Check that valves are installed in the proper direction and that they are normally 
open or closed as specified. Command valve closed, sight-verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, sight-veriiy that position is full open and adjust output signal as required. In both cases 
veriiy that BAS reading corresponds to sight-veriiied condition. Command valve to a few intermediate positions. If actual 
valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for pneumatics). 

ODeratlonal Checks. 
for heath coil valves (NO): Set pumps to normal operating mode. Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. 
Observe valve open. Remove control air from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. 
Restore to normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Obsenre the valve close. By override in the E M S ,  
Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator position does 
not change. Restore to normal. In both conditions verify that BAS reading corresponds to site verified condition. 
Forcoolina coil valves (NC):Set pumps to normal operating mode. Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. 
Observe the valve close. Remove control air from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not 
change. Restore to normal. Set cooling setpoint to 2OoF below room temperature. Observe valve open. By override in the 
E M S ,  increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. In both conditions veriiy that BAS reading corresponds to site veriiied 
condition. 
For VAV Boxes /pressure indemndentl: Start fans. Override space temperature to 55F, simulating full heating. Verify that 
BAS flow sensors read the maximum heating flow (cfm) and minimum cooling flow for that box, per box schedule. Veriiy 
proper opening of heating coil valve and operation of fan, if applicable. Override the space sensor to read 78F to simulate 
maximum cooling. Verify that BAS flow sensors read the maximum cooling flow (cfm) and mhimum heating flow for that 
box, per box schedule. Veriiy proper closing of heating coil valve and operation of fan, if applicable. This verifies that the 
controlled devices are operating under normal control. Document this process on a written form with a cell for recording the 
check and calibration for each point. Investigate and report anomalies. This is done before balancing and is not a balancing 
procedure. Additional data may be recorded for each VAV box, such as box number, inlet size, etc. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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COOLING TOWER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Pc-01- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-01 COOLING TOWER # s  

Associated checklists: Chiller, Chilled Water Piping, CHW Pumps, CDW Pumps 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and system integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist item are complete and have been checked off onlv by parties having direct knowlae of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prehctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstandq items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding item preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
beingperformed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date General Contracpr Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.’’ column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. ALE = architdengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 

’ contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal 
contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - - 

Approval!!. This filledsut checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 
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Check Equip Tag-, 
Manufacturer's cut sheets 
Performance data (fan curves, coil data, etc.) 
Installation and startup manual and plan 
Sequences and control strategies 
O&M manuals 

Documentation complete as per contract documents .................................. YES - NO 

Contr. 

3. Model verification [Contr = ] 
1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

Check EqulpTag-> I I 

4. Installation Checks 

I I I Contr. 

Cooling tower in place and in good condition 
Fan beits adjusted 
Fan shaft collars Installed and tight 
Fan lubricated 
Fan blade pitch adjusted (propeller fans only) 
Tower basin access in place 
Tower basin sump strainers clean and sump filled 
Sump heater and other freeze protection in place (alarms, tape) 
Temperature gauges Installed 

I 
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COOLING TOWER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Check Equip Tag-, 
Coollng tower starts and runs 
Fan rotation correct 

I I I I I I 1 

Contr. 

Sensors calibrated (see below) 
Control system interlocks hooked up and functional 
All control devices, pneumatic tubing and wiring complete 

Piping (Immediately around unit. Full piping in CHW Piping 
Checklist.) 
Pipe fittings and accessories complete 
Makeup water supply piped 
Makeup water shut-off valve installed 
Pipes are properly labeled (direction, etc.) 
Valves are properly tagged I I I I I I 
Chemical treatment system or plan installed 
Water treatment report submitted 
Distribution header balanced 
Test plugs installed 
Isolation and balancing valves installed per drawings 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the hrnctional performance testing.) 

Notes: 
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COOLING TOWER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

ma%? 

I I I I I I I 

The checklist items of Part 5 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

6. Sensor Calibration 

All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, COz and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances .................... .............- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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COOLING TOWER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

m 1 -  

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors, Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
readlng, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters-Standard Apdication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) Is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Application. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, ' 
proportional' relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument withln 6 Inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Apdications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensots. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+I-) 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C O 2  monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
4% of design 

5.OF 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Coli Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2OF, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

8. Method 2--Alr Temperature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes obserire air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position Is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

- Notes 
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COOLING TOWER PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

pc-01- 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coolina coll valves (NCI: Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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EXHAUST FAN PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST =- 
Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

P G  EXHAUST FANS ID # s  

1. Submittal / Approvals 
Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off only by parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prehctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
"Contr." column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. AE = architdengineer, All = al l  contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical coqtmctor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filledsut checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date 

Notes: 

Owner's Representative Date 
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EXHAUST FAN PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
m- 

Check Equip Tag-> 
Manufacturer's cut sheets 
Performance data (fan curves, coil data, etc.) 
Installation and startup manual and plan 
Seauences and control strateales 

2. Requested documentation submitted 

Contr. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given trade .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr= J 
1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 
Equip Tag---> I I I I I 

1 1  I 

I 250:lKHz 3 I I I I I I 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 

- Notes 
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EXHAUST FAN PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
m- 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. . 

Control connections complete I I I I I I I 
Operational Checks 
Fan rotation correct I I I I I I I 

I I 1 I I I I I 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

- END OF CHECKLIST- 

Notes: 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
-7- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-07 FAN COIL UNIT, FCU-#’s 
Components included: S F ,  - Coils, V a l v e s  (coil), 
- Ducts 
Associated Checklists: C H W ,  -HW Piping, -Boiler, D X  Condenser 

VFD D a m p e r s  

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv Darties having direct knowlae of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architectlengineer, All = al l  contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date 

Notes: 

Owner’s Representative Date 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
-7- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation wmplefe as per contract documents for given fmde .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr = ] 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Maintenance access acceptable for unit and components 
Sound attenuation installed (wraps in clg. units, etc.) 
Thermal Insulation properly installed and according to specification 

Notes: 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
-7- 

Check Equip Tag-, 
Instrumentation installed according to specification (thermometers, 
pressure gages, flow meters, etc.) 
Clean up of equipment completed per contract documents 
Filters Installed and replacement type and efficiency permanently 
affixed to houslna-construction filters removed 

Contr. 

Fan and motor properly lubricated 
Smoke and fire dampers installed properly per contract docs 
(proper location, access doors, appropriate ratings verified) 
All dampers close tightly and linkages have minimum play 
Other (list): 

Ducts (preliminary check) 
Sound attenuators installed 
Duct joint sealant properly installed 
No apparent severe duct restrictions 

Notes: 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
Pc-07- 

~~ 

Electrical and Controls 
Power disconnects in place and labeled 
AI1 electric connections tight 
Proper grounding installed for components and unit 
Safeties In place and operable 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
I Check EqulpTag-> I I I I I I Contr. 

~~ ~ ~ 

Turning vanes in square elbows as per drawings 
OSA Intakes located away from pollutant sources & exhaust 
outlets 
Pressure leakage tests completed 
Ducts cleaned as per specifications 
Balancing dampers Installed as per drawings and TABS site visit 
Outside air capability to space serviced by FCU installed 

Sensors calibrated (see below) 
Control system Interlocks hooked up and functional 
Smoke detectors In place 
All control devices, pneumatic tubing and wiring complete 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
Check EaUlPTaa-r 1 I I I I I Contr. 

~ ~ ~ ____ ~ ~~ 

Fan rotation correct 
Fan has no unusual noise or vibration 
All dampers (OSA, RA, EA, etc.) stroke fully without binding and 
spans calibrated (follow procedure similar tb valves Section 7 
below). List each actuated damper here when spanned: I I I I  

,5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the functional performance testing.) 

Notes: 

Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see 
Section 7 below). List each actuated valve here when spanned: 

I 

Valves verified to not be leaking through coils when closed at 
normal operating pressure (see Section 7 below) 
The HOA switch properly activates and deactivates the unit 
Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been implemented with all variations documented 
Specifled point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this svstem 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
pGo7- 

The checklist items of Part 5 are all successfully completed for given frade.- YES - NO 

6. Sensor and Actuator Calibration [ 1 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, CO, and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a cert%ed calibration within the last 
12 months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 

1st 
Gage 

Loc- orBAS Instr. 
Sensor& ation Value Meas'd 
Location OK Value 

I I I 

librat.&, per the above checklist. 

or BAS 
Sensor & 
Location 

Loc- 
ation 
OK Value - Pass 

YM? 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the Same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors are calibrated within required tolerances ......... - ........................ YES - NO 

7. Misc. Procedures (Referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors, Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 
A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 

the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, instali offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Application. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Notes: 
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FAN-COIL UNIT CHECKLIST 
-7- 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C O 2  monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Reauired 
Tolerance I+/-) 
4Y0 of design 

5.0F 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 %pts 
1% of design 
3% of deslgn 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Coil Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temwrature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes obsenre water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air TemDerature WRh 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
0.5"F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handier fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
Is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

C. Method 3 Coil Drain Down h o t  for 3-wav valves). Put systems in normal mode. If cooling coil valve, remove ail call for 
cooling or if heating coil valve put system in full cooling. Close isolation valve on supply side of coil, open air bleed cap, 
open drain-down cock and drain water from coil. Water should stop draining, else there may be a leak through the control 
valve. Return ail to normal when done. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO\: Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Obsenre valve open. 
Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coolina coil valves INCk Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Obsenre valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST- 

I 

Notes: 

~ ~ ~~ 
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HEATING WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
m 2 -  

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-02 HEATING WATER PIPING 
Components included: All valves, except coil valves 

Associated checklists: Boiler, HW Pumps 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv bv parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tee 
beingperformed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. ALE = architdengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 

File: HWPIFEPCB Commissioning Guide Specification -PECI/ USDOE: 321197 1 
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HEATING WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-02- 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
t or note number if deficient. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given tmde .......- YES - NO 
3. Physical Installation Checks 

anston tanks veri 

Valves (except coil valve checklists are with the unit checklist) 
Valve labels permanently affixed 
Valves installed in proper direction 
No leaks 

Notes: 

2 File: HWPIPE.PC3 Commissioning Guide Sp6cKcation -PECI/ USLIOE: '!A121197 
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HEATING WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Valves that require a positive shut-off are verified to not be leaking 
when closed at normal operating pressure 

- 

I Check I Y / N  I Contr. I Note I 

Sensor& 
Locat ion 

I I 1 - 1  Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see Section I 5.2 below1 

1st Final 
Gage Gage 

Loc- orBAS Instr. orBAS 
ation Value Meas'd Value Pass 
OK Walue YM? 

I TAB I 
I Installation of system and balancing devices allowed balancing to be I completed following specified NEBB or AABC procedures and contract I I I  

documents 

The checklist items of Part 3 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

4. Sensor Calibration [ 1 
AU field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, C02 and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. AU test instruments shall have had a certified calilration within the last 
12months: YM . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration certification provided need not be field 
calibrated. AU actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Notes: 

File: HWPIPE.PC3 Commissioning Guide Specirication -PECI/ USDOE: 321197 3 
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HEATING WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-2- 

5. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
5.1. Sensor Callbratlon Methods 

All Sensors, Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) Is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Application. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recaiibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and PA reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
bullding automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the Instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Sensor 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-I 
0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C O 2  monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 Yo pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

5.2 Coil Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensoTs on each side of coil to be within 
0.5OF of each other. Turn off air handler fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it Is greater than 2OF. leakage Is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Alr Temperature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
OS0F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. If it 
is greater than l0F, leakage is probably occunng. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

5.3 Valve Stroke Setup and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
Intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heating coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 2OoF above room temperature. Observe valve open. 

Notes: 

File: HWPIPE.PC3 Commissioning Guide S@cation -PECI/ USDOE: W21197 
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HEATING WATER PIPING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
-2- 

Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator 
positlon does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coollna coil valves INCk Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
cooling setpolnt to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

- Notes- 

File: HWPIPE.PC3 Commissioning Guide Specifimtion -PECI / USDoE:'3/21197 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC-04- PACKAGED DX AIR CONDITIONING or HEAT PUMP, ID 

Components included: s u p p l y  fans, -return & exhaust fans, c o i l s ,  
- valves, V F D ,  d a m p e r s ,  compressors,  c o n d e n s e r s  
Associated Checklists: 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off only by parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
beingperformed - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date Controls Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date Sheet Metal Comactor Date 

TAB Contractor Date Generalconeactor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO =by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architect/engineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal 
contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-o4___ 

Check Equip Tag-> 

Manufacturer's cut sheets 
Performance data (fan curves, coil data, etc.) 
Installation and startup manual and plan 
Sequences and control strategies 

2. Requested documentation submitted 

Contr. 

1 .  
Model 2 

n 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given tnde .......- YES - NO 

Check Equip Tag-> 

Cabinet and General Installation 

3. Model verification 
1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Enter information and check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 
Equip Tag---> 

1 
Manuf. 2 

a 

Contr. 

5 

Serial # 3 
coding 1 
Capacity 2 

3 
S Fan 1 
Capacity 2 

WEFan 1 
Capacity 2 

0 
5 

VFD or 1 
Inlet vanes 2 

3 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Permanent labels affixed, including for fans 
Casing condition good: no dents, leaks, door gaskets installed 
Access doors close tightly - no leaks 
Boot between duct and unit tight and in good condition 

Notes: 

File: PKGUNiT.PC6 Commissioning Guide Specification -PECI / USDOE: 3/24/97 2 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pGo4_,, 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
Check Equip Tag-> Contr. 

Vibration isolation equipment installed & released from shipping 
locks 
Maintenance access acceptable for unit and components 
Sound attenuation installed 

~ 

Thermal insulation properly installed and according to specification 
Instrumentation installed according to specification (thermometers, 
pressure gages, flow meters, etc.) 
Clean UP of equipment completed per contract documents 

I Filters installed and replacement type and efficiency permanently 
affixed to housing I l l  
Plplng and Colts 
No leaking apparent around refrigerant fittings 
All coils are clean and fins are In good condition 
All condensate drain pans clean and slope to drain per spec 
OSAT, MAT, SAT, RATsensors properly located and secure 
(related OSAT sensor shielded) 
Sensors calibrated (See calibration section below) 
If splR system, refrigerant piping in good condition and suction 
insulated 
P/T plugs and isolation valves installed per drawings 
Fans and Dammrs 
Supply fan and motor alignment appearcorrect 
Supply fan belt tension & condition good 
Supply fan protective shrouds for belts in place and secure 
SUPPIY fan area clean 

_____ _ _ _ _ _ ~  

Supplyfan and m z p r o p e r l y  lubricated 
Return/exhaust fan and motor aligned 
Return/exhaust fan belt tension & condition good 
Return/exhaust fan protective shrouds for belts in place and secure 
Return/exhaust fan area clean 

__ ~ 

Return/exhaust fan and motor lube lines installed and lubed 
Filters Installed and replacement type and efficiency permanently 
affixed to housina-construction filters removed 

. 

Filter pressure differential measuring device installed and 
functional (magnahelic, Inclined manometer, etc.) 
Smoke and fire dampers installed properly per contract docs 
(proper location, access doors, appropriate ratings verified) 
All dampers close tightly 
All damper linkages have minimum play 

Notes: 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc-04- 

. 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 
I Check EqubTag-> I I I I I I Contr. I 

~~~ ~ 

Motors: premium efficiency verified, if Gec'd? 
Compressor and Condenser 
Refrigerant sight glass clear of bubbles ( i  OSAT > 70F) 
Moisture Indicator shows no moisture 

I Low limit freeze stat sensor located to deal with stratification & I bypass 

~~ ~~ 

Compressors and piping wereleak tested, as required 
Crankcase heater on when unit is off 

1 - 1 1  I 

~~ ~ 

I Correct oil level (check she glass durinn owration) I I I I I I I 

Condenser colls clean and in good condition (air cooled) 
Adequate clearance for airflow around condenser 
Ducts (preliminary check) 
Sound attenuators installed 

Electrlcal and Controls 
Pilot lights are functioning 
Power disconnects in place and labeled 
All electric connections tight 
Proper grounding installed for components and unit 
Safeties In place and operable 
Current overload heaters installed and correct size 

Notes: 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 

Check Equip Tag-> 
Supply fan rotation correct 
Return /exhaust fan rotation correct 
No unusual noise or vibration in supply and exhaust fans 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

Contr. 

1 

2 

Notes: 

5 File: PKGUNIT.PC6 Commissioning Guide SpeMcation -PECl/ USDOE: 32497 
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PACKAGEDl AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 

Condenser fan rotation correct (air cooled) 
Condenser fan acceptable noise and vibration (air cooled) 
Measure line to line voltage phase imbalance for 113 of the 
compressors: 
Compressor 1 Phase: (%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record in cell. all three Phase voltages. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Compressor 2 Phase: (%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record In cell, all three phase voltages. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for each compressor. rated 
FL amps x srvc factor = (Max amps). Running 
less than max? 

Record full load running amps for each condenser fan. 

Running less than max? 
rated FL amps x srvc factor = (Max amps). - 

Fans > 5 hp Phase Checks: 
(% impalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
List fan & record all 3 voltages In cell. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for each fan. rated FL amps 
x- srvc factor = (Max amps). Running less than 
max? 

Inlet vanes aligned in housing, actuator spanned, modulate 
smoothly and proportional to input signal and EMS readout. 
All dampers (OSA, RA, EA, etc.) stroke fully without binding and 
spans calibrated and BAS reading site verified (follow procedure 
similar to valves Section 7 below). List dampers checked: .. 
Valves stroke fully and easily and spanning is calibrated (see 
Section 7 below). List each actuated valve here when spanned: 

Valves verified to not be leaking through coils when closed at 
normal operating pressure (see Section 7 below) 
The HOA switch properly activates and deactivates the unit 
Safeties installed and safe operating ranges for this equipment 
provided to the commissioning agent 
Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been Implemented with all variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 
_ _ ~ ~  ~ 

Startup report completed with this checklist attached 

The checklist items of Part 5 are all successfully wmpleted for given trade.- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pGo4_,, 

6. Sensor Calibration 1 
All field-installed temperature, relative humidity, CO, COZ and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall 
be calibrated using the methods described below. All test instruments shall have had a certified calibration within the last 
12 months: Y/N . Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibE 
calibrated. All actuators should also be calibrated, per the above checklist. 

Sensor& ation Value Meas'd Value Pass Sensor & 
Location Value Locat ion 

'F 

on certification provided need not be field 

Value 

Final 
Gage 

or BAS 
Value - 

I 

Pass 
YM? - 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the Same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors and actuators are calibrated within required toleranc es.........- YES - NO 

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors. Veriiy, that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 

A, Sensors Without Transmitters-Standard Amlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 
the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is wlthin the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or repiace sensor. 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperature 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and P/i reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical Amlicatlons. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Notes: 
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PACKAGED, AIR CONDITIONING OR HEAT PUMP UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST -- 
Required 

Sensor Tolerance (+/-) 
Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

0.3F 

1 .OF 
1.OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or CO2 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-) 
4% of design 

5.OF 
0.1 %pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1% of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 

7.2 Colt Valve Leak Check 

A. Method 1--Water Temperature With 2-Wav Valve. Calibrate water temperature sensors on each side of coil to be within 
05°F of each other. Turn off air handier fans and close OSA dampers. Make sure appropriate coil dampers are open. 
Normally closed valves will close. Override normally open valves to the closed position. After 10 minutes observe water 
delta T across coil. If it is greater than 2"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat 
test until compliance. 

B. Method 2--Air Temwrature With 2 or 3-Wav Valve. Calibrate air temperature sensofs on each side of coil to be within 
05°F of each other. Change mixed or discharge air setpoint, override values or bleed or squeeze bulb pneumatic 
controller to cause the valve to close. Air handler fans should be on. After 5 minutes observe air delta T across coil. tf it 
Is greater than 1"F, leakage is probably occuring. Reset valve stroke to close tighter. Repeat test until compliance. 

C. Method 3 Coil Drain Down h o t  for 3-wav valves). Put systems in normal mode. If cooling coil valve, remove all call for 
cooling or if heating coil valve put system in full cooling. Close isolation valve on supply side of coil, open air bleed cap, 
open drain-down cock and drain water from coil. Water should stop draining, else there may be a leak through the control 
valve, Return ail to normal when done. 

7.3 Valve Stroke Setut, and Check 

For all valve and actuator positions checked, verify the actual position against the BAS readout. 
Set pumps to normal operating mode. Command valve closed, verify that valve is closed and adjust output zero signal as 
required. Command valve open, verify position is full open and adjust output signal as required. Command valve to a few 
intermediate positions. If actual valve position doesn't reasonably correspond, replace actuator or add pilot positioner (for 
pneumatics). For heatina coil valves (NO): Set heating setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe valve open. 
Remove control air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to 
normal. Set heating setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. For pneumatics, by override in the 
EMS, Increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and verify valve stem and actuator 
position does not change. Restore to normal. 
For coollna coil valves (NCI: Set cooling setpoint 20°F above room temperature. Observe the valve close. Remove control 
air or power from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Restore to normal. Set 
coollng setpoint to 20°F below room temperature. Observe valve open. For pneumatics, by override in the EMS, increase 
pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator pressure rating) and veriiy valve stem and actuator position does not 
change. Restore to normal. 

- END'OF CHECKLIST- 

Notes: 
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PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc- 

Prefunctional Checklist 

Project 

PC- PUMP#’s 
Included components: VFD’s 

Associated checklists: Chi l le r ,  Cooling Tower, CHW & CDW Piping, B o i l e r  and HW 
Piping, O t h e r  

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off onlv by parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prebctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
being performed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prehctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsiile to vex@ 
completion of this item. AIE = architedengineer, AU = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

- Notes- 
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PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
F G  

Check EqulpTag-* I I 

2. Requested documentation submitted 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

I I Contr. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given trade .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr = 3 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given frade .........- YES - NO 

4. Physical Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Notes: 
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PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc- 

I Pressure or other controlling sensor properly located and p e r - /  I I I I I 1 

L Notes 
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PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc- 

Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

, The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

5. Operational Checks (These augment mfr's list. This is not the'functional performance testing.) 
Check if Oki 

Check Equip Tag-> 
The HOA switch properly activates and deactivates the unit 
Pump rotation verified correct 
No unusual noise or vibration 
No leaking apparent around fittings 
Measure line to line voltage phase imbalance for each pump: 
(%Imbalance = 100 x (avg. - lowest) / avg.) 
Record Imbalance of each pump in cell. Imbalance less than 2%? 

Record full load running amps for each pump. rated FL 
amps x SNC factor = (Max amps). Running less 
than max? 

I 1 Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
I been implemented with ail variations documented 

Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 

Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

The checklist items of Part 5 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

Notes: 
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6. Sensor Calibration 

PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc- 

1 
All field-installed temperature and pressure sensors and gages on this piece of equipment shall be calibrated using the 
methods described below. Sensors installed in the unit at the factory with calibration cat5cation provided by 
manufacturer need not be field calibrated. 

Calibrating instrument, air pressure: 

Calibrating instrument, water pressure: 

Calibrating instrument, tempexatwe: 

- Certified calibration within last 12 mo's. 

- Certified calibmtion within last 12 mo's. 

- Certified calibration within last 12 mo's. 

If NO, If NO, 
Gage or Calib'd Gage or Calib'd. 

Location Value Value Y/N Comolv? Location Value Value Y/N Com~lv? 
Sensor and BAS Meas'd Pass? to Sensor and BAS Tested Pass? to 

The Contractor's own sensor check-out sheets may be used in lieu of the above, if the same recording fields are included 
and the procedures below are followed. 

All sensors are calibrated wifhin required tolerances ..................... .... . ......- YES - NO 

7. Misc. Procedures (as referenced above) 
7.1. Sensor Calibration Methods 

All Sensors. Verify that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. Verify that sensors 
with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure 
difference, make sure they are reading within 0.2OF of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 
A. Sensors Without Transmitters--Standard Amlication. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of 

the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system 
(BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate 
or replace sensor. 

Notes: 
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PUMP PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
PCI 

B. Sensors With Transmitters--Standard Awlication. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal generator in place of sensor. 
Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control panel. Using manufacturer's resistance-temperafure 
data, simulate minimum desired temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. 
Repeat for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and verify at the BAS. 
Record all values and recalibrate controller as necessary to conform with specified control ramps, reset schedules, 
proportional relationship, reset relationship and P/I reaction. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
Instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or 
building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the instrument-measured value. If not, 
replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensots, perform a similar process with a suitable signal generator. 

C. Critical ADplicatlons. For critical applications (process, manufacturing, etc.) more rigorous calibration techniques may be 
required for selected sensots. Describe any such methods used on an attached sheet. 

Required 
Sensor Tolerance (+/-I 

Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 
water temps 
AHU wet bulb or dew point 
Hot water coil and boiler water temp 
Outside air, space air, coil air temps 
Watthour, voltage & amperage 
Pressures, air, water and gas 
Flow rates, air 

0.3F 

1 .OF 
1 .OF 
0.5F 
1% of design 
3% of design 
10% of design 

Sensor 
Flow rates, water 

Combustion flue temps 
Oxygen or C02 monitor 
CO monitor 
Natural gas and oil flow rate 
Steam flow rate 
Barometric pressure 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 

Required 
Tolerance (+/-I 
4% of design 

5.0F 
0.1 %pts 
0.01 Yo pts 
1 % of design 
3% of design 
0.1 in. of Hg 
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Start-up Plan. ~ o r m  C-8 

Plan and Documenting Requirements for 

Startup and Initial Checkout 

Primary Equipment and Tag: 

Component or Related Equipment Included: 

Project: Date: 

The purpose of documenting the startup and checkout process is to ensure to the Owner that all recommended 
startup and initial checkout procedures are completed and that a written record of the work is generated. 

PLAN and REQUIRED PROCEDURES: 

1. The prefunctional checklists provided by should be 
filled out and signed for the above primary and related equipment. 

2. The manufacturer recommended field startup and checkout sheets should be l l l y  filled out. These startup 
and checkout sheets a r e  attached, a r e  not attached. 

3. On the manufacturer fieId startup and checkout sheets, the recommended ranges for reazllngs taken shall be 
added to each reading field and an explanation given for any variances. 

4. Additional documentation: 

- Further documentation beyond the above is required as follows: 

The attached pages have been copied from the 
manuals submitted to . They have had paragraphs and sections 
identified and m k e d  with a signature lines in the margins. Separately for each piece of equipment, during 
startup and checkout, the technician should check and date each check box and initial and date each line made for 
that purpose, si- completion of the task. All readings and settings shall be recorded, not just checked. 
Provide clear, written notes at the bottom, margin or back-side of each page, as necessary. Written notes shall be 
provided for why an item was not done or does not apply. A signature and date of the startup technician shall be 
provided at the end of the startup and checkout documents. Other pages applicable to this piece of equipment in . 
the installation manual or any other procedures completed should be added. 

installation 

- No further documentation beyond the attached checklist and the manufacturer's installation and 
startup sheets are required: 

This list of procedures does not constitute a recommendaton of the 111 installation and startup procedures or 
release the installer from following all factory recommendations, the specifications, applicable codes and good 
practice. All stock startup record forms normally generated should be filled out and submitted. 

. 

All documentation should be submitted to 
completion and is required prior to the execution of functional testing. 

upon 
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TAB PLAN-REVIEW CHECKLIST 
PC- 

Air Heating 
Side Water Check 

Specified qualfficaa'ons and certifications of parties performing TAB work submitted 

TAB contractor h a s  reviewed drawings and walked through the site and verified that there are sufficient 
balandng dampers and valves, isolation dampers and valves and test ports installed to perform TAB per 
spec. Any defidendes in design or installation that will adversely affect or predude proper TAB have been 
reported. 

TAB contmctor has reviewed the construction documents and the systems with the design engineers and 
contractors to suffiaently understand the design intent fOr each system 

' 

TAB Plan-Review Checklist 

Project 

P G I  0- TAB PLAN-REVIEW CHECKLIST 

Chilled 
Water 

Components included: - Airside, W a t e r  Side 

Associated Checklists: TAB Prerequisites 

Contractor filling out this form 

The purpose of this checklist is to verify that necessary components of the TAB Plan have been included. 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The TAB Plan has been developed and reviewed against the checklist below. 

This plan is submitted for approval, subject to the attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. 

TAB Contractor Date General Contractor Date 

0 

The TAB Plan checklist does not take the place of the any recommended formats or procedures in standards referenced 
in the specifications, but is intended to augment them. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasonsaon this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist and the TAB Plan have been reviewed. Their completion is approved with the 
exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Comments: 
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TAB PLAN-REVIEW CHECKLIST 
PC- 

Details regarding spedfied deferred or seasonal TAB work 

Details of any spedfied false loading of sytstems to complete TAB work 

differentials. 

Plan for hand-written field technician logs of discrepancies, deficient or uncompleted work by others, 
contract interpretation requests and lists of completed tests (scope and frequency) 

Plan for formal progress reports (scope and frequencty) 

Plan for formal defidency reports (scope, frequency and distribution) 

Details of all exhaust fan balancing and capacity verificatjons, including any required room pressure 

Check 

na na 

Air Heating Chilled I Side I Water I Water I 
Prior to plan. TAB contractor had planninq meetinq with controls contractor to diswss usina BAS for TAB I 1 -  I 
AI1 field checkout sheets and logs provided as part of plan 

Rnal test report sheets to be used provided as part of plan 

Reid and final test report sheets list each plece of equipment to be tested, adjusted and balanced with the 
data cells to be gathered for each 

Discussion of what notations and markings will be made on the duct and piping drawings. 
~ ~ ~ 

Ust of all air flow, water flow, sound level, system capacity and efficiency measurements to be performed 
and provide a description of specific test procedures, parameters, formulas and test instrument type to be I used for the measurements Sample forms have been Included. 

Detailed step-by-step procedures fro TAB work: terminal flow calibration (for each terminal type), diffuser 
proportloning, branch / submaln proportioning, total flow calculations, r e c h d n g ,  etc. Similar for water 
side. I I  
Details of how totalflow will be determined (Air: sum of terminal flows via BAS calibrated readings or via 
hood read of all terminals, supply (SA) and return air (RA) pitot traverse, SA or RA flow stations. Water: 
pump curves, circuit setter, flow station, ultrasonic, etc.) 

Spedflc procedures that will ensure (and whi& can be verified) that both air and water side are operating at 
the lowest wssible pressures. 

Outside air ventilation criteria under all conditions dearly understood by TAB contractor 

Details of if and how rnin. outside air cfm will be verified and set and for what level (total bldg, zone, etc.) 

Details of how building static and exhaust fan / relief damper capac'v will be checked. 

The identHicatlon and types of measurement instruments to be used and their most recent calibration date 

Proposed selection points for sound measurements 

Details of any  TAB work to be done in phases (by floor, etc.), or of areas to be buitt out later 

I I I I 

The checklist items of Part 2 are all successfully completed. ..................... YES - NO 

- END OF CHECKLIST- 

Comments: 
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TERMINAL UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-- 

Document 
Completed control drawings 

Full written sequences of operation 
AI1 control parameters, deadbands & setpoints 

Prefunctional Checklist Approvals and Procedures 

Y/N Contr. 

Project 
PCmO5- Terminal Units 

Associated checklists 

Contractor filling out this form 
1. Submittal 

For the items assigned to the Contractor(s) signing below, the checklist items are complete as marked and ready 
for functional testing. The checklist items have been checked off  gnlv bv parties havtna direct knowledae of the event 
'This checklist is submitted for approval for the TU list attached, subject to the attached list of outstanding items yet to be 
completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted upon deficiency correction. None of the outstanding items 
preclude safe and reliable functional testing of other TU'S. 

. .  

Controls Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

3. Checkout Record 
Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed on each TU as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional 
testing. Further instructions and an explanation of each checklist item, by column number, are found below. See attached 
sheets for actual checkout record. This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer's recommended checkout 
and startup procedures or report. The installing contractor's startup and checkout plan shall make reference to 
incorporating this checklist or have it attached when submitting the plan to the commissioning agent for approval, prior to 
execution. 

Cot. # CHECKOUT PROCEDURES AND KEY: (refers to column number of TU record) 
1 Application and installation in conformance with mfrs recommendations and job specs. Spedfied sound wrapping and joint 

2 Any high pressure ducting upstream has been leak and pressure tested, cleaned and approved prior to setting TU. 
3 Model and tag checked against plans and equipment list. Tag or mark affixed. 
4 Unit secured per manufacturer's recommendations, contract documents and seizmic requirements. 
5 Unit has suffident dearance to be serviced. 
6 Inlet conditions OK Smooth, round, stralght duct for a t  I& 3 duct diameters when possible and 2 diameters minimum for velodty 

sealant installed. 

pressure sensor for flow readings and 3 to 5 diameters for single point electronic sensors, else airflow straighteners, OR per 
manufacturer's recommendation. 

7 All balandng devices have been provided in compliance with the contsact documents. 
8 Any hot or chilled water piping Installation complete with valves tagged. Auto-flow control valves checked to ensure proper model. 
9 Controls Hardware Check: a) Wiring checked to each point. b) Software pt. address Input into box and checked for all points (Zone temp. 

pressures for flow calcs, damper position, fan stahrs, supply air temp., valve position, etc.). c) Release actuator dutch and verify free dam1 
10 Controls Software Load. Power up unit and download approved software program. 

Notes: 
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TERMINAL UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc-- 

11 Operational Check. a)  Start air handler fans. b) Override space temp. to be 55F to simulate full heating. Verify that BAS flow sensors reac 
the maxlmum heating flow and minimum cooling flow for that box per box schedule. Verify proper opening of heating coil valve, tf 
appllcable. c) Override space temp. to be 80F to simulate full cooling. Verify that BAS flow sensors read the maximum cooling flow and 
minimum heating flow for that box per box schedule. Verify by observation, the proper dosing of heating coil valve, if applicable. During the 
above sequendng, if box is fan powered, veri  no unusual sound or vibration and v e r i  proper fan staging. 

12 Sensor Calibrations. All Sensors: a) V e r i  that all sensor locations are appropriate and away from causes of enatic opemtion. Verify that 
sensors with shielded cable, are grounded only at  one end. b) For sensor pairs that are used to determine temperature or pressure 
differences, make sure they are reading within 0.2F of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the reading, of each 
other, for pressure. Critical applim'ons may be tighter. Sensor Without Transmitters: Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument 
within 6 Inches of the site sensor. Verify that t h e  sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or BAS is within 0.5F for temps and 
withln 3% of design for pressures of the instrument- measured value. If not, install an offset In the BAS, calibra!e or replace sensor. 

calibration for each sensor and BAS point, including max and min cfms. Other data may also be induded (inlet site, k factor, etc.). The 
above procedures are not a substitute for the manufacturer's recommended start-up and checkout procedures, but are to be combined 
with them , as applicable. 

** Fully document procedures 9-12 on a separate form for each terminal unit The form should have a cell to record each check and 

13 All NE punch list items related to this TU have been corrected. 
14 The system has been balanced in accordance with required proceduresand the TAB has been approved forthe M U  of this TU. 
15 Required pipe deaning to this unit, pipe flushing and pressure testing has been completed successfully. 
16 Construction fitter has been removed and final fiiter installed, if applicable. 

3. Approvals 
This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Notes: 
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TERMINAL UNIT PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
PC- 

Prefunctional Checklist Record 

Project 

PC- Terminal Units 
Associated checklists 

Contractor filling out this form 

Approvals and Documentation records are found on an attached sheet. 

3. Checkout Record 
Prefunctlonal checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. h t h e r  
Instructions and an explanation of each checklist item, by column number, are attached to the checklist In each cell, enter the date the 
check was completed. Footnote explanations as needed. Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (WA = not 
applicable, BO = by others). - If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. * Contractors assigned 
responsibility for secb'ons of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their subcontractors are completed and 
checked off. 'Contr.' column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify completion 
of this item. MC = mechanial contractor, SM = sheet metal, AI =all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = conirols contractor, 

x.... ............ ;.,:.:+ ..,.. , . . , : . v i  ..A 
q.:.::::: ....,. ...... ,... x.m+ TAB =test and balance 
z<zm;.:.~ x.:.x ................ , 

I Contractor-->l SM I SM I SM I SM I SM I SM I SM I MC cc I cc I cc I cc 
Cntrls S e t u p  & Checkout 

I I I 

B 
3 
E 

- :: 
10 
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VFD PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
Pc- 

Prefunctional Checklist 
Project 

PC- VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE on 

1. Submittal / Approvals 

Submittal. The above equipment and systems integral to them are complete and ready for functional testing. The 
checklist items are complete and have been checked off only bv parties having direct knowledge of the event, as 
marked below, respective to each responsible contractor. This prefunctional checklist is submitted for approval, 
subject to an attached list of outstanding items yet to be completed. A Statement of Correction will be submitted 
upon completion of any outstanding areas. None of the outstanding items preclude safe and reliable functional tests 
beingperformed. - List attached. 

Mechanical Contractor Date 

Electrical Contractor Date 

TAB Contractor Date 

Controls Contractor Date 

Sheet Metal Contractor Date 

General Contractor Date 

Prefunctional checklist items are to be completed as part of startup & initial checkout, preparatory to functional testing. 

This checklist does not take the place of the manufacturer’s recommended checkout and startup procedures or report. 
Items that do not apply shall be noted with the reasons on this form (N/A = not applicable, BO = by others). 
If this form is not used for documenting, one of similar rigor shall be used. 
Contractors assigned responsibility for sections of the checklist shall be responsible to see that checklist items by their 
subcontractors are completed and checked off. 
“Contr.” column or abbreviations in brackets to the right of an item refer to the contractor responsible to verify 
completion of this item. A/E = architdengineer, All = all contractors, CA = commissioning agent, CC = controls 
contractor, EC = electrical contractor, GC = general contractor, MC = mechanical contractor, SC = sheet metal - contractor, TAB = test and balance contractor, - - 

Approvals. This filled-out checklist has been reviewed. Its completion is approved with the exceptions noted below. 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner’s Representative Date 

Notes: 
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VFD PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
pc. 

2. Requested documentation submitted. 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number if deficient. 

Documentation complete as per contract documents for given trade .......- YES - NO 

3. Model verification [Contr= J 

1 = as specified, 2 = as submitted, 3 = as installed. Check if Okay. Enter note number if deficient. 

The equipment installed matches the specifications for given trade .........- YES - NO 

4. Installation Checks 
Check if Okay. Enter comment or note number i f  deficient. 

neral Installation 
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VFD PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST 
PG 

Check Equip Tag-> 
Accel and decel times are around 10-50 seconds, except for 
special applications. Record actual for each unit. 

Lower frequency limit at 0 for VAV fans and around 1030% for 
chilled water pumps. Record actual for each unit. 

Upper frequency limit set at 1 OO%, unless explained otherwise 
VFD Interlocked to control system 
Static or differential pressure sensor or other controlling sensor 
properly located and per drawings 
Controlling sensor calibrated 
Unit Is programmed with full written programming record submitted 
All control devices, pneumatic tubing and wiring complete 
Specified sequences of operation and operating schedules have 
been implemented with ail variations documented 
Specified point-to-point checks have been completed and 
documentation record submitted for this system 

Contr. 

Final 
Startup report completed with this checklist attached 
Safeties installed and safe operating ranges for this equipment 
provided to the commissioning agent 

The checklist items of Part 4 are all successfully completed for given trade.- YES - NO 

- END OF CHECKLIST - 

Notes: 
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SECTION 15999 - 1 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 15999 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

MECHANICAL 

Smc wider: 
The following example functional test procedures are provided for reference and do not necessarily reflect 
equipment or conditions in this project. The commissioning agent will write specific functional test procedures for 
thls project. 

SECTION 15999 

SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

MECHANICAL 

A. GENERAL 

This section contains sample Eunctional performance Test procedures in a form format (FT). 

The sample FT procedures displayed in a form format here, are to provide contractors and CA with an example 
of a format and an indication of the rigor of the required testing and documentation for various equipment 
types. Thev were not develoDed for this moiect. Other forms and formats are acceptable ifthey comply 
with the rigor, clarity and intent of all the commissioning specifications. The CA will use the functional testing 
requirements in Sections 15997 and 16997 and the testing protocols specified in Section 17100 for developing 
site-specific functional test procedures and forms for this project. For illustrative purposes, sequences of 
operation associated with a few pieces of the equipment for which .tests are included are also provided. 

B. SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TESTS (Examples only, not for this project) 

This guide specification section continues with functional tests for the following equipment. The tests are 
provided in electronic file format (Word 6.0 for Windows 3.1). The file name is at the bottom of each page. 
The file name extension “fi-” stands for Functional Test and the last digit is the version number. Any MS 
Excel spreadsheet files are noted with their usual .xls extension. Some of the equipment also has a file with full 
sequences of operation, for reference when viewing the test procedures, and to illustrate the desired rigor of 
sequences of operation. 

Division 16 functional test examples are found in Section 16999. 
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SECTION 15999 - 2 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

SYSTEM 

Air handler unit (cooling only) 
Air compressor (smoke damper) 
Boiler (packaged for heating water) 
Boiler system sequences 
Boiler system (multiple HW) 
Cabinet unit heater 
Chiller system 
Chiller system sequences 
Economizer (airside) 
Fin tube radiator 
Heating f8n coil unit 
Packaged rooftop AC unit 
Small service water circ. pump 
Split air conditioner (small) 
Service water heater 

ELECTRONIC FILE NAME 

ahu-cool.ft- 
aircompr.ft- 
boilerhw. ft- 
boilerseq. 004 
boilersys.ft- 
cabunhtr.ft- 
chiller.ft 
chillerseq 
ec0ntest.e- 
fintube.ft- 
h&coil.ft- 
Pk3-rn.f-L 
smlcpump.ft- 
split-acft- 
srvc-wh.ft- 

Terminal unit (with HW reheat, lduct) tu-rehet.ft- 
Terminal unit (cooling only lduct) 
Terminal unit (dual duct VAV) 
Terminal Unit (dual duct fan series) 

tu-clg.ft- 
tu-ddvav.ft- 
tu-ddfh.ft- 

Unit heater Unit-!ltr.ft- 
Variable speed drive (fan) d&.ft- 
Variable speed drive (pump) vfdpump.f- 

See section 16999 for functional tests of electrical equipment. 

C. SUGGESTED NUMBERING KEY FOR COMMISSIONING PROCEDURES 

The checklists, functional tests, documentation and training use the following identification numbering: 

At the beginning of the identZcation number is a text abbreviation for the following: 

Document or Event Abbreviations 
DOC = Documentation 
PC = PrehctionalCheckIist 

SR = StartupReport 
FT . = FunctionalTest 
R = Review 
TR =TrainingRecord 

SP = startupplan 

Numberinp - -  Kev 
FT-0102.3: The first four digits uniquely identify the piece of equipment to the component level. The first 

2 digits are the iystem Type, the s&nd 2 digits are an arbitrary component number (not 
necessarily the same as the specified ID number). The number after the decimal is the test 
number. For example, FT-0102.3 = Functional Test 3 of system Type 1, component number 2 
(e.g., 0102.3 = Chiller #2, FT #3, because chillers are system Type 1). Other components 
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SECTION 15999 - 3 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

under chillers are: additional chillers, pumps, valves, piping, VFDs. The component number 
of 00 means ''general" or ''aJYy components, as with the entire system. AU tests, procedures, 
trainings and records should have the same first 4 digits for any given equipment component. 

Another example is TUs. Ifthere was only 1 TU type, then tests would be numbered FT- 
0500.1,0500.2, etc. Ifthere were 2 types of TUs: FT-0501.1,0501.2, etc and 0502.1, 
0502.2, etc. 

An example of the number system follows: 

0 100 Chilled Water System 
0101 Chiller 1 
0102 Chiller 2 
0 103 Cooling tower 1 
0104 Cooling tower 2 
0105 Pump CHWP-1 
0106 Pump CHWP-2 
0107 CHW piping 
0108 CDW piping 
0109 Sensor calibration 

0200 Boiler System 
0201 Boiler 1 
0202 Boiler 2 
0203 Pump HWP-1 
0204 Pump HWP-2 
0205 HW piping 
0206 Sensor calibration 

etc. 

Numbers for Primary Svstem Types and Comuonents 
Components are in parentheses. 

01 Chilled water system (chillers, cooling towers, pumps, condensers, piping, valves) 
02 Hot water system (boilers, hot water pumps, valves, piping) 
03 Air handler units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers) 
04 Packaged, AC or HP units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers, compressors, condensers) 
05 Tenninalunits 
06 Computer room AC units 
07 Unit heaters or AC spot coolers 
08 Heat exchangers 
09 Service water system 
10 Test and balance (TAB) 
11 Building automation system (controls) 
12 Lighting controls 
13 Specialtyfans 
14 Fumehoods 

END OF SECTION 
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-SAMPLE- Smoke Damper Compressor Functional Test m-- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr- SMOKE DAMPER AIR COMPRESSOR 

1. Participants 
Partv Particbation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing:- Smoke dampers 
b. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 
c. - All AE punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
d. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
e. -Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
f. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
g. - BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 

setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

h. -Packaged Control Program Review. Review the packaged control program(s) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

i. - Record of All Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

Date 

Corn r.ON ressure Corn r. OFF ressure 
BAS alarm set int 

3. Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the ~ e ~ l s o f ~  listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 

4. Device Calibration Checks. 

sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 
-NONE- 

. Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

3 
seq. 1 

4 

Smoke Damper Compressor Functional Test R-- 

psi). 
Remove bleed. Observe compressor build 

pressure to OFF setpoint, then 
shut OFF. 

TREND LOG. Temporarily change the BAS Determine the compressor cycling 
Low Pressure Alarm setpoint to be 4psi frequency and make 
above the ON compressor setpoint so an recommendations as to adequacy 
alarm will be generated every time the of the current design. 
compressor comes ON (actually it will alarm 
twice, once on the way down and once on 
the way up). Track this for 24 hours during 
a week day. 

-NONE- 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prefunctional checklist and startup reports completed successfidly. 
- Unit mounted securely. - Unit accessible for servicing. -No unusual noise or vibration in fan. 
- Condensate accumulator or air drier functioning 

Pass? Y / N 

4 

6 

- Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values' 

Check off in Section 2 above 
when completed 

Functiona 

seq. 1 

2 
seq. 1 

Testing Record 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Bleed off air from the system between the 
compressor and regulator until it reaches 
the setpoint (currently ON at psi 
and OFF at psi). 
Low Pressure Alarm. Continue bleeding air 
until the pressure read by the gage is equal 
to the BAS alarm setpoint (currently 

Expected and Actual Response4 
write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Compressor starts. 

An alarm is registered in the BAS. 

All air handlers shut OFF. 

Pass 
Y/N 

& Note 
w 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr-03 COOLING AIR HANDLING UNIT AHU 

And Associated Equipment Including: 
- Return Fans, RF 

- Outside Air Handling Unit, AHU 
Related Tests: 

1. Participants 
ma! Particination 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prehctional checklists submitted and approved 
ready for functional testing: 
- Chilled Water System 
- Connected Terminal Units - Cooling towers 

- Condenser water pumps 
- Chilled water piping and valves 
- Variable speed drives for pumps 

b. - All control system bct ions  for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules with debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations 
completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 

c. - Piping system flushing complete and required reports approved. 
d. -Water treatment system complete and operational. 
e. - Vibration control report approved (if required). 

Date 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

Returned 
Parameter Pre-Test to Pre-Test 

Values Values 4 
Discharge air static 
pressure (SP)P 
Discharge air temp. 
Static P. reset 
schedule 
Discharge air reset 
schedule 

OSA CFM 

f. -Test and balance ('I'm) completed and approved for the hydronic systems and terminal units connected. 
g. -All A B  punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
h* - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
1. * - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
j. -Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
k. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
1. - False loading equipment, system and procedures ready (boilers, preheat or reheat coils, control loops, over- 

ride on OSA dampers, etc.) 
m. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 

control system are capable of? Knot, list recommendations below. 

n. - Control Program Review. Review the software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

Returned 
Parameter Pre-Test topre-Test 

Values Values 4 
Bldg. static P. 

Dirty filter D.P. 

3. &mSOr Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. 

'% calibration" means making a reading with a calibrated test instrumkt within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test instrument-measured value 
is within the tolerances specified in the prehctional checklist requirements ( ). Knot, install 
o&t in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibration, ifpossible. 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

Device or Actuator & Location 

Cooling coil valve (CCV) 
position or command and 
stroke* 

Final 

1st Site FinalBAS Pass 
Procedure / State BAS Value Observation Reading Y/N 

1. Intermediate positions 
2. Full open 
3. Increse pressure (open) 

DAT 
RAT 
OSAT 

Relief damper bsition ** 

Disch. SP 

4. Closed 
5. Remove power or air (closed) 
1. Closed 

‘Sensor location is appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. 

4. Device Calibration Checks. The actuators or devices listed below checked for calibration. This is a spot 
check on a sample of the calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting and startup. 
“In calibration” means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS 
reading is correct. For items out of calibration or adjustment, fix now if easy, via an offset in the BAS, or a mechanical fix. 

Mixed air damper position ** 
Main OSA damper position** 

Min. OSA damper position** 

2. Full open 
1. Closed 
2. Full open 
1. Closed 
2. Full open 
1. Closed 
2. Full open 

* Set pumps to normal mode. Procedure I .  Command valve to a few intermediate positions. Verify that readings in BAS reasonably 
correspond to the actual positions. For cooliny coil valves MCB Procedure 2. Lower space setpoint to 20F below space temperature. 
Verify BAS reading says CCV is 100% open. Visually verify valve is 100% open. Procedure 3. For pneumatic actuators, by override in 
the EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 psi (do not exceed actuator rating). Verify valve stem & actuator position does not change. 
Restore to normal. Procedure 4. Set space setpoint to 20F above space tempexatwe. Verify BAS reading says CCV is closed. Visually 
verify valve is closed. Procedure 5. Remove control air or electricity from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position 
do not change. 
**1. Command damper closed and verify that damper is shut and BAS reads shut. 2. Do the same, commanding damper fuuy open. 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prebctional checklist and startup reports completed successllly. Pass? Y / N 

General Conditions of Test 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

6. Functional Testing Record 

Mode ID2 

FAN OFF 

UNIT STARTUP 

RF VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Test Procedure' 
(including special conditions) 

Standbv Check. With Units 
Commanded off by BAS. 

With Units Commanded on by BAS 

1. Verify RF Volume, utilizing air flow 
meters in Return Fans RF3&4, 
Supply Fans in AHU-3&4 and Garage 
Exhaust Fan EF-1, and TAB 
established CFMs for Exhaust Fans 
EF--5,6,7,8,9,12, TAB established 
Fixed Differential, make the following 
calculation: Return Air 
Flow=1/2{Supply Air Flow(AHU- 

EF-12 Flow--SF1 Flow-Fixed 
Differential) 

2. Trend Log RF3&4, AHU 3&4, and 
SF-1 air flow rates at 5 min. intervals. 
Command off EF-5,6,7,8,9 and 12 
sequentially at 5 min. Intervals. 

3Flow+AHU-4 Flow) - EF5 FIOW-EFG 
FIOW-EW FloW-EF8 Flow-EF9 Flow- 

Expected Response4 

Verify by visual inspection that: 
Return Air Dampers in AHU 3&4 
are Open 
Outside Air Dampers in AHU- 
3&4 are Closed 
Isolation Dampers on AHU-9&10 
are Closed. 
Relief Dampers in RF-3 and RF- 
4 are Closed 
Cooling Coil Valves on Cooling 
Coils of AHU--3&4 are Closed 

Supply Fan Isolation Dampers 
Open in AHU-3&4(Both Supply 
Fans in each Unit) 
Supply Fan start through VSDs 
Supply Fan Isolation Dampers in 
AHU 9&10 Open 
AHU-9&10 Fans Start 
RF-3&4 Isolation Dampers Open 
RF-3&4 Fans start through 
VSDs 
Exhaust Fans EF-5,6,7,8,9&12 
start. 

Verify that RF air flow meter 
readings correspond to 
calculation. 

Verify that RF airflow meter 
readings continue to cornspond 
to calculation 

- 
Pass 

Y N  - 

- 

Not 
e - 

Notes: 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

seq. 

SpeCS' 

ID 
From 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

Notes: 

~ 

Mode ID2 

TEMPERATURE 

ECONOMIZER 
CONTROL-- 

TEMPERATURE 

ECONOMIZER 
CONTROL- 

STATIC 
PRESSURE 
CONTROL 

HIGH STATIC 
PRESSURE 
ALARM AND 
SHUTDOWN 

STATIC 
PRESSURE 

RESET 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

1. Utilizing BAS, Record OSA Temp. 
and OSA Dewpoint. 
2. Calculate Enthalpy of OSA. 
3. Utilizing Enthalpy calculations, 
reset DAT setpoint such that 
Enthalpy of OSA is less than 
Enthalpy of Supply Air at revised 
conditions. 
1. Utilizing Enthalpy calculations 
above, reset DAT setpoint such that 
the Enthalpy of Supply Air is less 
than that of OSA. 

2. Return to normal operation. 
Utilizing BAS trend logging 
capabilities, record OSA temperature, 
Return Air Temperature, OSA 
Dewpoint, DAT setpoint and DAT at 
15 min intervals foi an 8 hr. period 
Disable Static Pressure Reset 
utilizing BAS Software. Adjust space 
temperature setpoint on significant 
quantity of zones to be well below 
observed reading. 
With units running at low flow 
condition, utilizing a squeeze bulb, 
simulate an increase in discharge air 
static pressure. 
1. For PerimeterTerminal Units on 
floors 9-16, Reset space temperature 
setpoints to be below space 
temperatures. Uiliziing BAS trend 
logging capablilities, Record at 5 min. 
intervals, Discharge Air SP Spt, 
Perimeter TU Units in saturation. 

2. Reset space temperature setpoints 
to be above space temperatures. 
Utilizing the same Trending as above, 
Record the same data points. 

Expected Response4 

Outdoor Air Dampers and 
Return Air Dampers should 
modulate in sequence to 
maintain DAT setpoint. Cooling 
Coil Valves should be closed. 

OSA Dampers should close, 
Return Air Dampers should 
open, Chilled Water Coil Valves 
should modulate to maintain 
discharge Temp. 

Unit should attempt to utilize 
economizer cycle when possible 
for cooling. 

Verify that VSDs modulate as 
required to maintain SP setpoint 
without hunting or overshooting 
setpoint 

Veriiy that BAS indicates an 
alarm condition at 3.6" WG and 
shuts fans down at 47NG 

Veriiy that DA SP Spts increase 
by 0.1 0" WG at 5 min intervals 
until only one Perimeter TU 
remains in saturation. Verify 
that setpoints are met and 
maintained without excessive 
hunting. 

Verify that DA SP Spt decreases 
by 0.1 0"WG at 5 min intervals 
until one Perimeter TU reaches 
saturation. 

- 

Not 
e - 

- 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

seq* 

Specs' 

ID 
From 

5 

6 

7 

7 

11 

13 

Mode ID2 

DISCHARGE 
TEMPERATURE 

RESET 

SMOKE 
CONDITIONS 

WARMUP 
CONTROL 

WARMUP 
CONTROL 

FREEZE 
CONDITION 

RETURN FAN 
STATIC 

PRESSURE 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

1. For Perimeter Terminal Units 
Floors 9-1 6, Reset space sensor 
setpoints to be above space 
temperatures. Utilizing BAS Trend 
Logging, at 6 min intervals, record 
DAT setpoint, DAT, and perimeter TU 
cooling Flow rates. 

2. For Perimeter Terminal Units 
Floors 9-1 6, Reset space sensor 
setpoints to be below space 
temperatures. Utilizing BAS Trend 
Logging, at 6 min intervals, record 
DAT setpoint, DAT, and perimeter TU 
cooling Flow rates. 

Interfacing with EFsimulaG-a fire 
mode with the Fire Alarm System 

Place Units BAS Control Mode into 
Warmup. Overwrite RAT Sensor 
Reading to be 65 Deg. F. 

Place Units BAS Control Mode in 
Warmup. Overwriie RAT Sensor 
Readina to be 72 Den. F. 
_ _ _ ~ ~  _ _ _ _ ~  ~~ 

Overwrite LOW Limit Detection 
Thermostat reading to be 38 Deg. F. 

With AHU Units 3&4 Units running at 
low air flow condition, Overwrite RF 3 
or 4 return air fan inlet SP to a 
reading below -1.5" W.G. 

Expected Response4 

Verify that Discharge Air 
Temperature Setpoint is reset 
upwards at 2 deg increments 
every 6 min to maintain design 
cooling CFM at 5 perimeter TUs 
to maintain design cooling CFM 

Verify that Discharge Air 
Temperature Setpoint is reset 
downwards at 2 deg increments 
every 6 min to reach design 
cooling CFM at only 5 perimeter 
Tus. Both should happen 
without excessive hunting. 

Veriiy that AHU System returns 
to FAN OFF Status.,'with OSA 
and Relief Dampers in a Closed 
Position. 
Verify that dampers assume a 
100% Return Air Mode. 

Verify that unit returns to Normal 
Operation Mode 

Verify that system alarms, fans 
stop, OSA Dampers close, 
Relief Dampers Close, and RA 
dampers open. 

Verify that system alarms and 
that all Fans are shut  down. 

Notes: 

Pass 

Y N  - 
Not 

e - 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

Pass 

Y/N 

seq* 

SpeCS' 

ID 
From 

14 

Not 
e 

15 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

With Units in Night Low Limit Mode, 
Select a space temperature sensor at 
random and overwrite this value to be 
82 Deg. F. Overwriite OSA 
temperature value to 63 Deg. F. 
Overwrite Relief Air Temp. Sensor to 
a value of 82 Deg. F., after 15 
minutes, Overwrite Relief Air Temp 
Sensor to a Value of 75 Deg. F. 
With Fire Alarm System in alarm, 
utilizing control panel in Fireman 
Control Center, select a floor and 
place floor into purge mode 

Command AHU-182 System off B1 

Expected Response4 

Verify that Unit Starts, Return 
Air Dampers Close, Heating 
Control Valves remain Closed, 
OSA Dampers open, flushing 
space with OSA, When Return 
Air Temperature reaches a value 
of 75 Deg. F., Purge Cycle 
should terminate, 

Veriiy that Single Fan operates, 
Isolation dampers open only on 
selected Fans, Return Fans are 
off, Outside Air Handling Units 
are off, OSA dampers open, and 
return air dampers close. 
Verify that AHU 9&10 isolation 
dampers are closed, and if OSA 
temperature is above 35 Deg. F, 
heating coil control valve is 
closed. 

B1 Simulate a OSA temperature below 
35 Deg. F. 
Utilizing BAS software, reset 
discharge air setpoint to 80 Deg. F. 

Simulate a condition at low limit 
detection thermostat of below 40 
Deg. F. 

Place AHU-3&4 in normal operating 
mode 

B2 

Verify that heating coil control 
valve opens 
Veriiy that Face and Bypass 
Dampers and Heating Coil 
Control Valves modulate in 
sequence to maintain 80 Deg. F. 
Setpoint. 
Veriiy that BAS system goes 
into alarm, AHU 7&8 Fans Shut 
Down, AHU-7&8 Isolation 
Dampers Close, and Heating 
Valve Opens. 
Verify that RAF 9-1,9-2,lO-1,lO- 

2,14-1,14-2,15-1,15-2 Start and 
Run 

2,ll-1,ll-2,12-1,12-2,13-1,13- 

B3 

~ 

Reset the Filter Differential Pressure 
to exceed the settting recommended 
by the filter manufacturer. 

Mode ID2 

Verify that the BAS reports an 
alarm. 

NIGHT PURGE 

MANUAL 
SMOKE 

PRESSURE. 
SYSTEM 

MIN OSA UNIT 
FAN OFF 

MIN OSA UNIT 
FAN OFF 

MIN OSA UNIT 
TEMPERATURE 

CONTROL 

MIN OSA UNIT 
FREEZE 

CONDITION 

ON-FLOOR 
RETURN FAN 
OPERATION 

AHU FILTER 
DROP 

Notes: 

File: AHUFT2 
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COOLING AHU FT-03- 

seq* 

SpeCS' 

ID 
From 

. -  

-- 

Record 

Mode ID2 

CHILLED 
WATER VALVE 

CLOSING 
EFFICIENCY 

SUPPLY FAN 
ISOLATION 
DAMPER 

FUNCTION 

REVIEW 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

1. Utilizing BAS, place AHU Units in 
WARMUP Mode. 
2. Manually close isolation Valve in 
Chilled Water Supply to AHU Coil. 
3. Place thermometer in Chilled 
Water Return Piping adjacent to 
AHU. Record temp. at 1 min. 
intervals for 15 min. 
4. Manually open isolation Valve in 
Chilled Water Supply to AHU Coil. 
5. Repeat Step 3. 
6. Graph Resutts on Temperature- 
Time Basis. 
Utilizing BAS, Command AHU-1, SF- 
1 into the off position 

Reveiw schedules, current setpoints 
and sequences with Specification 
Section 159503.3A and Control 
Drawinas prepared by CC 

Expected Response4 

Chilled Water Return Temp. 
should approach RAT. If 
significant divergence is noted, 
review specified performance 
requirements of Chilled Water 
Control Valves. 

Verify that AHU-1, SF-1 Isolation 
Dampers Close. 

Submit approved differences to 
be incorporated into as-buitts. 

Not 
e - 

'Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
%tep-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. - END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- ECONOMIZER FT 

Functional Performance Test 

Air-Side Economizer 

Date: 

Building Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

I Testing Agent: 

Assisted by: 

Equipment Name: 
Manufacturer: 

ECM No. ECM Name: New/Retrofit : 

Unit ID AHU ID Size (tons) Zone 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Documentation. Installation and user's manuals on site (Y / N)? 

Installation. Note any anomalies about the installations. 

Space and OSA temperature sensors have been calibrated and OSA sensor located in open 
air, shaded, but not enclosed (where there may be heat buildup from the sun). (Y / N)? 

Control Sequence Tests. Unit 1 Unit2 Unit3 Unit4 

General Information 
1. What is current space temperature setpoint?Cooling: 

(enter: occupied / unoccupied) Heating: 

2. Economizer Characteristics: 
Sensor type: DB = dry bulb, dH = enthalpy 
Integrated: ( Y / N ) 
COntrOls: PK = packaged only, EMS = all control by 
EMS, PK+ = settings by package; enabled by EMS: 
Dampers: How many positions is the damper system capable of, including when OFF (step positions: 
closed,minimum and full open)? Enter two, three or infinite. 
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-SAMPLE- ECONOMIZER FT 
Unit 1 Unit 2 U n i t 3  U n i t 4  

3. What type of building pressure relief is there? 

4. What are the current economizer setpoints (changeover temperatures)? 

(FL = fixed link to 
OSA damper, B D  = barometric RA damper, EF = exhaust fan) 

(If OSA is below this, econ. will 0pen)Package setting: 
(PK+ types will have both settings) EMS enable pt.: 

Mode I .  Test Damper Position in AHU OFF Status 

1. Turn unit OFF., 

2. Are dampers completely shut? OSA 
Relief: 

3. Is return damper at maximum open? 

Does the system comply in this mode? 

Mode 2. Test Damper Position With AHU in ON Status; Compressor (or coil valve) 
and Econ. OFF 

1. Turn cooling setpoint to 85F. 
2. Turn heating setpoint to 60F. 
3. Turn unit ON. 

4. Are dampers at a minimum? OSA: 
Relief: 

5. Is refun air damper at maximum open? 

6. NO in either of the above two questions denotes noncompliance. 
Does the system comply in this mode? 

Mode 3. Test Dampers in First Stage of Cooling (Econ. ON, Compressor or coil valve 
ON or OFF) 

1. Adjust economizer setpoint or EMS OSA temperature values so economizer will turn on if 
cooling is called for. 
For DB economizers, OSA temp. must be, or be simulated to read by keyboard edit in EMS, below the 
economizer setpoint and above any DA low limit (usually -55°F if used). If OSA is too hot or too cold and 
there is no EMS system, use a wet rag or hair blower on OSA sensor OR come back at  a time when OSA is 
appropriate, OR use jumper method of testing OR use "canned" automatic testing sequence in unit, if 
any. The last two methods give only a partial assurrance that the economizer is functioning. Fore- 

e economizers, locate the enthalpy of the space air and the OSA on a psychometric chart. Simulate 
conditions for either so that the OSA has less enthalpy than the inside air or use alternate methods above. 

Describe method used: 
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-SAMPLE- * . ECONOMIZERFT 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 

2. Adjust cooling setpoint or space temp. until setpoint is 1 O F  below space temp. for 
integrated economizers (deadband + 1 O for integrated types). Record: 

3. Cooling set point 

4. OSA temperatures (actual or simulated, circle): DB: 
(for enthalpy types) Wet bulb: 

5. Space temperature (actual or simulated, circle): DB: 
(for enthalpy types) Wet bulb: 

6. Do dampers open properly? 
(Full open for dry bulb ewn., partial for enthalpy type. If OSA - 
OSA is below a functioning DA low limit, OSA damper 
will not be full open. Integrated economizers may not open full or at all in cold weather) 

&lief: 

7. Is return air damper closing proportionately? 

8. Any NO answers in the above two questions denote noncompliance. 
Does the system comply in this mode? 

Mode 4. Test if Economizer Is Integrated (Economizer ON, Compressor 
(or coil valve ON) 

I. Continuing from Mode 3, did compressor come on? 
(It is best if it doesn't) 

2. If compressor does not come on, lower cooling setpoint 
2" at a time (or raise space temp.) until compressor comes on. (circle action taken) 

3. What is the temp. of the changed parameter? 

4. Do dampers stay open and not at min.? OSA. 
(If Yes, its integrated) Relief: 
Is RA proportionately closed? RA: 

5. Any NO answers in the last question denote noncompliance. 
Does the system comply in this mode? 

Mode 5. Test if Dampers Go to Minimum When OSA is Above Economizer Setpoint 

1. Return economizer settings to original, if changed. 

2. For DB type, lower econ. setpoint or heat up OSA sensor, or simulate OSA in EMS, until 
the OSA is 1 O F  above the economizer setpoint or changeover temperature. For enthalpy 
types, change conditions so that the space enthalpy on the psychometric chart is lower 
than the OSA enthalpy. If dampers don't close, increase OSA temp. until they do. 
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-SAMPLE- ECONOMIZER I T  

Unit I Unit 2 Unit3 Unit4 

3. Do dampers close to minimm? OSA 
Relief: 

4. Does the RA damper open to maximum? 

5. What are the OSA temperatures being used to cause damper 
dosure (this may be a real or simulated value)? DB: 

(for enthalpy types) Wet bulb: 

6. Is the OSA DB temperature being used, within 2" of 
what the economizer setpoint said it should be? 
(use psychometric chart and manufacture's specs for enthalpy types) 

7. For DB types, is this OSA temperature between 2-5"F 
below space temp. setpoint? 
(the economizer should be set so it will open only below an OSA temp. of between 2-5°F below space setpoint) 

8. Any NO answers in the above five questions denote noncompliance. 
Does the system comply in this mode? 

Mode 6. Test if Dampers Go to Min. When Mixed Air Temp. (MAT) is Below Min. 
Setting 

I. Cool down MAT sensor, or simulate MAT in EMS, until it is below the MAT setting. (-45- 
55°F) 

2. Do dampers close to minimum? OSA: 
Relief: 

3. Does the RA damper open full? 

4. What is the MAT temperature being used to cause damper 
dosure (this may be a real or an EMS simulated value)? 

5. Is the MAT temperature being used within 2" of what 
the specs say the setpoint temperature should be? 

6. Any NO answers in the above three denote noncompliance. 
Does the system comply in this mode? 

Restore all adjustments to their original settings, unless desired as a permanent change. 
Make a permanent mark on any economizer local controllers showing where the appropriate 
setting should be. Y / N 

Abbreviations: SA = supply air, RA =return air, DA = discharge air, OSA = outside air; EMS = energy 
management system 
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-SAMPLE- Cabinet Unit Heater CUH-1; 2 Functional Test Fr-- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr- CABINET UNIT HEATER CUH-1; 2 

1. Participants 
Partv 

Related Tests: Boilers 

Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. 

b. - Boilers 1; 2 have successfilly completed functional testing. 
c. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 
ready for functional testing: - CHU-1; 2 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 
d. - All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
e. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
f.- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
g. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
h. - Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 

Date 

control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 

i. - BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

j, - Packaged Control Program Review. Review the packaged control program@) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specsed written sequences. 

k. - Record of All Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts,. . 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

Returned to 

Values J Values J 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

L o o  1st Gage or Instru. Final Gage or 

OK' Values Value Values 
Sensor & Location ation Pkg & BAS Meas'd Pkg & BAS 

CUH-1;2 stat temp. stat: stat: 

Cabinet Unit Heater CUH-1; 2 Functional Test FT-- 

Pass 
YIN? 

6. 

brackets or circle 

Record Foot Notes 
'Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 
'Mode or function ID being tested, per testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
'Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. 
Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. 5 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 

Pass 
Y M  

& Note 
t - 
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Chiller System Sequences 

Chilled Water System Sequence of Operations . 
Original 10/2/96 Sequence 6, CHWST Reset Revised 11/2/96 

Overview 

The chiller system is comprised of three chillers: two larger centrifbgals (CH-1 and 2) with good part load 
efficiency down to 25% and one reciprocating chiller (CH-3) about 1/3 the size of the centrifbgals which 
has excellent part load efficiencies with eight stages ofunloading.' There is no automatic chiller 
staginglselection optimization controls. The preferred sequence of chiller staging may vary by season. The 
primary pumps and condenser pumps run at constant flow. There is a secondary chilled water supply loop 
with variable speed drives on the pumps controlled from differential pressure, which is reset incrementally 
to operate at the lowest speed and pressure possible to satisfy the current load. There are three cooling 
towers, each assigned to one chiller. There is also a heat exchanger in the condenser water loop that rejects 
heat from ACU-1-10 and CRU-1, which requires the lead cooling tower to operate year-round. The 
building automation system (BAS) controls many of the chiller functions and setpoints and just enables 
others, and monitors a number of points through the chiller interface. BAS in brackets denotes where the 
BAS has control over the setting or parameter, rather than the local chiller packaged control panel. 

' Including pump energy, at high loads (75% - 100% of chiller capacity) the centrifugds are more 
efficient, at 50% the centrifugals and reciprocating chillers are about equal and at 25% load the 
reciprocating chiller is more efficient. Since 25% load on the small CH-3 is expected to rarely be 
encountered for any period of time, CH-1 and 2 should primarily be used. 

Chillers (CH-1.2: 3) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Software [BAS] lead lag selector to allow any of the chillers to act as the lead machhe. 

Chiller will only be enabled to operate in AUTO upon the following conditions: 
a) Chiller scheduled ON b y  BAS] 
b) OSAT > 56F [BAS] 
c) There are no active alarms that initiate a shutdown (reported to BAS and chiller panel) 
d) The chiller sump temperature is above its minimum [BAS and chiller panel] 
e) There is a call for cooling [BAS] 
f) Chilled and condenser water flows are verified [BAS and chiller panel] 

Upon a call for cooling2, the lead primary CHW pump starts and the pump status is confirmed ON via 
a current sensor in the BAS and flow is confirmed through a flow switch . Then the assigned lead 
chiller oil pump starts, then the lead condenser water pump starts and the pump status is confirmed ON 
via a current sensor in the BAS and flow is confirmed through a flow switch. There are 30-60 second 
delays between these pumps, per the chiller integral programmed settings (adjustable). The lead 
secondary CHWP then starts, ramping up from the minimum RPM of via the variable 
frequency drive (VFD), [per BAS or VFD??] 

A call for cooling is when a cooling coil valve (CCV) on one of the ON AHU's (AHU 1,2,3 or 4) is 
at least 15% open for at least 10 minutes. It is noted that the chiller packaged controls designate a 
call for cooling to be when the CHWST SPt is xx degrees lower than actual CHWT. This is 
inactive by being set to 0. 

The lead chiller then starts with the prerotation vanes closed, which begin to open (closed to 111 open 
in - 3 minutes and 111 open to closed in -1 minute). 
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Chiller System Sequences 

5. The chiller maintains the CHW supply temperature at the setpoint [BAS] which ranges from 42F to 
48F, based on a reset schedule, by modulating chiller capacity. CH-1 and CH-2 utilize prerotation 
vanes for capacity control, while the reciprocating chiller, CH-3, utilizes 8 stages of unloading. 

6. Chilled water supplv temperature (CHWST) reset BAS]. The CHWST will have a d e M t  of 44F. 
The chilled water temperature will be reset only when the secondary pumps' speeds are at their 
minimum (as described in sequence 33). This is because, lowering pump speed with the differential 
pressure reset strategy (sequence 33) will save more energy than resetting the chilled water temperature 
up, per ton of cooling. When the pump speed is at its minimum allowed, start the CHWST reset routine 
and continue it until one or more pumps are above their minimum speed, then hold the CHWST 
setpoint where it is until the pumps are at their minimums. Include a differential or time delay to 
prevent hunting. When enabled, the CHWST reset sequence is: when all CCV's are less than 90% 
open, the CHWST setpoint (SPt) is at its highest value of a proportional range (48F). When three or 
more CCVs are 90% or more open, the CHWS SPt is at its lowest value (42F). 

, 

Number of CCV's >= 9Ook Open 

7. The CHWST reset will not increase when the return air relative humidity rises above 50% [BAS]. 

8. Chiller Staging. [All in BAS] There is no automatic chiller stagingkelection optimization controls. 
The first lag chiller will be called for whenever the SecOndary CHW flow exceeds the primary CHW 
flow for 20 minutes (adjustable) as determined by flow meters AND the lead chiller is 95% loaded (by 
% of rated current). For reference, each secondary CHW pump is design rated at 765 gpm. After a 
call has been maintained for the 20 minutes, the first lag chiller and pump sequence start as described 
above for the lead chiller. The second lag chiller will start under the same conditions and sequences. 
Whenever a lag chiller starts, all running chillersload and unload as necessary to be running within 5% 
of the same % load (based on rated current). 

'This 95% load parameter will allow CH-3 to operate as the lead chiller, if desired, up to its full load before 
the much larger chillers (CH-1 and 2) start, since there is such a difference in primary CHW flow between 
CH-1 or 2 and CH-3, but no difference in the secondary CHW pump flows for the different chillers. 

9. The last selected lag chiller and associated pumps stage OFF when the total primary CHW flow 
exceeds the totaI secondary CHW flow by the capacity (flow) of the last selected chiller's primary 
CHW pump for a 20 minute duration (adjustable). 

10. All chillers and pumps will turn OFF when OSAT is < 55OF for minutes [BAS], OR when all 
CCV's are less than 15% open for 10 minutes [BAS], OR when all air handlers are OFF [BAS], OR 
when an unoccupied schedule occurs (subject to night low limit conditions not being met) [BAS], OR 
when failure alarms are registered (BAS and chiller controls). 
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Chiller System Sequences 

Misc. Chiller Features 

1 1. Chillers will not cycle ON and OFF more than three times in a one hour period (chiller controls). 

12. Alarm on chiller failure. Failure alarms must be manually reset. See other alarm modes in chiller 
operator's manual [alarms created by chiller controls, shitdown by chiller controls, message sent to 
BAS]. 

13. Demand limiting. PAS] Demand limiting setpoint adjustment may be made through building 
automation system [BAS]. The demand limit (in sum of all chillers kw), when met will delay the start 
of the next chiller for one hour (adjustable). This sequence is different than the disabled stock sequence 
in the chiller packaged controls. 

14. The BAS will monitor kW and calculate the load on the chiller using evaporator CHW flow and 
temperature differentials [BAS]. 

15. Provide emergency stop switch located adjacent to chiller room mandoor exit to stop all equipment in 
chiller room, except ventilation system. Ventilation fan to automatically operate on purge mode with 
activation of emergency stop switch. 

Primarv Chilled Water PumDs (CHWP l', 2.3 for CH-1 & 2 and CHWP 4: 5 for CH-3) 

call for cooling per above chiller sequences. Lag primary CHW pump starts upon a call for the lag 
chiller per above chiller sequences PAS] 

17. Primary CHW pumps to operate continuously when their associated chiller is running. Primary CHW 
pumps provide constant flow through the chiller according to the manuhcturer's recommendations: 
675 gpm for CH-1 and CH-2 and 180 gpm for CH-3. Check balancing report for finals. 

18. A standby (redundant) primary CHW pump is provided for CH-1 and 2 together and can be operated 
as active pumps after opening manual valves. A standby primary CHW pump for CH-3 will 
automatically change over [detected by BAS and chiller controller; pump control by BAS]. 

19. a) CHWP 1,2; 3: Alarm on pump failure detected via a motor current switch and flow switch. Upon 
Mure  of lead pump, chiller shuts down and lag chiller should start automatically to meet load [BAS]. 
b) CHWP 4; 5: Alarm on pump failure detected via a motor current switch and flow switch. Upon 
failure of lead pump, standby pump automatically starts [detected by BAS and chiller controller; pump 
control by BAS]. 

16. Each primary CHW pump is assigned to one chiller [BAS]. Lead primary C w  pump starts upon a 

Chiller Condenser Water Pum~s  (CDP 1,2,3,4: 5 )  

20. CD pumps CDP 1,2,3 for CH-1 and CH-2 and CDP 4, and 5 for CH-3 to operate continuously when 
' their associated chiller is running. CD pumps provide constant flow through the chiller condenser 

according to the manufhcturer's recommendations: 1350 gpm for CH-1 and CH-2 and 360 gpm for 
CH-3. 

21. A standby (redundant) CD pump is provided for CH-1 and 2 together. The pumps can be operated as 
active pumps after opening manual valves. A standby pump is provided for CH-3 and will 
automatically changeover [BAS]. 

22. a) CDP 1,2; 3 (CH-1; 2): Alarm on pump Mure  detected via a motor current switch and flow 
switch. Upon failure of lead pump, chiller shuts down and lag chiller should start automatically to meet 
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Chiller System Sequences 

load [detected by BAS and chiller controller; pump control by BAS]. 
b) CDP 4; 5 (CH-3): Alarm on pump failure detected via dmotor current switch and flow switch. 
Upon failure of lead pump, standby pump automatically starts [detected by BAS and chiller controller; 
pump control by BAS]. 

CoolinP Tower (CT-1.2: 3) 

2 1. Cooling towers operate with operation of their associated condenser water pump. With operation of a 
pump, open selected tower supply valve and allow tower temperature control to function [BAS]. 

22. Software selector to allow any tower to be the lead tower, second tower or third tower PAS]. 

23. CT Sequences. [AU BAS1 The CT during the normal cooling season rejects heat from the chillers and 
returns as cool of water as possible to the chiller's condenser, down to 65'F. The CT will try and 
maintain a 65OF return temperature (ECDWT) by first modulating the normally open bypass valve, 
with no water going over the top of the tower. When the valve is full open AND the ECDWT is 
greater than the ECDWT setpoint (65OF), the bypass valve begins to close and the normally closed CT 
control valve associated with the respective CT and CDW pump, opens 100% and water goes over the 
respective CT. The bypass valve continues to modulate open to try and maintain the ECDWT setpoint 
without the CT h. When the ECDWT reaches 69OF, the bypass valve will be fully closed and the 
pony motor CT fan turns ON. When the ECDWT reaches 73OF, the main CT fan turns ON. As the 
ECDWT decreases, the main fan turns OFF at 69OF and the pony motor fan turns OFF at ECDWT of 
65OF. All parameters are adjustable. There is an eight minute delay between each stage. 

ECDWT 
ON (OF) OFF ( O F )  Fan Spd 

OFF <69 I 

(modulation of bypass valve) 
*Low 69 65 
*High 73 69 

* Bypass valve should be closed. 

24. When a lag chiller comes on line, its condenser water pump and associated CT come on line PAS]. 

25. A multiple position CT sump or basin level sensor provides the following information to the BAS: 
a) High water alarm 
b) Low water alarm 
c) Open make up water valve 
d) Closed make up water valve 
e) System shutdown 
Alarm on heat& stage failure detected via current sensing switch. 

the following schedule [BAS]: 
26. Cooling tower sump two stage heaters shall be controlled to maintain a sump temperature of 45°F with 

ON (OF) OFF (OF) 
Stage1 45 43 
Stage2 47 45 

Each CT basin has a temperature sensor and separate??? heaters. 

drop in water level, slowly open makeup valve in industrial cold water line [level sensor by BAS]. 
27. Cooling tower makeup valve (one for all three CT's) to maintain sump water level. Upon sensing a 
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Chiller System Sequences 

28. Alarm on pony and main motor upon motor failure detected via current sensing relay. Upon failure of 

29. Alarm on excessive vibration detected via vibration limit switch. Upon failure of ib, lag CT starts 

30. The lead cooling tower operate during periods, when the chillers are OFF (even during winter) to 

fan motor, lag CT starts automatically [BAS]. 

automatically [BAS]. 

, 
maintain a heat rejection source for the heat exchanger HE-1, which serves approximately 40 tons of 
cooling from ACU-1 thru 10 and CRU-I. S& sequences for CDP 6,7,8; 9. 

Secondary Chilled Water Pumps fCHWP 6,7: 8)  

3 1. Software lead/lag function allows any of the secondary pumps to act as the lead pump [BAS]. 

32. Lead secondary CHW pump starts upon a call for cooling per above chiller sequences. Lag secondary 
CHW pump starts upon a call for the lag chiller per above chiller sequences [BAS]. 

33. Differential uressure control. [All BAS1 The objective is to always have one CCV 80% open so the 
pumps operate at the lowest speed and pressure possible to satisfy the current load. Every 5 minutes 
the CCV's are polled. A PI loop that changes the secondary pump discharge differential pressure 
setpoint to maintain the remote (local on 8th floor) DP setpoint to maintain the most open CCV at 80% 
open (with a deadband of +/- ). For example: When the most open CCV is more than 80% 
open, a PI signal is calculated and changes the local DP setpoint upward. When the local DP setpoint 
is not being met, a PI signal is calculated and sent to the pump discharge pressure setpoint and it is 
raised accordingly. Through another PI loop, the variable speed (frequency) drive (VFD) increases the 
pump motor speed to meet the raised pump differential (discharge) pressure setpoint. 

The remote DP setpoint will be maintained between maximum and minimum pressures. The maximum 
pressure limit is the pressure required to provide full flow to all CCV's simultaneously (per TAB). 
The minimum pressure limit is the pressure correlating to the lowest speed the pump motor is allowed 
to be operated at (per motor manuf. and TAB). Maximum pressure limit: psi. Mininum 
pressure limit: psi. 
The VFD internal settings will allow the VFD to run the pumps to their minimums. 
Number of remote DP sensors: . Locations: 

34. PumD Staging. BAS] With one secondary CHW pump running, when the total secondary CHW gpm 
exceeds the lead secondary CHW pump design gpm AND the discharge differential pressure drops 
more than 2 psi below the setpoint for 10 minutes (all adjustable), start the first lag pump. Both pumps 
converge and run at similar speeds and jgm to maintain the common discharge pressure differential 
setpoint and the remote DP setpoints. Ifthe total secondary gpm exceeds the total design gpm of the 
running pumps (lead and 1st lag) AND the discharge differential pressure drops more than 2 psi below 
the setpoint for 10 minutes, start the second lag pump. All three pumps converge and run at similar 
speeds and gpm to maintain the common discharge pressure differential setpoint and the remote DP 
setpoints. 

35. During reducing load as the DP increases: when the total secondary CHW gpm has reduced to be 
equal to or less than the sum of the first two selected pumps' gpm for 10 minutes (adjustable), the 
second lag secondary CHW pump shuts OFF. Similarly, when the total secondary CHW gpm, with 
two pumps ON, has reduced to be equal tp or less than the gpm of the lead CHW pump for 10 minutes, 
the first lag pump shuts OFF. 
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Chiller System Sequences 

36. The controller shall monitor rpm and gpm of the pumps and shall not allow operation of the pumps at 
or beyond their published “End of Curve” [BAS]. 

37. Alarm on pump failure detected via current sensing switch. Upon failure of pump, next lag pump 
starts automatically (BAS and chiller controller). 

38. Alarm on failure ofVFD [BAS]. 

39. The rpm of secondary CHW pumps to be monitored by BAS. 

40. For coil freeze protection during smoke exhaust system operation, pumps CHWP-6,7; 8 to ruu under 
NO= control and all cooling coil valves to open with operation of respective AHU when smoke 
exhaust system (EF-10) is in operation AND outside air temperature is below 4OoF [BAS]. 

‘ 
ACU Condenser Water PumDs (CDP 6.7 and 8: 9)  and HE-1 

maintain a heat rejection source for the heat exchanger HE-1, which serves approximately 40 tons of 
cooling from ACU-1 thru 10 and CRU-1. CDP 6 or 7 (one is redundant) provides water from the heat 
exchanger to the cooling towers. CDP 8 or 9 (one is redundant) services the ACU’s and CRU-1 from 
HE-1. The selected CD pump for each loop (CDP 6 or 7 AND 8 or 9) operate continuously [BAS]. 

41. The lead cooling tower operates during periods, when the chillers are OFF (even during winter) to 

42. During chiller OFF periods, the ECDWT setpoint and CT bypass valve and f8n staging parameters 

43. Alarm on pump Mure  detected via current sensing switch. Upon failure of any pump, standby pump 

remain the same as during chiller ON periods (see above). 

automatically starts PAS]. 

General Chiller ODeration Durinp UnoccuDied Periods 

44. Unoccupied Operation. During scheduled unoccupied hours at night or weekends, the chiller system is 
in standby, except the cooling tower operates as required to maintain 65OF condenser water to the heat 
exchanger HE-1 for heat rejection of ACU-1 thru 10 and CRU-1. 

45. Winter Operation. Duijng winter, the chiller system is in standby, except the cooling tower operates as 
required to maintain 65OF condenser water to the heat exchanger HE-1 for heat rejection of ACU-1 
thru 10 and CRU-1. 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Functional Test 

Project 

FT-01-01 CHILLERS 1 thru 3 

And Chiller System Including: 
Cooling Towers 1 thru 3 

CHW Pumps 1 thru 8, including variable speed drives 
CD Pumps 1 thru 9 and Piping 

HE4 (heat exchanger) 

Related Tests: 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests 
Dates of tests 
Dates of tests 
Dates of tests 

2. Test Prerequisites 
a. - The following have been started up and startup reports* and prehctional checklists submitted and 

approved ready for functional testing: 
- Chiller 
- Chilled water pumps 
- Cooling towers 

- Condenser water pumps 
- Chilled water piping and valves 
- Variable speed drives for pumps 

*The written chiller startup report must contain a f~ll ofali adjustable intema~ program settings. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

b. -All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including h a l  setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

C. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
1. 

j. 
k. 

- Piping system flushing complete and required report approved. 
- Water treatment system complete and operational. 
- Vibration control report approved (if required). 
- Test and balance (TAB) complete and approved for the hydronic system. 
- All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 

1. - False loading eqipment, system and procedures ready (cross-over piping, preheat or reheat coils, control 
loops, over-ride on OSA dampers, etc.) 

m. - Sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
n. - Sump or craukcase heaters have been on long enough to allow immediate starting of chillers. 

0. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this chiller and 
control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 

p. - Control Program Review. Review the software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

q. - Record made of All Values for Current Setpoints (SPt), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accomodate Testing: 

Parameter 

Space Temp. Setpts 

Economizer damper 
and changeover 
settings 
Preheat coil valve 
(auto, manual) 
Min. OSA preheat 
coil DAT setpoint 

Boiler enable. 

CHWS SPt temp t- 
~~ 

Lead chiller ID: 
Lag 1 ID: 
Lag 2 ID: 

Parameter 1 Pre-Test 
Values 

Primary CHW Pumps 
CHWP-1 
CHWP-2 
CHWP-3 
CHWP-4 
CHWP-5 

(hand, off, auto) 
Manual piping & 
valving for standby 
PCHWP I 
EF-10 
{hand, off, auto) 
Secondary CHW 
Pumps 

CHWP-6 
CHWP-7 
CHWP-8 

CDP-i 
CDP-2 
CDP-3 
CDP-4 
CDP-5 
CDP-6 
CDP-7 

CDP-9 

(hand, off, auto) 
Condenser Pumps 

CDP-8 

(hand, off, auto) I 
VFD 

CHWP-6 
CHWP-7 
CHWP-8 

(hand, off, auto) 
Demand Limit 

CH-1: 
CH-2: 
CH-3: 

Returned 
to Pre-Tesl 
Values 4 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Parameter 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Pre-Test 
Values 

Parameter 

Lead CD pump ID: 

Safety Overrides 

Lag 1 ID: 
Lag 2 ID: 

Lead CHW pump ID: 
Lag 1 ID: 
Lag 2 ID: 

Chillers 
' CH-1: 
CH-2: 
CH-3: 

(hand, off, auto) 
Chiller flow switches 

CH-1: 
CH-2: 
CH-3: 

(normal, jumped) 
CHW diff. press. Spt 

Across pump: 
Out in system: 

Delays 

Notes: 

Pre-Test 
Values 

Returned 
to Pre-Test 
Values 4 

I 

CT-1 
CT-2 
CT-3 

(hand, off, auto) 

CT vibration sensors 
CT-1 
CT-2 
CT-3 

(normal, jumped) 
CT sump overflow 

CT-1 
CT-2 
CT-3 

fnormal, plugged) 
CT makeup valve 

CT-1 
CT-2 
CT-3 

{auto, manual) 
Occupied schedule 

Start 
stop 

___ 

Returned 
to Pre-Test 
values 4 

~~ ~~~~ ~~ 
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-SAMPLE- 

1st Final 
Gage Gage 

LOC- or Insir. or 
Sensor& ation BAS Meas'd BAS Pass 
Location OK' Value Value Value Y/N? 

ECDWT 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

I 

3. Sensor Calibration Checks. The sensors listed below checked for calibration and adequate location. This 
is a spot check on a sample of the calibrations done during prehctional checkkhg.* 
"In calibration" means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test instnunat-measured 
value is within the tolerances specified in the prefunctional checklist requirements. If not, install offset in BAS, calibrate or 
replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibration, ifpssible. 

Test imtnhent, air pressure: - Certified calibration within last 12 mo's. 

Certified calibration within last 12 mo's. 

Certified calibration within last 12 mo's. 
Test instnunent, water pressure: - 
Test instrument, temperature: - 

Device or 
Actuator& 
Location 

1st Site Final 
BAS Observ- BAS Pass 

Reading ation Reading Y/N 

pump 
sensor 
CT-1 s ~ m p  T. 

I 

CT-2 s ~ m p  T. 
CHWST 

I I I I I I I 
'Sensor location is appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. 
*For every sensor originally found out of calibration, check one additional sensor not listed. 

4. Device Calibration Checks. The actuators or devices listed below checked for calibration. This is a spot 
check on a sample of the calibrations done during prehctional checklisting and startup.** 
"In calibration" means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS 
reading is correct. For items out of calibration or adjustment, fur now if easy, via an offset in the BAS, or a mechanical fur. 

/ 
CHWP-7 

CHWP-8 
rpm 

Notes: 

Device or 
Actuator & 
Location 

CT-1 

~~ 

CT-1 

CT-2 

CT-2 

CT-3 

fan 
stage 1 

3 stage 1 

Pass 
Y/N 

I 

I 

I 
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-SAMPLE- 

Device or 1st 
Actuator& BAS' 
Location Reading 

CT Bypass 
valve 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Site Final 
Observ- BAS Pass 

ation Reading Y/N 
-1 

Location Reading ation Reading 

i 
**For every actuator or device o%ginallyfound ozof  calib 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prehctional checklist and startup reports completed success~y .  Pass? Y / N 

V. Notes on Methods Used to False Load Chiller (for reference, see Note 6 at end of test) 

6. Seasonal Testing and General Conditions of Test 
Due to the building completion being during winter, this test will be completed in two stages. The first testing will 
occur prior to substantial completion, during cold weather. The objective of this first stage test is to provide 
reasonable assurance that the chiller will function properly during lower load conditions. This will prepare the 
chiller for operation during the beginning of the cooling season. As many of the test procedures as possible will be 
executed during this first test, through the use of the methods of false loading noted above and in Note 6 at the end 
of the test. Tests of all chillers close to full load and full cooling tower fan staging will not be able to be executed 
until summer. Chiller safeties will be tested prior to occupancy and cooling tower winter operation and sump heater 
tests will be performed during cold weather of the first test. 

At the beginning of the cooling season, the chiller will be started and operated, without further testing, unless 
problems arise. Then, when conditions are warmer (approximately 80F-85F), the second test will be performed. 
This will likely require some false loading to create close to full load conditions and subsequently may need to be 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

executed on a weekend to minimize discomfort to occupants. During this second test, some of the sequences 
performed during the first test will be retested and recorded, as necessary, to get to the staging and full load tests 
not performed during the first test. Also, the benchmarking and trending will be completed during the second test 
period. 

7. Test Procedure Table of Contents 
Procedure ## 

Chiller system (including cooling tower) startup and staging ON and OFF (with lead chiller) ........................ 1-8, 14 
Chiller system staging with lag chiller ............................................................................................ lb-8b (after 56) 
Heat exchanger (HE-1) .................................................................................................................................... 9-10 
Variable speed drives and CHWP6, 7; 8 ......................................................................................................... 11-14 
Misc. chiller functions (lockouts, pump Mures, chiller standby, etc. .............................................................. 15-27 
CHW supply reset ......................................................................................................................................... 28-29 
CHW pressure control ................................................................................................................................... 30-32 
Interlock with EF-IO ........................................................................................................................................... 33 
Reciprocating chiller staging (CH-3) ............................................ .:... .................................................................. 34 
Chiller safety controls .................................................................................................................................... 36-48 
Other cooling tower functions ......................................................................................................................... 49-56 
Efficiency testing and benchmarking .................................................................................................................... 57 
Monitoring / Trending ............................................................................................................ 14, 17, 29, 31, 34, 57 

Notes: 

~~ ~~~ ~ 
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-SAMPLE- 

No.& 
Spec. 

Seq. ID' 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

ReqID 
No? 

8. Testing Procedures and Record 

Expected and Actual Response4 
write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

placed. I I I I 
Pass 

yN 

CHILLE 
1 

Seq 1-  
41 161 
20-23, 

32 

SYST - 
specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

15682 
3.3.E 
- 

M STARTUP AND STAGING 
StartuD Sequence. Lead = CH--. 
(This is not the initial startup by 
factory reps). 
With chiller system off, with schedule 
allowing chillers ON and OSAT >56F, 
turn chillers and pumps to auto. Turn 
on AHUs and cause a call for cooling 
sufficient to call for chillers (see 
manually open preheat coil valve, 
lower space temperature SR, etc. A 
call for the chillers will be made when 
any AHU fan is ON and its CCV is => 
15% open for 1 Ominutes. 

Vanes: 

Coolina Tower: 
Specified Sequences: 

FanSpd ONIF) OFF IF) 
OFF c69 -_- 
(modulate bypass valve) 
*Low 69 65 
*High 73 69 

Bypass valve should be closed. 
Eight minute delay between stages. 

ECDWT 

Maintain chiller load between 10-15% 
for 30 minutes. 

Observe that the lead primary CHW pump 
does not turn ON until a CCV on an ON AHU 
is => 15% [ %] open for 10 min. 

Observe lead secondary CHW pump start 
when a CCV is 15% [ ] open for 10 
[ 1 minutes. 

Observe CHW primary and secondary pumps 
tuming on, then the oil pump; then the CD 
pump (30-60s delay ea.) 

Observe that secondary pumps start at 
minimum RPM and slowly ramp up. Starting 

Observe the lead chiller starting. Observe 
that the vanes start closed and begin to open. 
(max spd = 0-full open in -3 min. and closed 
in -1 minute) 

RPM=[ 1. 

OSAT=I q. 
Observe that when the lead chiller started the 
CT specified sequences followed, with delays 
between stages. Observe that the ECDWT 
SR of 65F is maintained, unless OSA 
conditions prohibit. Record various ECDW 
temps during lead chiller operation only: 
u1, u1, u 1 ,  u s  

U s  

Record of Observed Sequences: 
ECDWT Delay 

FanSDd ONIF) OFFlF) a 
OFF u - 
(bypass valve modulating) 
Low u uu 
High u uu 
Observe that there is no surging or abnormal 
vibration. 

Notes: 

Note 
y - 
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-SAMPLE- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

1st Laa Chiller Staaina ON. 
Staging sequence: CH-- ->CH-- 
->CH-- 
With chillers In auto, and loaded such 
that only lead chiller is running, lower 
space setpoints so CCVs open. Wait 
-1 0 minutes. Record time that 
primary flow and secondary flow 
become equal. Wait 20 minutes. 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Total primary flow = I gpm]. 
Secondary CHW flow => primary CHW flow = 
I gpm] and lead chiller is at least 95% 
loaded (by % of rated current), 
amps]. Time: [ 1. After20 
minutes, 1st lag chiller should start (PCHWP - 
oil pump - CDP - chiller). Time when 1st lag 
chiller started = [ 1. 
Observe that the amps on both chillers are 
within 5% of each other. 

3 

1st Laa Coolina Tower Staaina ON. 
During the preceding sequences: 

Seq 8; 
32-34 

OSAT = [ 4. 
Observe that when the 1st lag chiller started 
the CT specified sequences followed, with 

4 

Seq 8; 
21 -24 

- 
Req ID 
No? 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15683 
3.3.F. 

2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

I 

1st Laa Secondarv CHWP 
Staaina ON. 

I Observe that after total SCHW flow 

Continue increasing cooling load, if 
necessary, to cause CCVs to open 
further. 

I gpm, rpm] >total design flow of 
ON SCHW pumps (765 gpm), and the SCHW 
pump dP drops 2 psi [ ] below SR for 
10 minutes, the first lag SCHWP turns ON. 
Observe that the 2 pumps' rpm are aprox. 
equal and at aprox. 50% (880 rpm), [CHWP- 

rpm, CHWP- .rpm] and 
that total flow is just over previous gpm (765) 
[ gpm], and that after - 2 minutes, 
pump dP is maintained at SR I 1 
and remote dP is maintained at SR 
U- 

I 1  I- 

Record of Observed Sequences: - 
FanSDd ONF)  OFFtF) 

(bypass valve modulating) 

ECDWT Delay 

-_ OFF U 

Low u uu 
High u uu 

Note 
Y - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

6 

seq 8; 
32-34 

Notes: 

Req ID 
No? 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

- 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

2nd Laa Chiller Saalna ON Cont. 
Mer second chiller starts, continue 
:ailing for more cooling to start third 
:hiller. 

!nd Laa Secondarv CHWP 
Staalna ON Cont. 
2ontinue increasing cooling load, if 
iecessary, to cause CCVs to open 
'urther. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Total primary flow = [ gpm]. 
Observe until secondary CHW flow => 
primary CHW flow = [ gpm] and both 
chillers are at least 95% loaded (by % of rated 
current), [ amps]. Time: 
[ 1. After 20 minutes, 2nd lag 
chiller should start (PCHWP - oil pump - CDP - chiller). Time when 2nd lag chiller started = 
I- 
Observe that the amps on all running chillers 
are within 5% of each other. 

Observe that after total SCHW flow 

CHWP- rpm] is greater than total 
design flow of ON SCHW pumps (1530 gpm), 
and the SCHW pump dP  drops 2 psi 
[ 1 below SR [ 1, for 10 minutes, 
the 2nd lag SCHWP turns ON. Observe that 
the 3 pumps' rpm are aprox. equal and at 
aprox. 67% (1170 rpm), [CHWP- 
rpm, CHWP- rpm, CHWP- 

rpm] and that total flow is just over 
previous gpm (1530) [ a p m ] ,  and that 
after - 2 minutes, pump dP is maintained at 
SR I 1 and remote dP is 
maintained at SR I 1. 

[ gpm,CHWP- rpm- 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No.& 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
7 

seq8; 
21-24 

R e q I D  
No: 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

3.2 
15683 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

2nd Laa Coolina Tower Staaina ON. 
During the preceding sequences: 

Pass 

y/N 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Observe that when the 2nd lag chiller started 
the CT specified sequences followed, with 
delays between stages. Observe that the 
ECDWT SR of 65F is maintained, unless 
OSA conditions prohibit. Record various 
ECDW temps when all three chillers are 
operating: I-, U8 LJ, 
I, I- 

OSAI=[ 4. 

Record of Observed Sequences: 

FanSDd ONP) OFFF) 

(bypass valve modulating) 

ECDWT Delay 

- OFF U 

Low u uu 
High u uu 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Note 
1y 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Specs 
15682 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Chillers Saaina OFF. 
Raise space setpoints so CCVs close, 

Roced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID’ 
8 

a q  9, 
10; 35 

9 

hq 41 - 
42 

3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

Notes: 

or shut  off some or all AHU’s. Wait 
-10 minutes. Record time that 
primary flow exceeds secondary flow 
by capacity of last selected pump. 
Wait thru 20 min. delay. (CHWP 1-3 
= 675 gpm ea., CHWP 4; 5 = 180gpm 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

I Repeat to see 1st lag chiller stage off. 

Repeat to see lead chiller stage off. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle: 
2nd Laa Chiller Saaina OFF* 
Observe that when the total SCHW gpm has 
reduced to be C= the sum of the first two 
selected SCHW pumps for 10 minutes, that 
the second lag SCHW pump shuts OFF. 

Primary CHW flow > secondary flow by 
f Igpm. Time: 

f 1. After 20 minutes, 2nd lag 
chiller and pumps should stop. Time when 
2nd lag chiller stops = [ 1. 
Cooling tower fans shut down as expected: 
Main fan--pony motor-all OFF. 

First Laa Chiller Staaina OFF’ 
Observe that when the total SCHW gpm has 
reduced to be C= the lead SCHW pump for 10 
minutes, that the first lag SCHW pump shuts 
OFF. 

Primary CHW flow secondary flow by 
gpm. Time:[ 1. After 

20 minutes, 1 st lag chiller and pumps should 
stop. Time when 1 st lag chiller stops = 
[ 1. Cooling tower fans shut 
down as expected: Main fan--pony motor-all 
OFF. 

Lead Chiller Staaina OFF* 
When ail CCVs are c 15% open for 10 min. 
and after an additional 20 min. delay, lead 
chiller and all pumps should shut down. 

*No no-flow alarms should be generated 
during normal staging down. 

Observe that the CDP-6 or 7 and CDP 8 or 9 
still run and that the CDWT remains the 
constant. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Specs 
15755 
3.3 

placed. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
10 

Seq 41 
I Beat Exchanuer HE-1. 

With the chillers off, generate a 
significant load call from ACU's served 
by HE-1. Take temp. readings of 
entering and exiting HE water. 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Req 10 
No? ' I  Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 
Expected and Actual Response4 

[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Observe the temperature differences of the 
CDW and the ACU supply water across the 
heat exchanger. Verify that they are in line 
with the manufacturer's specs. Attach specs. 

Water Temps (F) 
CDWIn CDWOut /4CUIn I\CUOut 
uu uu uu uu uu uu uu uu 

- 
Note 

# - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test IT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. €4 
spec. w. ID' 
11 

seq 33- 
35 

- 

- 
R e q  ID 
No? - 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Variable Speed Drive (VFD) on 
~ .~ 

CHWP-6. 
(Note: VFD operation with multiple 
SCHW pumps operating is tested in 
procedure 3 and 6. 

1. Carefully go over prefunctionai 
checkllst and programming record and 
identify anomalies. Record the low 
limits. 

2. With only chiller associated with 
CHWP-6 running and other chillers 
manually OFF, reduce all cooling load 
or manually lower pump and remote 
differential pressure setpoints. See 
how low VFD will go. 

3. Call for moderate cooling or 
increase differential pressure 
setpoints. 

4. Call for maximum cooling or 
Increase differential pressure setpoints 
(keeping only 1 chiller ON). 

Expected and Actual Response' 
Write ACTUAL resDonse in brackets or circle1 

Motor manufacturer's recommended speed 
low limit = %of max.]. 

1. Low lima setting in drive: 1 Hz, 
rpm =- YO of maximum]. Provide 
reasons for low limit not being at motor mfr's 
low limit. 

List any anomalies noticed in programming: 

2. Lowest speed drive will go: 1 Hz, 

Is this within 3 Hz of the low limit setting (or 
within a range equal to 5% of maximum 
speed)? 
is pump and remote dP SP maintained 
without hunting? 

rpml. 

3. Does VFD motor ramp up accordingly in a 
reasonable time? 
Is pump and remote dP SR maintained 
without hunting? 

4. Does VFD motor ramp to full speed in a 
reasonable time? 
Is pump and remote d P  SR maintained 
without hunting? 

Notes: 

Pass 

Y N  - 

~~ 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
12 

seq 33- 
35 

Req ID 
No? 

15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Varlable Speed Drive WFD) on 
CHWP-7. 
(Note: VFD omration with multiDle 
SCHW pumpi operating is tested in 
procedure 3 and 6. 

1. Carefully go over prefunctional 
checklist and programming record and 
identify anomalies. Record the low 
limits. 

2. With only chiller associated with 
CHWP-7 running and other chillers 
manually OFF, reduce all cooling load 
or manually lower pump and remote 
differential pressure setpoints. See 
how low VFD will go. 

3. Call for moderate cooling or 
increase differential pressure 
setpoints. 

4. Call for maximum cooling or 
increase differential pressure setpoints 
(keeping only 1 chiller ON). 

Notes: 

Expected and Actual Response4 
IWiie ACTUAL resDonse in brackets or circle1 

Motor manufacturer's recommended speed 
low limit = % of max.]. 

1. Low limit setting in drive: [ Hz, 
rpm =- % of maximum]. Provide 
reasons for low limit not being at motor mfr's 
low limit. 

List any anomalies noticed in programming: 

2. Lowest speed drive will go: Hz, 

Is this within 3 Hz of the low limit setting (or 
Nithin a range equal to 5% of maximum 
speed)? 
Is pump and remote dP SP main?ained 
Nithout hunting? 

rpml. 

3. Does VFD motor ramp up accordingly in a 
reasonable time? 
Is pump and remote dP SR maintained 
Nithout hunting? 

4. Does VFD motor ramp to full speed in a 
reasonable time? 
Is pump and remote dP SR maintained 
without hunting? 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

- 
Proced. 
No* & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
13 

seq 33, 
35 

- 
14 

%q 8, 
21 -24; 
32-35 

- 
Req I1 
No: 

1568: 
3.3.; 
1568: 
3.2 

spec! 

- 
specs 
I5682 
3.3.; 
5683 
3.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Variable Stxed Drive (VFD) on 
CHWP-8. 
(Note: VFD operation with multiple 
SCHW pumps operating is tested in 
procedure T-3 and T-6. 

1. Carefully go over prefunctional 
checklist and programming record anc 
Identify anomalies. Record the low 
limits. 

2. With only chiller associated with 
CHWP-8 running and other chillers 
manually OFF, reduce all cooling load 
or manually lower pump and remote 
differential pressure setpoints. See 
how low VFD will go. 

3. Call for moderate cooling or 
increase differential pressure 
setpolnts. 

4. Call for maximum cooling or 
increase differential pressure setpoints 
(keeping only 1 chiller ON). 

General Staaina. 
Bv Monltorlna: 
For each chiller, trend the status of 
CH, PCHWP, SCHWP, CDWP, CT 
Dony fan, CT main fan, OSAT, 
CHWST, ECDWT, primary gpm, 
secondary gpm, VFD rpm for each 
Dump. 
(Start all points simultaneously, 5 min. 
time step for 3 days, including 
weekend during a period of significant 
cooling. Provide text file (ASCII). 

Expected and Actual Response' 
Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle1 

Motor manufacturer's recommended speed 
low limit = 1 % of max.]. 

1. Low limit setting in drive: [ Hz, 
rpm =- % of maximum]. Provide 
reasons for low limit not being at motor mfr's 
low limit. 

List any anomalies noticed in programming: 

2. Lowest speed drive will go: 1 Hz, 

Is this within 3 Hz of the low limit setting (or 
within a range equal to 5% of maximum 
speed)? 
Is S P  maintained without hunting? 

rpml. 

3. Does VFD motor ramp up accordingly in a 
reasonable time? 
Is SP SR maintained without hunting? 

4. Does VFD motor ramp to full speed in a 
Basonable time? 
Is S P  SR maintained without hunting? 

3bserve that there are no anomalies in 
iperation, comparing to the specified 
sequences and staging. This is not a detailed 
Yo the minute" staging verification, which was 
jone manually above. 

4ttach representative graphs or columnar data 
and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No.& 
spec. 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

ReqID 
No: Expected and Actual Response4 

[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] Note 
pass 

yRJ I 

15 

Seq 13 

16 

seq 1 

17 

seq 1 

18 

Seq 19 

19 

Seql9 

20 

Seq22 

Seq22 3.3.; 
15683 1 3.2 

Specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

Specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

Specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

Specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 

u Notes 

21 

Demand Limitina. 
With one chiller running, enable the 
demand limiting routine and 
temporarily reduce the limiting delay 
from 1 hour to 20 minutes. Lower the 
kW limit to be equal to 90% of the 
lead chiller design kW. Initiate 
sufficient load to Cali for two chillers. 

3.2 

15682 
specs 

OSAT Lockout. 
With chiller(s) running in auto, 
overwrite OSAT sensor to be 55F. 

OSAT Lockout. 
Bv Monitorinq, 
During chilied water pressure control 
monitoring: 

PrimafCHWPue Failure, CH-1: 21- 
With only the lead chiller running (in 
auto), manually shut off the lead 
primary CHW pump 

Primarv CHW Pump Failure, CH-3. 
Wdh the chiller running in auto, 
manually shut  off the primary CHW 
pump. 

CD Pump Failure, CH-I: 2. 
With only the lead chiller running (in 
auto), manually shut off the CD pump. 

CD Pump Failure. CH-3. 
With the chiller running in auto, 
manually shut  off the primary CD 
pump. 

I I 

Observe that CCV's run to 100% open, 
Indicating a call for cooling and an unsatisfied 
condition. Note that the lag chiller is called 
for, but does not turn on until the programmed 
delay is over. 

Observe a shutdown of the chillers, including 
secondary CHW pumps.. 

Observe a shutdown of the chillers, including 
secondary CHW pumps, whenever the OSAT 
is less than 55F 
Attach representative graphs or columnar data 
and explanatory analysis to this test report. 
Operating chiller should stop and go into 
failure alarm. The lag chiller then becomes 
the lead chiller and should start. 

An alarm should register and the standby 
primary CHW pump should start 
automatically. 

Operating chiller should stop and go into 
failure alarm. The lag chiller then becomes 
the lead chiller and should start. 

An alarm should register and the standby CD 
pump should start automatically. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
22 

seq 37 

23 

24 

25 

seq 21 

26 

Seq 18 

27 

seq 43 

Req ID 
No.? 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

~ _ _ _  

Secondarv CHWP Failure. 
With at least one chiller and pumps in 
auto, and running, s h u t  off variable 
speed drive to lead SCHWP. 

Chiller Standbv 1. With chillers 
manually OFF, turn 1 st lag chiller to 
Auto and cause a call for the chillers. 

Chiller Standbv 2. Repeat above to 
test 2nd lag chiller as lead. 

Manual Standbv CDP- - 2. 
With chillers OFF, manually operate 
valves to allow standby CDP to 
function and assign as lead pump. 
Turn chillers to auto with CH-1 or 2 as 
lead. Initiate a call for the chillers. 

for CH-1 & 

Manual Standbv PCHWP- for CH-1 
I -  

& 2. - 
With chillers OFF, manually operate 
valves to allow standby primary 
CHWP to function and assign it as 
lead pump. Turn chillers to auto with 
CH-1 or 2 as lead. Initiate a call for 
the chillers. 

CDP 6: 7 Failure 
Lead = CDP-- (6 or 7) 
With system in auto and running, 
manually shu t  down lead pump. 

CDP 8: 9 Failure 
Lead = CDP-- (8 or 9) 
With system in auto and running, 
manually shut  down lead pump. 

Notes: 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Observe that lag or standby SCHWP starts. 

Lead primary CHWP pump should start and 
orig. lead chiller should try and start, but fail. 
CHWP should shut  off. After I ] 
minutes DDC should start the lag CHW pump, 
etc. and 1 st lag chiller and function as lead. 
(shorten delays for test, if desired) 

First two chillers remain off. 2nd lag chiller 
starts. 

Observe that standby CDP operates and that 
gpm is as per design, 1350 gpm 
I n m p l .  

Observe that standby PCHWP operates as 
lead and that gpm is as per design, 675 gpm 
I P m l .  

Observe that an alarm is registered and that 
the lag pump starts. 

Observe that an alarm is registered and that 
the lag pump starts. 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
28 

Seq 6;7 

Notes: 

- 
R e q  IC 
No? 

S p a  
15682 
3.3.; 
15682 
3.2 

- 
Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 
CHWS Reset. 
With one or more chillers running in 
auto, change conditions to provide 
data points near both ends of the line 
and one near the middle of the chart 
below. 
A. Mark current SR conditions on 
chart with a star and CHWSTemp with 
a dot. 

B. Increase cooling demand by 
lowering space setpoints 8.F in all 
zones or by manually opening preheat 
coil valves. 
In BAS, observe CCVs opening for 
AHU 1,2,3; 4 and CHWS setpoint 
lowering. Mark SR values on chart 
with a star. 
Observe that the CHWST meets 
setpolnt w/o excessive hunting. Mark 
CHWST values on chart with a dot. 

C. Remove cooling demand by 
raising space setpoints 8'F above 
normal in all zones or by other 
suitable method. 
Observe CCV's closing for AHU 1,2, 
3; 4 and CHWS setpoint raising. Mark 
SR values on chart with a star. 
Observe that the CHWST meets 
setpoint w/o excessive hunting. Mark 
CHWT values on chart with a dot. 

D. In condition B, Overwrite RA RH to 
be 53%. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

A. Values in middle of chart; near line. 

B. Values in the bottom right of chart; near 
the line. 

C. Values in the top left of chart: near the 
line. 

D. ObSeNe that the SR does not change 
further. 

- 
Note 

# - 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
Pass 

y/N 

Test Procedure3 Expected and Actual Response" No.& ReqID 

(including special conditions) write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] spec. No.? 
Seq. ID' 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Note 
# 

Specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

For each observation, mark CHWS temp with a dot and 
the current CHWS temperature setpoint with a star. 
After system settles, all values should fall within 1F of the 
line and the actual temp. should be within 1F of setpoint. 

CHWS Temmrature Reset. 
By Monitoring: 
Trend CHWST setpoint, CHWS 
temperature, CCV positions for AHU 
1,2,3; 4. (Start all points 
simuttaneously, 5 min. time step for 5 
days, including weekend. Provide text 
file (ASCII). 

Note how many minutes after the call for a change was 
made, that readings were recorded. 

Number of CW's >= 90% Open 

Notes: 

Make similar observations as for the manual 
test. Observe that the CHWS SR changes as 
expected and CHWST meets setpoint w/o 
excessive hunting. 

Attach representative graphs or columnar data 
and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

I I 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
30 

Seq 33 

31 

seq 33 

32 

Seq 5 

Notes: 

Req ID 
No.? - 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

spes 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 

3.2 - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Chilled Water Pressure Control. 
Setpoint is to have one CCV 80% 
open. 
With one or more chillers running in 
auto and with all CCV's less than 80% 
open. 
Increase the call for cooling by 
lowering DAT or space temperature 
setpoint. 

Increase the call for cooling by 
lowering DAT or space temperature 
setpoint. 

Significantly increase the callfor 
cooling by lowering DAT or space 
temperature setpoint. 

Chilled Water Pressure Control. 
Bv Monltorina. 
Trend all CCV positions, pump 
discharge differential pressure and 
setpoint, remote pressure and 
setpoint, VFD rpm on each CHW 
pump; OSAT. 

Trend during season of moderate to 
significant cooling for 3 days at a 
sampling rate of every 5 minutes; 
24hrs per day with output in ASCII file 
columnar format. 

Svstem Stabilization. Analyze CHW 
reset and pressure control monitoring 
data. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Beginning pump dP SR: [ 1 
Beginning remote dP SR:[ 1 
Observe that that when the first CCV opens 
more than 80% I %]the remote dP 
SR increases relative to how much greater 
than 80% open the CCV is. 
New remote dP SR = [ ] and new dP 

Observe that the pump dP SR also increases. 
New pump dP SR = [ ] and new dP = 

Observe that the SCHW pump speed 
increases to meet the pump dP SR. 

Dbserve that after a forced 5 min. delay, if the 
most open CCV is less than 80% open 
[ 1, the remote and pump dP SPt's 
jecrease and SCHW pump speed decreases. 

= [ 1. 

I- 

3bserve that as the load is increased 
jubstantially, that dP SPt's increase to try and 
naintain only one CCV greater than 80% 
Jpen. More than one CCV may be open more 
:han 80% at the same time, but not for more 
:han 5-1 0 minutes. 

3bSeNe that there is generally only one CCV 
more than 80% open. At times, not lasting 
nore than about 10 minutes, there could be 
more than one CCV more than 80% open. 
The goal is to have one, and only one, CCV 
90% open at all times. 

Attach representative graphs or columnar data 
and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

Verify that the CHWS temperature Is stable 
and maintains the CHWS SR within 0.5F over 
a range of conditions and days. 

Pass 

Y M  - Note 
P - 
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-SAMPLE- 

Specs CHW Flow Switch CH-1. 
15682 tf PCHW pump is wired in series with 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Observe that chiller won’t start because of no 
CHW flow and that an alarm is generated. 

Roced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID’ 
33 

Seq 40 

34 

seq 5 

Specs 
15682 

35 

CHW Flow Switch CH-2. . 
tf PCHW pump is wired in series with 

Observe that chiller won’t start because of no 
CHW flow and that an alarm is generated. 

CHILLE 
36 

Seq 2; 
3 

37 

Notes: 

Req i D  

specs 
No. 

15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

15683 
3.2 

specs 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Secondarv Pumps for Freeze 
Protection, 
With chillers in auto, but not running, 
manually start smoke exhaust system 
EF-10 and overwrite OSAT to be 38F. 
CH-3 (Reciprocatinal Staainq, 
6 v  Monltorlna. 
Temporarily program the BAS to 
readout and trend the stage of CH-3. 
With CH-3 as lead chiller in auto, call 
for chillers using a suitable method. 
After CH-3 is fully loaded, remove all 
load. 

During the above, trend the CH-3 
stage, the CHWST and the CHWST 
Spt at 2 min. Intervals for 1 hour or 
until chiller is fully loaded and then 
unloads to stop. Provide tabular or 
graphical documentation. 

For all chiller and cooling tower 
components, review current setpoints 
and sequences with specifications and 
control drawings. Submit approved 
differences to be incorporated in 
asbuitts. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
v r i i e  ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Observe that SCHW pumps operate normally. 
(EF-1 0-associated AHU CCV’s should also be 
open). 

Loading: 
The trends should follow the 8 staging 
sequences of stage vs CHWST offset from 
setpoint (accounting for programmed delays), 
etc. as per the programmed sequences. 

Unloadina: 
The trends should follow the staging 
sequences of stage vs CHWST offset from 
setpoint (accounting for programmed delays), 
etc. as per the programmed sequences. 

Attach representative graphs or columnar data 
and explanatory analysis to this test report. 
Setpoints and sequences are the same as 
original specs. 
OR 
Differences submitted for asbuitts. 

3.3.; 
15685 

3.2 

proof of flow switch, jumper pump out 
of this loop. With chillers manually 
off, but under conditions that will call 
for chillers, manually turn off PCHW 
pump. Turn Chiller 1 to auto. 

3.3.; 
15683 

3.2 

proof of flow switch, jumper pump out 
of this loop. With chillers manually 
off, but under conditions that will call 
for chillers, manually turn off PCHW 
pump. Turn Chiller 2 to auto. 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

R e q  ID 
No: 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 
15683 
3.2 

- 
specs 
I5682 
3.3.; 
I5683 
3.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) - .  

CHW Flow Switch CH-3. 
if PCHW pump is wired in series with 
proof of flow switch, jumper pump out 
of this loop. With chillers manually 
off, but under conditions that will call 
for chillers, manually turn off PCHW 
pump. Turn Chiller 3 to auto. 

LOW evap. refriaerant templpressure 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 
CH-3 

Hiah condenser Dressure 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 

Hiah motor windina temperature 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 

Low differential oil ~ressure 
IBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 

-ow differential oil pressure 
IBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 

Expected and Actual Response4 
write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Observe that chiller won't start because of no 
CHW flow and that an alarm is generated. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

49 Specs CT-1 Fan Failure Alarm. 
15682 With CT running, manually shut  off 

Seq 28 3.3.; either of its fan motors. 
i 571 o 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Observe that an alarm is registered. Lag CT 
comes on line automatically??? Manually??? 

46 

MCQUY 
O&M 

50 

Seq 28 

47 

MCQUY 
O&M 

2.2 
Specs CT-2 Fan Failure Alarm. 
15682 With CT running, manually shut off 
3.3.; either of its fan motors. 
1571 0 
2.2 

Observe that an alarm is registered. Lag CT 
comes on line automatically??? Manually??? 

48 

- 
Req ID 
No? 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

- 
spew 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

15683 
3.2 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Loss of anv electrical Dower Dhase 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 
CH-3 

Hiah oil temmrataure 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 
CH-3 

Hiah bearina temDerature 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 

Ground fault protection 
TBD 

CH-1 
CH-2 
CH-3 

Intetlockina of chillers and DurnDs 
This is demonstrated in procedures 
above (not the safeties). 

Expected and Actual Response4 
Write ACTUAL resDonse in brackets or circle1 
Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Indicator lights for alarms, cutouts and normal 
running function properly. 
Compressor does not restart after cutout. 

Notes: 

~~ ~~ 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
51 

Seq 28 

52 

Seq 29 

53 

Seq 25 

54 

Seq 27 

55 

Seq 30 

Req ID 
No: 

spes 
15682 
3.3.; 

1571 0 
2.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

1571 0 
2.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

1571 0 
2.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

1571 0 
2.2 

specs 
15682 
3.3.; 

1571 0 
2.2 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

CT-3 Fan Failure Alarm. 
With CT running, manually s h u t  off 
either of its fan motors. 

CT Vibration Alarm. 
(i not documented during startup) 
Jump the vibration sensor to simulate 
a vibration alarm. 

cT-1: - CT-2: - CT-3: 

CT Hiah Water Alarm. 
Plug sump overflow and override the 
makeup valve, causing the CT sump 
to over-fill. 

CT Low Water Alarm and Makeup 
Override the makeup valve, causing 
the CT sump to not-fill. Drain the 
sump below the alarm level. 

Return makeup valve to auto. 

Winter Operation. 
During weather with OSAT below 25F, 
inspect CT. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Observe that an alarm is registered. Lag CT 
comes on line automatically??? Manually??? 

Observe that an alarm is registered and that 
the CTfan shuts off. Lag CT comes on line 
automatically??? Manually??? 

Observe that a high water limit alarm is 
registered. 

Observe that a low water limit alarm is 
registered. 

Observe makeup valve open slowly and fill 
sump until proper level; then close. 

Observe the functioning of the heat tape, 
veriiy that the sump temperature is above 
setpoint, verify that freezing water on the 
media is not excessive. Be sure that the fans 
do not come on when water is going over the 
tower (as only 60F need be achieved). 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Roced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
56 

Seq 26 

Notes: 

- 
Req IO 
No? 

15682 
3.3.; 
1571 a 
2.2 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

CT Sum Heaters. 
(if not documented during startup) 
Schedule: (setpoint = 45F) 

ON (F) OFF (F) 
Stage1 45 43 
Stage2 47 45 

Starting with sump heaters not 
running, overwrite sump temperature 
to be equal to stage 1 SPt. Then, 
lower to stage 2 SR. Then raise to 1 
F above 2nd stage OFF SPt. Then 
lower to 1st stage OFF SR. 
Repeat for each CT. 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[wine ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Actual: 
DN(n OFF(R 

CT-1 
Stage1 3 U 
Stage2 [ 1 . [ ] 
CT-2 
Stage 1 ] U 
Stage2 [ 1 U 

Stage1 1 U 
Stage2 [ 1 U 

CT-3 

4 
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-SAMPLE- 

Roc&. 

Expected and Actual Response4 Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

No.& ReqID 

[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] spec. No? 
Seq. ID' 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Pass 

y/N 

3EPEAT PROCEDURES 1-8 WITH CHILLER 2 AS LEAD: 

M STARTUP AND STAGING (2nd chi 
StartuD Seauence. Lead = CH--. 
(This is not the initial startup by 
factory reps). 
With chiller system off, with schedule 
allowing chillers ON and OSAT >56F, 
turn chillers and pumps to auto. Turn 
on AHUs and cause a call for cooling 
sufficient to call for chillers (manually 
open preheat coil valve, lower space 
temperature SR, etc. A call for the 
chillers will be made when any AHU 
fan Is ON and its CCV is => 15% open 
for 1 Ominutes. 

Vanes: 

Coolina Tower: 
Specified Sequences: 

ECDWT 
FanSpd ONIF) OFF IF) 
OFF e69 -- 
(bypass valve modulating) 
'Low 69 75 
'High 73 69 

' Bypass valve should be closed. 
Eight minute delay between stages. 

Maintain chiller load between 10-1 5% 
for 30 minutes. 

3r as lead) 
Observe that the lead primary CHW pump 
does not turn ON until a CCV on an ON AHU 
is => 15% %] open for 10 min. 
I- 
Observe lead secondary CHW pump start 
whenaCCVisl5%[ lopenfor10 

Observe CHW primary and secondary pumps 
tuming on, then the oil pump; then the CD 
pump (30-60s delay ea.) 

Observe that secondary pumps start at 
minimum RPM and slowly ramp up. Starting 

Observe the lead chiller starting. 'Observe 
that the vanes start closed and begin to open. 
( m a  spd = 0-full open in -3 rnin. and closed 
in -1 minute) 

1 minutes. 

RPM=I 1. 

OSAT=I 4. 
Observe that when the lead chiller started the 
CT specified sequences followed, with delays 
between stages. Observe that the ECDWT 
SR of 65F is maintained, unless OSA 
conditions prohibit. Record various ECDW 
temps during lead chiller operation only: 
I 1  u1, u1, I 1  

Record of Observed Sequences: 
ECDWT Delay 

FanSpd ONIF) OFFIF) --- OFF U 
(bypass valvexdulating) 
Low u uu 
High u uu 
. .  

Observe that there is no surging or abnormal 
vibration. 

- 
Nota 

Y - 



-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. €4 

spec. 
Seq. ID' 
2b 

Seq 8 

3b 

Seq 8; 
32-34 

4b 

Seq 8; 
21 -24 

- 
Req i D  
No? Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 
j s t  Laa Chiller Saaina ON. 
Staging sequence: CH-- -->CH-- 

With chillers in auto, and loaded such 
that only lead chiller is running, lower 
space setpoints so CCVs open. Wait 
-1 0 minutes. Record time that 
primary flow and secondary flow 
become equal. Wait 20 minutes. 

->CH-- 

1st Laa Secondarv CHWP 
Staaina ON. 
Continue increasing cooling load, if 
necessary, to cause CCVs to open 
iurther. 

1st Laa Coolina Tower Staaina ON. 
During the preceding sequences: 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[wriie ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Total primary flow = I gpm]. 
Secondary CHW flow => primary CHW flow = 
I gpm] and lead chiller is at least 95% 
loaded (by % of rated current), [ 
amps]. Time: 1 1. After20 
minutes, 1st lag chiller should start (PCHWP - 
oil pump - CDP - chiller). Time when 1 st lag 
chiller started = 1. 
Observe that the amps on both chillers are 
within 5% of each other. 

Observe that after total SCHW flow 
I P m  - rpm] >total design flow of 
ON SCHW DumDs f765 aDml and the SCHW 
pump dP diops 2 pii [ " I  '-1 below S R  for 
10 minutes, the first lag SCHWP turns ON. 
Obselve that the 2 pumps' rpm are aprox. 
equal and at aprox. 50% (880 rpm), [CHWP- 

rpm, CHWP- rpm] and 
that total flow is just over previous gpm (765) 
I gpm], and that after - 2 minutes, 
pump dP is maintained at S R  I ] 
and remote dP is maintained at S R  
r 1 

OSAT=[ F]. 
Observe that when the 1st lag chiller started 
the CT specified sequences followed, with 
delays between stages. Observe that the 
ECDWT SR of 65F is maintained, unless 
OSA conditions prohibi. Record various 
ECDW temps when both chillers are 
operating: [ 1. f 1, I 1, 
I* I* 
Record of Observed Sequences: 

FanSDd ON (F) OFFF)  

(bypass valve modulating) 

ECDWT Delay 

- OFF U 
Low u uu 
High u uu 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

placed. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
5b 

s e q  8 

6b 

s e q  8; 
32-34 

Notes: 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

2nd Laa Chiller Staaina ON Cont. 
After second chiller starts, continue 
calling for more cooling to start third 
chiller. 

2nd Laa Secondarv CHWP 
Staaina ON Cont. 
Continue increasing cooling load, if 
necessary, to cause CCVs to open 
further. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Total primary flow = [ gpm]. 
Observe until secondary CHW flow => 
primary CHW flow = [ qpm] and both 
chillers are at least 95% loaded (by % of rated 
current), [ amps]. Time: 

chiller should start (PCHWP - 011 pump - CDP 
-chiller). Time when 2nd lag chiller started = 

1. After 20 minutes, 2nd lag 

Observe that the amps on all running chillers 
are within 5% of each other. 

Observe that after total SCHW flow 

CHWP- rpm] is greater than total 
design flow of ON SCHW pumps (1530 gpm), 
and the SCHW pump dP drops 2 psi 
[ 1 below SR [ 1 for 10 minutes, 
the 2nd lag SCHWP tums ON. Observe that 
the 3 pumps' rprn are aprox. equal and at 
aprox. 67% (1 170 rpm), [CHWP- 
rpm, CHWP- rpm, CHWP- . 

rpm] and that total flow is just over 
previous gpm (1530) [ gpm], and that 
after - 2 minutes, pump dP is maintained at 
SR I IandremotedPis 
maintained at SR I 1. 

[ gpm,CHWP- rpm. 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
7b 

Bq 8; 
21 -24 

Notes: 

Aeq ID 
No? - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

2nd Laa Coolina Tower Staaina ON. 
During the preceding sequences: 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Observe that when the 2nd lag chiller started 
the CT specified sequences followed, with 
delays between stages. Observe that the 
ECDWT SR of 65F is maintained, unless 
OSA conditions prohibit. Record various 
ECDW temps when all three chillers are 
operating: I-, -1, -1, 
I* I- 
Record of Observed Sequences: 

ECDWT Delay 
FanSDd ONIF) OFFIF) fmh) 

(bypass valve modulating) 

OSAT=[ F]. 

I OFF U 
Low u uu 
High u uu 

- 
Note 

Y - 

~~ 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

- 
R&. 
No. & 
S W .  

Seq. ID' 
8b 

seq 9; 
10; 35 

Notes: 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Chillers Staaina OFF. 
Raise space setpoints so CCVs close, 
or shut  off some or all AHU's. Wait 
-1 0 minutes. Record time that 
primary flow exceeds secondary flow 
by capacity of last selected pump. 
Wait thru 20 min. delay. (CHWP 1-3 
= 675 gpm ea., CHWP 4; 5 = 180gpm 
ea.) 

Repeat to see 1st lag chiller stage off. 

Repeat to see lead chiller stage off. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
2nd Laa Chiller Staaina O F F  
Observe that when the total SCHW gpm has 
reduced to be c= the sum of the first two 
selected SCHW pumps for 10 minutes, that 
the second lag SCHW pump shuts OFF. 

Primary CHW flow > secondary flow by 
[ lgpm. Time: 

1. After 20 minutes, 2nd lag 
chiller and pumps should stop. Time when 
2nd lag chiller stops = [ 1. 
Cooling tower fans shut down as expected: 
Main fan-pony motor-all OFF. 

First Laa Chiller Staaina OFF' 
Observe that when the total SCHW gpm has 
reduced to be C= the lead SCHW pump for 10 
minutes, that the first lag SCHW pump shuts 
OFF. 

Primary CHW flow > secondary flow by 
gpm. Time:[ 1. After 

20 minutes, 1st lag chiller and pumps should 
stop. Time when 1st lag chiller stops = 
[ 1. Cooling tower fans shut 
down as expected: Main fan--pony motor-all 
OFF. 

Lead Chiller Staaina OFF' 
When all CCVs are c 15% open for 10 min. 
and after an additional 20 min. delay, lead 
chiller and ail pumps should shut down. 

'No no-flow alarms should be generated 
during normal staging down. 

Note 
# - 
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-SAMPLE- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Wriie ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

Return all changed control 
parameters and conditions to 
their pre-test values5 

Check off in table of Section 2 
above when completed 

SEQUENCES AND COMPONENTS NOT TESTED 

Not tested. 
Capacitv Testing 
Not tested. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Chiller System Functional Test FT 01-01 

61 SCHW PumD End of Curve Safetv. 
Not tested (from examining the pump 
curves and operating points, pumps 
are sufficiently oversized to make an 
end of curve event highly unlikely) 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING 

Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required per test procedures 14,17,29,31,34; 57. Attach representative graphs or I columnar data and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

**/lbbrevlations; SCHW = secondary chilled water, PCHW = primary chilled water. dP = diff. pressure, SPt = setpoint 

'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
%tep-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
'Include tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the AE, conrols contractor or vendor. Wriie "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes !o Owner. 

1) 

CHWS = chilled water supply, CT = cooling tower, BAS = building automation system. 

Methods to False Load Chillers 
If OSAT is less than 75F, prevent economizer cool OSA from entering the building. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Use OSA preheat coils to heat incoming OSA. 
Enable the boiler by removing any lockouts, etc. Manually open the min. OSA preheat coil valve to preheat the 
OSA. Increase the min. OSA discharge temperature setpoint and the heating water supply temperature, as 
necessary. 
Lower the space temperature setpoint. 
Prior to the chiller test, manually preheat the building space temperature to 78F - 8OF. 
Lower the chilled water supply temperature setpoint. 

False load the chiller (see above) 

Manually close the economizer OSA dampers, OR 
Lower the changeover economizer setpoint below the OSAT (if DB type), OR lastly 
Overwrite the OSAT value to be 80F or more so dampers won't open. 

2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
False Loadina Coolina Towers 
1) 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS ATTACHED 

- END OF TEST- 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Heating Fan Coil Unit FC-1 Functional Test R-- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr- HEATING FAN COIL FCU-1, Room B-I 02 

Related Tests: Boilers 
1. Participants 

Parhr Particbation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. 

b. - Boilers 1; 2 have successfully completed functional testing. 
c. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 
ready for functional testing:- FCU-1 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 
d. - All ALE punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
e. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
f - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
g* - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
h. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 

Date 

control system are capable of? Knot, list recommendations below. 

i. - BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

j. - Packaged Control Program Review. Review the p-zkaged control program(s) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

k. - Record of All Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

1st Gage or Instru. 
Pkg&BAS Meas'd 

Values Value 
stat: 

Heating Fan Coil Unit FC-1 Functional Test n-- 

Final Gage or 
Pkg&BAS Pass 

Values Y/N? 
stat: 

3. Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the se~lsof~ listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefimdonal checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 

"In calibratiod'means making a reading with a calibrated test instnunent within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage, packaged control panel or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test 
instrument-measured value is within the tolerances specified in the prehctional checklist requirements ( 1. If 
not, install offset in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibration, if 
possible. 

Roced. 
No.& ReqID Test Procedure3 
spec. No.? (including special conditions) 

seq. 1 space temp. 

seq. 1 the space temp. 

Seq. ID' 

1 

2 

Adjust the stat setpoint until it is equal to the 

Adjust the stat setpoint until it is 4F below 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

-Fan starts. - Heating coil valve 
opens; w a r m  air delivered. 
Fan stops. 
Heatina coil valve closes. 

'Sensor location is appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. 

4. Device Calibration Checks. 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prehctional checklist and startup reports completed successfblly. 
- Unit mounted securely. - Unit accessible for servicing. -No unusual noise or vibration in fan. 

-NONE- 

Pass? Y / N 

3 - Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values5 

Check off in Section 2 above 
when completed 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Fin Tube Radiator Functional Jest R-- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

FT- FIN TUBE RADIATOR FT 

(There are fin tubes in this project and will be tested.) 

Related Tests: Boilers, Interlocked TU- 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. 

b* 
c. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

The following have been started up and startup reports and prehctional checklists submitted and approved 
ready for functional testing: Tu's 
Boilers have successllly completed functional testing. 

documents, including final setpohts, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 
d. - All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
e. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
f. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
g. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
h. - Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 

control system are capable of'? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 
1. - BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 

setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

j. - Record of AU Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 

3. Sensot' Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listedbelow for diiration and adequate location. This is a 

Date 

Schedules, E&. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 
-NONE- 

Notes: 

~ 
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-SAMPLE- Fin Tube Radiator Functional Test FT-- 

4. Device Calibration Checks. Check the actuators or devices listed below for calibration. 
"In calibration" means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS reading 
is correct. For items out of calibration or adjustment, fix now ifeasv. via an o&t in the BAS, or a mechanical fix 
peatinp coil valve m o  : Set pumps to normal mode. procedure 1. Command valve to a few intermediate positions. Verify that 
reading in BAS reasonably correspond to the actual positions. For heating coil valves (NO): Procedure 2u. Set heating setpoint 20°F 
above room temperature. Verify BAS reading says 100% open. Visually verify valve is l l l y  open. 2b. Remove control air or electricity 
from the valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. procedure 3. Restore to normal. Set heating setpoint 
to 20°F below room temperature. Observe the valve close. 4. For pneumatic actuators, by override in the EMS, increase pressure to 
valve by 3psi (do not exceed actuator rating). Verify valve stem & actuator position does not change. Restore to normal. 

Device or Actuator & Site Pass 
Location Procedure I State BAS Value Observation Corrections Y/N 

Heating coil valve (HCV) 
position or command and 
stroke 

1. Intermediate positions 
2a. Full open 
2b. Remove power or air (full open) 
3. Closed 
4. Increase pressure (close) 

t I I 1 

I I I I 1 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Msc. site checks of the prehctional checklist and startup reports completed successfully. - Unit mounted securely. -Valves and unit accessible for servicing. 

Pass? Y / N 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

6 Func 
ROCed. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

1 

6 

Testing Record 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

General Sequencina. 
a. With boilers in normal mode and ON, 
increase space setpoint 20Fof TU- 
(interlocked to the fin tube). If OSAT is not > 
4OF, overwrite it to be > 40F. Overwrite space 
temp to be 3F below main setpoint (cooling) 

F and observe in BAS that there is 
heating deck flow and cooling flow goes to 
minimum. Observe that the fin tube or radiant 
panels remain OFF. 
b. Change the space temp. to be 5F below 
main setpoint (coolinal F and observe 
the radiant panels or fin tubes remain OFF. 
c. Change the OSAT to be c 40F. Observe 
that the radiant panels or fin tubes start 
heating. 
Return all Darameters to normal. 
Lower space setpoint to 20F below space 
temperature of TU- . 

Valve Leakaae Test. After 1 hour or more 
with fin tube heating valve closed, verify 
that no hot water is leaking through valve by 
feelina fin tube 3 feet from valve. 
Trend Loas. NONE 

~~ 

Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values' 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

a. TU goes into heating mode. 
Fin tube HCVs remain closed. 

b. TU remains in heating mode. 
Fin tube HCVs remain closed. 

c. TU remains in heating mode. 
Fin tube HCVs open. 

Fin Tube Radiator Functional Test Fr-- 

TU goes into cooling mode. 
Fin tube heating valve closes 
equally with TU heating command 
(TU HCV or dual duct heating 
damper). 
Tube should be near room 
temperature. 

Check off  in Section 2 above 
when completed 

Pass 
Y N  

& Note 
# 

'Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 
2Mode or function ID being tested, per testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 

41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. 
5Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. 

3 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

FT-04 PACKAGED ROOROP DX AIR CONDITIONING UNIT 
RTU 

Including integral equipment: - supply fans, relief fan, 
- inlet vanes, variable speed drive 

Related Tests: 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- Duct system 
- Connected Terminal Units 

b. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, includmg final setpoints and schedules with debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations 
completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
c. - Vibration control report approved @required). 
d. - Test and balance (TAB) completed and approved for the hydronic system and terminal units connected. 
e. - All A/E puncblist items for this equipment corrected. 
f. - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
g. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
h. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
i. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

j. - False loading equipment, system and procedures ready (boilers, preheat or reheat coils, control loops, over- 
ride on OSA dampers, etc.) 

k. - Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 
control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 

1. - BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

m. - Packaged Control Program Review. Review the packaged control program(s) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

n. - Record of All Values for Current Setpoints (SP), 
Schedules, Etc. Cbanged to Accommodate Testing: 

Returned 
Parameter Pre-Test to PreTest 

Values Values J 
Supply air temp. 
Discharge static 
pressure (SP) 
Supply air reset 
schedule 

Bldg. static P. 
Low ambient lockout 
NLL return air setpt. 

Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lock0 

Parameter Pre-Test 
Values 

High duct SP alarm 
Econ. min. when VFD YO 

Econ. min. when VFD % 
or IGV @ 100% 

Space temp. setpoint 
NLL space temp. setpt. 

. or IGV @ 0% 

Its, 

Returned 
to Pre-Test 
Values J 

YO 

% 

3. SenSol‘ Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listedbelow for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 

“In calibration” means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 

instrument-measured value is within the tolerances specified in the prehctional checklist requirements 
( 
as used for the original calibration, ifpossible. 

‘ reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage, packaged control panel or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test 

). Ifnot, install offset in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments 

Notes: 

~~~~ 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

4. Device Calibration Checks. The actuators or devices listed below checked for calibration. This is a 
spot check on a sample of the calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting and startup. 
‘Tu calibration” means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS 
reading is correct. For items out of calibration or adjustment, Gx now if easy, via an offset in the BAS, or a mechanical fix 

I I I I I I 
*Vanes or VFD: Procedure 1. Lower the controlling static pressure setpoint (duct or discharge) to be 114 of its current 
value. Verify that the vanes are shut, or fan speed is at minimum for VFD and packaged controller reads the same. Return the static 
pressure setpoint to normal. Procedure 2. Lower the space temperature setpoint to be 20F below space temp. and cause TU 
dampers to go to full cooling. Raise the static pressure setpoint as necessary to cause the sewint to not be met. Verify that 
the inlet vanes are fully open or the fan speed is at its max. and verify that the packaged controller reades the same. Return 
all to normal. 
**OSA DamDer. Procedure 1. Change minimum OSA damper position setting to 0%. Change economizing parameter as 
necessary to cause damper to go to minimum. Verify that the damper is shut. Change the minimum OSA damper position 
setting to 100%. Veritjr that the damper is fully open. Return all to n o d .  

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prefunctional checklist and startup reports completed successfblly. Pass? Y / N 

General Conditions of Test 

6, Func 
Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID’ 
1 

31 -33 
seq. 1; 

2 

3; 31- 
33 

seq. 2; 

3 
seq. 5; 
22; 34 

4 
Seq. 6 

Notes: 

resting Record 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Observe the unit in OFF condition. 

Disable optimum start. With the ASU in 
auto and with the schedule in unoccupied, 
change schedule to be occupied in a few 
minutes. Change the warm-up mode 
setpoint to be 3F greater than the RA 
temperature. 
Warm-up Mode. Continuing with the last 
procedure observe the startup. 

Wait until the RA temperature rises 
sufficiently, or change the warmup mode 
setpoint to be =to RA temperature + any 
offset. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Inlet vanes closed, [ 1, 
relief and OSA dampers closed, 
RA dampers open [ 1. 
Associated exhaust fan(s) are 
OFF. 
Upon the occpied time the unit 
should start. Observe that the inlet 
vanes are closed ] when 
the unit starts. 
Associated exhaust fan(s) are ON. 

1) Economizer dampers are shut. 
2) Perimeter TU box reheat valves 
open (observe 1/2 of designated 
perimeter TU’S thru BAS). 
3) Associated exhaust fan(s) are 
OFF. 

~~ 

Perimeter reheat valves return to 
normal. 
Economizer damper returns to 
normal (minimum position). (Note: 
min. position varies with fan inlet 
vane position.) 

Pass 
Y N  

& Note 
# 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Roced. 
No. & 

Seq. ID' 
spec. 

5 
seq. 7 

6 
seq. 7 

7 
Seq. 8 

Notes: 

- 
Req ID 
No? 
- - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Volume Capacitv Control. Return all 
settings to normal. Record discharge static 
pressure. 

Command all TU dampers to minimum (via 
direct command or by raising the space 
temp. setpoint 20F above space temp). 

Command all TU dampers to m a .  cooling 
(via direct command or by lowering the 
space temperature setpoint 20F below 
space temp.). 

JREND LOG 1 Volume Capac itv Control. 
Since the discharge pressure is not 
monitored, trend the inlet vane position 
command and OSAT for 8 hours in 1 minute 
intervals, with all systems in normal mode. 
Include transition from unoccupied to 
occupied periods. Attach occupied 
schedule. See Monitoring section at the end 
of this test. 
Lower the ASU high static setpoint to be 0.1 
inch lower than the current discharge static 
pressure. When done, return setpoint to 
normal. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
pVriie ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

1) Discharge static pressure 
setpoint = [ J. 
Current static pressure = 

2) Inlet vanes should go to their 
minimum position (0% open) 
[ %]in 
[ minutes]. 
3) Static pressure should remain at 
setpoint [ 1. 
4) Inlet vanes should go to their 
max. position (1 00% open) 
[ %]in 
[ minutes]. 
4) Static pressure should remain at 
setpoint 1. 
Verify that the inlet vanes are not 
hunting excessively in trying to 
maintain the static pressure 
setpoint. If there is not a wide 
enough range of vane positions 
logged, repeat the trend with some 
simulated load conditions being 
applied. 

I- 

ASU should shut down 
r 1 

Pass 
Y/N 

& Note 
# 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Roced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

8 

12; 18; 
20 

seq. 

3 cont. 

12 
seq. 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Coolina CaDacitv Staa ing, 
a) Shut the ASU OFF. Raise the space 
temperature setpoints 1 OF above space 
temperatures. If the OSAT is >55F, 
overwriite the OSAT sensor, that controls 
the economizer, to be 55F. Turn ASU ON. 

b) Change SAT reset parameters so that at 
full economy, the SAT setpoint will still not 
be met upon a call for full cooling (so SAT 
setpoint will be >OSAT). Record changes 

c) Lower the space temperature setpoints 
to 20F below space temperatures. 

Continuing from above: 
If temperatures are so low that the OSA with 
only the lower stages of mechanical will 
meet the SAT setpoint, lower the enthalpy 
changeover setpoint to 10 Btu/lb, so 
economizer damper will go to minimum. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[Wriie ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

a) SAT setpoint should change 
upward according to the strategy 
parameters I 1. 
Compressors should be OFF 
[ 1. Economizer damper 
should be at minimum [ 1. 
(Note: min. position varies with fan 
inlet vane position.) 
b) SAT setpoint should change 
downward according to the 
strategy parameters [ 1. 
Compressors should be OFF 
[ 1. Economizer 
dampers should open over time go 
to full open [ 1. 
SAT setpoint will not be met. 
c) Compressors begin to stage 
ON, only after economizer 
dampers are fully open 

Economizer damper remains fully 
open [ 1. 
Observe the staging ON of 
multiple compressors and their 
condenser fans. 
I 

Observe that SAT setpoint is met 
at all times, within 1 F either side of 
the current deadband (+/- 4F). 
Maximum deviation observed 
I- 
If OSAT is too cold for full 
compressor staging, repeat this 
sequence in warmer weather. 

- 
Pass 
YIN 

& Note 
# 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Proced. 
No. & 

Seq. ID' 
spec. 

9 

14 
seq. 

10 

12; 16- 
20 

seq. 

11 

15 
seq. 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Comoressor Lockout . Continuing from- 
above, change the compressor lockout 
temperature to be 3F below the current 
OSAT. 
Change the compressor lockout 
temperature to be 1 F above the current 
OSAT. Return all settinas to normal. 

~~~ 

TREND LOG 2. Coolina Caoacitv Staa ing 
and Economizer. With all systems in 
normal mode, trend the OSAT, RAT, SAT, 
SAT setpoint, ASU inlet vane position 
command and datalog the compressor 
current. Synchronize datalogger and BAS 
time and starts. Sample at 5 min. intervals 
for 48 hours during weather near design 
cooling. Provide occupied schedule. See 
Monitoring section at the end of this test. 

SAT Reset. a) With all systems in auto, 
make sure all polled zones are within 4F of 
space setpoint. Record the zone farthest 
above its setpoint. 
b) Overwrite a zone space temp to be 5F 
above its setpoint. Record the BAS S A  
setpoint. Observe the S A  meet setpoint. 

E) Overwrite a zone space temp to be 1 OF 
below its setpoint. Observe the S A  meet 
setpoint. 

Reset Sc hedule 
Worst a 
Zone (1) S!m 

5F 50F 
-1 OF 70F 

:1) Farthest zone above its setpoint) 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Compressors should remain ON. 

Compressors should shut OFF. 

Observe that SAT setpoint is met 
at all times, within 1 F either side oi 
the current deadband (+/- 40. 
Observe that economizer is first 
stage of cooling and that 
compressors stage ON and OFF 
according to need to maintain SAT 
setpoint. Verify that the 
compressors comply with the min. 
ON and OFF time of 3 minutes. 

b) Setpoint goesto50F [ 1. 
S A  temp meets 50F without 
excessive hunting. 
c) Setpoint goes to 70F [ 1. 
S A  temp meets 70F without 
excessive hunting. Compressors 
should shut OFF. 

- 
Pass 
Y/N 

& Note 
Y - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No.& 
spec. 

Sea. ID’ 

PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Expected and Actual Response4 

brackets or circle] 
ReqID Test Procedure3 write ACTUAL response in No? (including special conditions) 

Notes: 

TREND LOG 3. S AT Reset. 
With all systems in normal mode, trend the 
five typical warmest zones space temps, the 
SAT and the SAT setpoint. Verify the reset 
schedule is being met, per procedure 12. 
Trend at 5 minute intervals for 48 hours, 
during the week. 
See Monitoring section at the end of this 

Data indicates SA reset strategy is 
working. 

Economizer and Fresh Air Control. 
Method 1, when OSAT is 45F.  
a) Using a psychrometer or calibrated 
humidity sensor in the BAS and a 
psychrometric chart, determine the enthalpy 
of the inside ( Btu/lb) and 
outside air ( BtWlb). 
b) With the ASU in normal mode, cause a 
call for cooling (if not currently calling) by 
changing the SAT reset parameters to call 
for a SAT >OSAT but e RAT, or overwrite 
SAT setpt. Record actions: OSAT = -F, 
RAT = F; SAT setpoint = F 

c) Cause inlet vanes to open to 100% by 
changing all space temp. setpoints to be 
20F below the current space temperatures. 

pass 
Y/N 

& Note 
# 
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-SAMPLE- 

- 
placed. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

1% 

16-1 9; 
21 

seq. 

Notes: 

Req I C  
No: 
- - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Continuina from Drevious: 
d) Change the economizer changeover 
setpoint in the ASU to be 3 Btu/lb below the 
current OSA enthalpy, so economizer won't 
open. 

a) Cause inlet vanes to close to 0% open by 
changing all space temp. setpoints to be 
20F above the current space temperatures. 

9 Change the economizer changeover 
setpoint in the ASU to be 3 Btu/lb above the 
current OSA enthalpy. 

g) Change conditions or overwrite so the 
SAT setpoint is e OSAT. OSAT = F, 
SAT setpoint = F. 

Return economizer setpoint, SAT reset and 
space setpoints to normal. 

PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Expected and Actual Response' 
write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Fresh Air Control: 
d) Economizer damper should go 
to minimum. Observe that inlet 
vanes are 100% open 1. 
Verify that damper minimum is 
according to the Fresh Air Control 
OSA Compensation schedule: 

%open, 1 %open] 
for this inlet vane position. 

e) Economizer damper minimum 
should change. Observe that inlet 
vanes are 0% open [ 1. 
Verify that damper minimum is 
according to the Fresh Air Control 
OSA Compensation schedule: 

% open, [ % open] 
for this inlet vane position. 

9 Economizer damper should 
begin to open and maintain SAT 
setpoint within 1 F on both sides of 
the current SAT deadband of +/- 
4F. Damper should a be fully 
open. [ 

g) Economizer damper should go 
to full open [ 1. 
RA damper modulates opposite of 
economizer damper. 

Parameters put back to normal. 

- 
Pass 
Y/N 

& Note 
# = 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Roced. 
No. & 
spec. 

13b 
e 

Seq. 
16-19; 

21 

13b 
seq. 

16-1 9; 
21 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

~~ 

Economizer and Fresh Air Control. 
Method 2, when OSAT is >65F. 
a) Using a psychrometer or calibrated 
humidity sensor in the BAS and a 
psychrometric chart, determine the enthalpy 
of the inside ( Btu/lb) and 
outside air ( Btu/lb). 
b) With the ASU in normal mode, cause a 
call for cooling (if not currently calling) by 
changing the SAT reset parameters to call 
for cooling or overwriite SAT setpt. Record 
actions: OSAT = -F, RAT = F; 
SAT setpoint = F. 

c) Causeinlet vanes to open to 100% by 
changing all space temp. setpoints to be 
20F below the current space temperatures. 
Continuina from previous: 
d) Change the economizer changeover 
setpoint in the ASU to be 3 Btu/lb below the 
current OSA enthalpy, so economizer won't 
open. 

e) Cause inlet vanes to close to 0% open by 
changing all space temp. setpoints to be 
20F above the current space temperatures. 

Notes: 

I 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Fresh Air Control: 
3) Economizer damper should go 
to minimum. Observe that inlet 
vanes are 100% open 1 I. 
Verii that damper minimum is 
according to the Fresh Air Control 
OSA Compensation schedule: 

% open, [ Yo open] 
for this inlet vane position. 

e) Economizer damper minimum 
should change. Observe that inlet 
vanes are 0% open [ 1. 
Verify that damper minimum is 
according to the Fresh Air Control 
OSA Compensation schedule: 

%open, [ %open] 
for this inlet vane position. 

Pass 
YIN 

& Note 
# 

- 

- 
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-SAMPLE- 

Procsd, 
No. €4 
spec. 

, Seq.ID' 

13b 
seq. 

16-1 9; 
21 

14 
seq. 

23-26; 
34 

Test Procedure3 
(Including special conditions) 

Continuina from Drevious: 
9 Change the economizer changeover 
setpoint in the ASU to be 3 Btu/lb above the 
current OSA enthalpy. Overwrite the SAT 
to be > SAT setpoint by 1OF. 

Return economizer setpoint, SAT reset and 
space setpoints to normal. 
UnoccuD ied Niaht Low Limit Mode. 
a) With ASU in normal mode, change the 
schedule so unoccupied mode will begin in 
5 minutes. 
3) After the ASU shuts OFF, change the RA 
NLL setpoint to be 1 OF above current RA 
!emp. Overwrite one of the polled perimeter 
zone space temp. to be 1 Fabove the space 

:) Overwrite one of the polled perimeter 
zone space temp. to be 3Fbelow the space 
VLL heating setpoint. 

VLL heating setpoint, currently F. 

J) Change the RA NLL setpoint to be within 
:he bias or deadband range of the current 
3A temp. 
5) Return schedules, NLL RA setpoint and 
;pace overwriien values to normal. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

f )  Economizer damper should 
begin to open and eventually go to 
full open. 
Setpoint will not be met. 
Compressors will come on and 
economizer damper will remain 
fully open. 

PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

1 

RA damper modulates opposite of 
economizer damper. 
Parameters put back to normal. 

3) When the schedule is met, the 
4SU shuts OFF. * 

3) ASU and boiler does not come 
3N. 

>) The ASU and boilers come ON. 
4eating coil valves operate 
iormally. 
Zconomizer dampers are shut and 
2xhaust fans are OFF. 
J) The ASU and boilers shut OFF. 

?) Values returned to normal. 

pass 
YN 

& Note 
# 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Procad. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
15 

seq. 
27-30 ; 
34 

16 
seq. 
23-26 

Notes: 

- 
R e q  IC 
No? 
- - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

UnoccuDied Niaht Hiah Limit Mode. 
a) With ASU in normal mode, change the 
schedule so unoccupied mode will begin in 
5 minutes. 
b) After the ASU shuts OFF, change the RA 
NHL setpoint to be 1 OF below current RA 
temp. Change the space NHL cooling 
setpoint to be 65F (so no unoccupied 
cooling or heating is called for). Overwrite 
one of the polled perimeter zone space 
temp. to be 1 Fbelow the space temporary 

c) Change economizer changeover enthalpy 
as necessary to allow economizer damper 
to open. 
d) Overwrite one of the polled perimeter 
zone space temp. to be 3Fbelow the 
temporary space NHL cooling setpoint. . 

NHL cooling setpoint, currently F. 

e) Change the RA NHL setpoint to be within 
the bias or deadband range of the current 
RA temp. 
r) Return schedules, NHL RA, NHL space 
jetpoint and space overwritten values to 
normal. 
TREND LOG 4. Unoccup ied NHL. 
During a period of weather with nights below 
QOF, with all systems in normal mode, trend 
the inlet vane position command (surragate 
lor ASU status), RA temp, highest and 
lowest polled space temp., SAT, boiler 
status, HWST and OSAT. Trend at 15 min. 
intervals for 3 days. Provide occupied 
schedule. See Monitoring section at the end 
of this test. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

a) When the schedule is met, the 
ASU shuts OFF. 

b) ASU does not come ON. 

:; d) The ASU comes ON and 
mnomizer goes above minimum. 
Exhaust fans and boiler remain 
3FF. 
2) The ASU shuts OFF. 

3 Values returned to normal. 

rlerify the proper sequencing per 
'mcedure 14. 

Pass 
YIN 

& Note 
# 
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-SAMPLE- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT FT-04- 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Proc6d. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
17 

seq. 
27-30 

TREND LOG 5. Unoccupied NLL. 
During a period of weather with nights below 
40F, with all systems in normal mode, trend 
the inlet vane position command (surragate 
for ASU status), RA temp, highest and 
lowest polled space temp., SAT, boiler 
status, HWST and OSAT. Trend at 15 min. 
intervals for 3 days. Provide occupied 
schedule. See Monitoring section at the end 
of this test. 
Misc. Alarms. a) Filter alarm. In the BAS, 
lower the filter alarm setpoint until it equals 
the filter differential pressure. 
b) Compressor failure. With an ASU 
compressor running, shut off the breaker to 
the compressor. Reset when done. 
External Shutdowns and Alarms. 
a) High duct static pressure. In the BAS, 
lower the high duct static pressure alarm 
setpoint to the current duct static pressure. 
b) Supply duct smoke detector. Spray 
"smoke" on the SA duct sensor. 

18 

35 
seq. 

Verify the proper sequencing per 
Procedure 15. 

a) An alarm is registered in the 
BAS. 

b) An alarm is registered in the 
BAS. 
Breaker reset. 

a) The ASU should shut OFF and 
register an alarm. . 

b) The ASU should shut OFF and 
register an alarm in the BAS and 
generate a fire alarm. (see fire 
alarm response matrix). 
c) The ASU should shut OFF and 
register an alarm in the BAS and 
generate a fire alarm. (see fire 
alaqn response matrix). 

19 

36 
seq. 

Fire Alarm Shutdown. Initiate a fire alarm 
through the following: general smoke, pull 
station, sprinkler flow (jumper contacts). 

20 

37 
seq. 

All ASU's should shut OFF. 
General smoke alarm: - 
Pull station: 
Sprinkler flow: 
Duct smoke detector: {done a b  vel 

Notes: 

c) Return duct smoke detector. Spray 
"smoke" on the RA duct sensor. 

d) The ASU should shut OFF and 
register an alarm. 

d) Turn the emergency shutdown switch in 
on the BAS ASU controller in the 
Penthouse. 

- 
Pass 
YIN 

& Note 
# 
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-SAMPLE- PACKAGED ROOFTOP AC UNIT R-04- 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
21 

30 
seq. 

22 

39 
seq. 

25 

- 
leq ID 
No? 
- - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

~ 

Telecom Rm C-I04 Interlock. a) Change 
schedule to be in unoccupied mode. 
b) Overwrite the RA temp. to be 5F less 
than the RA unoccupied NHL setpoint to 
simulate a NHL satisfied condition. 

c) Lower theTelecom Rm unoccupied TU-1- 
43 setpoint (initially 80F) to the current 
Telecom room space temp. 
BAS Monitored and Adiustable Points. 
Verify that the monitored and adjustable 
points specified in the sequences are 
actually operable in the BAS. 
Terminal Boxes. Verify where in the BAS 
that the specified perimeter boxes are 
designated. Match to specs. 
TRENDLOG6. ODtimum . Start. 
Trend the ASU static pressure (surrogate for 
ON condition), the OSA temperature and 
the average temperature used for the 
optimum start routine and the RA temp 
during weather with night time lows 30-4OFl 
for three consecutive days in 5 minute 
intervals. Trend again when night time lows 
are 60-70F. 
Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values5 

Expected and Actual R e s p o n d  
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

3) ASU should shut OFF and 
.emain OFF. 

:) ASU should start and run, not in 
light high limit mode, but run until 
.he unoccupied setpoint of TU-1-43 
s satisfied. 
411 points as per spec. 

TU perimeter schedules match 
spec. 

Observe that the start times vary 
per the optimum start routine and 
that the RA temp is met by the 
schedule. 

Check off in Section 2 above 
when completed 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING. Five monitoring via BAS trend logs are required per test Procedures 6, 10, 
12, 16, 17,24. Trend logs all shall be provided in electronic continuous columnar spreadsheet compatible 
format. Trends all shall be provided in hard tabularformat (continuous columnar with time in left column and at 
least four columns of point values in adjacent columns). All points for a given trend will begin at exactly the same 
time. Provide a key to all abbreviations. Attach representative graphs or columnar data and explanatory analysis to 

pecord Foot Notes 
Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 

*Mode or function ID being tested, per testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
3Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. - END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Packaged Boiler Functional Test IT- 

Functional Test 

Project 

IT-0201 PACKAGED BOILER 

And Boiler System Including HW Pumps 1 & 2 

Related Tests: 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests 
Dates of tests 
Dates of tests 

2. Test Prerequisites 
a* - The following have been started up and startup reports and prefhctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- Boiler 
- Heating water pumps 

- Heating water piping and valves 

b. -All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schddes and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

C. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 

k. 
1. 

j. 

- Piping system flushing complete and required report approved. - Water treatment system complete and operational. 
- Vibration control report approved (ifrequired). 
- Test and balance (TAB) complete and approved for the hydronic system. 
- AU A/E pkchlist items for this equipment corrected. - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- Sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Packaged Boiler Functional Test R- 

m. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this boiler and 
control system are capable of? If not, list recommendations below. 

n. -BAS Program Review. Review the BAS s o b a r e  control program($ for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

0. - Packaged Control Program Review. Review the packaged control program(s) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

p. - Record made of All Values for Current Setpoints (SPt), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accomodate Testing: 

3. &nsor Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. 

‘2n calibration” means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test instrument-measured value 
is within the tolerauces specified in the prehctional checklist requirements ( ). If not, install 
ofi‘set in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibration, ifpossible. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & Location Location 1st Gage or Instrument Fhal Gage or Pass 
OK' BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value YIN? 

Gage temperature 
~ i g h  limit control2 
Operating control2 

Firing rate control2 

Packaged Boiler Functional Test R- 

Site FinalValues 
Observation 

Device or Expected 

Location 
Actuator & Procedure I State Value 

3-way mixing With one or both boilers ON, drive valve to HWST = HWST=[ 1 HWST=[ 1 
valve full bypass (closed) , manually or by HWRT 

lowering the HWST resets. (+I- 2F) HRST=[ 1 HRST=[ 1 
3-way mixing With both boilers ON, drive valve 100% HWST= boiler HWST=I ] HWST=f I 
valve open (0% bypass, all return thru boilers), temp. (gage) 

manually or by lowering the HWST resets. (+I- 2F) Boiler =[ 1 Boiler =[ 1 

Pass 
YIN 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prefunctiod checklist and startup reports completed successfidly. Pass? Y / N 

General Conditions of Test and Seasonal Testing 
The primary testing will occur during typical winter weather. Because the boiler will be operated year-round, 

. .  . during the off- Sequences 14-16; 20 will be trended again (Procedure 1 l), to ensure that boiler use is mumuzed 
season. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Pass 

ym 

Test Procedure3 Expected and Actual Response4 R e q  ID 

(including special conditions) [write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] No? 

Packaged Boiler Functional Test FT- 

Note 
I 

Tes 
Pro&. 

Loss of Dower. With boilers ON, shut 
OFF power to them. 
Low water. Unhook the wire to the low 
water sensor to initiate an alarm. 
Jiiah limit. Lower the high limit setting 
to the current water temperature to 
initiate an alarm and shutdown. 
Flame safetv. Sufficiently tested 
during startup. 

No. & 
spec. -2 

Boiler burners shut OFF and an alarm is 
generated in the BAS. 
Boiler burners shutt OFF and an alarm is 
generated in the BAS. 
Boiler burners shut OFF and an alarm is 
generated in the BAS. 

DONE 

3urner 
1 

seq. 1; 
2, 13- 

14 

seq. 3 

seq 4 

2 

seq. 5 

Seq. 6 

seq. 7 

3 
3eq. 14 

3afeties 
4 

Seq. 8 
5 

seq. 9 
6 

kq. 10 
7 

kq. 12 

equenclng 
1) Manually shut OFF boilers and 
keep pumps running on manual to 
lower boiler water temperature to c 
14OF. 
2) Lower the HWST reset parameters 
so the 3-way valve is providing 100% 
return, or manually fix 3-way valve to 
do the same. 
3) If no gage, install a temperature 
sensor in a thermowell of the boiler. 
4) With the boilers OFF, and boiler 
water temperature c 140F, lower the 
lag boiler OSAT setpoint so that the 
OSAT is 3F c the OSAT, so both 
boilers are enabled. Turn all systems 
to auto. 

Continue allowing water temp. to 
climb. 
Raise the HWST resets, so that the 3- 
way valve is at 0% return water (all 
thru boiler). 
Allow the water in the boiler to cool. 

Raise the HWST resets, and space 
temperature setpoints, as necessary,' 
to keep boiler water cooling. 

With both boilers still running, lower 
the lag boiler OSAT setpoint to be 3F 
lower than the OSAT. 

After (4): 
Both boiler isolation valves open. 
Both boilers start, and both r 1 
burners of both I 3 boilers fire up 
initially at high [ ] fire. 

When temp. = 150F 1, one burner 
bed drops to low [ 1 fire. 

At 160F I 1, the other bed drops to 
low 1 1 fire. 
At 170F 1, the boiler shuts OFF. 

Upon cooling to 160F [ 1, the boiler 
starts at low 1 fire on both beds. 
Upon cooling to 150F 1, one 
[ 1 burner bed goes to high [ 1 
fire. 

Upon cooling to the lower setting of the Low 
Firing Rate Control 140F, [ ]the 
other burner goes to high fire. 
The lag boiler isolation valve closes and lag 
boiler and pump shuts OFF. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Req ID 
No? 

Packaged Boiler Functional Test FT- 

Test Procedure3 Expected and Actual Response4 Pass 
(including special conditions) [Write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] y/N 

BAS Controlled Sequences 

8 
Seq. 14 

9 

Seq. 13 

10 
Seq. 15 

11 
Seq. 16 

12 

Seq. 
13-14; 
17; 18 

13 
seq. 7 

Done with procedure for Sequence 1. 

bead Boiler. Return all boiler settings 
and building parameters to normal. 
Change the lead boiler OSAT setpoint 
to be 3F >the OSAT. 
Continuing from the last procedure: 
Manually shut  off the lead pump. 
Return lead PumD to auto. Lower the 
high limit seipt on boiler, until boiler 
goes OFF on high limit. 
Trend Loa. Trend the OSAT, the 
status of both boilers and pumps, 
HWRT and the mixed HW supply 
temperature for 5 days, including a 
weekend at 10 minute intervals. 
Provide the occupied schedule for this 
period. 
UnoccuDied Nioht Low Limit Mode. 
a) WRh RTU air handler (ASU) in 
normal mode, change the schedule so 
unoccupied mode will begin in 5 
minutes. 
b) After the ASU shuts OFF, change 
the RA NLL setpoint to be 1OF above 
current RA temp. Overwriie one of the 
polled perimeter zone space temp. to 
be 1 Fabove the space NLL heating 

c) Overwrite one of the polled 
perimeter zone space temp. to be 
3Fbelow the space NLL heating 
setpoint. 

setpoint, currently F. 

d) Change the RA NLL setpoint to be 
within the bias or deadband range of 
the current RA temp. 
e) Return schedules, NLL RA setpoint 
and space overwritten values to 
normal. 

Lead boiler starts. 

Only lead pump runs. 
Isolation valve to lag boiler is closed. 
After 30 seconds I 1, the lag pump 
starts. No change in boiler isolation valves. 
After 30 seconds [ J, the lag boiler 
isolation valve opens, lead valve closes and 
lag boiler should start. 
Verify Sequence 13. 
VeriG Sequence 14. 
Verify Sequence 17. 
Verify Sequence 18. 

a) When the schedule is met, the ASU shuts 
OFF. 

b) ASU and boiler does not come ON. 

c) The ASU and boilers come ON. 
Heating coil valves operate normally. 
Economizer dampers are shut and exhaust 
fans are OFF. 

d) The ASU and boilers shut  OFF. 

e) Values returned to normal. 

Note 
# - 

1 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Pass 

Y/N 

Proced. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 
14 

Mlsc. 

Note 
f 

15 

Seq. 18 

- 
Req ID 
No? - 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Pump sped. With both boilers 
running, raise the space temperature 
setpoint in all zones to put all boxes in 
full heating. Wait 10 minutes to 
ensure that all valves are fully open. 
Check the amps on the pump motors. 
Repeat with 1 pump and 1 boiler. 

HWST reset. Using the trend log 
above, plot the trend data in a 
spreadsheet graph in the form below, 
or plot 20 values thru both ends of the 
range of trend data on the chart below. 

Packaged Boiler Functional Test IT- 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 
Pump amps should be less than the rated full 
load amps x service factor of the pumps which 
is: . Actual (list each phase): 
F-1 t 

P-2 1. 

One Pump, P-1: 1 
One Pump, P-2: I 1 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Packaged Boiler Functional Test FT,_ 

4WST Reset Chart. 
:or each observation, mark the mixed HWS temp with a 
lot. Note how many minutes after the call for a change 
Mas made, that readings were recorded. 

I All values should fall within 2F of the reset line specified In 
the sequences. 

1 8 0  I 

170 F 

H W  S T  
S e t  
Po in t  
a n d  
Tern p 

1 5 0  F 

1 4 0  F 

O u t s i d e  A i r  Tern p e r a t u r e  

16 - Return all changed control Check off in table of Section 2 above 
parameters and conditions to 
their pretest values5 

when completed 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING. Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required per test Procedures 12. Attach 
representative graphs or columnar data and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

"Abbreviations: HWST = mixed hot water supply temperature, BWST = boiler hot water supply temperature, SPt = 
setpoint, BAS = building automation system. 
'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
%tep-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the A E ,  conrols contractor or vendor. Write "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
%ecord any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A summary of deficiencies identified during testing is attached 
- END OF TEST - . 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Gas Service Water Heater Functional Test 

Functional Test 

Project 

Fr- SERVICE WATER HEATER (GAS) 

Related Tests: Small Service Water Heater Circulating Pumps 

1. Participants 
Partv Particbation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests 

2. Test Prerequisites 
a. -The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- Hot water heaters (GWH-1 and 2) 

b. -All control system functions for this and all &rlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including h i l  setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

Service hot water piping 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

C. 

g. 
h. 
1. 

j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 

n. 

- Piping system flushing complete and required report approved. 
- AU AE punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- Sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 

Have aII energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this water heater 
and control system are capable of? Is the temperature setpoint as low as it could practically be? 

- Sensor Calibration Checks. The sensors listed below checked for calibration and adequate location. This 
is a spot check on a sample of the calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting.* 
“In calibration” means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. V~J@ that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation ‘system (BAS)) compared to the test instrument-measured 
value is within the tolerances specified in the prehctional checklist rquirements. Ifnot, install offset in BAS, calibrate or 
replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibmtioq ifpossible. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Gas  Service Water Heater Functional Test 

Sensor & Location 

HWST thermometer 

Location 1st Gage or Instrument Final Gage or Pass 
OK' BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value Y/N? 

I I 
~ ~~~ 1 HWRTthermometer I 

'Sensor location is appropriate and away fTom causes of erratic operation. 

Parameter 

Hot water temperature setpoint GWH-1 
Hot water temperature setpoint GWH-2 

0. - Other misc. checks of the prefunctional checklist and startup reports completed successllly. 
p. - Record made of all values for current setpoints, etc. that may be changed to accomodate testing: 

Returned 
Pre-Test toPre-Test 
Values Values J 

No.& 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

3. Testing Procedures and Record 

I P r d .  I I I 1 1 I 
paas 

Expected and Actual Response4 Note Test Procedure3 ReqlD 
No? (including special conditions) [write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] yN # 

1 

2 

With the heaters in auto, but in 
standby, drain hot water via PRV 
to  call for heat, o r  adjust the HW 
temperature setpoint to be  4 
degrees above the HWT (from the 
thermometers). Flue damper 
should be shut. 
--continued 

3 

4 

5 

Notes: 

Power failure. With WH satisfied 
and burner OFF, shut OFF power 
to  flue damper. 
Observe the typical loop dT 

pressure relief valve. Test the 
presssure relief valve. 

(HWST - HWRT). 

f lue  damper opens. GWH-1. 
GWH-2 

Spark ignition lights pilot light. GWH-1 

Main burners fire after pilot is lit. GWH-1 
GWH-2 

GWH-2 
When HW temperature meets setpoint, 
pilot & burners shut OFF; GWH-1 

GWH-2 
Flue damper closes. GWH-1 

GWH-2 

Flue damper should open. GWH-1 
GWH-2 I I 1 

I l l  It should be less than 8F 1 1. 

GWH-2 GWH-l I I I Water should be released. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditlons) 

Inspect for flammables around 

Gas Service Water Heater Functional Test 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in brackets or circle] 

There should be no flammables near WH. 

Proced. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

6 
WH. 
Does quality and quantity of 
makeup air appear adequate? 
Return all changed parameters 
& conditions to pretest values5 

7 Appears adequate. 

Check off in table of Section 2 above 
when completed 

a 

R e q  ID 
No? 

'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
*Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
3Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the AE, conrols contractor or vendor. Write "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A summary of deficiencies identified during testing is attached. 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Returned to 
Parameter Pre-Test Pra-Test Parameter PreTest 

Values values 4 Values 
CP-1; 2 schedule 

Small Service Water Heater Circulating Pump Functional Test 

Returned to 
PreTest 
values 4 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr- SMALL SERVICE HOT WATER CIRCULATING PUMPS CP-1; 2 

Related Tests: Gas HW Heaters 
1. Participants 

Participation Partv 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. 

b. - Boilers 1; 2 have successfully completed functional testing. 
c. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 
ready for functional testing: - CP-1; 2 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

R d .  Expected and Actual Response4 
No.& ReqID Test Procedure3 [write ACTUAL response in 
spec. No? (including special conditions) brackets or circle] 

Seq. ID' 
1 PumP weed . Check the amperage of the 

circulating pumps. 
Amperage should be less than the 
rated amps. Rated = 

CP-1[ ] 

. Small Service Water Heater Circulating Pump Functional Test 

E 
& Note 

# 

3. Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listedbelow for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 

4. Device Calibration Checks. 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prefimctional checklist and startup reports completed successfully. 
- Unit mounted securely. 

-NONE- 

-NOM- 

Pass? ' Y / N 

2 

3 

4 

C P - ~ [  1 
Change the schedule so the pumps should 
be OFF. 
Schedule the pumps to be ON. 
Return schedule to normal. 
Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values' 

Pumps turn OFF. 

Pumps start. 
Schedule returned to normal 
Check off in Section 2 above 
when completed 

- 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Fan Coil Unit-2 and Condenser-1 Telecom Rm. Functional Test FT-- 

Functional Test 

Project : 

Fr- SPLIT AC UNIT A G I  ; FCU-2 
including 

TELECOM ROOM GI04 SPACE TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

Including integral equipment: ASU-4; TU-I -43 
Related Tests: ASU-4 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prehctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- AC- 1 ; FCU-2 
- 

b. - TU-1-43 has successfully completed functional testing. 
c. - ASU-4 has successfully completed functional testing 
d. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

documents, including final setpoints and schedules with debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations 
completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
e. -Vibration control report approved (ifrequired). 
f. -Test and balance (TAB) completed and approved for the hydronic systems and terminal units connected. 
g. -All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
h. - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
i. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
j. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
k. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 

' 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Parameter Pre-Test 
Values 

Occupied mode TU 
setpoint 
Unoccupied mode TU 
setpoint 
Occupied FCU-2 
setpoint 

Fan Coil Unit-2 and Condenser-1 Telecom Rm. Functional Test K-- 

Returned 
to PmTest 
Values 4 

1. - False loading equipment, system and procedures ready (boilers, preheat or reheat coils, control loops, over- 
ride on OSA dampers, etc.) 

m. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 
control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 

- BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

Loo 1st Gage or Instru. Final Gage or 
Sensor & Location ation Pkg & BAS Meas'd Pkg & BAS 

OK' Values Value Values 

BAS: BAS: 

stat: stat: 

stat: stat:' 

TU stat temp. 

FCU-2 stat temp. 

Security Co. Stat temp. 

0. - Packaged Control Program Review. Review the packaged control program(s) for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

Pass 
YIN? 

P. 

3. &nSOr Cali bration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prefunctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 

'?n calibration" means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage, packaged control panel or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test 
instrument-measured value is within the tolerances specified in the prefiinctional checklist requirements 
( 
as used for the original calibration, ifpossible. 

). Ifnot, install offset in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Device or Actuator & Location 

TU-1-43 shall be one of the 
selected units in the TU 
functional test sample 
previously completed. 

Fan Coil Unit-2 and Condenser-1 Telecom Rm. Functional Test R-- 

1st Site Final Pkg’d Pass 
Procedure / State Pkg’d Value Obsewation Reading Y/N 

4. Device Calibration Checks. The actuators or devices listed below checked for calibration. This is a 
spot check on a sample of the calibrations done during prehctional checklisting and startup. 
‘Tu calibration” means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS 
reading is correct. For items out of calibration or adjustment, fix now if easy, via an offset in the BAS, or a mechanical fix. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
wriie ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

The new setpoint is met. 

(Additional testing on this TU was 
performed with the TU’S functional 
testing.) 
Setpoint returned to normal. 

F; 
& Note 

# 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
Misc. site checks of the prehctional checklist and startup reports completed successfully. Pass? Y / N 

General Conditions of Test 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID’ 

1 
seq. 1 

2 
seq. 1 

Notes: 

iona 

Req ID 
No? 
- - 

Testing Record 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

TU Occupied Mode. During occupied 
mode, verify that the TU is maintaining the 
space to the TU setpoint, by lowering the 
TU setpoint 5F and observing the TU 
dampers open and meet setpoint. 
Return TU setpoint to normal. 

FCU-2: AC-1 O C C U ~  ied Mode. a) In 
occupied mode, lower the FCU-2 setpoint to 
be = current space temp. 

b) Lower the setpoint to 5F below the space 
temp. 

c) Lower the Securiiy Co. setpoint to be = to 
the space temp. 
d) Return FCU-2 and Securiiy Co. setpoints 
to normal. 

a) FCU-2 starts. 
AC-1 starts and -55F air is 
delivered to space. 
An alarm is registered in the BAS. 
b) FCU-2 and AC-1 run until space 
is cooled to new setpoint and then 
cycle OFF. 

c) An alarm is registered by the 
Security Co. Obtain a fax of the 
alarm. 
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-SAMPLE- 

PlOCed. 
No. & 

Seq. ID' 
spec. 

3 
seq. 2 

4 

5 

2 
seq. 1 

6 

R e q  ID 
No: 

Fan Coil Unit-2 and Condenser-1 Telecom Rm. Functional Test IT-- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

FCU-2: AC-1 Unoccupied Mode. a) In 
unoccupied mode, lower the FCU-2 setpoint 
to be = current space temp. 

b) Lower the setpoint to 5F below the space 
temp. 

c) Lower the Security Co. setpoint to be = to 
the space temp. 

d) Lower the Security Co. setpoint to 5F 
below space temp. 

e) Return FCU-2 and Securiiy Co. setpoints 
to normal. 

Low Temp. Operation. During outdoor 
weather between 20F and 30F, verify that 
the unit functions and does not shu t  down 
on safeties. 
TREND LOG 1. During near design 
conditions in summer, trend the OSAT, TU- 
1-43 space temp., ASU-4 status and BAS 
alarms, in 15 min. intervals for 3 days. 
Return all changed control parameters 
and conditions to their pretest values5 

Expected and Actual Re!sponse' 
[Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

a) FCU-2 starts. 
AC-1 starts and -55F [ J air is 
delivered to space. 
An alarm is NOT registered in the 
BAS. 
b) FCU-2 and AC-1 tun until space 
is cooled to new setpoint and then 
cycle OFF. 
c) An alarm is registed by the 
Security Co. and by the BAS. 
Obtain a fax of the alarm. 
ASU-4 starts and TU delivers -55F 

d) TU and FCU-2 deliver air until 
the Securiiy Co. setpoint is met; 
then ASU-4 shuts OFF. 
e) Setmints returned to normal. 

U- 

Unit operates at specified low 
ambient temperatures. 

Verify proper functioning of 
systetm per sequences and above 
test parameters. 

Chekk off in Section 2 above 
when completed 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING. Five monitoring via BAS trend logs are required per  test Procedure 4. 
Trend logs 
&shall be provided in hard tabularformat (continuous columnar with time in left column and at least four columns 
of point values in adjacent columns). All points for a given trend will begin at exactry the same time. Provide a key to 
all abbreviations. Attach representative graphs or columnar data and explanatory analysis to this test report. 

none shall be provided in electronic continuous columnar spreadsheet compatible format. Trends 

Record Foot Notes 
'Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 
'Mode or function ID being tested, per testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 

41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. 

3 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

%' Failed of 
Sub-Section Sub-Section 1st Sample 

I. Sensor calibration N. Programming 
V. Functional tests 

VAV HW ReheatTerminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

% Failed of 
2nd Sample 

Functional Test (Cover Sheet) 

Project 

TERMINAL UNITS (VAV w/ hot water reheat, single duct) Fr- 
DATA COMMON FOR ALL UNITS 

1. Participants (fill out once, to cover all TU's) 
Parhr Participation Partv Participation 

Party filling out this'form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests Dates of tests 

2. 
a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 
f. 
8, 
h. 
i. 

j. 
k. 

3. 

Test Prerequisites (fill out once, to cover all TU's) 
The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved: 
- All terminal units, except 
- All air handlers serving terminal units, except 
- Hot water pumps 
- All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including fhal setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

- Piping system flushing complete, water treatment system complete and required report approved. 
- Airside test and balance calibration of BAS readings of TU flows complete (system total flow need not be 
complete). 
- All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this TU and 
control system are capable of? If not, list recommendations below. 
- The controller & actuator runtime accumulator set to 0 after prehctional checkout of the entire system. 
- Obtain and review the full program of 5% (randomly chosen) of all Tu's of each type (parameters & 
setpoints, etc.). Examine variances. Clarify as needed, reconcile and document differences with controls 
contractor. If too many corrections exist with this sample, controls contractor shall recheck all programming. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

Sampling and Additional Testing. 
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-SAMPLE- Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

4. Testing of TU 3-Way Valves 
All TU 3-way heating valves shall be verified to have been programmed and setup properly. When programmed or 
wired backwards, the valve will open when being commanded to close, causing the space to overheat. To verify 
proper Wiring and programming, during a period of generaI cooling, verifl that the actual space temperature is 
within 2F of the (setpoint plus any user adjustment), unless in a fluctuating area (entry, etc.). Space temperatures 
more than 2F above the net setpoint indicate possible 3-way valve problems. Investigate. 

TU Space Temperature Control for TU'S With Three-way Valves 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & Location 1st Gage or Instrument Final Gage or 
Location OK’ BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value 

Space temp. 

I 

VAV HW ReheatTeminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Pass 
Y/N? 

Functional Test Record 

Project 

FT- TERMINAL UNIT (VAV w/ hot water reheat, single 
duct) 

Common values for all terminal units are recorded on the Cover Sheet. The following five pages of 
procedures are to be filled out for each TU tested. 

Seasonal Testing and General Conditions of Test 
Air handler or rooftop unit and boiler (ifapplicable) should be running in normal and occupied mode, unless noted. 
The tests may be performed in any season, if any temperature lockouts can be overridden. 

Testing Procedures and Record 
- Computer printout or list made and attached of the current TU setpoints and control parameters and schedules, 

1. 
lockouts, etc. of other systems that may be changed to ammodate testing. 
Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. 
“TII calibration” means making a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage or building automation system @AS)) compared to the test instrument-measured 
value is within the tolerances specified in the prefhctional checklist requirements ( ). If not, 
install offset in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibration, ifpossible. 

11. Device Calibration Checks. Check the actuators or devices listed below for calibration. ‘%I calibration” 
means observing a readout in the BAS and going to the actuator or controlled device and verifying that the BAS reading is correct. For 
items out of calibration or adjustment, fix now ifeasv. via an offset in the BAS, or a mechanical fix. m: Set pumps to normal mode, procedure 1. Command valve to a few intermediate positions. Verify that reading in BAS 
reasonably correspond to the actual positions. For heatinn coil valves (NO): Procedure 2a. Set heating setpoint 20°F above room 
temperature. Verify BAS reading says 100% open. Visually verify valve is llly open. 2b. Remove control air or electxicity from the 
valve and verify that the valve stem and actuator position do not change. Procedure 3. Restore to normal. Set heating setpint to 20°F 
below room temperature. Observe the valve close. 4. For pneumatic actuators, by override in the EMS, increase pressure to valve by 3 
psi (do not exceed actuator rating). Verify valve stem & actuator position does not change. Restore to normal. 
pamper or Flow: -Checked during Functional Testing Section. 

position or command and 

I I I I I 
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ID' I I I 

-SAMPLE- Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[Write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 

I Pass 
YIN 
& 

Note # 

Jroced . No. & 
spec. 
sea. 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

R e q  
ID 

No? 

IC INS 
- 

II. STA 
1. 

_ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ ~  

Verify sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
Verify installation of specified sound wrapping and joint sealant. 
Unit secured per spec. 
Model and tag checked against plans & equipment list. TU & valve tags affixed. 
Verify that inlet conditions are OK: Smooth, round, straight duct for at least 3 duct 
diameters when possible and 2 diameters minimum for velocity pressure sensor and 3 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

to 5 diameters for single point electronic senson 
(Verify for only 1/2 of the tested TU's ) 
For autoflow control valves, with water system 
in normal, check pressure drop across valve. 
ComDare with valve reauirements. 

else airfiow strainhteners. I 
Pressure drop should be in the range 
of to psi 

investigate. 
To pass, basket strainers must have 
an unclogged area >= 80% of the 
strainer area. In-line strainers with 
area = to pipe cross section must be 
90% clean. 
The ratio of actuator to controller 
runtime should be ideally e 3% & e 
5% is acceptable. [ %]. 
Moving avg. flow error should be e 
10% of rnax. cooling cfm [ YO]. 
The moving avg. space temp. 
deviation should be e 3F [ F]. 

J. If out of range, 

6. 

7. 
~~ 

(Verify for the other 1/2 of the tested TU's that 
didn't have valve pressure drops checked.) 
Valve off TU. Remove and check strainer for 
cleanliness.. 

8. Auto TU Diaanostics. In the control system 
diagnostics, check the controller and actuator 
accumulated run times, the moving avg. flow 
error and moving avg. space temp. deviation 
from setpoint. 

V. CONTROL PROGRAMMING. 
n the procedures of this sectlon, compare specified written sequences and parameters with that found 
nagrammed in the TU or BAS. Variances that, in the CA's opinion, reduce performance, must be 
m?'ected. Variances that make no difference or enhance performance pass. Document ail variances. 

Control drawing sequences of operation Per spec and detail adequate. 
Address matches. 

9. 

10. Verify that the TU address matches the TU 
location and ID on the plan drawings and 
control drawings. 
Verify that the TU max and min setpoints in the 
BAS match (within 1 oO/o) the latest plan 
drawings and balance report (TAB). 

11. Coolina: 
Drawing max = min = 
BASmax=[ ] min=I ] 
TAB max = min = 
Heatina 
Drawing max = min = 
BASmax=[ ] min=[ I 
TAB max = min = 
Drawing K = 
BASK=[ 3 TABK= 

Verify that BAS TU K factor is within 20% of K 
on the submitted control drawings, unless 
explained by TAB. 

12. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced 
.No.& 
Spec. 

9. ID 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 
R e q  Test Procedure3 
ID (including special conditions) 
No? 

Temperature adjustment range by tenants 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 
Cooling- occupied zone temp. setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 
Heating-- occupied zone temp. setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 
Unoccupied zone temperature setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found[ ] 
Occupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 
Unnuccupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

20. 

I Heating coil valve stroke time (for incremental I Actual timed 
valves) Input found in BAS 
Cooling space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ J 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

Heating space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ ] 
Cooling cfm proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec’d) Found [ ] 
Duct area (s9 From prints Found[ ] 
Damper stroke time (Spec’d value comes 

Found [ ] from controller spec, unless oval duct, which 
should then be timed) 
Auto-zero function schedule set and enabled. 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d or reasonable value 

Spec’d 

Set and enabled. 

Pass 
YIN 
& 

Note ij 

26. I I I I 

I. FUNCTIONAL TESTING. 
27. 

- 
28. 

CFM CaDa citv Test, Coolina. With the duct SP 
setpoint being met, lower the space temp. 
setpoint 20F. Verify in the BAS that the 
specified ma.  cfm is achieved (within 
deadband). 
For Tu’s controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to max. as 
expected. 
CFM Cmac ity Test. Heatina. With the duct SP 
setpoint being met, raise the space temp. 
setpoint 20F. Verify in the BAS that the 
specified min. or heating cfm is achieved 
(within deadband). 
For Tu’s controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to min. as 
expected. 

Specified max. cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ J 
Within deadband? 

Specified min. or heating cfm = 

Achieved cfm or position= J 
Within deadband? 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Proced . No. & 
spec. 
Seq. 
ID' 
29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

Notes: 

- 
Req 
ID 

No? 
= 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

(Verw for on& 1/2 of the fesfed Tu's) 
Warmup cv . cle-heating Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F above space. 

(Veriv for on& 11'2 of the tested Tu's) 
Warmuti cv de--coolina. Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F below space. 
HCV leakaae. Method 1. Use any of three 
methods. With the TU in cooling, with the 
damper in a stable position, using matched 
sensors, measure the duct air temperature 
within 4 ft. upstream and downstream of the 
xil. 
HCV leakaae . Method2. Use any of three 
methods. Turn off the air handler during test. 
Command HCV open. After 5 min., slide temp. 
sensor 3/4" underneath insulation near . 
actuated valve. Shut isolation valves to stop 
flow. Record ambient & initial pipe temp. and 
temp. after 10 min. Open isolation valves, 
allow temp. to reach within 3F of initial temp. 
and record pipe and ambient temp. Command 
HCV closed. Record temp. after 10 min. 

HCV leakaae. Method 3. Use any of three 
methods. With the heating water system in 
normal and the TU in full cooling, close coil 
supply isolation valve, open air b led cap, open 
jrain-down cock and drain water from coil. 
Return all to normal. This method is not 
qplicable for 3-way valves. 
JnoccuD id Mode-Niaht Low Limit. 

JnOCCUD ied Mode-Niaht Hiah Limit. 

rrendina: HCV and DamDer Control. 
Xler an 8 hour occupied period, trend at 1 min. 
ntervals, the HCV position, the HCV 
:ommandl the damper positon or cfm, the 
lamper or cfm command, the space 
emperature and the duct static pressure at the 
xtntrolling sensor. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[Write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 1 ms$j Note 4 

3oes the TU damper go to heating 
n in im u m? 
3oes I HCV go to full open? 

3oes the TU damper go to cooling 
naximum? 

F Down: Jpstream: F 
The temperature down stream should 
lot be warmer than the air up stream. 
If more than 1 .OF greater, unit fails. 
nvestig ate. 

solation valves closed ( no flow): 
L\mbient=-F. Initial pipe=-F 
9 10 min=-F. T. drop = F 
Isolation valves o pen. HCV closed: 
L\mbient=-F. Initial pipe=-F 
@ 10 min=-F. T. drop = F 
Isolation valves closed T. drop minus 
solation valves open T. drop must be 
kss than i 2F  [ 1, else valve is 
eakinn. 
lNater should stop draining, else 
here may be a leak through the 
xntrol valve. 

hmpare to the space temperature 
o the setpoint. Observe that there is 
iffle or no overshoot of space 
emperature or hunting of the damper 
)r valve. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced 
.No.& 
Spec. 

3- 
37. 

38. 

Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Expected and Actual Response4 
Req Test Procedure3 write ACTUAL response or finding 
ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 

(Trend for only 71'2 of the tested TU'S) Observe that the space temp. does 
Trendina. Over a 3 day period, during near not drift mre than 1°F outside the 
design conditions for heating and cooling, trend deadband range around the setpoint. 
space temp. at 10 minute intervals. Omit this 
test if auto diagnostics has a moving avg. 
space temp. deviation log and it was 
completed. 

Return all changed control parameters and Check off In program printout 
conditions to their pretest values5 when completed 

- 

' &  
Note # 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING 
Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required for test procedures 36; 37. Attach representative graphs or columnar 
data and explanatory analysis to this test report. The data should have time down the left column and four to six 
columns of parameters to the right. Provide a key to all abbreviations and attach setpoints and schedules for all 
trended parameters. 

**Abbreviations: BAS = building automation system, CA = commissioning agent, HCV = heating coil valve, TU = 
terminal unit, S A  = supply air, plan drawing = building drawings and schedules from design engineer. 

'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
3!3tep-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the A/E, conrols contractor or vendor. Wriie "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual obsetvation or from test instrument reading. 
%ecord any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS ATTACHED 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

% Failed of % Failed of 
Sub-Section 1st Sample 2nd Sample Subsection 

1. Sensor calibration Iv. Proglanming 
II. Actuator calibration V. Functional tests 

DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

% Failed of % Failed of 
1st Sample 2nd Sample 

Functional Test (Cover Sheet) 

Project 

Fr- TERMINAL UNITS (VAV Dual Duct, no coil) 
DATA COMMON FOR ALL UNITS 

1. Participants (fill out once, to cover all TU's) 
Partv Participation Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests Dates of tests 

2. Test Prerequisites (fill out once, to cover all TU's) 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prefhctional checklists submitted and approved: 
- AU terminal units, except 
- AU air handlers serving terminal units, except 

b. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

c. - Airside test and balance calibration of BAS readings of TU flows complete (system total flow need not be 
complete). 

d. - All AE punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
e* - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
f. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
g. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
h, - Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this TU and 

control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 
i. - The controller & actuator runtime accumulator set to 0 after prefunctional checkout of the entire system. 
j. - Obtain and review the 111 program of 5% (randomly chosen) of all TU's of each type (parameters & 

setpoints, etc.). Examine variances. Clarify as needed, reconcile and document differences with controls 
contractor. If too many corrections exist with this sample, controls contractor shall recheck all programming. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & 
Location 

Space temp. 

DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Location 1st Gage or Instrument Final Gage or Pass 
OK' BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value YRJ? 

Functional Test Record 

Proced 
.No.& 

Sea. 
Spec. 

Project 

Expected and Actual Response' Pass 
Req Test Procedure3 [write ACTUAL response or finding YIN 
ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] & 
No? Note # 

Fr- TERMINAL UNIT (DD, VAV Dual Duct) 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

Common values for all terminal units are recorded on the Cover Sheet. The following pages of 
procedures are to be filled out for each TU tested. 

Seasonal Testing and General Conditions of Test 
Air handler or rooftop unit and boiler (ifapplicable) should be running in normal and occupied mode, unless noted. 
The tests may be performed in any season, if any temperature lockouts can be overridden. 

Verify installation of specified sound wrapping and joint sealant. 

Unit secured per  spec. 
Model and tag checked against plans & equipment list. TU & valve tags affixed. 

Verify that inlet conditions are OK: Smooth, round, straight duct for at least 3 duct 
diameters when possible and 2 diameters minimum for velocity pressure sensor and 3 
to 5 diameters for sinnle point electronic sensors, else aitflow strainhteners. 

Sensor location is appropriate and away from causes of erratic operation. 

II. Device Calibration Checks. 
1. Heating Damper Minimum Positive Closure Verification. For terminal units with a 0 (zero) c h  minimum 
heating c h  setpoint: With hot and cold decks operating, lower the space temperature setpoint 20F. Visually veri.@ 
that the heating damper is shut tight and feel that no warm air is passing through damper. If damper is not 
accessible, close the return air isolation damper, measure the temperature at the cold duct inlet to the box and 
compare to the temperature at the discharge. If discharge temperature is more than 0.5F greater than the cooling 
inlet, leakage may be occurring and the unit fails this test. PASS? (YU) 

111. STATIC INSPECTIONS 

1. I I Verify sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 1 
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-SAMPLE- 

ID' 
6. 

DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Auto TU Diaanostics. In the control system 
diagnostics, check the controller and actuator 
accumulated run times, the moving avg. flow 
error and moving avg. space temp. deviation 
from setpoint. 10% of max. cooling cfm [ %I. 

The ratio of actuator to controller 
runtime should be ideally < 3% & < 
5% is acceptable. [ Oh]]. 

Moving avg. flow error should be c 

The moving avg. space temp. 
deviation should be c 3F [ F]. 

Giiz 
, No. & 
spec. 
seq. 

Req 

No? 
ID 

Test procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

[write ACTUAL response or finding 
in brackets or circle] 

Note # 

7. I I Control drawing sequences of operation 
8. Verify that the TU address matches the TU 

location and ID on the plan drawings and 
control drawinas. 

9. Verify that the TU rnax and min setpoints in the 
BAS match the latest plan drawings and 
balance report (TAB). 

Temperature adjustment range by tenants 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 

lo* I I 

13* I 

-%I-- 

~ Cooling- occupied zone temp. setpoint 
I (indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Unoccupied zone temperature setpoint ' (indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Occupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a settina was sw 'd)  

~ ~~ 

Unnuccupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Heating space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling cfm proportional band 
(indicate if a settina was swc'd) 
Heating cfm proportional band 

l (indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
' Auto-zero function schedule set and enabled. 

Coolina: 
Drawing max = rnin = 
BASmax=[ 3 min=I ] 
TAB max = min = 
Heatina: 
Drawing max = min = 
BASmax=[ J min=[ 1 
TAB max = min = 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found 1 ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ 1 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Set and enabled. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

R e q  

No? 
ID 

DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Test Procedure3 
Proced . No. & 
spec. 

3* 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

(including special conditions) 

Duct area at flow station (s9 

Verify that BAS TU K factor is within 20% of K 
on the submitted control drawings, unless 
explained by TAB. 

Damper stroke time (Spec'd value comes 
from controller spec, unless oval duct, which 
should then be timedl 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

[write ACTUAL response or finding 
in brackets or circle] 

Note 1 

V. FUNCTIONAL TESTING. 

Notes: 

&: Prints Found[ ] 
m: Prints Found [ 1 
Coolina: Drawing K = 

Heating Drawing K = 
BASK=[ ] TABK= 

BASK=[ ] TABK= 

Spec'd Found[ ] 

CFM Car, acity Test. Coolinq, For TU'S 
controlled from DDC flow stations: 
With the duct SP setpoint being met, lower 
space setpoint 20F and observe in BAS that 
cooling flow goes to maximum and heating flow 
goes to minimum. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the darnper goes to min. and max. 
as expected. 
CFM Car, . acity Test. Heatina. For TU'S 
controlled from DDC flow stations: 
With the duct SP setpoint being met, raise 
space setpoint 20F and observe in BAS that 
heating flow goes to maximum and cooling flow 
goes to minimum. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to min. and max. 
as expected. 
Return setpoints to normal. 

(Veri& for only 1/2 of the tested TU's) 
Warmur, cv cle-heatina. Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
wace setDoint to be 5F above mace. 

(Veri& for only 1/2 o f  the tested TU's) 
WarmuD cvc le-coolina. Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F below space. 
Interlocks. This unit is interlocked with radiant . If 
Yes, the fin tube or radiant panel functional 
tests will verifv the interlocks with the TU. 

panel or fin tube heating (Y/N) 

Specified max. cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 

Specified min. heating cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ J 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 

Specified max. htg cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 

Specified min. clg cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ ] 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 

Does the TU damper go to heating 
minimum? 

Does the TU damper go to cooling 
maximum? 

TU operates normally during cycling 
ON and OFF of radiant panels and fin 
tubes. 
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-SAMPLE- DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Procec . No. i3 
spec. 

3* 
29. 

- 
30. 

31. 

32. 

- 
Notes: 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Niaht Hiah Limit Owration. Schedule the 
space so it is in unoccupied mode. Change the 
NHL setpoint ( ) so it engages the 
NHL functions. 

~~ 

a. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint to be 
20F below the space temp. Observe in BAS 
that cooling flow goes to maximum and heating 
flow goes to minimum. 
b. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint (if 
used, else use occupied setpoint) to be = to the 
space temp. Observe in the BAS that the 
xoling and heating flows go to min. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
Dbserve that the dampers go to their expected 
msitions. 

Viaht Low Limit Owration. Schedule the 
;pace so it is in unoccupied mode. Change the 
VLL setpoint ( ) so it engages the NLL 
'unctions. 

1. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint (if 
 sed, else use occupied setpoint) to be 2OF 
bove  the space temp. Observe in BAS that 
ieating flow goes to maximum and cooling flow 
joes to minimum. 
I. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint to be 
= to the space temp. Observe in the BAS that 
he  cooling and heating flows go to min. 
:or TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
Ibserve that the dampers go to their expected 
msitions. 

Trendina: Damwr Control. 
Over an 8 hour occupied period, trend at 1 min. 
intervals, the hot and cold damper positons or 
cfrn, the dampers or cfm commands, the 
space temperature and the duct static pressure 
at the controllinn sensor. 

(7iend for only 11'2 of the tested TU'S) 
Jrendina General. Over a 3 day period, during 
near design conditions for heating and cooling, 
trend space temp. a t  10 minute intervals. 
Omit this test if auto diagnostics has  a moving 
avg. space temp. deviation log and it was 
completed. 

write ACTUAL response or finding 
in brackets or circle] 

l 

a. Specified max. unoccupied 
cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. heating cfin = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ J 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 

b. Cooling and heating flows or 
postions go to minimum. [ ] 

c. TU remains in normal mode until 
NHL setpoint minus offset is reached 
by the determining zones, when AHU 
and TU will shut down. 
a. Specified max. unoccupied 
heating cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfrn or position = [ I 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 

b. Cooling and heating flows or 
postions go to minimum. [ 1 

c. TU remains in normal mode until 
NLL setpoint + offset is reached by 
the determining zones, when AHU 
and TU will shu t  down. 
Compare to the space temperature 
to the setpoint. Observe that there is 
little or no overshoot of space 
temperature or hunting of the 
damper. 

Observe that the space temp. does 
not drift more than 1°F outside the 
deadband range around the setpoint. 

Pass 
YIN 
8l 

Note ti 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced Expected and Actual Response' 
.No.& Req Test Procedure3 [write ACTUAL response or finding 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 
9. No? 
ID 
33. 

34. - Return all changed control parameters and Check off in program printout 
conditions to their pretest values5 when completed 

DD VAV Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Pass  
Y/N 
& 

Note # 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING 
Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required for test procedures 3 1 and 32. Attach representative graphs or 
columnar data and explanatory analysis to this test report. The data should have time down the left column and 
four to six columns of parameters to the right. Provide a key to all abbreviations and attach setpoints and schedules 
for all trended parameters. 

**Abbreviations: BAS = building automation system, CA = commissioning agent, HCV = heating coil valve, TU = 
terminal unit, SA = supply air, pian drawing = building drawings and schedules from design engineer. 
'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
'Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the A/E, conrols contractor or vendor. Wriie "Via BAS" for verifications of.device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS ATTACHED 

- END OF TEST- 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sub-Section 

II. Actuator calibration 

DDF VAV TU With Series Fan Functional Test TU-- 

% Failed of % Failed of 
Sub-Section 1st Sample 2nd Sample 

Iv. Programming 
V. Functional tests 

Functional Test (Cover Sheet) 

Project 

FI-9 TERMINAL UNITS (VAV Dual Duct with Series Fan, no coil) 
DATA COMMON FOR ALL UNITS 

1. Participants (fill out once, to cover all TU’s) 
Parhr Particbation Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests Dates of tests 

2. 
a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 
e. 
f. 
8. 
h. 

i. 
j. 

k. 

3. 

Test Prerequisites (fill out once, to cover all TU’s) 
The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved: 
- All terminal units, except 
- All air handlers serving terminal units, except 
- All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
Airside TAB calibration of BAS readings of TU flows complete (system total flow need not be complete). 
All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 

- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this TU and 
control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 
- The controller & actuator runtime accumulator set to 0 after prefhctional checkout of the entire system. 
- Obtain and review the fdl program of 5% (randomly chosen) of all TU’s of each type (parameters & 
setpoints, etc.). Examine variances. C h i @  as needed, reconcile and document differences with controls 
contractor. Iftoo many corrections exist with this sample, controls contractor shall recheck all programming. 

- Verify that the unit and controls contain all specified fan backward rotation prevention devices and any 
specified backdraft dampers. 

Sampling and Additional Testing. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & Location 1st Gage or Instrument Final Gage or 
Location OK' BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value 

Space temp. 

DDF VAV TU With Series Fan Functional Test TU-- 

Pass 
Y/N? 

Functional Test Record 

Proced 
.No.& Req Test Procedure3 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) 
9. No? 
ID 

Fr- 

Expected and Actual Response' 
write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 

Project 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

TERMINAL UNIT (VAV Dual Duct with Series Fan, no 
coil) 

Verify sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
Verify installation of specified sound wrapping and joint sealant. 
Unit secured per  spec. 
Model and tag checked against plans & equipment list. TU & valve tags affixed. 

Common values for all terminal units are recorded on the Cover Sheet. The following pages of 
procedures are to be filled out for each TU tested. 

Seasonal Testing and General Conditions of Test 
Air handler or rooftop unit and boiler (if applicable) should be running in normal and occupied mode, unless noted. 
The tests may be performed in any season, if any temperature lockouts can be overridden. 

Testing Procedures and Record 
- Computer printout or list made and attached of the current TU setpoints and control parameters and schedules, 

1. Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. 

lockouts, etc. of other systems that may be changed to accomodate testing. 

"Tn calibration" means m a h g  a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. VerifL that the sensor 
reading (via the permanent themostat, gage or building automation system (BAS)) compared to the test instrument-measured 
value is within the tolerances specified in the prefunctional checklist requirements ( ). If not, 
install o&t in BAS, calibrate or replace sensor. Use the same test instruments as used for the original calibdon, ifpossible. 

11. Device Calibration Checks. 
1. Heating DamDer Minimum Positive Closure Verification. For terminal units with a 0 (zero) cfm minimum 
heating cfm setpoint: With hot and cold decks operating, lower the space temperature setpoint 20F. Visually verifL 
that the heating damper is shut tight and feel that no warm air is passing through damper. If damper is not 
accessible, close the return air isolation damper, measure the temperature at the cold duct inlet to the box and 
compare to the temperature at the discharge. If discharge temperature is more than 0.5F greater than the cooling 
inlet, leakage may be occurring and the unit fails this test. PASS? *(Y/N) 

Note # 1 
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-SAMPLE- DD Fan Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

I I ExDectedandActualResponse' I Pass 
lest procedure3 

(including special conditions) 
p i t e  ACTUAL response oi finding 

in brackets or circle] 
YIN 
8l 

Note # 

Req 
ID 

No? 

. No. & 
spec. 

3. 
5. Verify that inlet conditions are OK: Smooth, round, straight duct for at least 3 duct 

diameters when possible and 2 diameters minimum for velocity pressure sensor and 3 
to 5 diameters for single point electronic sensors, else airflow straighteners. 
Visually verify that the return air isolation or balancing damper is open. 
Auto TU Diaanostics. In the control system 
diagnostics, check the controller and actuator 
accumulated run times, the moving avg. flow 

' error and moving avg. space temp. deviation 
~ from setpoint. 10% of max. cooling cfm [ %]. 

The ratio of actuator to controller 
runtime should be ideally c 3% & c 
5% is acceptable. [ %I. 
Moving avg. flow emr should be c 

The moving avg. space temp. 
deviation should be c 3F [ F]. 

V3OGRAMMING. 
es of this section, compare specified written sequences and parameters with that found 

6. 
7. 

IV. COI 
In the p 

ITROL 
ocedu 

programmed In the TU or BAS. Variances that, in the CA's 
corrected. Variances that make no difference or enhance pc 

,inion, reduce performance, must be 
'ormance mss. Document all variances. 
Per spec and detail adequate. 
Address matches. 

Control drawing sequences of operation 
Verify that the TU address matches the TU 
location and ID on the plan drawings and 
control drawings. 

8. 
9. 

10. Verify that the TU max and min setpoints in the 
BAS match the latest plan drawings and 
balance report (TAB). 

Coolina: 
Drawing max = min = 
BASmax=[ J min=[ ] 
TAB max = min = 
Heatinq 
Drawing max = rnin = 
BASmax=[ ] min=[ 1 
TAB max = min = 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ J 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 

Temperature adjustment range by tenants 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling- occupied zone temp. setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Unoccupied zone temperature setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Occupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Unnuccupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a settina was sw 'd)  

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 
~~ ~ 

Cooling space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Heating space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 

16. 

1 7. 

18. Cooling cfm proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- DD Fan Terminal Unit Functional Tesi TU-- 

3 r d  Expected and Actual Reslxjnse' 
,No.& Req Test Procedure3 write ACTUAL response or finding 

Seq. No? 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 

Pass 
YIN 
& 

Note # 

21. 

Damper stroke time (Spec'd value comes 
from controller spec, unless oval duct, which 
should then be timed) 

T 
Specid Found [ 1 

Verify that BAS TU K factor is within 20% of K 
on the submitted control drawings] unless 
explained by TAB. 

Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ 1 
Set and enabled. 
&: Prints Found[ J 
m: Prints Found[ 1 
Coolina Drawing K = 

Heating Drawing K = 
B A S K = J  ] TABK= 

( B A S K = [  1 TABK= ! 
23. 

24. 

1. FUNCTIONAL TESTING. - 
25. 

26. 

- 
27. 

Notes: 

OccuDied CFM Test & Fans. Coolina. For TU'S 
controlled from DDC flow stations: 
a. During occupied mode with only a few lights 
ON in the zone and with the duct SP setpoint 
being met, lower space setpoint 20F and 
observe in BAS that cooling flow goes to 
maximum and heating flow goes to minimum. 

b. Turn OFF all lights in the zone. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to min. and max. 
as expected. 

QccuDied CFM Test & Fans. Heating. For TUs 
controlled from DDC flow stations: 
a. During occupied mode with only afew lights 
ON in the zone and with the duct SP setpoint 
being met, raise space setpoint 20F and 
observe in BAS that heating flow goes to 
maximum and cooling flow goes to minimum. 

-continuing: 
b. Turn OFF all lights in zone. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to min. and max. 
as expected. 
Return seboints to normal. 

3. FanisON. 
specified max. cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfrn or position= [ 1 
Nthin deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. heating cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ ] 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 

D. FanturnsOFF. [ ] 
Flows remain under previous control 
control.[ ] 
a. FanisON. 
Specified max. htg cfrn = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. clg cfrn = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ 1 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 
b. FanturnsOFF. [ ] 
Flows remain under previous control 
control. [ ] 



-SAMPLE- DD Fan Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Proced . No. & 
spec. 

3* 
20. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

Notes: 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

(Verify for only 1/2 of the tested TU's) 
Warmut, cv . cle-heating Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F above space. 

(Veriw for only 1 / .  of the tested TU's) 
WarmuD cv de--coolina. Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F below space. 
Interlocks. This unit is interlocked with radiant 
panel or fin tube heating (Y/N) . If 
Yes, the fin tube or radiant panel functional 
tests will verify the interlocks with the TU. 
ynoccue ied & Niaht Hiah Limit Omration. 
a. Fans. Schedule the space so it is in 
unoccupied mode. Turn all lights OFF in the 
zone. Observe that the fan is OFF. 
b. Turn a few lights ON in zone. 
Change the NHL setpoint ( ) so it 
engages the NHL. 
-ant .  UnoccuD ied & Niaht Hiah Limit. 
c. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint to be 
20F below the space temp. Observe in BAS 
that cooling flow goes to maximum and heating 
flow goes to minimum. 

d. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint to be 
= to the space temp. Observe in the BAS that 
the cooling and heating flows go to min. 
For TU'S controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the dampers go to their expected 
positions. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 

TU damper goes to heating min. 

FanisON.[ ] 
U 

TU damper goes to cooling max. 

Fan is ON. 1 ] 
u 

TU operates normally during cycling 
ON and OFF of radiant panels and fin 
tubes. 

a. Fan is OFF. u 

b. Fan is OFF. u 

c. Specified max. unoccupied 
cooling cfrn = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. heating cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ ] 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 
FanisOFF. [ ] 

d. Cooling and heating flows or 
postions go to minimum. [ ] 
Fan is OFF. 
e. TU remains in normal mode until 
NHL setpoint minus offset is reached 
by the determining zones, when AHU 
and TU will shut down. 

- 
Pass 
YJN 
& 

gate 4 
- 
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-SAMPLE- DD Fan Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

3 r d  

, No. 81 
spec. 

3* 
33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

Notes: 

Req 
ID 
No? 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

~ 

YnoccuD ied & Niaht Low Limit Omration. a. 
a. 
unoccupied mode. Turn ON some lights in the 
space. Observe that the fan is OFF. 
Change the NLL setpoint so it engages 
the NLL functions. 
b. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint (if 
used, else use occupied) to be 20F above ?e 
space temp. Observe in BAS that heating flow 
goes to maximum and cooling flow goes to 
minimum. 
c. Change the zone unoccupied setpoint (if 
used, else use occupied setpoint) to be = to the 
space temp. Observe in the BAS that the 
cooling and heating flows go to min. 
For Tu's controlled by damper position only, 
observe dampers go to expected positions. 

Schedule the space so it is in 

Backflow into RA Check. In occupied mode, 
with fan ON and return air damper open, lower 
the space temp. setpoint 20F. Wait until the 
cooling flow goes to maximum and remains 
fairly constant. 
Measure flows on all diffusers with a flow hood. 
(This test may be omitted if the TAB conducted 
and documented this procedure in a 
satisfactory manner on all fan powered TU'S.) 

Alarms. With fan ON, flip OFF fan switch. 
Trendina: Dammr Control and Fans. 
Over an 8 hour occupied period, trend at 1 min, 
intervals, the hot and cold damper positons or 
cfm, the dampers or cfm commands, the 
space temp., fan status, lighting status and the 
duct static pressure at the controlling sensor. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 

a. Fan is OFF. 

b. Specified max. unoccupied 
heating cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband (if DDC)? 
Specified min. cooling cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position = [ ] 
Within deadband? (if DDC) 
Fan is OFF. 

c. Cooling and heating flows or 
positions go to minimum. [ ] 
Fan is OFF. 
d. TU remains in normal mode until 
NLL setpoint + offset is reached by 
the determining zones, when AHU 
and TU will shut down. 
BAS cooling ma. design = . 
Box design = 

Sum of diffusers = [ 1. 
Actual cooling flow = [ 1. 
Actual heating flow = [ 1. 

This should be within 10% of box 
design [ J and less than or 
equal to the sum of all diffuser flows, 
else some flow is backing into RA 
and test fails (fan is undersized). 

Fan spec'd cfm = 

Htg flow + Clg flow = [ 1. 

An alarm is registered in the BAS. 
Compare to the space temperature 
to the setpoint. Observe that there is 
little or no overshoot of space 
temperature or hunting of the 
damper. 
Fan is OFF during unoccupied hours 
OR when liahts are OFF. 

Pass 
YIN 
& 

Note # 
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-SAMPLE- 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response or finding Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 

DD Fan Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Pass 
Y/N 
& 

Note 4 

Proced . No. & 
spec. 

= 3* 
37. 

38. 

- 
Req 
ID 
No? 
= 

(Trend for only 11'2 of the tested TU'S) 
Trendina. SDace Temp. Over a 3 day period, 
during near design conditions for heating and 
cooling, trend space temp. at 10 min. steps. 
Omit the space temp. trend if auto diagnostics 
has a moving avg. space temp. deviation log 
and it was completed. 

Observe that the space temp. does 
not drift more than l0F outside the 
deadband range around the setpoint. 

Return all changed control parameters and 
conditions to their we-test values' 

Check off in program printout I when completed 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING 
Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required for test procedures 34 and 35. Attach representative graphs or 
columnar data and explanatory analysis to this test report. The data should have time down the left column and 
four to six columns of parameters to the right. Provide a key to all abbreviations and attach setpoints and schedules 
for all trended parameters. 

"Abbreviations: BAS = building automation system, CA = commissioning agent, HCV = heating coil valve, TU = 
terminal unit, SA = supply air, plan drawing = building drawings and schedules from design engineer. 
'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
3Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be spectfied by the AE, conrols contractor or vendor. Write "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS AITACHED 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sub-Section 

1. Sensor calibration 
II. Actuator calibration 

VAV Cooling Only Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Yo Failed of % Failed of 
Sub-Section 1st Sample 2nd Sample 

N. ProRramming 
V. Functional tests 

Functional Test (Cover Sheet) 

Project 

Fr- TERMINAL UNITS (VAV cooling only) 
DATA COMMON FOR ALL UNITS 

.I. Participants (fill out once, to cover.all TU's) 
Partv Particbation Parhr ParticiDation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Dates of tests Dates of tests 

2. 
a. 

b. 

C. 

d 
e. 

' f. 
g. 
h. 

1. 

j. 

Test Prerequisites (fill out once, to cover all TU's) 

- All terminal units, except 
- All air handlers serving terminal units, except 

The following have been started up and startup reports and prehctional checklists submi#ed and approved: 

- All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

- Airside test and balance calibration of BAS readings of TU flows complete (system total flow need not be 
complete). 
- All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 
- Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this TU and 
control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 
- The controller & actuator runtime accumulator set to 0 after prehctional checkout of the entire system. 
- Obtain and review the 111 program of 5% (randomly chosen) of all Tu's of each type (parameters & 
setpoints, etc.). Examine variant& Clarify as needed, reconcile and document differences with controls 
contractor. Iftoo many corrections exist with this sample, controls contractor shall recheck all programming. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & Location 1st Gage or Instrument Final Gage or 
Location OK' BAS Value Measured Value BAS Value 

Space temp. 

VAV Cooling Only Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Pass 
YIN? 

Functional Test Record 

.No.& Req Test Procedure3 write ACTUAL response or finding 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 
seq. No? 

Project 

YIN 
& 

Note # 

Fr- TERMINAL UNIT (VAV cooling only) 
Common values for all terminal units are recorded on the Cover Sheet. The following five pages of 
procedures are to be filled out for each TU tested. 

Seasonal Testing and General Conditions of Test 
Air handler or rooftop unit and boiler (if applicable) should be running in normal and occupied mode, unless noted. 
The tests may be performed in any season, if any temperature lockouts can be ovemdden. 

Proced Expected and Actual Response' Pass 

Sensor location is appropriate and away from'causes of erratic operation. 

II. Device Calibration Checks. -Checked in the Functional Testing Section. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

Verify sufficient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
Verify installation of specified sound wrapping and joint sealant. 
Unit secured per  spec. 
Model and tag checked against plans & equipment list. TU tags affied. 
Verify that inlet conditions are OK: Smooth, round, straight duct for at least 3 duct 
diameters when possible and 2 diameters minimum for velocity pressure sensor and 3 
to 5 diameters for single point electronic sensors, else airflow straighteners. 
Auto TU Diaanostics. In the control system 
diagnostics, check the controller and actuator 
accumulated run times, the moving avg. flow 
error and moving avg. space temp. deviation 
from setpoint. 10% of m a .  cooling cfm [ %]. 

The ratio of actuator to controller 
runtime should be ideally e 3% & e 
5% is acceptable. [ %I. 
Moving avg. flow error should be e 

The moving avg. space temp. 
deviation should be e 3F [ F]. 
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-SAMPLE- Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Proced Expected and Actual Response' 
.No.& Req Test Procedure3 [write ACTUAL response or finding 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 
9. No? 
ID 

Pass  
YIN 

84 
Note # 

11. I 

7. 
8. 

Control drawing sequences of operation 
Verify that the TU address matches the TU 
location and ID on the plan drawings and 

I 

Per spec and detail adequate. 
Address matches. 

17. I 
18. 

19. 
~~ 

Damper stroke time (Spec'd value comes 
from controller spec, unless oval duct, which S p ' d  Found[ ] 

control drawings. 
Verify that the TU max and min setpoints in the 
BAS match (within 10%) the latest plan 
drawings and balance report (TAB). 

Verify that BAS TU K factor is within 20% of K 

Coolinq 
Drawing max = min = 
BASmax=[ ] min=[ 1 
TAB max = min = 
Drawing K = 

on the submitted control drawings, unless 
explained by TAB. 

BASK=[ 1 TABK= 

1 V. FUNCTIONAL TESTING. I 

Temperature adjustment range by tenants 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling-- occupied zone temp. setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Unoccupied zone temperature setpoint 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Occupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Unnuccupied zone temp. bias (deadband) 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling space setpoint proportional band 
(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Cooling cfm proportional band 

Notes: 

Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found [ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 
Found[ ] 
Spec'd or reasonable value 

File: Tu_CLG,FT2,3/20197 . Commissioning Guide Specification -PECI/ USDOE 2 

(indicate if a setting was spec'd) 
Duct area (s9 

Found ] 
From prints Found[ ] 

20. 

21. 

should then be timed) 
Auto-zero function schedule set and enabled. Set and enabled. 



-SAMPLE- Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

- 
lroced 
No. i3 
Spec. 

- 3- 
22. 

- 
23. 

24. 

- 
25. 

- 
26. 

27. 

28. 

- 
29. 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

CFM Cmac itv Test, Coo ling, With the duct SP 
setpoint being met, lower the space temp. 
setpoint 20F. Verify in the BAS that the 
specified max. cfm is achieved (within 
deadband). 
For Tu's controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to max. as 
expected. 
CFM Cmacity Test. Heatinq. With the duct SP 
setpoint being met, raise the space temp. 
setpoint 20F. Verify in the BAS that the 
specified min. cfm is achieved (within 
deadband). 
For Tu's controlled by damper position only, 
observe that the damper goes to min. as 
expected. 

(Verify for only 1/2 of the tested TU's) 
WarmuD cv . cle-heatina. Adjust schedule.or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to be 5F above space. 

(Verify for only 1/2 of the tested TU's) 
Warmup cv cle-coolina. Adjust schedule or 
time so TU will be in warmup mode. Adjust the 
space setpoint to lje 5F below space. 
ynoccuo ied Mode-Niaht Low Limit. 

ynoccur, ied Mode-Niaht Hiah Limit. 

Trendina: DarnDer Control. 
Over an 8 hour occupied period, trend at 1 min. 
intervals, the damper positon or cfm, the 
damper or cfm command, the space 
temperature and the duct static pressure at the 
controlling sensor. 

(Trend for only 7/2 of the tested TU's) 
Trendina: General. Over a 3 day period, 
during near design conditions for heating and 
cooling, trend space temp. at 10 minute 
intervals. Omit this test if auto diagnostics has  a 
moving avg. space temp. deviation log and it 
was comdeted. 

. 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response or finding 

in brackets or circle] 

Specified rnax. cooling cfm = . 
Achieved cfm or position= [ ] 
Within deadband? 

Specified min. cfm = 
Achieved cfm or position= [ 1 
Within deadband? 

Does the TU damper go to 
minimum? 

Does the TU damper go to cooling 
maximum? 

Compare to the space temperature 
to the setpoint. Observe that there is 
little or no overshoot of space 
temperature or hunting of the 
damper. 

Observe that the space temp. does 
not drift more than l0F outside the 
deadband range around the setpoint. 

Pass 
YIN 
& 

Note ti 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced Expected and Actual Response' 
.No.& Req Test Procedure3 write ACTUAL response or finding 
Spec. ID (including special conditions) in brackets or circle] 
Se?. No? 
ID 
30. 

31. - Return all changed controi parameters and Check off in program printout 
conditions to thelr pretest values' when completed 

Terminal Unit Functional Test TU-- 

Pass 
Y/N 
& 

Note # 

MONITORING AND TREND LOGGING 
Monitoring via BAS trend logs are required for test procedures 28; 29. Attach representative graphs or columnar 
data and explanatory analysis to this test report. The data should have &e down the left column and four to six 
columns of parameters to the right. Provide a key to a l l  abbreviations and attach setpoints and schedules for all 
trended parameters. 

**Abbreviations: BAS = building automation system, CA = commissioning agent, HCV = heating coil valve, TU = 
terminal unit, SA = supply air, plan drawing = building drawings and schedules from design engineer. 

'Sequences of operation attached to this test, 
2Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
3Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nclude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the AfE, conrols contractor or vendor. Write "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
'Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS ATACHED 

- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Unit Heater UH-1 Functional Test R-- 

Functional Test 

Project: 

FF UNIT HEATER UH-1, Penthouse 

Related Tests: Boilers 
1. Participants 

Partv ParticiDation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

' 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- UH-1 

b. - Boilers 1; 2 have successfully completed functional testing. 
c. - AU control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations complete. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 
d. - AU A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
e. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
f. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
g. - Schedules and setpoints attached. 
h. - Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedul s b 

control system are capable of? If not, list recommendations below. 
3l incorporat d that this equipment and 

i. - BAS Program .Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

j. - Packaged Control Program Review.' Review the packaged control program($ for this equipment. 
Parameters, setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified written sequences. 

k. - Record of AU Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Sensor & Location 

UH-1 stat temp. 

Unit Heater UH-1 Functional Test R-- 

Loo 1st Gage or Instru. Final Gage or 
ation Pkg & BAS Meas'd Pkg & BAS Pass 
OK' Values Value Values YIN? 

stat: stat: 

/I 4 1  
UH-1 set int 

Proced. Expected and Actual Response4 
spec. No? 

seq. 1 space temp. opens; w a r m  air delivered. 

seq. 1 the space temp. Heating coil valve closes. 

YRJ 
& Note 

# 

Test Procedure3 [write ACTUAL response in 
brackets or circle] 

No.& ReqID 

, Seq.ID' (including special conditions) 

1 

2 

3 - Return all changed control parameters Check off in Section 2 above 

Adjust the stat setpoint until it is equal to the -Fan starts. -Heating coil valve 

Adjust the stat setpoint until it is 4F below Fan stops. 

and conditions to their pretest values' when completed 

4. Device Calibration Checks. 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
-NONE- 

Misc. site checks of the prefhctional checklist and startup reports completed successfi.~Uy. 
- Unit mounted securely. - Unit accessible for servicing. -No unusual noise or vibration in h. 

Pass? Y / N 

- Notes 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Fan FT 

Functional Performance Test 

Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 
VAV Fan Application 

Constant Static Pressure Application 

Date: 

Commissioning Participants: 
Commissioning agent: of 
EMS operator: of 

Owner's rep.: of 

VFD technician: of 
W A C  technician: of 

Air handler ID: . -Supply fan (SF) Hp: - CFM: RPM sp- 
- Return fan (RF) Hp: - CFAk RPM sp- 

VFD brand and model: 

The following functional performance test is for a VFD controlling a VAV air handler to a 
constant duct static pressure (SP). A check-mark denotes acceptance or compliance. 

Design Intent and Documentation Verification 
Review the design documents and the specifications. 
Verify that the VFD descr ipt ion,  specifications, t e c h n i c a l  and 
troubleshooting guide and the installation, p rog ramming  record and b a l a n c e  
report are on-site. 
From the design documents determine: Location of static pressure sensor: 

Nearest duct fitting upstream (fitting and distance): 
Nearest duct fitting downstream: 
Control strategy for the return fan: 

II. VFD Installation 
Static Pressure Sensor 

Linear Position 
Location of sensor in % of the distance from fan to terminal box: 
Normally, the sensor should be located 2/3 to 3/4 the distance from the fan to the 
terminal box of the most restrictive branch. 

C o m p l i e s ?  

Pressure Reading Reliability 
Nearest duct fitting upstream (fitting and distance): 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Fan R- 

Nearest duct fitting downstream: 
The SP sensor controlling the VFD must be located so as to properly sense the static 
pressure in the duct without being adversely affected by changes in flow from duct 
fittings. This ideally requires the sensor to be at least 10 duct diameters downstream 
and 5 duct diameters upstream from any duct takeoff or elbow fittings. 

C o m p l i e s ?  

Pressure Offset (Po) 
Duct static pressure fan is being controlled to: 
Pressure rise across supply fan at design conditions (from balance report summary): 

Optimally, Po should be 0.3 or less in order for the VFD and fan to be able to respond to 
small pressure changes and realize adequate energy savings. If Po is greater than 0.4, 
the duct SP sensor is probably located too close to the fan. 

in.H20 [A]. 

in. H20 [Bl. Pressure offset, Po, [A] / [B]: 

C o m p l i e s ?  

. Balancing to Lowest Pressure 

Review the W A C  balance report and venfy that according to the report, the system 
was balanced so the VFD controls to the lowest possible duct static pressure (that is, a 
capacity test was performed). The controlling duct static pressure from balance reports 
is 
report i s  supply fan (SF>: , return fan (RF): . Refer to the end of this 
test for details of the capacity test. 

in. H20. The corresponding VFD frequency or fan RPM from the balance 

B a l a n c e d  to lowest static? (this is further verified by #2 under Section IV) 

Turn-Down Ratio 

What is the minimum Hz the VFD will take the fan to? 
for any limitations? 

What is the reason 

General Issues 

- 
- 
- 

Verify that any power quality mitigation measures required from the specifications 
have been completed. 
Verify that any inlet vanes or outlet dampers on the fan have been removed or 
permanently held full open. 
Verify verbally that the acceleration and deceleration ramp time of the VFD is between 
one and four minutes. 
Actualramptime: up min. down min. (too short of ramp times will 
result in "hunting" and excess modulation by the VFD, typical ramp times are 1 to 4 
minutes) 
Verify that the lower frequency limit is 0, unless explained. 
Verify that the VFD has been integrated into the EMS as per specification. 
Venfy that the EMS monitors the duct static pressure or that an in-line "T" in the static 
pressure hose is extended to near the VFD, from which a magnehelic static pressure 
reading can be made during testing. 

- 
- 
- 



-SAMPLE- 

A 
Design static pressure 
Design freq. (Hz): SF RF 
DesignRPM. SF RF- 
SP being contolled to now 

vm> frequency. or RPM 
Static pressure during VFD test 

VFD Fan FT 

B C D 
TtXSllinal Boxes Boxes Closed 

Boxes Open Partially to Min. Stop 
to Max. Stop Open 

SF I RF SF I RF SF I RF 

I I 1 

111. Functional Performance Test 
This fesf is not intended to verify that the VAV system is functioning properly, bur rather thaf the VFD 
is functioning properly. 

Static pressure during capacity test 

I. Boxes Partially Open (intermediate CFM). If current conditions are such, that the 
system is not expected to be in full cooling, nor be at the minimum flow condition: 
a. 

b. 

Read the frequency output of the VFDs and record in Table 1 in the Y3oxes Partially 
Open" column for both the supply fan (SF) and return fan (RF) if applicable. 
Read the duct static pressure and record in the Same column. 

(from TAB report data fomd 

If the conditions are not in an "intermediate" position, change all space temperature set 
points to 4 degrees below the actual temperature in the space, to simulate an approaching 
of thermostat satisfaction and take readings. 

2. Boxes to Maximum Open (Full Cooling). Using the (EMS) or other means, change all 
the space temperabe setpoints to at least 10 degrees below the current space 
temperature so that the entire HVAC system supplied from this fan is in full cooling in all 
zones and all terminal boxes are open to their maximum "stops." 

a. 

b. 

Measure or read the duct static pressure controlling the VFD and record in the 
Wpen to Max. Stop" column in Table I. 
Read the frequency output of the VFDs and record in Table 1. 

3. Boxes to Minimum Positions. Change all space temperature set points to be equal to the 
actual space temperatures to simulate a satisfied condition, driving the boxes to their 
minimum. 
a. Take the frequency and static pressure readings and record in Column D. 

IV. Analysis 

1. 
open SF frequency or RPM is more than 5% less than the design value (assuming the design 
and actual static are equal), all boxes may not be driven full open. Investigate as appropriate. 
- Less than 5% variance? 

Fractional variance of SF design frequency or RPM to full open, 1-03 / A): . Ifthefull 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Fan FT 

2. The SP with full open boxes 03) should be significantly less than the SP during the 
partially loaded conditions and should be within 0.15 inches SP of the SP from the capacity 
test. If the VFD SP is greater than the capacity test SP, all boxes may not be fully open. If 
the SP’s are not close to each other, the TAB data may be innaccurate. Compliance 
basically verifies that a capacity test was completed. - Complies? 

~.-IS the SP in (C) and (D) within 10% of the what it‘s being controlled to in (A)? 

4 . T h e  min. turn down ratio (from Section 11) should be close to (freq. D/B) Y/N? 

5 . R e t u r n  fan RPMs or frequencies track well with changes in SF RPM, 
- 

accounting for changes in OSA quantities and relief strategy? 

6. Static pressure (SP) readings at the last two conditions should remain within 5% of each 
other. If the there is more than a 5% variance, the sensor may be unstable, possibly from 
being too close to duct fittings. 

- Less than 5% variance? 

-Collaborative Trending: If the variance is greater than 5% and if the Pressure Reading 
Reliability location doesn’t comply, from Section ID, trending (monitoring) the SP against 
terminal unit damper position or SF flow is recommended to confidently verify stability. 
The SP should remain constant (+/- 5%) regardless of damper position or flow.. SP 
trended? 

C o m p l i e s ?  (sensor is stable) 

7 . F o r  the frequency or RPM readings in Table 1, are the values in Col. B > C > D? 

V. Training 
- The training specified in the design incentive agreement has been completed. 

Required Capacity Test 
To insure that energy use is minimized, the HVAC system must be balanced at design conditions at the 
lowest possible static pressure possible. This requires that the lowest possible static pressure (SP) be 
found at the sensor that will allow full design flow at the TU most difficult to satisfy. This system 
minimum SP found is what the VFD should control to. This is accomplished by changing the 
temperature setpoint for all zones to 55F, causing all terminal units (TU) to be calling for full cooling. 
Each Tu’s airflow is then measured against the design flow. The TU that is receiving the lowest fraction 
of design is identified. The current SI? at the controlling sensor is noted. A calculation is made, giving 
the SP required at the sensor to allow the identified most critical TU box to meet its design flow. The 
equation is SP2 = SP, x Q22 / Q12. Where Q, = actual or fraction of design flow during capacity test. Q2 
= design flow or 1.0 if using fractions. SP, = SP at sensor. SP, = SP to control to. It is noted that if all 
boxes were calling for full cooling simultaneously, the fan could not maintain the new SP2 value, due to 
diversity fan size reduction having been made by the design engineer. 

Paflfes maulred for VFD site c- 
Commissioning agent To witness and reaxd the tests. 
EMS operator To drive boxes open and shut by changing the set pink, etc 
VFD technician To use the keypad to verify the ramp time. (unless verified at start-up, which is recommended). Sequencing 

HVAC technician To apply magnehelic gages to the pressure tap to measure duct static, if not monitored by EMS. 
the keypad to display ramp time could be done by the commissioning agent, alone after reviewing the VFD technical manuaL 

~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~ 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Pump R-- 

Functional Performance Test 

Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) 
Pump Application 

Secondary Hydronic Pump Application 

Project: Date: 
Address: 

Commissioning Participants: 
Commissioning agent (CA): of 
EMS operator: of 
VFD technician: of 
W A C  technician: of 
Owner's rep.: of 

h p s I D : -  - - - Chilled water (CHW) secondary, - Hot water 0 
Design ma.: Hp: - GPM Head Ft 

VFD brand and model: 

The following functional performance test is for a VFD controlling a variable flow hydronic 
system to a constant differential pressure (DP). A check-mark denotes acceptance or 
compliance. 

1. Design Intent and Documentation Verification 

- Review the design documents and the specifications. 
- Verify that the vm> descr ip t ion ,  specifications, t e c h n i c a l  and 

troubleshooting guide and the installation, p rog ramming  record and b a l a n c e  
report are on-site. 
From the design documents determine: Location for the DP measurement: 

Control strategy for the pump: 

11. VFD Installation 
Differential Pressure Sensor 

Actual location of DP measurement 
The measurement should ideally be taken across the coil of the last branch. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Pump R-- 

-Complies? 

Pressure Offset (Po) Conversion: psi x 2.31 = fi H20 
DP pump is being controlled to: 
Pressure rise across pump at design conditions (from balance report): 
Pressure offset, Po, [AI + [Bl= 
Optimally, Po should be 0.3 or less in order for the VFD and pump to be able to 
respond to small pressure changes and realize adequate energy savings. If Po is greater 
than 0.4, the DP sensor is probably located too close to the pump. 

feet [A]. 
feet [B]. 

C o m p l i e s ?  

Balancing to Lowest Pressure 
Review the W A C  balance report and verify, according to the report, that the system 
was balanced so the VFD controls to the lowest possible DP (that is a capacity test was 
performed). The controlling DP from balance reports is feet. At design, the 
corresponding VFD frequency or pump RPM from the balance report is: Pump1 

, Pump-2 ; Pump3 . The corresponding flow from the balance 
report is GPM. Refer to the capacity test at the end of this form for details. 

- Balanced to lowest DP? 

General Issues 
- 

- 

- 

Verify that any power quality mitigation measures required from the specifications 
have been completed. 
Verify that there are no 3-way coil valves that may negate the value of the VFD by 
allowing flow to bypass the coil, except for a very small min. flow bypass. 
Verify verbally that the acceleration and deceleration ramp time of the VFD is between 

short of ramp times will result in "hunting" and excess modulation by the VFD; typical 
ramp times are 1 to 4 minutes) 
Venfy that each VFD has been integrated into the EMS as per specification. 
Verify that the lower frequency limit is programmed to 10-30% (the lower the better). 
Verify that the EMS monitors the DP. 
Min.flow bypass with 2-way or constant flow valve, if  present, has flow less than 2% of 
design flow? 

one and four minutes. Actual ramp time: up min. down min. (too 

- 
- 
- 
- 

111. Functional Performance Test 

This test is not intended to verify that the coil valve is functioning properly, but rather that the VFD is 
funcfioning properly. 

1. Design Flow by Test and Balance (TAB). Record in Condition 1 in Table 1 the speed, DP 
and total supply flow at design conditions from the TAB report. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Pump n-- 

2. Intermediate Flow (coil valves partially open). If current conditions are such, that the 
system is not expected to be in full cooling or full heating, nor be at minimum flow. 
a. Read the speed, DP and the total supply flow in the secondary loop and record in 

Condition 3 in Table 1. 

If the conditions are not in an "intermediate" position, change all space temperature set 
points to 4 degrees below the actual temperature in the space, for CHW pumps OR 4 
degrees above for HWpumps (circle one) to simulate an approaching of thermostat 
satisfaction and take readings. 

3. Design Flow (coil valves full open). Using the (EMS) or other means, change all the 
space temperature set points to at least 10 degrees below the current space temperature for 
CHWpumps, OR 10 degrees above for HWpumps, so that the entire W A C  system 
supplied from these pumps is in full cooling (or heating, as appropriate, circle) in all 
zones. Observe that all coil valves are to their design maximum position (from the TAB 
report). Wait at least 20 minutes for lag time while observing: 

D o e s  the first lag pump turn on (after a delay) when the lead pump exceeds its 
gprn design flow? 

D o e s  the 2nd lag pump tum on (after a delay) when the sum Lead + Lag 1 exceeds the 
sum of their design,- the DP drops to -% or feet? (typicdy 80%) 

a. Read the speeds, DP and the total supply flow and record in Condition 2. 

a Minimum Flow (Coil valves shut). Change all space temperature set points to be equal 
to the actual space temperatures to simulate a satisfied condition, driving the boxes to 
their minimum and the coil valves closed. Wait at least 25 minutes. 

-Do the lag pumps sequentially turn off (with a delay) when the flow is less than the 
design of all running pumps? 

-Does the last pump shut off appropriately? 

a. Take the frequency, pressure and flow readings and record in Condition 4. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

3. At intermediate flow 

(during commissioning) 

4. At no flow (during 
commissioning) 

IV. Analysis 

Lag-1 

Lag-2 

Lead 

Lag-1 

Lag-2 

VFD Pump FT-- 

I. 
2. 

In Table I, average the speed and the DP for all pumps at each of the four conditions. 
If the speed at Condition 1 (TAB test) is not within 10% of the current test at Condition 2, 
all the boxes may not have been driven wide open during the Cx'g test, or the readings 
were taken before the lag time was complete. Investigate and repeat tests as appropriate. 

During operation of lead-lag pump combinations, the average DP readings at all four 
conditions should remain within 10% of each other. If the there is more than a 10% 
variance, the sensor may be faulty. (During lead-lag pump transition, the DP may 
appropriately vary by as much as 20%) 

- Less than 10% variance? 

3. 

- Less than 10% variance? 

4.-At no flow, Condition 4, is the flow and DP zero or equal to the min. flow bypass? 

5 . F o r  the total flow readings in Table 1, are the values in Condition 2 > 3 > 41 

6.Collaborative Trending 
The system operation will, will not (circle) be trended to further verify the proper 
operation of the VFD. Points to be trended are listed in the Trending Request Form. 
F r o m  studying the trends, is the VFD is functioning properly? 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- VFD Pump FT-- 

7. Additional tests. Refer to the chilled water systems sequence of operations tests for 
further collaboration on the VFD performance. 

V. Training 
T h e  training specified in the design incentive agreement has been completed. 

VI. O&M Plan 
A n  acceptabIe O&M Plan has been put into place. Describe: 

VII. Capacity Test 
To insure that energy use is minimized, the hydronic system must be balanced at design conditions 
at the lowest possible differential pressure (DP) possible. This requires that the lowest possible DP 
at the sensor be found that will allow the delivery of design flow through the valve most difficult to 
satisfy. This system minimum DP found is what the VFD should control to. This is accomplished 
by changing the temperature setpoint for all mnes to 55F for cooling coils or 85F for heating coils, 
causing all AHU coil valves to be calling for full cooling or heating, as applicable. Each coil's flow 
is then measured against the design flow. The coil that is receiving the lowest fraction of design is 
identified. The current DP at the controlling sensor is noted. A calculation is made, giving the DP 
required at the sensor to allow the identified most critical coil to meet its design flow. The 
equation is DP2 = DP, x Q22 / Q12. Where Q, = actual or fraction of design flow during capaaty 
test. Q2 = design flow or 1.0 if using fractions. DP, = DP at sensor. DP2 = DP to control to. It is 
noted that if all coils were calling for full cooling simultaneously, the pump could not maintain the 
new DP2 value, due to diversity pump size reduction having been made by the design engineer. 

parties reauir ed for VFD site c w i s  s f o n i m  0 

Commissioning agent To witness and record the tests. 
EMS operator To drive boxes open and shut by changing the set points, etc 
VFD technician To use the keypad to verify the ramp time. (unlgs verified at start-up, which is recommended). Sequencing 

the keypad to display ramp time could be done by the commissioning agent, alone after reviewing the VFD technical manual. 

Notes: 
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SECTION 1601 0 - 1 
ELECTRICAL-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

In an appropriate section, alert Division 16 that they will be responsible for 
commissioning according to Section 16995, 171 00 and other referenced sections. 

- 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 1601 0 
ELECTRICAL-GENERAL PROVISIONS . 

Spec writer, 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the 
engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
choice(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

Division 16 will be responsible to cany out the Commissioning requirements spec%ed in Section 
16995, 17100 and other sections referenced in 17100. 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 16995 - 1 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 16995 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

Smc writer: 

The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification section 
to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to these 
specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner‘s representative and with approval of the engineer of 
record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the choice(s) that apply. 
Delete all direction boxes. 

SECTION 16995 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

TABLE OF CONTENTS (with selected subheadings) 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

2.1 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

3.6 

3.7 

3.8 

Description 

Responsibilities 

A. Electrical Contractor 

B. Electrical Designer 

Related Work 

Test Equipment 

Submittals 

S-P 

Functional Performance Tests 

Testing Documentation, Non-Conformance and Approvals 

Operation and Maintenance Manuals 

Training of Owner Personnel 

Deferred Testing 

Written Work Products 
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SECTION 16995 - 2 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. The purpose of this section is to  spec^ Division 16 responsibilities in the commissioning process 
which are being directed by the CA. Other electrical systems testing is required under the direction 
of the CM. 

B. The list of commissioned equipment and system is found in Section 17100.1.7. 

C. Commissioning requires the participation of Division 16 to ensure that all systems are operating in a 
manner consistent with the Contract Documents. The general commissioning requirements and 
coordination are detailed in Division 17. Division 16 shall be familiar with all parts of Division 17 
and the commissioning plan issued by the CA and shall execute all commissioning responsibilities 
assigned to them in the Contract Documents. 

1.2 ~SPONSIBILrrZES 

A. Electrical Contractors. The commissioning responsibilities applicable to the electrical contractor 
are as follows (all references apply to commissioned equipment only) 

. 

Construction and Acceptance Phases 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

Include the cost of commissioning in the contract price, if not yet let. 
In each purchase order or subcontract written, include requirements for submittal data, O&M 
data and training. 
Attend a commissioning scoping meeting and other necessary meetings scheduled by the CA to 
hilitate the Cx process. 
Contractors shall provide normal cut sheets and shop drawing submittals to the CA of 
commissioned equipment. 
Provide additional requested documentation, prior to normal O&M xnanual submittals, to the 
CA for development of start-up and functional testing procedures. 
a. Typically this will include detailed manufacturer installation and start-up, operating, 

troubleshooting and maintenance procedures, full details of any ownerantracted tests, 
fan and pump curves, fdl factorytesting reports, ifany, and 111 warranty h€onnation, 
includmg all responsibilities of the Owner to keep the warranty in force clearly 
identified. In addition, the installation and checkout materials that are actually shipped 
inside the equipment and the actual field checkout sheet forms to be used by the fiictory 
or field technicians shall be submitted to the Commissioning Agent. 
The Commissioning Agent may request further documentation necessary for the 
commissioning process. 
This data request may be made prior to normal submittals. 

b. 

c. 

The above information about special commissioning submittals is repeated in Section 01 300. 
Maintain consistency. 
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SECTION 16995 - 3 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 
19. 

Provide a copy of the O&M manuals submittals of commissioned equipment, through normal 
channels, to the CA for review and approval. 
Contractors shall assist (along with the design engineers) in clarifying the operation and control 
of commissioned equipment in areas where the specifications, control drawings or equipment 
documentation is not sufficient for writing detailed testing procedures. 
Provide assistance to the CA in preparation of the specific functional performance test 
procedures specified in Section 16997. Subs shall review test procedures to ensure feasibihty, 
safety and equipment protection and provide necessary written alarm limits to be used during 
the tests. 
Develop a 111 start-up and initial checkout plan using manufkturer's start-up procedures and 
the prefimctional checklists from the CA. Submit manuficturer's detailed start-up procedures 
and the fidl start-up plan and procedures and other requested equipment documentation to CA 
for review. 
During the startup and initial checkout process, execute and document the electrical-related 
portions of the prefucntional checklists provided by the CA for all commissioned equipment. 
Perform and clearly document all compIeted startup and system operational checkout 
procedures, providing a copy to the CA. 
Address current A/E punch list items before functional testing. Air and water TAB shall be 
completed with discrepancies and problems remedied before functional testing of the respective 
air- or water-related systems. 
Provide skilled technicians to execute starting of equipment and to execute the functional 
performance tests. Ensure that they are available and present during the agreed upon 
schedules and for sufficient duration to complete the necessary tests, adjustments and problem- 

Perform functional performance testing under the direction of the CA for specified equipment 
in Section 16997 and 17100. Assist the CA in interpreting the monitoring data, as necessary. 
Correct deficiencies (differences between specified and observed performance) as interpreted 
by the CA, CM and A/E and retest the equipment. 
Prepare O&M manuals according to the Contract Documents, including clarifjring and 
updating the original sequences of operation to as-built conditions. 
Prepare red-line as-built drawings for all drawings and final as-builts for contractor-generated 
coordination drawings. 
Provide training of the Owner's operating personnel as specified. 
Coordinate with equipment manufkturers to determine specific requirements to maintain the 
validity of the warranty. 

solving. 

Warranty Period 
1. 

2. 

Execute seasonal or deferred functional performance testing, whessed by the CA, according 
to the specifications. 
Correct deficiencies and make necessary adjustments to O&M manuals and as-built drawings 
for applicable issues idensed in any seasonal testing. 

B. Electrical DesimerEngineer 

1. Refer to Section 17100 for the responsiblities of the Electrical DesignerEngineer. 

1.3 RELATEDWORK 
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SECTION 16995 - 4 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

A. Refer to Section 17100, Part 1.5 for a listing of all sections where commissioning requirements are 
found. 

B. Refer to Section 17100 Part 1.4 for systems to be commissioned and section 17100 Part 1.6 and 
16997 for functional testing requirements. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 TESTEQUIPMENT 

A. Division 16 shall provide all test equipment necessary to fulfill the testing requirements of this 
Division. 

B. Refer to Section 17100 Part 2.1 for additional Division 16 requirements. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 SUBMITTALS 

A. Division 16 shall provide submital documentation relative to commissioning to the CA as requested 
by the CA. Refer to Section 17100 Part 3.3 for additional Division 16 requirements. 

3.2 STARTUP 

A. The electrical contractors shall follow the start-up and initial checkout procedures listed in the 
Responsibilities list in this section and in 17100 Part 3.4. Division 16 has start-up responsibility 
and is required to complete systems and sub-systems so they are fully functional, meeting the design 
objectives of the Contract Documents. The commissioning procedures and functional testing do not 
relieve or lessen this responsibility or shift that responsibility partially to the commissioning agent or 
Owner. 

Functional testing is intended to begin upon completion of a system. Functional testing may proceed 
prior to the completion of systems, or sub-systems at the discretion of the CA and CM. Beginning 
system testing before full completion, does not relieve the Contractor from fully completing the 
system, including all prefunctional checklists as soon as possible. 

B. 

3.3 FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS 

A. Refer to Section 17100 Part 1.4 for a list of systems to be commissioned and to Part 3.6 for a 
description of the process and to Section 16997 for specific details on the required functional 
performance tests. 

3.4 TESTING DOCUMENTATION, NON-CONFORMANCE AND APPROVALS 

A. Refer to Section 17100 Part 3.4 for specific details on non-conformance issues relating to 
prefunctional checklists and tests. 
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SECTION 16995 - 5 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

B. Refer to Section 17100 Part 3.7 for issues relating to functional performance tests. 

3.5 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE (O&M) MANUALS 

A. 

B. 

Division 16 shall compile and prepare documentation for all equipment and systems covered in 
Division 16 and deliver to the GC for inclusion in the O&M manuals, according to Section 01730. 
The CA shall receive a copy of the O&M manuals for review. 

3.6. T U N I N G  OF OWNER PERSONNEL 

A. The GC shall be responsible for training coordination and scheduling and ultimately to ensure that 
training is completed. Refer to Section 17100 for additional details. 

The CA shall be responsible for overseeing and approving the content and adequacy of the training 
of Owner personnel for commissioned equipment. Refer to Section 17100 for additional details. 

B. 

C. Electrical Contractor. The electrical contractor shall have the following training responsibilities: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Provide the CA with a training plan two weeks before the planned training according to the 
outline described in Section 17100, P& 3.9. 
Provide designated Owner personnel with comprehensive training in the understanding of the 
systems and the operation and maintenance of each major piece of commissioned electrical ' 

equipment or system. 
Training shall start with classroom sessions, if necessary, followed by hands on training on 
each piece of equipment, which shall illustrate the various modes of operation, including 
startup, shutdown, firehmoke alarm, power failure, etc. 
During any demonstration, should the system fail to perform in accordance with the 
requirements of the O&M manual or sequence of operations, the system will be repaired or 
adjusted as necessary and the demonstration repeated. 

I The appropriate trade or manufacturer's representative shall provide the instructions on each 
major piece of equipment. This person may be the start-up technician for the piece of 
equipment, the installing contractor or manufacturer's representative. Practical building 
operating expertise as well as indepth knowledge of all modes of operation of the specific 
piece of equipment are required. More than one party may be required to execute the training. 
The training sessions shall follow the outline in the Table of Contents of the operation and 
maintenance manual and illustrate whenever possible the use of the O&M manuals for 
reference. 
Training shall include: 
a. 

b. 

Use the printed installation, operation and maintenance instruction material included in 
the O&M manuals. 
Include a review of the written O&M instructions emphasizing safe and proper operating 
requirements, preventative maintenance, special tools needed and spare parts inventory 
suggestions. The training shall include start-up, operation in all modes possible, shut- 
down, seasonal changeover and any emergency procedures. 
Discuss relevant health and safety issues and concerns. 

Cover common troubleshooting problems and solutions. 

c. 
d. Discuss warranties and guarantees. 
e. 
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SECTION 16995 - 6 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

f. 

g. 
h. 

i. 

Explain information included in the O&M manuals and the location of all plans and 
manuals in the facility. 
Discuss any peculiarities of equipment installation or operation. 
The format and training agenda in Guidelines for Commissioning W A C  Systems, 
ASHRAE, 1989R, 1996 is recommended. 
Classroom sessions shall include the use of overhead projections, slides, video and audio 
taped material as might be appropriate. 

8. Hands-on training shall include start-up, operation in all modes possible, including manual, 
shutdown and any emergency procedures and maintenance of all pieces of equipment. 

9. The electrical contractor shall fully explain and demonstrate the operation, function and 
overrides of any local packaged controls, not controlled by the central control system. 

10. Training shall occur after functional testing is complete, unless approved otherwise by the 
Project Manager. 

11. Duration of Training. The electrical contractor shall provide training on each piece of 
equipment according to the following schedule. 
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Fire Alarm System 
Lighting Controls 
Emergency Generator 
UPS 
Security System 
Telecom and Data 
Paging System 
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SECTION 16995 - 7 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING 

The Spec Writer should list and specify training for all equipment not listed here. 

3.7. DEFERRED TESTING 

A. Refer to Section 17100, Part 3.10 for requirements of deferred testing. 

3.8 WRITTEN WORK PRODUCTS 

A. Written work products of Contractors will consist of the startup and intitial checkout plan described 
in Section 17100 and the filled out startup, initial checkout and prehctional checklists. 
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SECTION 16997 - 1 
ELECTRICAL TEST1 NG REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 16997 ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Swc writer; 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and insetted into the noted specification 
section to meet these specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications 
to these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of 
the engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
cholce(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

Spec Writer: NE and design phase CA should: 

1. 

2. 

Review the functional test requirements and add or change requirements, as necessary, for 
the current project. Delete requirements for equipment not existing in the current project. 
Make sure that every piece of mechanical equipment or system h a s  a unique test requiremeni 
or is listed as a component of a system with testing requirements given. Use the format of 
this section for new test requirements. 
Include intersystem test requirements where significant interactions or interlocks exist 
between systems. 

3. 

PART 1 - GENERAL 
1.1. INCLUDED SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

A. The following is a list of the equipment and system test requirements included in this section: 
1. Lighting sweep controls 
2. Daylight dimming controls 
3. Emergency power and UPS system 

1.2 DESCRIPTION 

A. This section specifies the functional testing requirements for Division 15 systems and equipment. 
From these requirements, the Commissioning Agent (CA) shall develop step-by-step procedures to 
be executed by the Subs. The general functional testing process, requirements and testing methods 
definitions are described in Section 17100. The test requirements for each piece of equipment or 
system contain the following: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. Special procedures. 
7. Required methods oftesting. 

The contractors responsible to execute the tests, under the direction of the CA. 
A list of the integral components being tested. 
Prefunctional checklists associated with the components. 
Functions and modes to be tested. 
Required conditions of the test for each mode. 
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SECTION 16997 - 2 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

8. Required monitoring. 
9. Acceptance criteria. 
10. Sampling strategies allowed. 

1.3 PREREQUISITES 
The following applicable generic prerequisite checklist items are required to be listed on each Written 
functional test form and be completed and checked off by CA prior to functional testing. 

- All related equipment has been started up and start-up reports and prehctional checklists submitted and 
approved ready for functional testing: 

- All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including 6nal setpoints and schedules with debugging, loop tuning and sensor calibrations 
completed. 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal 
- All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
- These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor. 
- Safeties and operating ranges reviewed by the CA. 
- Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
- Schedules and setpoints attached. 

Sufticient clearance around equipment for servicing. 
- Record of all values for pre-test setpoints changed to accommodate testing has been made'and a check box 

provided to verify return to original values (control parameters, limits, delays, lockouts, schedules, etc.). 
- Other miscellaneous checks of the prehctional checklist and start-up reports completed successllly. 

Date 

1.4 MONITORING. 
a. 
b. 

Monitoring is a method of testing as a stand-alone method or to augment manual testing. 
All points listed in the required monitoring section of the test requirements which are control system 
monitored points shall be trended by the controls contractor. Other points shall be monitored by the 
CA using dataloggers. At the option of the CA, some control system monitoring may be replaced 
with datalogger monitoring. At the CA's request, the controls contractor shall trend up to 20% more 
points than listed at no extra charge. 
Hard copies of monitored data must be in columnar format with time down the left column and at 
least 4 columns of point values on the same page. Graphical output is a desirable opti04 ifthe 
system can produce it. 

c. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

- NOT APPLICABLE - 
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SECTION 16997 - 3 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Function / Mode 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

LIGHTING SWEEP CONTROLS 

Test Method 
Manual (demonstration), 

Monitoring, Either or 
Both 

A. Parties Resuonsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. 
2. 

Controls contractor: operate the controls 
Electrical contractor: assist in testing sequences 

1. All specified functions and features are set up, debugged and M y  
operable. 

2. Power failure and battery backup and power-up restart functions. 
3. Security and access codes. 
4. Verify override duration setting. 
5. Scheduling features fully functional and setup, including holidays. 

B. Internal Components or Related Eauipment Being Tested 
1. Lighting Sweep Controls 

Verbal discussion of 
features 

Demonstration 
Demonstration 
Demonstration 

Observation in terminal 

Prehctional Checklist ID 
PC- 

6. Date and time setting in central computer and verify that field panels read . 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginnins of Section 16997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

screens or printouts 
Demonstdon 

D. Functions / Modes Reuuired To Be Tested and Test Methods 
The following testing requirements are an addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

7. 50% of the zones with a minimum of 2 zones per controller or relay must 
be verified by turning on at least 25% of the lights in the zone and 
witnessing an actual sweep. 

Either 

8. Manual OcCuDant overrides: 25% of the local override switches, with a 
minimum of 4 switches must be verified by turning the override switches 
ON after a sweep and seeing the lights turn back on. 100% of the 
remainder of the switches should be sight verified to be in place. 

9. Teleuhone and kmad overrides: Test the telephone overrides by calling 
in for 50% of the zones. Test 50% of the keypad overrides. 

the same time. I I 

Either 

Either 
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SECTION 16997 - 4 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

E. Spec ial Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 

F. Reuuired Monitoring; 
1. None required, though monitoring can substitute for manual testing for all functions. See 

section 1.4 above. 

G. Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-9 For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the sweep controls, integral components 
(All) and related equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters appropriately as 

expected, aS specified and accordmg to acceptable operating practice. 

H. Sam~Iing Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling-yy% Failure Rule is deked in S h o n  

1. 
17100, Part 3.6) 
Sampling is as listed in the table above with a 10% Failure Rule applying. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR SWEEP CONTROL TEST 
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SECTION 16997 - 5 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

1. AU specified functions and features are set up, debugged and I l l y  
operable. 

2. Power failure and battexy backup and power-up restart functions. 
3. Occupant over-ride functions and duration setting. 
4. Scheduling features M y  functional and setup, including holidays. 

5. Date and time setting in central computer. 

DAYLIGHT DIMMING CONTROLS 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute Functional Test 
1. Controls contractor: operate the controls 
2. EIectrical contractor: assist intesting sequences 

Internal Components or Related Ekuipment Being Tested B. Prefhctional Checklist ID 
1. Daylight Dimming Controls PC- 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 16997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

Functions / Modes Reuuired To Be Tested and Test Methods 
The following testing requirements are an addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

D. 

Verbal discussion of 
features 

Demonstration 
Demonstration 

Observation in terminal 
screens or printouts 

Demonstration 

Test Method 
Manual (demonstration), 

Monitoring, Either or 
Both 

DIMMING FUNCTIONS 
6. Test the sequence of operation for all features and modes. 
7. Test the dimming controls during "live" conditions verifying that 

amperage changes in light fixtures are proportional to external light 
changes, and that the light levels at the specified datum points remain 
within specified limits. Verify this over a broad area for all areas 
affected. Verify that all, and only, spec ified light fixtures are dimming. 

8. 
. speed of change of light fixture output is slow enough to be judged non- 

bothersome to occupants. 
9. 

adjacent "non-dimmed" spaces. 
10. Verify that the controls and sensors are not easily overridden or disabled 

by occupants. 
11. 

affected by direct sunlight or obstructions. 

Verify that delays and ramp times are set and functioning so that the 

Verify that dimming does not cause lower than specified light levels in 

Verify that the photo sensor is in an adequate location and is not being 

Function / Mode 

Manual 
Either 

Manual 

Manual 

Visualinspection 

Visualinspection 

E. Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None 
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F. 

G. 

H. 

SECTION 16997 - 6 
ELECTRICAL TEST1 NG REQUIREMENTS 

Required Monitoring 
1. None required, though monitoring can substitute for manual testing for most functions. See 

section 1.4 above. 

Acceptance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-1 1 For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the dimming controls, integral 
(All) components and related equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters 

appropriately as expected, as specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 

Samplin~ Strategy for Identical Units (xx% Sampling-yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 

1. 
17100, Part 3.6) 
Each photosensor and its controlled zone must be tested (no sampling). 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR DAYLIGHT DIMMING TEST 
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SECTION 16997 - 7 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

EMERGENCY POWER AND UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

1. 
2. 

A. Parties Responsible to Execute or ParticiDate in Functional Test 
Controls contractor: operate the controls 
Electrical contractor: provide all testing instruments and assist in testing sequences and 
debugging 
Mechanical contractor: assist in testing sequences and debugging 
Electrical design engineer: assist in testing sequences 
Security system contractor, local and remote monitoring site: report communication response 
Owner staffat regional monitoring site: report communication response 
Owner project and hility representatives: assist in testing sequences and debugging 
Commissioning agent: coordinate testing 

B. Internal Components or Related Equipment Being Tested 
1. Generator 
2. Automatic transfer switch 
3. Unintermptible power supply 
4. Building control, WAC, lighting, fire alarm, telecommmunications, 

elevator and security systems 

Prehctional Checklist ID 
PC- 
PC- 
PC- 

Spec Writer: 
There is a wide variation in the industry as to what is sufficient testing for emergency power 
systems. More critical emergency power loads and generators feeding UPS systems and 
critical UPS loads warrant the more rigorous tests. Less critical applications will frequently 
omit the infrared metering and the powerline load profiler, detailed frequency arid voltage 
stabilization tests mentioned below. 

C. Prerequisites The applicable prerequisite checklist items listed in the beginning of Section 16997 
shall be listed on each functional test form and checked off prior to functional testing. 

D. Functions / Modes Required To Be Tested and Test Methods 
The following testing requirements are an addition to and do not replace any testing requirements 
elsewhere in this Division. 

Function /Mode 
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SECTION 16997 - 8 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

11 By actual power outage, verify sequence of operation of UPS. Use actual 
UPS loads ifpossible, else use load bank: at what voltage UPS starts, 
time to transfer back to E-power, etc. Verify proper frequency window 
and slew rate with powerline analyzer. Tune UPS and generator governor 
as necessary. Partially drain batteries and veri@ charging seq uences. 

12. Simulate all alarms critical malfunctions and verify annunciations and 
protective device functioning. 

13. Verify annunciations to BAS and remote monitoring sites. 
14. During the above tests use an infrared meter on the UPS contacts and look 

for hot spots and significant variations between contracts. 
15. Monitor and instrument as required to make positive observations of test 

Function /Mode 

00% in that order 

Manual 

Manual 

Monitoring 
Manual 

Either 

results.. I 
10. ope ration during Integrated Test. Manual 

results. 
16. Ope ration during Integrated Test. Manual 

I 

Integrated Building Test 
17. The emergency power and UPS system and all integral components wil l  

be tested together through actual power outages with as much emergency 
loads operating as possible. Physical verification of emergency power to 
all emergency powered systems and equipment, including lighting, 
WAC, telecommunications, fire alarm, elevator (test actual recall 
function), security, lighting and the controls system shall be documented. 
Communication responses to remote monitoring reception points, the 
local building automation system and visual points within the building 
will be documented Critical voltage sensing, timing, delays, voltages, 
amperages and groundings will be documented. 

Manual 

E. Special Procedures (other equipment to test with, etc.; reference to function ID) 
None, except as noted. 

F. Required Monitoring 
1. See Requirements 4,5,8. See Section 1:4 above. 
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SECTION 16997 - 9 
ELECTRICAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

G. Acce~tance Criteria (referenced by function or mode ID) 
1-17 
(All) 

For the conditions, sequences and modes tested, the emergency power and UPS system, 
integral components and related equipment respond to changing conditions and parameters 
appropriately as expected, as specified and according to acceptable operating practice. 

H. $amp ling Stratem for Identical Units (xx% Sampling-yy% Failure Rule is defined in Section 
17100, Part 3.6) 

1. None. Testall. 

END OF REQUIREMENTS FOR EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM TEST 

END OF THIS GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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SECTION 16998 - 1 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 16998 
PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

ELECTRICAL 

Smc writer: 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed, modified and inserted into the noted specification 
section to meet the specific commissioning needs and requirements for the current project. Any modifications to 
these specifications shall only be made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the 
engineer of record. Where there are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the 
cholce(s) that apply. Delete all direction boxes. 

SECTION 16998 

PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS 

ELECTRICAL 

A. GENERAL 

All prehctional checklists for both mechanical and electrical are found in Section 15998. 

END OF SECTION 
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SECTION 16999 - 1 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 16999 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

ELECTRICAL 

Spec writer: 
The following example functional test procedures are provided for reference and do not necessarily reflect 
equipment or conditions in this project. The commissioning agent will write specific functional test procedures for 
this project. 

SECTION 16999 

SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES‘ 

ELECTRICAL 

A. GENERAL 

This section contains sample Eunctional performance Test procedures in a form format (FT). 

The sample FT procedures displayed in a form format here are intended to provide the Subs and CA with an 
example of a format and an indication of the rigor of the required testing and documentation for various 
equipment types. Thev were not developed for this Droiect. Other forms and formats are acceptable ifthey 
comply with the rigory clarity and intent of all the commissioning specifications. The CA will use the 
functional testing requirements in Sections 15997 and 16997 and the testing protocols specified in Section 
17100 for developing site-specific functional test procedures and forms for this project. For illustrative 
purposes, sequences of operation associated with a few pieces of the equipment for which tests are included are 
also provided. 

B, SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TESTS (Examples only, not for this project) 

This guide specifications section continues with functional tests for the following equipment. The tests are 
provided in electronic file format (Word 6.0 for Windows 3.1). The file name is at the bottom of each page. 
The file name extension “ft-” stands for Eunctional Test and the last digit is the version number. Any MS 
Excel spreadsheet files are noted with their usual .XIS extension. Some of the equipment also has a file with its 
full sequences of operation, for reference when viewing the test procedures, and to illustrate the desired rigor of 
sequences of operation. 

Additional example functional tests for mechanical equipment are found in Section 15999. 
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SECTION 16999 - 2 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

SYSTEM 

Emergency power and UPS 

Emergency power and UPS 
Exterior lighting controls 
Lighting sweep controls 

(comprehensive, big) 

ELECTRONIC FILE NAME 

e-powbig.ft- 
e-power. ft- 
extlight.ft- 
sweeps?- 

C. SUGGESTED NUMBERING KEY FOR COMMISSIONING PROCEDURES 

The checklists, functional tests, documentation and training use the following identification numbering: 

At the beginning of the identification number is a text abbreviation for the following: 

Document or Event Abbreviations 
DOC = Documentation 
PC = Prefunctionalchecklist 
SP = start-upplan 
SR = Start-upReport 
FT = FunctionalTest 
R = Review 
TR =TrainingRecord 

Numbering Ke 
FT-0102.3: ' The first four digits uniquely identify the piece of equipment to the component level. The kst 

2 digits are the System Type, the second 2 digits are an arbitrary component number (not 
necessarily the same as the specified ID number). The number after the decimal is the test 
number. For example, FT-0102.3 = Functional Test 3 of system Type 1, component number 2 
(e.g., 0102.3 = Chiller #2, FT #3, because chillers are System Type 1). Other components 
under chillers are: additional chillers, pumps, valves, piping, VFDs. The component number 
of 00 means "general" or "all" components, as with the entire system. AU tests, procedures, 
trainings and records should have the same first 4 digits for any given equipment component. 

Another example is TUs. If there were only 1 TU type, then tests would be numbered FT- 
0500.1,0500.2, etc. Ifthere were 2 types ofTUs: FT-0501.1,0501.2, etc. and 0502.1, 
0502.2, etc. 

An example of the number system follows: 

0100 Chilled Water System 
0101 Chiller 1 
0102 Chiller 2 
0103 Cooling tower 1 
0104 Cooling tower 2 
0105 Pump CHWP-1 
0106 Pump CHWP-2 
0107 CHW piping 
0108 CDW piping 
0109 Sensor calibration 
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0200 Boiler System 
0201 Boiler 1 
0202 Boiler 2 
0203 Pump HWP-1 
0204 Pump HWP-2 
0205 HW piping 
0206 Sensor calibration 

etC. 
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01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

SECTION 16999 - 3 
SAMPLE FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES 

Numb ers for Primary Svste m Twes and Components 
Components are in parentheses. 

Chilled water system (chillers, cooling towers, pumps, condensers, piping, valves) 
Hot water system (boilers, hot water pumps, valves, piping) 
Air handler units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers) 
Packaged, AC or HP units (SF, RF, coils, valves, VFD, ducts, dampers, compressors, condensers) 
Terminalunits 
Computer room AC units 
Unit heaters or AC spot coolers 
Heat exchangers 
Service water system 
Test and balance (TAB) 
Building automation system (controls) 
Lighting controls 
specialty fans 
Fume hoods 
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-SAMPLE- Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test FT-- 

Functional Test 

Project 

FT- EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM 
(Short Test Version, less rigorous UPS test) 

Including Emergency Generator, ATS and UPS 

Related Tests: 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing . 
Dates of tests 

2. Test Prerequisites 
a. - The following have been started up and startup reports and prefunctional checklists submitted and approved 

ready for functional testing: 
- Emergency generator and ATS 
- UPS 

b. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 
documents, including final setpoints and schedules and with debugging, loop tuning and sensor and device 
calibrations completed. 

g. -All A/E punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
h* - These functional test procedures reviewed and approved by installing contractor and vendors. 
1. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
j. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
0. - Verify that generator gages and meters for voltage, amperage and frequency are calibrated to hand-held or 

load profiler instrument readings. 

p. - Other misc. checks of the prefunctional checklist and startup reports completed successfidiy. 
q. - Monitoring security company notified of test. Arrangements made to test UPS loads (or load bank). 

Controls Contractor Signature or Verbal Date 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No.& 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test R-- 

Nota Test Procedure3 Expected and Actual Response4 pass ReqID 

Y N  # write ACTUAL response in 
brackets or circle] 

No? 
(including special conditions) 

3. Testing Procedures and Record 

A The contractor shall follow the following 
acceptance procedure with the engine 
cold and no connected load. 
With ATS switch in the manual position, 
open the ATS breaker. 
Restore ATS to automatic position and 
close ATS breaker. 

B 

Verify that power has been lost from 
each load served by emergency 
Dower. 

Connect Power Line Disturbance 
Monitor (PDM), Load Profiler and 
recording Multimeter to UPS and 
Backup Generator/ATS. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Notes: 

Cold Start. 
Open normal power breakers and 
immediately connect M load bank load 
capacity to ATS units. This connection 
must be made before engine generator 
is up to speed and transfer to E-power 
has been completed. 
Measure time using PDM. 

Measure time using PDM. 

Measure time using PDM. 

Measure time using PDM. 

I OPTIONAL: Repeat procedures 1-5. 

Observe the system's performance 
and record the following data using 
a Power Line Disturbance Monitor to 
monitor the transient responses. 
Compare to specifications. 

Time delay from power failure to 
engine start signal should be within 

Sec., [ Sec]. 

Cranking time until primemover 
starts and runs should be within 

Sec., 1 Sec.]. 

Time until engine-generator is at 
proper voltage and frequency should 
be within Set. 
L s e c l .  
Total time from power failure until 
ATS switch is on E-power should be 
within Sec., [ Sec]. 

Document variances from specified 
performance. 

I 
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-SAMPLE- 

1 

Time 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test R-- 

2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 

Volts Amps Hertz Coolant Press Charge @en. ATSInput ATS Number 
Engine Oil Batt. Temp. Temp.@ Temp.@ Note 

Temp. OisteaP-) output 
(list ea phase) 

rrowa. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

7 

Req ID 
No? Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 

Full Load Test. 
Continue generator operation. Record 
voltage and amperage of each phase 
and frequency using a load profile 
monitor, not generator gages: engine 
coolant temperature, oil pressure, and 
battery charge rate at 5 minute intervals 
for a period of one hour. 
OPTIONAL: Measure the temperature 
of all generator and ATS connections 
using a laser guided infrared 
temperature meter, Raytech or 
approved. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Note 
# - 

Performance Criteria for Data in Table Below (by Column number). 
1) 5minUteintervalS 7) Batt. Charge: 
2) Volts: 8) Ambient temperature: none 
3) Hertz: 9) ATS Contacts Input Temp.: Note any significant 
4) Amps: variances between phases. 
5) CoolantT 10) ATS Contacts Output Temp.: Note any signiscant 

6) Oil pressure: 
variances between phases 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Expected and Actual Response4 
, write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
Delay to normal power should be 

min., [ min.]. 

Neutral delay time should be 
Sec., 1 Sec.]. 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test FT-- 

Note 
pass 

YIN # 

s t  Proc 
Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

8 

9 

10 

dures 

Aeq ID 
No? 

- 

- 

Continued: 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

Disconnect load bank load from ATS, 
before transfer back to normal power. 
Restore normal power and record delay 
to normal power transfer. 
Record neutral delay time (if applicable) 
or verify in-phase monitor is working by 
recording voltage differential between 
Engine Generator Power and Utility 
Power at the time of the transfer back to 
normal power. 
Record engine cool-down time. (Engine 
continues to run after ATS transfer.) 

Cool down time should be 
min., [ rnin.]. 

- Notes 
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-SAMPLE- Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test R-- 

- 
Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID’ 

11 
- 

- 
12 

13 

14 

- 
15 

- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

SteD Load Tests. 
After the cool-down timer has expired, 
start the engine-generator by opening 
the ATS normal input power circuit 
breaker. With the emergency bus 
energized, perform the adjacent step 
load tests, verifying that voltage and 
frequency remain within specified 
ranges during transition and that the 
frequency stability (rate of change) is 
acceptable. Observe and record 
frequency and voltage response using 
the Powerline Disturbance Monitor. 

Tune generator governor output to meet 
adjacent specifications. Document. - 

OPTIONAL: Connect full load bank 
load to ATS. Maintain power flow for 15 
minutes, then take temperature readings 
with infrared meter looking for hot spots. 

OPTIONAL: Transfer load back to utility 
source. Maintain power flow for 15 
minutes and take temperature readings 
with infrared meter looking for hot spots. 

ATS TEST SWITCH. Operate the ATS 
test switch and verify that the generator 
starts and the E-Power sequence is 
initiated. (Bypass the return to normal 
timer to accelerate the test sequence.) 
OPTIONAL: Safety interlocking will be 
demonstrated by trying to operate the 
ATS and controls in a deranged manner, 
if possible. 

Expected and Actual R e s p o n d  
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
Specified frequency 
regulation range = +/- Hz 
Specified voltage 
regulation range = +/- V 
Specified frequency stability criteria: 

Max. variance of: 
Sh3.2 - Volt. Frea. Stabil. OK 

--- 0-25% 

040% --- 
0-1 00% 
10040% 
100-25% 

--- 

Governor tuned to meet specs. 

There should be no significant 
variations in temperature’between 
phases. 
point - T1 - T2 I3 

Thereshould be no significant 
variations in temperature between 
phases. 
Point - T1 - T2 I3 
--- 

Generator should start and E-power 
sequence initiated. 
Verify that total time to E-power 
meets that specified (see 
Procedure 5). 
Alarms should be generated and E- 
power system go or remain off-line. 

Pass 

YIN 
Note 

# - 

Notes: 

_ _ ~  ~ ~ ~ _ _  
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-SAMPLE- 

Pass 

YnJ 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test R-- 

Note 
# 

Proced. 
No. 8 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

16 

- 
17 

UPS and Intel 
18 

19 

- 
Req IC 
No? 

- 
Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 

a) Simulate all alarms, alarm contact 
operation and remote enunciator 
operation by jumping across alarm 
contacts at ATS and generator. 
b) Verify any alarms to the BAS or other 
remote monitoring sites. 

~ ~~~ 

Check calibration of ATS digital 
readouts of frequency, current and volts 
against a calibrated instrument. 

'ated Building Test 
Prepare to operate all facility loads 
connected to the backup power system, 
including UPS loads. Connect load 
profiler to generator system. Begin 
operating as many of the emergency 
loads as possible (both UPS and other). 
(If UPS loads cannot be tested live, 
install a full load bank on the UPS.) 
With ATS, generator and UPS in normal 
auto mode, cut power to emergency 
loads. Do not load bank generator. 
With the generator providing power for 
actual building loads, tune generator 
governor output to meet adjacent 
specifications and for optimal 
compatibility with UPS. Document 
results.. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
a) All alarms are properly 
annunciated in the remote panel. 

b) Alarms received by BAS and 
remote sites. 

ATS values should be within the 
following tolerances: 
Hz: u 
Amps: U 
Volts: u 

Observe the generator start and 
ATS switch to generator power. 

Specified frequency 
regulation range = +/- Hz 
Specified voltage 
regulation range = +/- v 
Specified frequency stability criteria: 

~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

Final max. variance during building 
test: 

VoR. Frea. Stabil. OK 

- -  
Governor tuned to meet specs. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test K-- 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

20 

20a 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Req ID 
No: 

- 
Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 

ues 
Connect load profiler to UPS and 
monitor the UPS load voltage, 
frequency and amperage with load 
profiler, through transition (dynamic) anc 
at steady state. 

Measure the amperage of each phase 
3ff the UPS. Verify that they are 
balanced. 

Tune UPS opening and closing of 
frequency window and slew rate. 
Simulate all alarms, alarm contact 
>peration and remote enunciator 
)peration by jumping across alarms. 
-ist. 
3hange ATS to manual and cut 
mergency power to UPS. Monitor 
JPS. Allow batteries to drain 25% or 
nore. 
3estore emergency power to UPS. 

rlerify function of UPS bypasses. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
Verify UPS goes back to generator 
power (off battery and stays off), per 
spec. 
Verify that specified voltage 
dynamic regulation is met: 
Dynamic voltage overshoot should 
be within I 

Actual: 
Steady-state voltage variation 
should be within +/ - 

Pass 

YIN - 

Actual: 
Frequency overshoot should be 
within I 

Actual: 
THD should be less than 5%. 
Wave form deviation should be 
minimal. 
Phase A = 1 ] 
Phase B = ] 
Phase C = [ ] 
Phase imbalance is within % ?  
UPS tuned. 

911 alarms are properly annunciated. 

3bserve that loaded UPS provides 
;uff icient power. 

rlerify that UPS is charging properly 
:rom the generator. 
3ypasses function per spec. 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test m-- 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

Notes: 

- 
a q  ID 
No? Test Procedure3 

(including special conditions) 
~~ 

Check calibration of UPS digit2 ~~ 

readouts of frequency, current and volts 
against a calibrated instrument. 

~ 

Buildina Test 
Continuing from above, with generator, 
ATS and UPS in auto and E-power 
circuit open, test the function of all loads 
on emergency power, including UPS 
loads. 

Verify that proper power is delivered to 
each device listed in the emergency 
panel schedules and that equipment 
directly wired functions properly. 
Monitor generator output manually every 
15 minutes (voltage, amperage, 
frequency). 

Walk through building and observe that 
all emergency lighting is ON. Compare 
and reconcile with the prints, any areas 
that are unusually dark. 
Using the emergency panel schedule, 
verify that any specialty emergency 
lighting is ON (oral surgery, telecom, 
engineer's room, electrical room, 2nd 
floor procedure room lights, elevators). 
Go to each emergency power receptacle 
and verify proper power. 
Go to each specialty load on emergency 
power and verify proper power and 
function: 

Expected and Actual Response4 
v r i i e  ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
UPS values should be within the 
following tolerances: 
Hz: u 
Amps: U 
volts: U 

Generator should be running at less 
than 100% load, [ %]. 

UPS loads should properly operate 
from generator and not'transfer to 
battery power. 

Time &I& Arms & 
Generator 

All loads are properly serviced with 
power. Full listing and checkoff is 
attached. 

All loads are properly serviced with 
power. Full listing and checkoff is 
attached. 

OK? 
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-SAMPLE- 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. w. ID' 
31a 

31b 

31c 

31d 

31e 

31 f 

319 

Notes: 

- 
Req I C  
No? 

- 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test FT-- 

Test Procedure3 
(including special conditions) 

a. Security panel. Verify that it is 
functioning by heating the Security Co. 
stat in the Telecom room above its 
alarm setpoint r 8 0 F )  and having 
Security Co. fax the printout of the 
trouble report. 

is functioning by initiating an alarm and 
then resetting. 

c. Med-gas alarm. Derange the 
system and verity that an alarm was 
initiated. 

b. Fire alarm panel. Verify that it 

d. Dental chairs in ms. 

to their outlets or try some functions. 
Telecom HVAC. Using a heat 

gun, increase the temperature at the 
FCU-2 stat 5F above its setpoint (- 
77F). Observe FCU-2 and ACU-1 start 
and deliver cool air to the room. 
Remove heat and observe units cycle 
OFF. 

. Verifypower 

e. 

f. Telecom Svste m. Verifythat 
telecom loads are functioning properly 
under emergency power (unless UPS 
had to be load banked). 

g, Elevator. Test the elevator 
recall function under emergency power. 

Expected and Actual Response4 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
OK? 

OK? 

OK? 

OK? 

OK? 

OK? 

Elevator recalls per specified 
sequences. 
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-SAMPLE- 

Test Procedure3 
(Includlng special conditions) 

UPS Monitored Alarms. The following 

Proced. 
No. & 
spec. 

Seq. ID' 

32 

Expected and Actual Response' 
[write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 
OK? 

Notes: 

- 
R e q  ID 
No? 

- 

- 

Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test IT-- 

Note 
f 
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-SAMPLE- Emergency Power and UPS System Functional Test FT-- 

Expected and Actual Response4 Note 
Seq. ID' (including special conditions) write ACTUAL response in Y/N Y 

As necessary, provide any attachments and a written report beyond this test 
form comparing measurement data with factory and project specifications, in 
areas that do not comply or where additional documentation or explanation is 
necessary. 

34 - Return all changed control 
parameters and conditions to their 
pretest values5 

No.& ReqiD Test Procedure3 pass 
spec. No. 

33 
brackets or circle] 

I 

~ 

'Sequences of operation attached to this test. 
Mode or function ID being tested from testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 

3Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 
41nciude tolerances for a passing condition. Fill-in spaces or lines not in brackets denote sequence parameters still to 
be specified by the A/E, conrols contractor or vendor. Wriie "Via BAS" for verifications of device position from BAS 
readout or "Via obs" for actual observation or from test instrument reading. 
%ecord any permanently changed parameter values and submit changes to Owner. 

2 

A SUMMARY OF DEFICIENCIES IDENTIFIED DURING TESTING IS ARACHED 
- END OF TEST - 

Notes: 
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-SAMPLE- 

Parking lot lights 

Exterior Lighting Controls Functional Test R-- 

Values Values 4 
ON by photo 

Functional Test 

Project: 

Fr- EXTERIOR LIGHTING CONTROLS 

1. Participants 
Partv Participation 

Party filling out this form and witnessing testing 
Date of test 

2. Prerequisite Checklist 
a. - All control system functions for this and all interlocking systems are programmed and operable per contract 

documents, including final setpoints, schedules, debugging and fine tuning of photo-cell parameters. 

Controls Conh-actor Signature or Verbal 
b. - All A E  punchlist items for this equipment corrected. 
c. - Safeties and operating ranges reviewed. 
d. - Test requirements and sequences of operation attached. 
e. Schedules and setpoints attached. 
f. -Have all energy savings control strategies, setpoints and schedules been incorporated that this equipment and 

Date 

control system are capable of? Ifnot, list recommendations below. 

g. -BAS Program Review. Review the BAS software control program(s) for this equipment. Parameters, 
setpoints and logic sequences appear to follow the specified Written sequences. 

h. - Schedule of fixtures on each control type (Parking or Security) has been reviewed. 

1. * - Record of All Values for Current Setpoints (SP), Control Parameters, Limits, Delays, Lockouts, 
Schedules, Etc. Changed to Accommodate Testing: 

Parameter I Pm-Test 

schedule 
OFF by sched: 

Notes: 

Parameter 

by photo- . .  

cell 
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-SAMPLE- Exterior Lighting Controls Functional Test R-- 

3. Sensor Calibration Checks. Check the sensors listed below for calibration and adequate location. This is a 
sampling check of calibrations done during prehctional checklisting. Test the packaged controls and BAS readings. 

-NONE- 

4. Device Calibration Checks. 

5. Verification of Misc. Prefunctional Checks. 
-NONF&- 

Misc. site checks of the prehctional checklist and startup reports completed successllly. 
- Photo-cell (PC) mounted securely. - PC mounted where it won’t be tampered with. - PC mounted so it 

Pass? Y / N 

won’t become dirty easily. - PC accessible for servicing. 

6. Functional Testing Record 
placed. Expected and Actual Response4 Pa= YIN 

& Note 
No.& AeqID 

# 
spec. No? 

Seq. ID’ (including special conditions) 
Test Procedure3 [Write ACTUAL response in 

brackets or circle] 

Near dusk, observe exterior lights until they All exterior lights come on at dusk, 
before dark, but not when still very come ON. 

(Witnessed by Owner‘s Rep: light. 

a) Change the Parking Lot light schedule 
OFF to be in 5 minutes. 

1 

2 a) Observe that the parking lot 
lights, designated by the approved 
schedule, shut OFF. Designated 
signage remains ON. 
b) Schedule returned to normal. b) Return schedule to normal. 

Before daylight in the morning, observe the When sufficiently light, Security 
securiity lights ON. Wait until dawn. Lights and signage lights shut 
(Wanessed by Owner‘s Rep: OFF. 

3 

4 - Return all changed control parameters Check off in Section 2 above 
and conditions to their pretest values’ when completed 

Record Foot Notes 
‘Sequences of operation specified in Contract Documents (attached). 
*Mode or function ID being tested, per testing requirements section of the project Specifications. 
Step-by-step procedures for manual testing, trend logging or data-logger monitoring. 

:Include tolerances for a passing condition. 
Record any permanently changed parameter values and submit to Owner. 

3 

- END OF TEST - 

- Notes. 
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-SAMPLE- LIGHTING SWEEP FT 

Functional Performance Test 

Lighting Sweep 

Project Date 
~~ 

Commissioning 
Operator executing sweeps of 

1. Sweep Controller Type: - part of EMS, - separate PC system, 
controllers (give quantity), 
Brand and model: 
Type of system: - 

stand-alone 
- stand-alone integrated into EMS. 

Sweeps off lights until moming. Override timers allow zones to be 
turned back on. 

- standard switch, p h o n e  call within building 
- Sweeps off lights. Any light can than be turned back on by a: 

2. Documentation. Verify that full documentation of the controller is permanenfly on site and 
includes the following: 
- specifications and features 
- list of loads and zones each relay controls attached* - contact number for additional assistance attached* 
-current written list of sweep schedules for all zones attached* 
- programming instructions attached* 
- controller warranty (in submittals) - written instructions for tenants in using the local overrides and a description of the 

*Aftached = attached to the controller panel door or if PC computer controlled, in documentation manual 
areas they control 

3. Training. If there is a full-time building operator in the building or building complex, they 
must be trained to fully understand the programming of the sweep controls, the operation of 
the total override and of the local overrides and have access to the system's full documentation. 
Full-time operator? Y e s  - No ' 

If Yes, installing contractor performing training 

If Yes, individual trained as the "operator" 

Review and approve the written instmctions distributed to the tenants regarding the operation 
of the local overrides. Approved and distributed: - yes - No 

4. Verification of capabilities and performance. Verify that the controller has the following 
features and capabilities: (check-mark denotes acceptance) 

- 4.1. Programming capabilities via keypad or EMS interface. Verify by running through the 

- 4.2. Back-up power supply (automatically recharged) that will retain program for - weeks 

- 4.3. Lockable controller enclosure or room with key or codeonly access for programming and 

- 4.4. The controlling time clock is reading the appropriate time. 

v e n t  program and schedules. 

without power. Venfy by viewing specifications and battery pack 

total override or access is in a restricted PC program. 
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-SAMPLE- LIGHTING SWEEP FT 

- 4.5. Override duration sef to not more than 2 hours 
- 4.6. Each override as tested below, energizes no more 5000 sf of floor area. 

47. Verify actual sweep and override operation of each controller as per table below. 

sweep 

Sweep verification 
type' 
No. of local 
Dverride switches 
[actual / spec'd) 
No. of override 
switches tested2 

Test Procedures 
Sweeps. 50% of the zones with a m i n i m a  of 2 zones per controller or relay must be verified by 
turning on at least 25% of the lights in the zone and witnessing an actual sweep. The remainder 
of the zones must have the programming of their schedules verified. 

In the table above, enter all of the following codes that apply: 
0 = not verified, S = verified Schedule in keypad or EMS display, W = verified operation by 
Witnessing a sweeping off of the lights at a special scheduled time, F = witnessed sweep, but 
sweep Failed to function properly. Refer to comments. 

Overrides. 25% of the local override switcheswith a minimum of 4 overrides must be verified by 
turning the ovemde switches on after a sweep and seeing the lights turn back,on. 100% of the 
remainder of the switches should be sight verified to be in place. For each Zone, enter the 
number of override switches where functionality was actually witnessed. Verify that the local 
override only controls the specified zone. 

Comments: 
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SECTION 171 00 - 1 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

COMMISSIONING GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION 17100 COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Spec wriier, 
The following guide specifications are intended to be reviewed and moddied to meet the specific commissioning 
needs and requirements for the current project and systems. Any modifications to this specification shall only be 
made after consultation with the Owner's representative and with approval of the engineer of record. Where there 
are check boxes or fill-in blanks, fill in as appropriate and delete all but the choice(s) that apply. Delete all 
direction boxes. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS (with selected subsections) 

1.1 Description 
A. Co&ssioning definition 
C. Abbreviations 

1.2 Coordination 
A. Commissioningteam 
B. Management 
C. Scheduling 

1.3 Commissioning Process 
A. Commissioning plan 
B. Commissioning process 

1.4 Related Work 
A. Related commissioning sections 

1.5 Responsibilities 
A. Overview 
B. Allparties 
c. Architect 
D. Mechanical and Electrical Designers 
E. Commissioning Agent 
F. Construction Manager-Owner's Representative 
G. Owner's Project Manager 
H. GeneralContractor 
I. Equipment Suppliers 

1.6 Definitions 

1.7 Systems to be Commissioned 
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A. Standard O&M Manuals 
B. Commissioning Record in O&M Manuals 

3.9 Training of Owner Personnel 

3.10 Deferred Testing 

3.1 1 Written Work Products 
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SECTION 17100 - 2 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Commissioning Guide Specifcation-PECI/ USDOE: 3l24197 

--Large Buildhgs 

2.1 Test Equipment 

3.1 Meetings 

3.2 Reporting 

3.3 Submittals 

3.4 Startup, Prefimctional Checklists and Initial Checkout 
A. Application 
B. General 

D. Sensor Calibrations 
E. Execution 
F. Deficiencies and Approvals 

c. startupplan 

3.5 Phased Commissioning 

3.6 Functional Performance Testing 
D. Objectives and Scope 
E. Development of Test Procedures 
F. TestMethods 
G. Coordination and Scheduling 
H. Test Equipment 
I. Problem Solving 

3.7 Documentation, Non-Conformance and Approval of Tests 
A. Documentation 
B. Non-Conformance 
C. 
D. Approval 

Failure due to Manuficturer Defect 

3.8 Operation and Maintenance (0 & M) Manuals 



SECTION 17100 - 3 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. Commissioninq. Commissioning is a systematic process of ensuring that all building systems 
perform interactively according to the design intent and the owner’s operational needs. This is 
achieved by beginning in the design phase and documenting design intent and continuing through 
construction, acceptance and the warranty period with actual verification of peflormance. The 
commissioning process shall encompass and coordinate the traditionally separate functions of 
system documentation, equipment startup, control system calibration, testing and balancing, 
performance testing and training. 

Commissioning during the construction phase is intended to achieve the following specific objectives 
according to the Contract Documents: 

1) Verify that applicable equipment and systems are installed according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations and to industry accepted minimum standards and that they receive adequate 
operational checkout by installing contractors. 

2) Verify and document proper performance of equipment and systems. 
3) Verify that O&M documentation left on site is complete. 
4) Verify that the Owner’s operating personnel are adequately trained. 

B. The commissioning process does not take away from or reduce the responsibility of the system 
designers or installing contractors to provide a finished and fully functioning product. 

C. Abbreviations. The following are common abbreviations used in the Specifications and in the 
Commissioning Plan. Definitions are found in Section 1.6. 

A/E- Architect and design engineers 
CA- Commissioning agent 
CC Controls contractor 

CM- Construction Manager (GSA’s 
representative) 

Cx- Commissioning 

EC- Electrical contractor 
Cx Plan- Commissioning Plan document 

File: 17100.V16 

I;r- Functional performance test 
GC- General contractor (prime) 
MC- Mechanical contractor 
PC- Prdkctional Checklist 

PM- Project manager (of GSA) 
Subs- Subcontractors to General 
TAB- Test and balance contractor 
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SECTION 171 00 - 4 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Construction Manager (CM) 

1.2 COORDINATION 

ArchitecVEngineer (NE) 

A. Commissioning Team. The members of the commissioning team consist of the Commissioning 
Agent (CA), the GSA Project Manager (PM), the designated representative of the owner's (GSA) 
Construction Management h (CM), the General Contractor (GC or Contractor), the architect and 
design engineers (particularly the mechanical engineer), the Mechanical Contractor (MC), the 
Electrical Contractor (EC), the TAB representative, the Controls Contractor (CC), any other 
installing subcontractors or suppliers of equipment. I f h o w q  the Owner's building or plant 
operator/engineer is also a member of the commissioning team. 

B. Management. The CA is hired by the C M ,  G C ,  A L E ,  G S A  directly. The CA 
directs and coordinates the commissioning activities and the reports to the C M ,  i s  part of 
the CM team. All members work together to fulfill their contracted responsibilities and meet the 
objectives of the Contract Documents. The CA's responsibilities are the same regardless of who 
hired the CA. Refer to Section 17100 Part 1.6 for additional management details. The following 
organization chart clarifies the roles. 

I I 
I 

The following organization charts may assist in making it clear how the CA fits into the 
management plan for this project. Use or modify one of these in the 

Specifications and delete the others. 

CA Hired bv the GC. Reportina to t he CM 

I GSA Project Manager (PM) I 
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SECTION 17100 - 5 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Reporting 

C. 

Hiring 
Reporting 

CA Hired bv the N E .  Reportina to the CM 

General Contractor (GC) 

1 GSA Project Manager (PM) I 

Commissioning Agent (CA) 

CA Hired bv the CM. or Directlv bv GS A 

GSA Project Manager (PM) 
1 

I 

ArchitecVEngineer (NE) 
Construction Commissioning 
Manager (CM) 1 Agent (CA) 

I 

Reporting 
I 

General Contractor (GC) 

Scheduling. The CA will work with the CM and GC accordmg to established protocols to schedule 
the commissioning activities. The CA will provide sufficient notice to the CM and GC for 
scheduling commissioning activities. The GC will integrate all commissioning activities into the 
master schedule. All parties will address scheduling problems and make necessary notifications in a 
timely manner in order to expedite the commissioning process. 

The CA will provide the initial schedule of primary commissioning events at the commissioning 
scoping meeting. The Commissioning Plan-Conshuction Phase provides a format for this 
schedule. As construction progresses more detailed schedules are developed by the CA. The 
Commissioning Plan also provides a format for detailed schedules. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 6 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

1.3 COMMISSIONING PROCES 

I 
Spec writer: 

If no commissioning plan was issued at bidding, delete the first sentence of the following 
parag rap h 

A. Commissioning Plan. The Commissioning Plan, Draft 2, provided as p& of the bid documents, is 
binding on the Contractor. The commissioning plan provides guidance in the execution of the 
commissioning process. Just after the initial commissioning scoping meeting the CA will update the 
plan which is then considered the “final” plan, though it will continue to evolve and expand as the 
project progresses. The SpeciJications will take precedence over the Commissioning Plan. 

B. Commissioning Process. The following narrative provides a brief overview of the typical 
commissioning tasks during construction and the general order in which they occur. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

6.  

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

13. 

Commissioning during construction begins with a scoping meeting conducted by the CA where 
the commissioning process is reviewed with the commissioning team members. 
Additional meetings will be required throughout construction, scheduled by the CA with 
necessary parties attending, to plan, scope, coordinate, schedule fiture activities and resolve 
problems. 
Equipment documentation is submitted to the CA during n o d  submittals, including detailed 
start-up procedures. 
The CA works with the Subs in developing startup plans and startup documentation formats, 
including providing the Subs with prehctional checklists to be completed, during the startup 
process. 
In general, the checkout and performance verification proceeds from simple to complex; fiom 
component level to equipment to systems and intersystem levels with prehctional checklists 
being completed before functional testing. 
The Subs, under their own direction, execute and document the prebctional checklists and 
perform startup and initial checkout. The CA documents that the checklists and startup were 
completed according to the approved plans. This may include the CA witnessing start-up of 
selected equipment. 
The CA develops specific equipment and system functional performance test procedures. The 
Subs review the procedures. 
The procedures are executed by the Subs, under the direction of, and documented by the CA. 
Items of non-compliance in material, installation or setup are corrected at the Sub’s expense 
and the system retested. * 
The CA reviews the O&M documentation for completeness. 
Commissioning is completed before Substantial Completion. 
The CA reviews, pre-approves and coordinates the training provided by the Subs and verifies 
that is was completed. 
Deferred testing is conducted, as specified or required. 

1.4 RELATEDWORK 

A. Specific commissioning requirements are given in the following sections of these specifications. All 
of the following sections apply to the Work of this section. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 7 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

00800 Supplementary Conditions Provides for a penalty if commissioning is not completed by the 
Functional Completion milestone. 

I 1 * If the commissioning agent is hired by the owner or construction manager, 01040a applies: 

01040a Coordination 

* If the commissioning agent is hired by the general contractor, 01040b applies: 

Introduces commissioning and refers to Division 17. 

' 

01040b Coordination 

01300 Submittals 

01700 Project Close-out 

01730 O&MData 

15010 Mechanical General 

15950 Automatic Controls 

15990 TAB 
15995 Mechanical Cx 

15997 Mechanical Testing 
Requirements 

15998 Mechanical Prefunctional 
Checklists 

15999 Mechanical Functional 
Tests-Examples 

16010 Electrical General 

16995 ElectricalCx 

16997 Electrical Testing 

16998 Electrical Prefimctional 
Checklists 

File: 17100.V16 

Introduces commissioning, refers to Division 17 and requires that the 
GC hire a qualified CA. 

Alerts all parties that additional &tad in submittals may be required 
and directs to Division 17. 

Defines Substantial Completion and FunctionaI Completion 
milestones, relative to commissioning. 

Alerts all parties that O&M documentation may be more detailed and 
directs to Division 17. 

Alerts the mechanical contractor to Cx responsibilities in 15995. 

Lists special requirements and alerts the controls contractor of the 
special requirements of the control contractor and control system in 
15995. 

Alerts the TAB of Cx responsibilities in 15995. 

Describes the Cx responsibilities of the mechanical, controls and 
TAB contractors and the prehctional testing and startup 
responsibilities of each. Points to 15997 for functional testing 
requirements. 

Describes the specific functional testing requirements 
for Division 15 equipment in the project. 

Provides the prefunctional checklists for use on this 
project, including items for Div. 15 and Div. 16. 

Provides example functional test procedures 
and formats for mechanical equipment. 

Alerts the electrical c o n m r  of Cx responsibhes in 16995. 

Describes the Cx responsibilities of the electrical contractor. 

Describes the specific functional testing requirements Requirements 
for Division 16 equipment in the project. 

Points to Section 15998. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 8 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

16999 Electrical Functional 

17100 Commissioning 

Provides example functional test procedures 
and formats for electrical equipment. 

Describes the commissioning process, responsibilities common to a l l  
parties, responsibilities of the A/E, CA, CM, PM, GC and Suppliers, 
focusing on the CA. The unique MC, CC, TAB and EC 
responsibilities are included in Div. 15 and 16. 

Tests-Examples 

Spec Writer: List other sections or divisions that have systems commissioned. Include alerts in 
Section 10 of the division, division commissioning responsibilities in section 995 of the division, 

and actual test requirements in section 997, all similar to Division 15. 

1.5 RESPONSIBILITIES 

A. The responsibilities of various parties in the commissioning process are provided in this section. 
The responsibilities of the mechanical contractor, TAB and controls contractor are in Division 15 
and those of the electrical contractor in Division 16 and those of list other sections where 
reaulrements of other divisions are found]. It is noted that the services for the GSA Project Manager, 
Construction Manager, Architect, HVAC mechanical and electrical designers/engineers, and 
Commissioning Agent are not provided for in this contract. That is, the Contractor is not 
responsible for providing their services. Their responsibilities are listed here to clarify the 
commissioning process. 

I If the CA is hired by the GC or NE, delete "Commissioning Agent" in the above paragraph. I 

Spec writer should make sure that language in the contract and general conditions states that the 
contractors are paying for their part in the commissioning and testing; the Owner is not paying as 

an extra. 

Spec writer: 
If no commissioning plan was issued at bidding, delete item number 1 under B, "Follow the 
Commissioning Plan." 

B. Allparties 

1. Follow the Commissioning Plan. 
2. Attend commissioning scoping meeting and additional meetings, as necessary. 

c. Architect (of AJE) 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. Manage the CA contract, G C  manages the CA contract, C M  or GSA manages 

theCA contract. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 9 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5 .  

6.  

Attend the commissioning scoping meeting and selected commissioning team meetings. 
Perform normal submittal review, construction observation, as-built drawing preparation, 
O&M manual preparation, etc., as contracted. 
Provide any design narrative documentation requested by the CA. 
Coordinate resolution of system deficiencies identified during commissioning, according to the 
contract documents. 
Prepare and submit final as-built design intent documentation for inclusion in the O&M 
manuals. Review and approve the O&M manuals. 

Warranty Period 
1. ' Coordinate resolution of design noncodormance and design deficiencies identified during 

warran@-period commissioning. 

D. Mechanical and Electrical DesimersEngineers (of the ALE) 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 

Perform n o d  submittal review, construction observation, as-built drawing preparation, etc., 
as contracted. One site observation should be completed just prior to system startup. 
Provide any design narrative and sequences documentation requested by the CA. The designers 
shall assist (along with the contractors) in cl-g the operation and control of commissioned 
equipment in areas where the specifications, control drawings or equipment documentation is 
not sufficient for writing detailed testing procedures. 
Attend commissioning scoping meetings and other selected commissioning team meetings. 
Participate in the resolution of system deficiencies identified during commissioning, according 
to the contract documents. 
Prepare and submit the final as-built design intent and operating parameters documentation for 
inclusion in the O&M manuals. Review and approve the O&M manuals. 
Provide a presentation at the first training session for the Owner's personnel. 

3. 
4. 

5.  

6. 

OPTIONAL: 
7. 

8. 

9. 

- Review, - Approve the prefimctional checklists for major pieces of equipment for 
sufficiency prior to their use. 
- Review, - Approve the functional test procedure forms for major pieces of equipment for 
sufficiency prior to their use. 
-Witness testing of selected pieces of equipment and systems: 

Warranty Period 
1. Participate in the resolution of noncompliance, nonconformance and design deficiencies 

identified during commissioning during warranty-period commissioning. 

Spec writer: 
If no commissioning plan was issued at bidding, modify as appropriate, any references to the 
commissioning plan throughout the rest of this section. 
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SECTION 17100 - 10 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

E. Commissioning Agent EA)  
The CA is not responsible for design concept, design criteria, compliance with codes, design or 
general construction scheduling, cost estimating, or construction management. The CA may assist 
with problem-solving non-conformance or deficiencies, but ultimately that responsibility resides 
with the general contractor and the AE. The primary role of the CA is to develop and mrdinate 
the execution of a testing plan, observe and document performance-that systems are functioning in 
accordance with the documented design intent and in accordance with the Contract Documents. The 
Contractors will provide all tools or the use of tools to start, check-out and functionally test 
equipment and systems, except for specified testing with portable data-loggers, which shall be 
supplied and installed by the CA. 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 

Fife: 17100.V16 

Coordinates and directs the commissioning activities in a logical, sequential and efficient 
manner using consistent protocols and forms, cenfralized documentation, clear and regular 
communications and consultations with all necessary parties, frequently updated timelines and 
schedules and technical expertise. 
Coordinate the commissioning work and, with the GC and CM, ensure that commissioning 
activities are being scheduled into the master schedule. 
Revise, as necessary, the Draft 2, Commissioning Plan-Constmction Phase. 
Plan and conduct a commissioning scoping meeting. 
Request and review additional information required to perform commissioning tasks, including 
O&M materials, contractor start-up and checkout procedures. 
Before startup, gather and review the current control sequences and interlocks and work with 
contractors and design engineers until sd3cient clarity bas been obtained, in writing, to be able 
to write detailed testing procedures. 
Review and approve normal Contractor submittals applicable to systems being commissioned 
for compliance with commissioning needs, concurrent with the AE reviews. 
Write and distribute prefunctional tests and checklists. 
Develop an enhanced start-up and initial systems checkout plan with Subs. 
Perform site visits, as necessary, to observe component and system installations. Attend s 
selected planning and job-site meetings to obtain information on construction progress. 
Review construction meeting minutes for revisions/substitutions relating to the commissioning 
process. Assist in resolving any discrepancies. 
Witness all or part of the W A C  piping test and flushing procedure, sufficient to be confident 
that proper procedures were followed. Document this testing and include the documentation in 
O&M manuals. Notify owners project manager of any deficiencies in results or procedures. 
Witness all or part of any ductwork testing and cleaning procedures, sufficient to be confident 
that proper procedures were followed: Dwument this testing and include the documentation in 
O&M manuals. Not@ owner's project manager of any deficiencies in results or procedures. 
Approve prefunctional tests and checklist completion by reviewing prefunctional checklist 
reports and by selected site observation and spot checking. 
Approve systems startup by reviewing start-up reports and by selected site observation. 
Review TAB execution plan. 
Oversee sufficient functional testing of the control system and approve it to be used for TAB, 
before TAB is executed. 
Approve air and water systems balancing by spot testing, by reviewing completed reports 
and by selected site observation. 
With necessary assistance and review from installing contractors, write the functional 
performance test procedures for equipment and systems. This may include energy 
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SECTION 17100 - 11 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

management control system trending, stand-alone datalogger monitoxing or manual functional 
testing. Submit to CM for review, and for approval ifrequired. 

19. Analyze any functional performance trend logs and monitoxing data to verify performance. 
20. Coordinate, witness and approve manual functional performance tests performed by installing 

contractors. Coordinate rete&g as necessary until sat isaory p e ~ o m c e  is achieved. 
21. Maintain a master deficiency and resolution log and a separate testing record. Provide the 

CM with written progress reports and test results with recommended actions. 
22. Witness performance testing of smoke control systems by others and all other owner contracted 

tests or tests by manuf&urer's personnel over which the CA may not have direct control. 
Document these tests and include this documentation in Commissioning Record in O&M 
manuals. 

23. Review equipment warranties to ensure that the Owner's responsibilities are clearly dehed. 
24. Oversee and approve the training of the Owner's operating personnel. 
25. Compile and maintain a commissioning record and building systems book(s). 
26. Review and approve the preparation of the O&M manuals. 
27. Provide a final commissioning report. 

Warranty Period 
1. Coordinate and supervise required seasonal or deferred testing and deficiency corrections. 
2. Return to the site at 10 months into the 12 month warranty period and review with faciity staff 

the current building operation and the condition of outstanding issues related to the original and 
seasonal commissioning. Also interview fhcility staff and identify problems or concerns they 
have operating the building as origmlly intended. Make suggestions for improvements and for 
recording these changes in the O&M manuals. Identify areas that may come under warranty 
or under the original construction contract. Assist facility staffin developing reports, 
documents and requests for services to remedy outstanding problems: 

3. Optional: Assist in the development of a preventative maintenance plan, a detailed operating 
plan or an energy and resource management plan or as-built documentation. 

F. Construction Manager-Owner's Representative (CM) 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

file: 17100.V16 

Facilitate the coordination of the commissioning work by the CA, and, with the GC and CA, 
ensure that commissioning activities are being scheduled into the master schedule. 
Review and approve the final Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase. 
Attend a commissioning scoping meeting and other commissioning team meetings. 
Perform the n o d  review of Contractor submittals. 
Furnish a copy of all construction documents, addenda, change orders and approved submittals 
and shop drawings related to commissioned equipment to the CA. 
Review and approve the functional performance test procedures submitted by the CA, prior to 
testing. 
When necessary, observe and witness prefunctional checklists, startup and functional testing of 
selected equipment, 
Review Commissioning progress and deficiency reports. 
Coordinate the resolution of non-comphce and design deficiencies identXed in all phases of 
commissioning. 
Sign-off (final approval) on individual commissioning tests as completed and passing. 
Recommend completion of the commissioning process to the Project Manager. 
Assist the GC in coordinating the training of owner personnel. 
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SECTION 17100 - 12 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Note: If the CA is hired by the CM or directly by GSA, some or all of the CM tasks for the 
commissioning process above become the responsibility of the CA, as the need for 
oversight of the CA is essentially eliminated. Refer to further detail in the CM definition 
in Section 1.6, except for the coordination of deficiency resolution. 

Warranty Period 
1. Assist the CA as necessary bi the seasonal or deferred testing and deficiency corrections 

required by the specifications. 

G. Owner's Project Manager (PM) 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 
2. 

Manage the contract of the A/E and of the GC. 
Arrange for h i l i ty  operating and maintenance personnel to attend various field commissioning 
activities and field training sessions according to the Commissioning Plan-Construction 
Phase. 
Provide final approval for the completion of the commissioning work. 3. 

Warranty Period 
1. Ensure that any seasonal or deferred testing and any deficiency issues are addressed. 

H. General Contractor (GC) 

Construction and Acceptance Phase 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 
8. 

Facilitate the coordination of the commissioning work by the CA, and with the GC and CA 
ensure that commissioning activities are being scheduled into the master schedule. 
Include the cost of commissioning in the contract price. 
Furnish a copy of all construction documents, addenda, change orders and approved submittals 
and shop drawings related to commissioned equipment to the CA. 
In each purchase order or subcontract writteg include requirements for submittal data, O&M 
data, commissioning tasks and training. 
Ensure that all Subs execute their commissioning responsibilities according to the Contract 
Documents and schedule. 
A representative shall attend a commissioning scoping meeting and other necessary meetings 
scheduled by the CA to hilitate the Cx process. 
Coordinate the training of owner personnel. 
Prepare O&M manuals, according to the Contract Documents, including clarifying and 
updating the 0rigm.I sequences of operation to as-built conditions. 

Warranty Period 
1. 

2. 

Ensure that Subs execute seasonal or deferred functional performance testing, witnessed by the 
CA, according to the specifications. 
Ensure that Subs correct deficiencies and make necessary adjustments to O&M manuals and 
as-built drawings for applicable issues identified in any seasonal testing. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 13 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

I. EuuiDment Suppliers 

1. 

2. 
3. 

Provide all requested submittal data, including detailed start-up procedures and specific 
responsibilities of the Owner to keep warranties in force. 
Assist in equipment testing per agreements with Subs. 
Include all special tools and instruments (only available from vendor, specifk to a piece of 
equipment) required for testing equipment according to these Contract Documents in the base 
bid price to the Contractor, except for stand-alone datalogging equipment that may be used by 
the CA. 
Provide information requested by CA regarding equipment sequence of operation and t e h g  
procedures. 
Review test procedures for equipment installed by factory representatives. 

4. 

5. 

1.6 DEFINITIONS 

Acceutance Phase - phase of construction after startup and initial checkout when functional performance tests, 
O&M documentation review and training occufs. 

ADuroval - acceptance that a piece of equipment or system has been properly installed and is functioning in the 

Architect / Enfzineer WE) - the prime consultant (architect) and sub-consultants who comprise the design 
tested modes according to the Contract Documents. 

team, generally the W A C  mechanical designer/engineer and the electrical designer/engineer. 

Basis of Design - The basis of design is the documentation of the primary thought processes and assumptions 
behind design decisions that were made to meet the design intent. The basis of design describes the 
systems, components, conditions and methods chosen to meet the intent. Some reiterating of the 
design intent may be included. 

CommissioninP Agent E A )  - an independent agent, not otherwise associated with the AE team members or 
the Contractor, though he/she may be hired as a subcontractor to them. The CA directs and 
coordinates the day-to-day commissioning activities. The CA does not take an oversight role like the 
CM. The CA is part of the Construction Manager (CM) team or shall report directly to the CM. 

Commissioninv Plan - an overall plan, developed before or after bidding, that provides the structure, schedule 
and coordination planning for the commissioning process. 

Contract Documents - the documents binding on parties involved in the construction of this project (drawings, 

Contractor - the general contractor or authorized representative. 
specifications, change orders, amendments, contracts, Cx Plan, etc.). 

Control system - the central building energy management control system. 

Construction ManaFer tCI@ - a) the Owner’s (GSA) representative in the day-today activities of 
comtruction. In general, the construction management senices contractor (CM) is hired by GSA to 
assist the government in the overall management of the project including supervising and onsite 
managing authority over a project’s construction. The General Contractor reports to the CM. The 
CM is GSA’s on-site representative. 

b) When the CA is hired by the GC or AE, the CM referred to in the commissioning process is a 
member of the CM team (staffor independent contractor) who shall have direct signiscant 
mechanical engineering and commissioning experience. That person designated from the CM team 
is the owner’s representative verifying the adequacy of the commissioning process. In this case, the 
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SECTION 17100 - 14 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

CM wil l  be more involved in the commissioning work and in witnessing portions of the process 
(selected start-up and functional tests) and reviewing documents (test approvals, etc.) than in the 

c) When the CA is hired by the CM (on staff or as a &ntractor), or directly by GSA, there may 
not need to be another CM representative reviewing and approving the work of the CA, other than 
schedule approvals and consultation during problem solving. In that case, references to the CM in 
these Specifcutions would actually mean the CA, except that CA progress reports would go to the 
PM rather than the CM. 

Datalogging - monitoring flows, currents, status, pressures, etc. of equipment using stand-alone dataloggers 
separate fiom the control system. 

Deferred Functional Tests - FTs that are performed later, after substantial completion, due to partial 
occupancy, equipment, seasonal requirements, design or other site conditions that disallow the test 
from being performed. 

in compliance with the Contract Documents (that is, does not perform properly or is not complying 
with the design intent). 

Desim Intent - a dynamic document that provides the explanation of the ideas, concepts and criteria that are 
considered to be very important to the owner. It is initially the outcome of the programming and 
conceptual design phases. 

following case. 

Deficiency - a condition in the installation or function of a component, piece of equipment or system that is not 

Desim Narrative or Design Documentation - sections of either the Design Intent or Basis of Design. 
Facto? Testing - testing of equipment on-site or at the factory by factory personnel with an Owner’s 

Functional Performance Test 0 - test of the dynamic function and operation of equipment and systems 
representative present. 

using manual (direct observation) or monitoring methods. Functional testing is the dynamic testing of 
systems (rather than just components) under full operation (e.& the chiller pump is tested 
interactively with the chiller functions to see if the pump ramps up and down to maintain the 
differential pressure setpoint). Systems are tested under various modes, such as during low cooling or 
heating loads, high loads, component failures, unoccupied, varying outside air temperatures, fire 
alarm, power failure, etc. The systems are run through all the control system’s sequences of operation 
and components are verified to be responding as the sequences state. Traditional air or water test and 
balancing (TAB) is not functional testing, in the commissioning sense of the word. TAB’S primary 
work is setting up the system flows and pressures as specified, while functional testing is veri@@ 
that which has already been set up. The commissioning agent develops the functional test procedures 
in a sequential written form, coordinates, oversees and documents the actual testing, which is usually 
performed by the installing contractor or vendor. FTs are performed after prefunctional checklists and 
startup are complete. 

General Contractor (GC) - the prime contractor for this project. Generally refers to all the GC‘s 
subcontractors as well. Also referred to as the Contractor, in some contexts. 

%A - the General Services Administra tion (of the Federal Govemmentbthe owner. 
Indirect Indicators - indicators of a response or condition, such as a reading fiom a control system screen 

Manual Test - using hand-held instruments, immediate control system readouts or direct observation to verify 

Monitorinp - the recording of parameters (flow, current, status, pressure, etc.) of equipment operation using 

Non-Comdiance - see Deficiency. 
Non-Conformance - see Deficiency. 

reporting a damper to be 100% closed. 

performance (contrasted to analyzing monitored data taken over time to make the “observation”). 

dataloggers or the trending capabilities of control systems. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 15 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Over-written Value - writing over a sensor value in the control system to see the response of a system (e.g., 
changing the outside air temperature value from 50F to 75F to verify economizer operation). See also 
"Simulated Signal.'' 

Owner-Contracted Tests - tests paid for by the Owner outside the GC's contract and for which the CA does not 
oversee. These tests will not be repeated during functional tests if properly documented. 

Phased Commissioning - commissioning that is completed in phases (by floors, for example) due to the size of 
the stxucture or other scheduling issues, in order minimize the total construction time. 

Prefunctional Checklist (PC) - a list of items to inspect and elementary component tests to conduct to verify 
proper instaUation of equipment, provided by the CA to the Sub. Prefunctional checklists are 
primarily static inspections and procedures to prepare the equipment or system for initial operation 
(e&, belt tension, oil levels OK, labels aflixed, gages in place, sensors calibrated, etc.). However, 
some prefunctional checklist items entail simple testing of the function of a component, a piece of 
equipment or system (such as measuring the voltage imbalance on a three phase pump motor of a 
chiller system). The word p&mctional refers to before functional testing. Prefunctional checklists 
augment and are combined with the manufacturer's start-up checklist. Even without a 
commissioning process, contractors typically perform some, if not many, of the prefunctional 
checklist items a commissioning agent will recommend. However, few contractors document in 
writing the execution of these checklist items. Therefore, for most equipment, the contractors execute 
the checklists on their own. The commissioning agent only requires that the procedures be 
documented in writing, and does not witness much of the prefunctional checklisting, except for larger 
or more critical pieces of equipment. 

Proiect Manager (PM) - the contracting and managing authority for GSA over the design andlor construction 
of the project, a GSA staff position. 

Sampling. - functionally testing only a fraction of the total number of identical or near identical pieces of 
equipment. Refer to Section 17100, Part 3.6, F for details. 

Seasonal Performance Tests - FT that are deferred until the system(s) will experience conditions closer to their 
design conditions. 

Simulated Condition - condition that is created for the purpose of testing the response of a system (e.g., 
applying a hair blower to a space sensor to see the response in a VAV box). 

Simulated Signal - disconnecting a sensor and using a signal generator to send an amperage, resistance or 
pressure to the transducer and DDC system to simulate a sensor value. 

S~ecifications - the construction specifications of the Contract Documents. 
Startup - the initial starting or activating of dynamic equipment, including executing prefunctional checklists. 
- Subs - the subcontractors to the GC who provide and install building components and systems. 
Test Procedures - the step-by-step process which must be executed to fulfill the test requirements. The test 

Test Reuuirements - requirements specifying what modes and functions, etc. shall be tested. The test 

. 

procedures are developed by the CA. 

requirements are not the detailed test procedures. The test requirements are specified in the Contract 
Documents (Sections 15997; 16997, etc.). 

Trending - monitoring using the building control system. 
Vendor - supplier of equipment. 
Warranty Period - warranty period for entire project, including equipment components. Warranty begins at 

Substantial Completion and extends for at least one year, unless specifically noted otherwise in the 
Contract Documents and accepted submittals. 
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SECTION 171 00 - 16 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

1.7 SYSTEMS TO BE COMMISSIONED 

A. The following checked systems will be commissioned in this project. 

Functional FunctiOllal 
Test Test 

Equipment Requirements Equipment Requirements 
and System Specified In: and System Specified In: 

W A C  Svstem 15997 - Equipment vibration control 

- Boilers 
- Piping systems 
- Ductwork 
- Variable frequency drives 
- Air handlers 
- Packaged units (AC and HP) 
- Terminal units (air) 

Unit heaters 
- Heat exchangers 
- Computer room units 
- Fume hoods - Lab room pressures 

. - specialtyfans 
- Testing, Adjusting and 

- Chemical treatment systems 
- WAC control system 
- Fire and smoke dampers 
- Indoor air quality' 
_-  Equipment sound control 

Balancing work 

15997 
15997 
15997 

15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 

15997 
15997 
15997 
15997 

15997 

- Egress pressurization 
Electrical Svstem 
- Sweep or scheduled lighting 

controls 
- Daylight dimming controk 
- Lighting occupancy sensors 
- Power quality 
- Security system 
- Emergency power system 
- UPS system 
- Fire and smoke alarm 
- Fire protection systems. 
- Communications system 
- Public addresdpaging 

- Other 
- Service water heaters 
- Service water booster pumps 

- Mgeration systems 
- Medical gas Systems 

15997 
15997 

16997 

16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 
16997 

15997 
15997 

15997 
15997 

Indoor air quality (IAQ) commissioning does not ensure that indoor air quality wil l  be adequate or without 
deficiency at building turnover or during occupancy, unless the owner has specifically specified that actual air 
quality testing is performed. Commissioning indoor air quality entails performing tasks that minimize the 
potential for IAQ problems, but it does not eliminate their possibility. 
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SECTION 17100 - 17 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 TESTEQUIPMENT 

A. AU standard testing equipment required to perform startup and initial checkout and required 
hct iona l  performance testing shall be provided by the Division contractor for the equipment being 
tested. For example, the mechanical contractor ofpivision 15 shall ultimately be responsible for all 
standard testing equipment for the W A C  system and controls system in Division 15, except for 
equipment specific to and used by TAB in their commissioning responsibilities. Two-way radios 
shall be provided by the Division Controller. 

B. Special equipment, tools and instruments (only available fiom vendor, specific to a piece of 
equipment) required for testing equipment, according to these Contract Documents shall be included 
in the base bid price to the Contractor and left on site, except for stand-alone datalogging equipment 
that may be used by the CA. 

C. Datalogging equipment and software required to test equipment will be provided by the CA, but 
shall not become the property of the Owner. 

D. All testing equipment shall be of sufficient quality and accuracy to test and/or measure system 
performance with the tolerances specified in the Specijcations. If not otherwise noted, the 
following minimum requirements apply: Temperature sensors and digital thermometers shall have a 
certified calibration within the past year and a resolution of + or - 0.1"F. Pressure sensors shall 
have an accuracy of + or - 2.0% of the value range being measured (not fill range of meter) and 
have been calibrated within the last year. All equipment shall be calibrated according to the 
manuf8cturer's recommended intervals and when dropped or damaged. Calibration tags shall be 
affixed or certificates readily available. 

E, Refer to Section 17100, Part 3.6 E for details regarding equipment that may be required to simulate 
required test conditions. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 MEETINGS 

A. S ~ ~ ~ i n g M e e t i n g .  Within r60 to 90. dewndinn on bldn size1 days of commencement of 
construction, the CA will schedule, plan and conduct a commissioning scoping meeting with the 
entire commissioning team in attendance. Meeting minutes will be distributed to all parties by the 
CA. Information gathered from this meeting will allow the CA to revise the Draft 2 Commissioning 
PZan to its ccfina.l'7 version, which will also be distributed to all parties. 

B. Miscellaneous Meetings. Other meetings will be p h e d  and conducted by the CA as construction 
progresses. These meetings will cover coordination, deficiency resolution and planning issues with 
particular Subs. The CA will plan these meetings and will minimize unnecessary time being spent 
by Subs. For large projects, these meetings may be held monthly, until the final 3 months of 
construction when they may be held as frequently as one per week. 
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SECTION 17100 - 18 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

3.2 REPORTING 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

b 

The CA will provide regular reports to the CM or PM, depending on the management structure, 
with increasing fiequency as construction and commissioning progresses. Standard forms are 
provided and referenced in the Commissioning Plan. 

The CA will regularly communicate with all members of the commissioning team, keeping them 
apprised of commissioning progress and scheduling changes through memos, progress reports, etc. 

Testing or review approvals and non-conformance and deficiency reports are made regularly with 
the review and testing as described in later sections. 

A i3m.I summary report (about four to six pages, not including backup documentation) by the CA 
will be provided to the CM or PM, focusing on evaluating commissioning process issues and 
identifying areas where the process could be improved. All acquired documentation, logs, minutes, 
reports, deficiency lists, communications, findings, unresolved issues, etc., will be compiled in 
appendices and provided with the summary report. Prefimctional checklists, functional tests and 
monitoring reports will not be part of the ha l  report, but will be stored in the Commissioning 
Record in the O&M manuals. 

3.3 suBMITras 

A. The CA will provide appropxiate contractors with a specific request for the type of submittal 
documentation the CA requires to facilitate the commissioning work. These requests will be 
integrated into the normal submittal process and protocol of the constmction team. At minimum, 
the request will include the manufacturer and model number, the manufhcturer's printed installation 
and detailed start-up procedures, fill sequences of operation, O&M data, performance data, any 
performance test procedures, control drawings and details of owner contracted tests. In addition, the 
installation and checkout materials that are actually shipped inside the equipment and the actual 
field checkout sheet forms to be used by the factory or field technicians shall be submitted to the 
Commissioning Agent. All documentation requested by the CA will be included by the Subs in their 
O&M manual contributions. 

B. The Commissioning Agent will review and approve submittals related to the commissioned 
equipment for conformance to the Contract Documents as it relates to the commissioning process, to 
the functional performance of the equipment and adequacy for developing test procedures. This 
review is intended primarily to aid in the development of functional testing procedures and only 
secondarily to veri@ compliance with equipment specifications. The Commissioning Agent will 
notify the CM, PM or A/E as requested, of item missing or areas that are not in conformance with 
Contract Documents and which require resubmission. 

C. The CA may request additional design narrative from the AiE and Controls Contractor, depending 
on the completeness of the design intent documentation and sequences provided with the 
specifications. 

D. These submittals to the CA do not constitute compliance for O&M manual documentation. The 
O&M manuals are the responsibility of the Contractor, though the CA will review and approve 
them. 
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SECTION 17100 - 19 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

These guide specifications presume that design documentation and sequences of operation were 
carefully and completely prepared prior to bid documents being issued. If this was not the case, 
include language that requires that NE and Controls Contractor to develop the design narrative 
and operating parameters according to the Design Phase Commissioning Plan and the format 

provided in Appendix 1 of that plan. 

3.4 START-UP, PREFUNCTIONAL CHECKLISTS AND INITIAL CHECKOUT 

A. The following procedures apply to all equipment to be commissioned, according to Section 1.7, 
Systems to be Commissioned. Some systems that are not comprised so much of actual dynamic 
machinery, e.g., electrical system power quality, may have very simpUed PCs and startup. 

B. General. Prefunctional checklists are important to ensure that the equipment and system are 
hooked up and operational. It ensures that functional performance testing (in-depth system 
checkout) may proceed without unnecessary delays. Each piece of equipment receives full 
prefunctional checkout. No sampling strategies are used. The prefunctional t e e g  for a given 
system must be successfUlly completed prior to formal functional performance testing of equipment 
or subsystems of the given system. 

Start-UD and Initial Checkout Plan. The CA shall assist the commissioning team members 
responsible for startup of any equipment in developing detailed start-up plans for all equipment. 
The primary role of the CA in this process is to ensure that there is written documentation that each 
of the manufacturer-recommended procedures have been completed. Parties responsible for 
prefunctional checklists and startup are identified in the commissioning scoping meeting and in the 
checklist forms. Parties responsible for executing functional performance tests are identified in the 
testing requirements in Sections 15997, 16997 and llist other sections where tests requirements are 
found1 . 

C. 

1. The CA adapts, if necessary, the representative prefunctional checklists and procedures from 
Section 15998. These checklists indicate required procedures to be executed as part of startup 
and initial checkout of the systems and the party responsible for their execution. 
These checklists and tests are provided by the CA to the Contractor. The Contractor 
determines which trade is responsible for executing and documenting each of the line item tasks 
and notes that trade on the form. Each form will have more than one trade responsible for its 
execution. 
The subcontractor responsible for the purchase of the equipment develops the full start-up plan 
by combining (or adding to) the CA's checklists with the manufhcturer's detailed start-up and 
checkout procedures from the O&M manual and the normally used field checkout sheets. The 
plan will include checklists and procedures with specific boxes or lines for recording and 
documenting the checking and inspections of each procedure and a summary statement with a 
signature block at the end of the plan. 

2. 

3. 

The full start-up plan could consist of something as simple as: 
a. The CA's prefunctional checklists. 
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b. The manufkturer’s standard Written start-up procedures copied from the installation 
manuals with check boxes by each procedure and a signature block added by hand at the 
end. 
The manufhcturer’s normally used field checkout sheets. c. 

4. 
5.  

6. 

The subcontractor submits the 111 startup plan to the CA for review and approval. 
The CA reviews and approves the procedures and the format for documenting them, noting any 
procedures that need to be added. 
The full start-up procedures and the approval form may be provided to the CM for review and 
approval, depending on management protocol. 

An alternative to the process for developing the start-up plan given in parts 3-5 immediately above 
consists of the CA doing more of the work as described below. 

OPTION FOR 3 - 5 ABOVE: 
a. The CA, (instead of the contractor), copies the manufiwturer’s startup and initial checkout 

procedures from O&M submittals. 
b. The CA marks the applicable areas in the procedures and makes initial and date lines at 

each procedure or section. 
c. The CA transmits these procedures and the original prehctional checklist procedures (see 

1 above) to the Contractor as the startup and initial checkout plan. 

D. Sensor Calibration. Calibration of 
checklists performed by the Contractors, according to the following procedures: 
1. 

sensors shall be included as part of the prebctional 

All Sensors. Verify that sensors with shielded cable, are grounded only at one end. For sensor 
pairs that are used to determine a temperature or pressure difference, make sure they are 
reading within 0.2’F of each other for temperature and within a tolerance equal to 2% of the 
reading, of each other, for pressure. Tolerances for critical applications may be tighter. 
Sensors Without Transmitters-Standard Application. Make a reading with a calibrated test 
instrument within 6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent 
thermostat, gage or building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table 
below of the instrument-measured value. Ifnot, install offset in BAS, calibrate or replace 
sensor. 
Sensors With Transmitters-Standard Application. Disconnect sensor. Connect a signal 
generator in place of sensor. Connect ammeter in series between transmitter and BAS control 
panel. Using manufiwturer’s resistance-temperature data, simulate minimum desired 
temperature. Adjust transmitter potentiometer zero until 4 mA is read by the ammeter. Repeat 
for the maximum temperature matching 20 mA to the potentiometer span or maximum and 
verify at the BAS. Reconnect sensor. Make a reading with a calibrated test instrument within 
6 inches of the site sensor. Verify that the sensor reading (via the permanent thermostat, gage 
or building automation system (BAS)) is within the tolerances in the table below of the 
instrument-measured value. Ifnot, replace sensor and repeat. For pressure sensors, perform a 
similar process with a suitable signal generator. 
Critical Applications. For critical applications (process, manufkcturing, etc.) more rigorous 
calibration techniques may be required for selected sensors. Describe any such methods used 
on an attached sheet. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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Required 
Sensor Tolerance (+/-I 

Cooling coil, chilled and condenser 0.3F Flow rates, water 4% of design 
water temps 

AHU wet bulb or dew point 1.OF Combustion flue temps 5.0F 

Hot water coil and boiler water temp 1.OF Oxygen or C02 monitor 0.1 %pts 

Outside air, space air, coil air temps 0.5F CO monitor 0.01 %pts 

Watt-hour, voltage & amperage 1% of design 

Pressures, air, water and gas 3% of design Steam flow rate 3% of design 

Flow rates, air 10% of design Barometric pressure 0.1 in, of Hg 

1% of design Natural gas and oil flow rate 

E. Execution of Prehctional Checklists and Startup. 

1. Four weeks prior to startup, the Subs and vendors schedule startup and checkout with the CM, 
GC and CA. The performance of the prefunctional checklists, startup and checkout are 
directed and executed by the Sub or vendor. When checking off prefunctional checklists, 
signatures may be required of other Subs for ver5cation of completion of their work. 
The CA shall observe, at minimum, the procedures for each piece of primary equipment, 
unless there are multiple units, (in which case a sampling strategy may be used as approved by 
the CM). In no case will the number of units witnessed be less than four on any one building, 
nor less than 20% of the total number of identical or very similar units. 
For lower-level components of equipment, (e.g., VAV boxes, sensors, controllers), the CA 
shall observe a sampling of the prefimctional and start-up procedures. The sampling 
procedures are identified in the commissioning plan. 
The Subs and vendors shall execute startup and provide the CA with a signed and dated copy 
of the completed start-up and prefunctional tests and checklists. 
Only individuals that have direct knowledge and witnessed that a line item task on the 
prebctional checklist was actually performed shall initial or check that item off. It is not 
acceptable for witnessing supervisors to fill out these forms. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

F. Deficiencies. Non-Conformance and Approval in Checklists and Startup. 

1. The Subs shall clearly list any outstanding items of the initial start-up and prefimctional 
procedures that were not completed successfi,~IIy, at the bottom of the procedures form or on an 
attached sheet. The procedures form and any outstanding deficiencies are provided to the CA 
within two days of test completion. 
The CA reviews the report and submits either a non-compliance report or an approval form to 
the Sub or CM. The CA shall work with the Subs and vendors to correct and retest 
deficiencies or uncompleted items. The CA will involve the CM and others as necessary. The 
installing Subs or vendors shall correct all areas that are deficient or incomplete in the 
check&@ and tests in a timely manner, and shall notify the CA as soon as outstanding items 
have been corrected and resubmit an updated start-up report and a Statement of Correction on 
the original non-compliance report. When satisfactorily completed, the CA recommends 

2. 
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approval of the execution of the checklists and startup of each system to the CM using a 
standard form. 
Items left incomplete, which later cause deficiencies or delays during functional testing may 
result in backcharges to the responsible party. Refer to Part 3.7 herein for details. 

3. 

3.5 PHASED COMMISSIONING 

A. The project w i l l  require, w i l l  not require startup and initial checkout to be executed in 
phases. This phasing will be planned and scheduled in a coordination meeting ofthe CA, CM, 
mechanical, TAB and controls and the GC. Results will be added to the master and commissioning 
schedule. 

3.6 FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTING 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

This sub-section applies to all commissioning functional testing for all divisions. 

The general list of equipment to be commissioned is found in Section 17100, Part 1.4. The specific 
equipment and modes to be tested are found in Sections 15997, 16997 and 
where tests reauirements are foundl . 

flist other sections 

The parties responsible to execute each test are listed with each test in Sections 15997,16997 and 
Ilist other sections where tests requirements are foundl . 
Objectives and Scoue. The objective of h c t i o n a l  performance testing is to demonstrate that each 
system is operating according to the documented design intent and Contract Documents. Functional 
testing facilitates bringing the systems from a state of substantial completion to fill dynamic 
operation. Additionally, during the testing process, areas of deficient performance are ident.5ed and 
corrected, improving the operation and functioning of the systems. 

In general, each system should be operated through all modes of operation (seasonal, occupied, 
unoccupied, warm-up, cooldown, part- and M-load) where there is a specified system response. 
Verifying each sequence in the sequences of operation is required. Proper responses to such modes 
and conditions as power failure, freeze condition, low oil pressure, no flow, equipment failure, etc. 
shall also be tested. Specific modes required in this project are given in Sections 15997,16997 and 
Jist other sections where tests reauirements are foundl . 
Development of Test Procedures. Before test procedures are written, the CA shall obtain all 
requested documentation and a current list of change orders affecting equipment or systems, 
including an updated points list, program code, control sequences and parameters. Using the testing 
parameters and requirements in Sections 15997,16997 and Jist other sections where tests 
jeauirements are foundl the CA shall develop specific test procedures and forms to vex-@ and 
document proper operation of each piece of equipment and system. Each Sub or vendor responsible 
to execute a test, shall provide limited assistance to the CA in developing the procedures review 
(answering questions about equipment, operation, sequences, etc.). Prior to execution, the CA shall 
provide a copy of the test procedures to the Sub(s) who shall review the tests for feasibility, sdety, 
equipment and warranty protection. The CA may submit the tests to the A/E for review, if 
requested. 
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The CA shall review owner-contracted, factory testing or required owner acceptance tests which the 
CA is not responsible to oversee, including documentation format, and shall determine what further 
testing or format changes may be required to comply with the Specifications. Redundancy of 
testing shall be minimized. 

The purpose of any given specific test is to verifL and document compliance with the stated criteria 
of acceptance given on the test form. 

Representative test formats and examples (not designed for this facility) are found in the appendices 
to Divisions 15 and 16. The test procedure forms developed by the CA shall include (but not be 
limikd to) the following information: 

1. System and equipment or component name(s) 
2. Equipment location and ID number 
3. Unique test ID number, and reference to unique prefunctional checklist and start-up 

documentation ID numbers for the piece of equipment 
4. Date 
5. Projectname 
6. Participating parties 
7. A copy of the specification section describing the test requirements 
8. A copy of the specific sequence of operations or other specified parameters being verified 
9. Formulas used in any calculations 
10. Required pre-test field measurements 
11. Instructions for setting up the test. 
12. Special cautions, alarm limits, etc. 
13. Specific step-by-step procedures to execute the test, in a clear, sequential and repeatable 

format 
14. Acceptance criteria of proper performance with a Yes / No check box to allow for clearly 

marking whether or not proper performance of each part of the test was achieved. 
15. A section for comments 
16. Signatures and date block for the CA 

F. TestMethods. 

1. Functional performance testing and verification may be achieved by manual testing (persons 
manipulate the equipment and observe performance) or by monitoring the performance and 
analyzing the results using the control system’s trend log capabilities or by stand-alone 
dataloggers. Sections 15997, 16997 and Jist other sections where tests reauirements are found] 

specify which methods shall be used for each test. The CA may substitute specified methods 
or require an additional method to be executed, other than what was specified, with the 
approval of the CM. This may require a change order and adjustment in charge to the Owner. 
The CA will determine which method is most appropriate for tests that do not have a method 
specified. 

2, Simulated Conditions. Simulating conditions (not by an overwritten value) shall be allowed, 
though timing the testing to experience actual conditions is encouraged wherever practical. 

3. Overwritten Values. Overwriting sensor. values to simulate a condition, such as overwriting 
the outside air temperature reading in a control system to be something other than it really is, 
shall be allowed, but shall be used with caution and avoided when possible. Such testing 
methods often can only test a part of a system, as the interactions and responses of other 
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systems will be erroneous or not applicable. Simulating a condition is preferable. e.g., for the 
above case, by heating the outside air sensor with a hair blower rather than overwriting the 
value or by altering the appropriate setpoint to see the desired response. Before simulating 
conditions or overwriting values, sensors, transducers and devices shall have been calibrated. 

4. Simulated Signals. Using a signal generator which creates a simulated signal to test and 
calibrate transducers and DDC constants is generally recommended over using the sensor to 
act as the signal generator via simulated conditions or overwritten values. 

5. Altering Setpoints. Rather than overwriting sensor values, and when simulating conditions is 
diffucult, alt&kg setpoints to test a sequence is acceptable. For example, to see the AC 
compressor lockout work at an outside air temperature below 55F, when the outside air 
temperature is above 55F, temporarily change the lockout setpoint to be 2F above the current 
outside air temperature. 
Indirect Indicators. Relying on indirect indicators for responses or performance shall be 
allowed only after visually and directly verifyins and documenting, over the range of the tested 
parameters, that the indirect readings through the control system represent actual conditions 
and responses. Much of this verification is completed during prefunctional testing. 
Setup. Each function and test shall be performed under conditions that simulate actual 
conditions as close as is practically possible. The Sub executing the test shall provide all 
necessary materials, system modifications, etc. to produce the necessary flows, pressures, 
temperatures, etc. necessary to execute the test according to the specified conditions. At 
completion of the test, the Sub shall return all affected building equipment and systems, due to 
these temporary modifications, to their pre-test condition. 
Sampling. Multiple identical pieces of non-life-safety or otherwise non-critical equipment may 
be functionally tested using a sampling strategy. Significant application differences and 
significant sequence of operation differences in otherwise identical equipment invalidates their 
common identity. A small size or capacity difference, alone, does not constitute a difference. 
The specific recommended sampling rates are speczed with each type of equipment in 
Sections 15997, 16997 and [list other sections where test reauirernents are found . It is noted 
that no sampling by Subs is allowed in prefunctional checklist execution. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

A common sampling strategy referenced in the SpeciJications as the ‘b% Sampling-yy% 
Failure Rule” is defined by the following example. 

xx = the percent of the group of identical equipment to be included in each sample. 
yy = the percent of the sample that if failing, will require another sample to be tested. 

The example below describes a 20% Sampling-10% Failure Rule. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

a. 
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Randomly test at least 20% (xx) of each group of identical equipment. In no case test 
less than three units in each group. This 20%, or +ee, constitute the ‘‘lirst sample; 
If 10% (yy) of the units in the fist sample fail the functional performance tests, test 
another 20% of the group (the second sample). 
If 10% of the units in the second sample fail, test all remaining units in the whole group. 
If at any point, fiequent failures are occurring and testing is becoming more 
troubleshooting than verification, the CA may stop the testing and require the 
responsible Sub to perform and document a checkout ofthe remaining units, prior to 
continuing with functionally testing the remaining units. 
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G. Coordination and Scheduling. The Subs shall provide sufticient notice to the CA regarding their 
completion schedule for the prefhctional checklists and startup of all equipment and systems. The 
CA will schedule functional tests through the CM, GC and affected Subs. The CA shall direct, 
witness and document the functional testing of all equipment and systems. The Subs shall execute 
the tests. 

In general, functional testing is conducted after prehctional testing and startup has been 
satisfkctorily completed. The control system is sufticiently tested and approved by the CA before it 
is used for TAB or to verify performance of other components or systems. The air balancing and 
water balancing is completed and debugged before functional testing of air-related or water-related 
equipment or systems. Testing proceeds from components to subsystems to systems. When the 
proper performance of all interacting individual systems has been achieved, the interhce or 
coordinated responses between systems is checked. 

H. Test Ea-uipment. Refer to Section 17100, Part 2 for test equipment requirements. 

I. Problem Solving. The CA will recommend solutions to problems found, however the burden of 
responsibility to solve, correct and retest problems is with the GC, Subs and A/E. 
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3.7 DOCUMENTATION, NON-CONFORMANCE AND APPROVAL OF TESTS 

. . . - , 

A. Documentation. The CA shall witness and document the results of all functional performance tests 
using the specific procedural forms developed for that purpose. Prior to testing, these forms are 
provided to the CM for review and approval and to the Subs for review. The CA will include the 
filled out forms in the O&M manuals. 

B. Non-Conformance. 

1. The CA will record the results of the functional test on the procedure or test form. All 
deficiencies or non-conformance issues shall be noted and reported to the CM on a standard 
non-compliance form. 
Corrections of minor deficiencies identified may be made during the tests at the discretion of 
the CA. In such cases the deficiency and resolution will be documented on the procedure form. 
Every effort will be made to expedite the testing process and minimize unnecessary delays, 
while not compromising the integrity of the procedures. However, the CA will not be 
pressured into overlookmg deficient work or loosening acceptance criteria to satisfy scheduling 
or cost issues, unless there is an ovemding reason to do so'at the request of the CM. 
As tests progress and a deficiency is identified, the CA discusses the issue with the executing 
contractor. 
a. When there is no dispute on the deficiency and the Sub accepts responsibility to correct 

it: 
1) The CA documents the deficiency and the Sub's response and intentions and they 

go on to another test or sequence. M e r  the day's work, the CA submits the non- 
compliance reports to the CM for signature, if required. A copy is provided to the 
Sub and CA. The Sub corrects the deficiency, signs the statement of correction at 
the bottom of the non-compliance form certifvins that the equipment is ready to be 
retested and sends it back to the CA. 
The CA reschedules the test and the test is repeated. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

2) 

b. Ifthere is a dispute about a deficiency, regarding whether it is a deficiency or who is 
responsible: 
1) The deficiency shall be documented on the non-compliance form with the Sub's 

response and a copy given to the CM and to the Sub representative assumed to be 
responsible. 
Resolutions are made at the lowest management level possible. Other parties are 
brought into the discussions as needed. Final interpretive authority is with the 
AE. Final acceptance authority is with the Project Manager. 
The CA documents the resolution process. 
Once the interpretation and resolution have been decided, the appropriate party 
corrects the deficiency, signs the statement of correction on the non-compliance 
form and provides it to the CA. The CA reschedules the test and the test is 
repeated until satisfactory peiiformance is achieved. 

2) 

3) 
4) 

5.  CostofRetesting. 

a. The cost for the Sub to retest a prefimctional or functional test, ifthey are responsible 
for the deficiency, shall be theirs. Ifthey are not responsible, any cost recovery for 
retesting costs shall be negotiated with the GC. 
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C. 

b. For a deficiency identified, not related to any prehctional checklist or start-up fault, the 
following shall apply: The CA and CM will direct the retesting of the equipment once at 
no “charge” to the GC for their time. However, the CA’s and CM’s time for a second 
retest will be charged to the GC, who may choose to recover costs from the responsible 
Sub. 
The time for the CA and CM to direct any retesting required because a specific 
prejimctional checklist or start-up test item, reported to have been successllly 
completed, but determined during functional testing to be faulty, will be backcharged to 
the GC, who may choose to recover costs from the party responsible for executing the 
faulty prebctional test. 
Refer to the sampling section of Section 17100, Part 3.6 for requirements for testing and 
retesting identical equipment. 

c. 

d. 

6. The Contractor shall respond in writing to the CA and CM at least as often as commissioning 
meetings are being scheduled concerning the status of each apparent outstanding discrepancy 
identified during commissioning. Discussion shall cover explanations of any disagreements 
and proposals for their resolution. 
The CA retains the original nonconformance forms until the end of the project. 7. 

Failure Due to Manufacturer Defect. If 10%; or three, whichever is greater, of identical pieces (size 
alone does not constitute a difference) of equipment fail to perform to the Contract Documents 
(mechanically or substantively) due to manufacturing defect, not allowing it to meet its submitted 
performance spec, all identical units may be considered unacceptable by the CM or PM. In such 
case, the Contractor shall provide the Owner with the following: 

a. Within one week of notification from the CM or PM, the Contractor or manufkcturer’s 
representative shall examine all other identical units m a k q  a record of the findings. The 
findings shall be provided to the CM or PM within two weeks of the original notice. 
Within two yeeks of the original notification, the Contractor or manufkcturer shall provide a 
signed and dated, written explanation of the problem, cause of failures, etc. and all proposed 
solutions which shall include full equipment submittals. The proposed solutions shall not 
significantly exceed the specification requirements of the original installation. 
The CM or PM will determine whether a replacement of all identical units or a repair is 
acceptable. 
Two examples of the proposed solution will be installed by the Contractor and the CM will be 
allowed to test the installations for up to one week, upon which the CM or PM will decide 
whether to accept the solution. 
Upon acceptance, the Contractor andor manufkturer shall replace or repair all identical 
items, at their expense and extend the warranty accordingly, ifthe original equipment warranty 
had begun. The replacementhepair work shall proceed with reasonable speed beginning within 
one week from when parts can be obtained. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

. 

e. 

D. Approval. The CA notes each satisfactorily demonstrated kc t ion  on the test form. Formal 
approval of the functional test is made later after review by the CA and by the CM, ifnecessary. 
The CA recommends acceptance of each test to the CM using a standard form. The CM gives final 
approval on each test using the same form, providing a signed copy to the CA and the Contractor. 
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3.8. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUALS 

c 
The following O&M documentation requirements assume that the general contractor is compiling 
the O&M manuals, with all Subs compiling their own sections, including some submissions for the 

NE and CA. 

These requirements may need to be merged and edited to follow the protocols and scope of the 
current agency or project. However, the comprehensiveness and accessibility described herein 

shall be maintained. 
I 

A, Standard O&M Manuals. 

1. The specific content and format requirements for the standard O&M manuals are detailed in 
Section 01730. Special requirements for the controls contractor and TAB contractor are found 
Section 15995, Part 3.6. 
A/E Contribution. The A/E will include in the beginning of the O&M manuals a separate 
section describing the systems including: 

2. 

a. 

b. 

The design intent narrative prepared by the A/E and provided as part of the bid 
documents, updated to as-built status by the A/E. 
Simplified professionally drawn single line system diagrams on 8 W x 11” or 11” x 17” 
sheets. These shall include chillers, water system, condenser water system, heating 
system, supply air systems, exhaust systems and 
These shall show major pieces of equiIjment such as pumps, chillers, boilers, control 
valves, expansion tanks, coils, service valves, etc. 

3. CA Review and Approval. Prior to substantial completion, the CA shall review the O&M 
manuals, documentation and redline as-buildsfor systems thar were commissioned and 
gther svste ms docu mentation that the CA should review1 to verify compliance with the 
Specifications. The CA will communicate deficiencies in the manuals to the CM, PM or A/E, 
as requested. Upon a successful review of the corrections, the CA recommends approval and 
acceptance of these sections of the O&M manuals to the CM, PM or AE. The CA also . 
reviews each equipment warranty and verifies that all requirements to keep the warranty valid 
are clearly stated. This work does not supersede the A/E’s review of the O&M manuals 
according to the ALE’S contract. 

B. Commissioning Record in O&M Manuals. 

1. The CA is responsible to compile, organize and index the following commissioning data by 
equipment into labeled, indexed and tabbed, three-ring binders and deliver it to the GC, to be 
included with the O&M manuals. Tbree copies of the manuals will be provided. The fonnat 
of the manuals shall be: 

Tab I-I Commissioning Plan 
Tab 1-2 Final Commissioning Report 
Tab 01 System Type 1 (chiller system, packaged unit, boiler system, etc.) 

Sub-Tab A Design narrative and criteria, sequences, approvals for Equipment 1 
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Sub-Tab B Startup plan and report, approvals, corrections, blank prebctional 
checklists 

CoZored Separator Sheets-for each equipment type (fans, pumps, chiller, 
a.1 

Sub-Tab C Functional tests (completed), trending and analysis, approvals and 
corrections, training plan,,record and approvals, blank functional test 
fonns and a recommended recommissioning schedule. 

Tab 02 System Type 2......repeat as per System 1 

2. Other documentation will be retained by the CA. 

3.9 TRAINING OF OWNER PERSONNEL 

A. 

B. ' The CA shall be responsible for overseeing and approving the content and adequacy of the training 

The GC shall be responsible for training coordination and scheduling and ultimately for ensuring 
that training is completed. 

of Owner personnel for commissioned equipment. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
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The CA shall interview the the facility manager and lead engineer to determine the special 
needs and areas where training will be most valuable. The Owner and CA shall decide how 
rigorous the training should be for each piece of commissioned equipment. The CA shall 
communicate the results to the Subs and vendors who have training responsibilities. 
In addition to these general requirements, the specific training requirements of Owner 
personnel by Subs and vendors is specified in Division 15 and 16 and llist other sections where 
trainina reauirernents are foundl. 
Each Sub and vendor responsible for training will submit a written training plan to the CA for 
review and approval prior to training. The plan will cover the following elements: 
a. Equipment (included in training) 
b. Intended audience 
c. Locationoftraining 
d. Objectives 
e. Subjects covered (description, duration of discussion, special methods, etc.) 
f. Duration of training on each subject 
g. Instructor foreachsubject 
h. Methods (classroom lecture, video, site walk-through, actual operational demonstrations, 

written handouts, etc.) 
i. Instructor and qualifications 
For the primary W A C  equipment, the Controls Contractdr shall provide a short discussion of 
the control of the equipment during the mechanical or electrical training conducted by others. 

The CA develops an overall training plan and coordinates and schedules, with the CM and GC, 
the overall training for the commissioned systems. The CA develops criteria for determining 
that the training was satisfactorily completed, including attending some of the training, etc. 
The CA recommends approval of the training to the CM using a standard form. The CM also 
signs the approval form. 
At one of the training sessions, the CA presents a -hour presentation discussing the use of 
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the blank functional test forms for re-commissioning equipment. 
Video taping of the training sessions will be provided by -the Owner, -the CA with 
tapes cataloged by -the Owner, -the CA and added to the O&M manuals. 
The mechauical design engineer shall at the first training session present the overall system 
design concept and the design concept of each equipment section. This presentation shall be 

hours in length and include a review of all systems using the simplified system 
schematics (one-line drawings) including chilled water systems, condenser water or heat 
rejection systems, heating systems, fuel oil and gas supply systems, supply air systems, 
exhaust system and outside air strategies. 

7. 

8. 

3.10 DEFERRED TESTING 

A. Unforeseen Deferred Tests. If any check or test cannot be completed due to the building structure, 
required occupancy condition or other deficiency, execution of checklists and functional testing may 
be delayed upon approval of the PM. These tests will be conducted in the same manner as the 
seasonal tests as soon as possible. Services of necessary parties will be negotiated. 

B. Seasonal Testins. During the warran@ period, seasonal testing (tests delayed until weather 
conditions are closer to the system’s design) specified in Section 15997 shall be completed as part of 
this contract. The CA shall coordinate this activity. Tests will be executed, documented and 
deficiencies corrected by the appropriate Subs, with fhcilities W a n d  the CA witnessing. Any 
final adjustments to the O&M manuals and as-builds due to the testing will be made. 

3.1 1 WRITTEN WORK PRODUCTS 

A. The commissioning process generates a number of written work products described in various parts 
of the Specijkations. The Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase, lists all the formal written 
work products, describes briefly their contents, who is responsible to create them, their due dates, 
who receives and approves them and the location of the specification to create them. In summary, 
the written products are! 

Product 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

File: 17100.V16 

Developed By 
Final commissioning p h i  CA 
Meeting minutes CA 
Commissioning schedules 
EQuipment documentation submittals Subs 
Sequence clarifications 
Prefunctional checklists 
Startup and initial checkout plan 
Startup and initial checkout 
forms filled out 
Final TAB report 
Issues log (deficiencies) 
Commissioning Progress Record 
Deficiency reports 
Functional test forms 

CA with GC and CM 

Subs and A/E as needed 
CA (already in Specs) 
Subs and CA (compilation of existing documents) 

Subs 
TAB 
CA 
CA 
CA 

* CA 
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Product 
13. Filled out functional tests 
14. O&Mmanuals 
15. Commissioning record book 
16. Overall training plan 
17. Specific training agendas 
18. Final commissioning report 
19. Misc. approvals 

File: 17100.V16 

SECTION 171 00 - 31 
COMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS 

Developed Bv 
CA 
Subs 
CA 
CA and CM 
Subs 
CA 
CA 

END OF GUIDE SPECIFICATION SECTION 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

Part IV. Model Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

Summary 
The Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase is developed in draft form for the specific project during the 
design phase. During the design phase, the plan provides direction for the development of the sitespecific 
commissioning specifications by the design team. During the construction phase, the plan provides 
direction for the commissioning tasks during construction. The plan focuses on providing support for the 
specifications and provides forms for the application of the commissioning process. 
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Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

Project: 

GSA Contact: 
Date: 

Cx Plan Version 

- Draft 1-Design Phase 

Draft 2-Bid Documents 

Plan Approved: 
Signature Tine Date 

1. Overview 

1.1 Abbreviations and Definitions 
The following are common abbreviations used in this document. 
the Specifications. 

A/E- Architect and design engineers FT- 
CA- Commissioning agent Gc- 

CM- Construction Manager PC- 
cx- Commissioning PM- 
Cx Plan- Commissioning Plan document Subs- 
EC- Electrical contractor TAB- 

cc- Controls contractor MC- 

Definitions are found in Division 17 of 

Functional performance test 
General contractor 
Mechanical contractor 
Prefimctional checklist 
Project manager (GSA) 
Subcontractors to General 
Test and balance contractor 

Section Headings with "[Bid DOCS]" at the right margin denote sections which include blanks that should 
be filled in prior to construction bidding. Other fill-in blanks are not filled in until after construction 
begins. 

1.2 Purpose of The Commissioning Pian 
The purpose of the construction phase commissioning plan is to: 

1. 

2. 

Provide direction for the development of the Cx specifications by A/E, during the latter part of the 
design phase. 

Provide direction for the commissioning process during construction, particularly providing 
resolution for issues and providing details that cannot be, or were not, l l l y  developed during 
design, such as scheduling, participation of various parties of this particular project, actual lines of 
reporting and approvals, coordination, etc. 

This plan does not provide a detailed explanation of required testing procedures. The detailed testing 
requirements and procedures are found in the Specifications, Sections 15997,15998,16997and 16998. 
Additionally, this plan does not provide extensive narrative on all commissioning concepts, as may be 
provided in other commissioning guides. 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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1.3 Commissioning Scope 
Commissioning is a systematic process of ensuring that all building systems perform interactively 
according to the design intent and the owner’s operational needs. ’This is achieved by beginning in the 
design phase, documenting the design intent and continuing through construction, acceptance and the 
warranty period with actual vedication of performance. 

Commissioning during the construction of this project is intended to achieve the following specific 
objectives: 

According to the Contract Documents: 

Ensure that applicable equipment and systems are installed properly and receive adequate 
operational checkout by installing contractors. 

Verify and document proper performance of equipment and systems. 

Ensure that O&M documentation left on site is complete. 

Ensure that the Owner’s operating personnel are adequately trained. 

1.4 Commissioned Systems [Bid Docs] 
The following marked systems will be commissioned in this project. Refer to Section 6 for additional 
details. All general references to equipment in this document refer only to equipment that is to be 
commissioned. 

W A C  Svstem (and all integral equipment controls) 
Chiller system (hcluding controls, chillers, cooling towers, piping, pumps and variable speed 
drives) 

- Boiler system (includmg controls, boilers, piping, pumps and variable speed drives) 
- pumps 
- Variable speed drives 
- Heat exchangers 
- Piping, cleaning and flushing 
- Chemical treatment 
- Ductwork 
- Airhandlingunits 
- Roof top packaged DX units (heatpumps or AC) 
- split systems 
- Evaporative coolers 
- Evaporative condensers 
- Terminalunits 
- Testing, Adjusting and Balancing work - Unit heaters - Building automation system (controlled devices, control loops and system integration) 

Electrical Systems 
- Sweep and scheduled lighting controls 
- Daylighting/dimming controls 
- Electrical system power quality 

- Security sytem 
- Emergency power systems 

- communications system 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 2 
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- Uninkrmptible power supply system 

Life S a f i i  Svstems 
- Fire alarm system 
- Egress pressurization systems 
- Fire suppressiodprotection systems 

Plumbing 
- Domestic booster pump 
- Domestic hot water heaters 

Laboratories/ Clinics 
- Fume hoods 
- Room isolation 
- Process gas 

Other 
- Elevator 
- Kitchen exhaust equipment 
- Refiigeration equipment and systems 
- Walk-in coolers 
- Cases 
- Compressors and condensers 
- Control system 

1.5 Forms 
Forms used during commissioning are referred to in this plan by the format: Form D-xx or C-xx, where 
the "D77 represents Design phase and "C" Construction phase. Blank versions as well as some sample 
filled- out versions are found in Appendix 1 of this plan. 

2. General Building Information 
Project: 

[Bid Docs] 

Location: 
Building Type (office, court, etc.): 

Square Footage: Number of stories: 

Agency: Tenants: 

Const. Period: 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 3 
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Team Member 

Owner 

Project Manager 

Site Engineer 

Property Manager 

Construction Manager 

General Site Contact 

Mechanical 

General Contractor 

Voice, off ice, cell, fax, 
email, address Co. & Contact Names 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 4 
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4. Roles and Responsibilities 

4.1 Locations of Role Descriptions [Bid Docs] 
Descriptions and explanations of the roles and responsibilities of those in the commissioning process are 
found in the following places in the Contract Documents: 

List of team members: Cx Plan, 4.2 

Management plan outline: Cx Plan, 4.3. Specifications 17100, Pt. 1 

General roles: Cx Plan, 4.4, Specifications 17100, Pt. 1 

Specific responsibilities: 

Information for all parties: Cx PZun 5; Specs 17100, Pt. 1 
CM, PM: Cx PZun 5; Specs 17100, Pt. 1 

Mechanical contractor, TAB, Specs Div. l', 15995, 15990, 15997, 
controls contractor, subs and mfr 's :  16998,17100 

Electrical contractor, subs and mfr's:  Specs Div. l', 16995, 16997, 16998, 
17100 

Commissioning agent: 

A/E: 

Specs Div. l', 17100, 15 and 16997 

A/E contract, Div. l', Specs 17100 

'Division 1 sections include: 00800,01040,01300,01700 and 10730. 

4.2 Team Members 

The members of the commissioning team consist of the CA, GSA PM, assigned members of the CM, GC, 
A/E (particularly the mechanical engineer), the mechanical contractor, electrical contractor, TAB 
representative, controls contractor, any other installing subcontractors or suppliers of equipment. If 
known, the Owner's building or plant operator/ engineer is also a member of the commissioning team. 

4.3 General Management Plan [Bid Docs] 
The CA was hired by the C M ,  G C ,  A / E ,  G S A  directly. In general, the CA coordinates 
the commissioning activities and reports to the C M ,  - GC, A / E .  The CA's responsibilities, 
along with all other contractors' commissioning responsibilities are detailed in the specscations. The 
Specifications will take precedence over this Cx Plan. AU members work together to llfill their coiltracted 
responsibilities and meet the objectives of the Contract Documents. Refer to the management protocols 
section below. 

4.4 General Descriptions of Roles 
General descriptions of the commissioning roles are as follows: 

CA : 
CM : 

GC : 

Coordinates the Cx process, writes tests, oversees and documents performance tests 
Facilitates the Cx process. Approves test plans and signs-off on performance, ifthe 
CA was not hired by the CM. 
Facilitates the Cx process, ensures that Subs perform their responsibilities and 
integrates Cx into the construction process and schedule 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 5 
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Subs : 
m: 

PM: 

Mfr. : 

Demonstrate proper system performance 

Perform construction observation, approve O&M manuals and assist in resolving 
problems 

Facilitates and supports the Cx process and gives final approval of the Cx work 

The equipment manufkturers and vendors provide documentation to &c%tate the 
commissioning work and perform contracted startup 

5. Commissioning Process 
This section sequentially details the commissioning process by commissioning task or activity. 

5.1 Commissioning Scoping Meeting [Bid Docs] 
A commissioning scoping meeting is planned and conducted by the CA within [go] days of the 
beginning of construction. In attendance are the respective representatives of the GC, CM, CA, PM, A/E 
and the mechanical, electrical, controls, and TAB subs. At the meeting commissioning parties are 
introduced and the commissioning process reviewed, management and reporting lines determined. The flow 
of documents, how much submital data the CA will receive, etc. are also being discussed. The Cx PZan is 
reviewed, process questions are addressed, lines of reporting and communications determined and the work 
products list discussed. Also covered are the general list of each party's responsibilities, who is responsible 
to develop the startup plan for each piece of equipment (Form C-7, Commissioning Progress Record) and 
the proposed commissioning schedule. The outcome of the meeting is increased understanding by all 
parties of the commissioning process and their respective responsibilities. The meeting provides the CA 
additional information needed to finalize the Cx Plan, including the commissioning schedule. 

Prior to this meeting the CA is given, by the GC, all drawings and specifications and the construction 
schedule by trade. The CA keeps notes from the meeting and distributes them to each team member. 

5.2 Final Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase [Bid Docs] 
The CA fimlizes the draft Cx PIan using the information gathered from the scoping meeting. The initial 
commissioning schedule is also developed (Table 8-1) along with a detailed timeline using Form C-10, 
Detailed Commissioning Schedule. The timeline is fine-tuned as construction progresses. In particular, 
- [60] days prior to startup of the primary equipment, the CA meets with the GC and CM and 
develops a detailed commissioning schedule. The commissioning plan is approved by the CM. 

5.3 Site Observation 
The CA, and CM if applicable, makes periodic visits to the site, as necessary, to witness equipment and 
system installations. 

5.4 Miscellaneous Meetings 
The CA attends selected planning and job-site meetings in order to remain informed on construction 
progress and to update parties involved in commissioning. The CM and GC provide the CA with 
information regarding substitutions, change orders and any Architect's SupplementaI Instructions (ASI) 
that may affect commissioning equipment, systems or the commissioning schedule. The CA may review 
construction meeting minutes, change orders or ASIs for the same purpose. 

Later during construction, necessary meetings between various commissioning team parties will be 
scheduled by the CA, through the CM, as required. 
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5.5 Miscellaneous Management Protocols 
The following protocols will be used on this project. 

- Issue 

For requests for information 0 or 
formal documentation requests: 

For minor or verbal information and 
clarifications: 

Protocol 

TheCAgoesfirst: - direct to Sub or A/E, t h r o u g h  the CM, 
- through Gc. 

The CA goes direct to the informed party. 

For n0-g contractors of deficiencies: The CA documents deficiencies through the CM, but may discuss 
deficiency issues with contractors prior to notifying the CM. 

For scheduling functional tests or 
training: 

- The CA may provide input for and do some coordination of 
training and testing, but does not do any scheduling. 

For scheduling commissioning meetings: The CA selects the date an-d schedules through the: 
- CM, G c .  
- The CA schedules and notifies attendees directly. 

For making a request for signiiicant 
changes: 

For making small changes in specified 
sequences of operations: 

The CA has no authority to issue change orders. 

- The CA may make small sequences of operations changes to 
improve efficiency or control or to correct deiiciencies, through the 
responsible contractor, but shall document the change and provide all 
changes of specified sequences to the CM and A/E. 

- The CA may not make changes to specified sequences without 
approval from the A/E. 

Subcontractors disagreeing with requests 
or interpretations by the CA shall: 

Try and resolve with the CA first. Then work through GC who wil l  
work with CA directly or through the CM to resolve the situation. 

Additional protocols regarding the flow of documents and the commissioning process are shown in 
Appendix 2. 

5.6 Progress Reporting and Logs 
At the beginning of construction, the CA provides the CM with monthly commissioning progress reports. 

' Thirty (30) days prior to the startup of the first piece of major equipment, the frequency of progress reports 
is increased to twice per month, until startup is completed. Thirty (30) days before functional testing of 
equipment begins, weekly progress reports are required until functional testing and all non-conformance 
issues are resolved. The CM may adjust the reporting frequency as needed. The progress reports contain: 
an update of the schedule with list of requested schedule changes and new items added to the schedule, a 
list of new and outstanding deficiencies, a description of commissioning progress corresponding to the plan, 
etc. Form C-4, Commissioning Progress Report provides a format for this report. The CA keeps a log of 
all commissioning-related issues that require current or fiture attention using Form C-1, Commissioning 
Issues Log. Form C-7 Commissioning Progress Record provides a form for tracking the status of 
documentation and testing for each piece of equipment and system (e.g., installer, party responsible for 
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startup, approval dates for checklist and testing forms, their completion, training, O&M documentation 
review, etc.). 

The CA regularly communicates with all members of the commissioning team, keeping them apprised of 
commissioning progress and scheduling issues through memos, progress reports, etc. (Form C-3e, 
Commissioning Memorandum). 

The CA will keep all commissioning materials in an organized notebook. An example format is illustrated 
in Form C-17, Sample Commissioning RecordNotebook Format, in Appendix 1. 

5.7 Initial Submittals and Documentation 

5.7.1 Standard Submittals 
The CA provides all Subs responsible for commissioned equipment with commissioning documentation 
requirements for their respective equipment and systems through the CM. This data request typically 
coincides with the normal A/E submittal process. At minimum, this equipment data includes installation 
and start-up procedures, O&M data, performance data and control drawings. Form C-2, Request for 
Documentation and Record of Submissions for Commissioning provides documentation request and 
tracking forms for representative equipment and acts as the tracking mechanism for documentation. It can 
also be used as the checkoff sheet for part of the final O&M documentation review. 

5.7.2 Special Submittals, Notifications and Clarifications 
The Subs, GC or A/E n o w  the CA of any new design intent or operating parameter changes, added 
control strategies and sequences of operation, or other change orders that may affect commissioned 
systems. The controls contractor provides the CA a full points list with details requested by the CA (see 
Specs 17100,3.3; 01300). Thirty (30) days prior to performing ownerantracted tests, the Subs provide 
the CA full details of the procedures. As the phases of the TAB are completed, the draft TAB report is 
provided to the CA with full explanations of approach, methods, results, data table legends, etc. The final 
TAB report is provided to the CA upon completion. 

These submittals to the CA do not constitute compliance for submittals for the O&M manuals. 
Documentation requirements for the O&M manuals are discussed in Section 5.1 1, herein. 

The CA may request additional design narrative from the A/E and from the controls contractor depending 
on how complete the documentation was which was provided with the bid documents. The CA may submit 
written RFIs to contractors through the CM, (Form C-34 Commissioning Request for Information) or 
address them directly for clarifications, as needed. 

5.8 Prefunctional Checklists, Tests and Startup 
Prefunctional checklists (PC) are important to ensure that the equipment and systems are hooked up and 
operational and that functional performance testing may proceed without unnecessary delays. Each piece 
of equipment receives fill prefunctional checkout by the Contractor. No sampling strategies are used. In 
general, the prefunctional testing for a given system, must be successfully completed prior to formal 

* functional performance testing of equipment or subsystems of the given system. 

Prefunctional checklists are primarily static inspections and procedures to prepare the equipment or system 
for initial operation (e.g., oil levels OK, 6x1 belt tension, labels affixed, gages in place, sensor calibration, 
etc.). However, some prefunctional checklist items entail simple testing of the function of a component, a 
piece of equipment or system (such as measuring the voltage imbalance on a three phase pump motor of a 
chiller system). The word &imctional refers to before functional testing. Prefunctional checklists 
augment and are combined with the manufacturer's start-up checklist. 
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Contractors typically already peflorm some, if not many, of the prehctional checklist items the 
commissioning agent will recommend. However, few contractors document in writing the execution of 
these checklist items. This project requires that the procedures be documented in writing by the installing 
technician. The CA does not witness much of the prehctional checklisting, except for testing of larger or 
more critical pieces of equipment and some spot-checking. 

5.8.1 Start-up Plan 
The CA assists the commissioning team members responsible for startup in developing detailed start-up 
plans for all equipment. The parties responsible for each part of startup and initial checkout are identified 
in Form C-7 Commissioning Progress Record and on the prehctional checklists. Refer to Appendix 2, 
Chart 1 for a graphic description of how the prehctional checklist and start-up plans are developed. 
Chart 3 in Appendix 2 shows a submittal map for reference. 

A. - The following procedures will be used for this project: (the CA is responsible for the plan 
development): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

The CA adapts and enhances, ifnecessary, the representative prehctional checklists (PC) and 
procedures from the lists in Specification Section 15998, and develops original lists, as 
necessary. 

The CA obtains manufkturer installation, startup and checkout data, including actual field 
checkout sheets used by the field technicians from the contractor (through an RFI). 
The CA copies all pages with important instructional data and procedures from the startup and 
checkout manuals not covered in manuihcturer field checkout sheets and adds a signature line 
in the column by each procedure. 

The copied pages from (2), along with the prehctional checklist provided by the CA and the 
manufacfurer field checkout sheets become the “Startup and Checkout Plan.” Form C-8, PZan 
and Documenting Requirements for Startup, provides a cover sheet and tanplate for the 
startup Plan. 
For systems that may not have adequate manufkcturer startup and checkout procedures, 
particularly for components being integrated with other equipment, the Sub should provide the 
added necessary detail and documenting format to the CA for approval, prior to execution. 

The CA transmits the full Startup Plan to the GC, who designates which trade or contractor is 
responsible to fill out each line item (mark in the “Contr” column) on the Prehctional 
Checklist from the CA. The GC then transmits the 111 start-up plan to the Subs for their 
review and use. (This usually means that the Prehctional Checklist, alone, will go to more 
than one Sub, while the 111 plan will go to the primary installing contractor.) 

-OR- 
B. - The following procedures will be used for this project: (the Sub is responsible for the plan 
development): 

1. The CA adapts and enhances, ifnecessary, the representative prehctional checklists (PC) and 
procedures from the lists in Specification Section 15998, and develops original lists, as 
necessary. 

2. The CA transmits them to the GC who designates which trade or contractor is responsible to 
fill out each line item (mark in the “Contr” & l m )  on the Prehctional Checklist from the 
CA. The GC then transmits the checklist to the responsible Subs. 
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3. 

4. 

5.  

6. 

7. 

8. 

The Sub designated to develop the Start-up Plan obtains manufkcturer installation, start-up 
and checkout data, including actual field checkout sheets used by the field technicians. 

The Sub copies all pages with important instructional data and procedures (not covered in 
manukcturer field checkout sheets) fiom the start-up and checkout manuals and adds a 
signature line in the column by each procedure. 

The copied pages fiom (2), along with the prefunctional checklist provided by the GC 
(originally fiom the CA) and the manufkcturer field checkout sheets become the “Start-up and 
Checkout Plan.” Form C-8, Plan and Documenting Requirements for Startupl provides a 
cover sheet and template for the start-up plan. 

For systems that may not have adequate manufhturer start-up and checkout procedures, 
particularly for components being integrated with other equipment, the Sub should provide the 
added necessary detail and documenting format to the CA for approval, prior to execution. 

The Sub transmits the full Start-up Plan to the CA for review and approval. 

The CA reviews and approves the procedures and the format for documenting them using a 
standard form (Form C-3a or b, Commissioning Test or Review Approval or Commissioning 
PreJirnctional Checklist and Startup Submittal /Approval), noting any procedures that need to 
be added, and conveys to the GC. The GC then transmits the full start-up plan to the Subs for 
their review and use. ws usually means that the Prehctional Checklist, alone, will go to 
more than one Sub, while the fbll plan will go to the primary installing contractor.) 

5.8.2 Execution of Checklists and Startup 

Four weeks prior to startup, the Subs and vendors schedule startup and initial checkout with the CM, GC 
and CA. The startup and initial checkout are directed and executed by the Sub or vendor. The C& and 
CM ifnecessary, observe, at minimum, the procedures for each piece of primary equipment, unless there 
are multiple units, when a sampling strategy is used. For components of equipment, (e.g., VAV boxes), the 
CA observes a sampling of the prefunctional and start-up Procedures. 

To document the process of startup and checkout, the site technician pefloming the line item task initials 
and dates each paragraph of procedures in the “Startup Plan” and checks off items on the prefunctional and 
manufacturer field checkout sheets, as they are completed. Only individuals having direct knowledge of a 
line item being completed shall check or initial the forms. 

The Subs and vendors execute the checklists and tests and submit a signed copy of the completed start-up 
and prefunctional tests and checklists to the CA, using Form C-3a or b. Further details are found in the 
Specifications Section 17100, Part 3.4. The CA may review prehctional checklists in progress, as 
necessary. On smaller equipment or projects, the checklists (which all contain more than one trade’s 
responsibility), may be passed around to the Subs to fill out. For larger projects, each trade may need a 
full form and the CA will consolidate them later. 

5.8.3 Sampling Strategy for CA Observation of Prefunctional Checkout and Startup 
The following table provides a tentative list of the equipment and how much of the p r e h c t i o d  checkout 
and startup work will be witnessed by the commissioning agent. 

EauiDment or Svstem 

Central plant (chillers, boilers, cooling tower) 
Packaged roof top units 
pumps, VFD’S 

Fraction To Be 
Observed bv CA 

50% 

50% 

10% 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

Pipe nushing 
Terminalunits 

Building automation system 

TAB work 
Other misc. equipment 

At beginning and end 

2% 

Observe - hours of 
checkout and calibration 
Observe - hours of TAB 

As necessary 

5.8.4 Deficiencies and Non-Con formance 

The Subs clearly list any outstanding items of the initial start-up and prefunctional procedures that were 
not completed successfully at the bottom of the procedures form or on an attached sheet. The procedures 
form and deficiencies are provided to the CA within two days of test completion. The CA works with the 
Subs and vendors to correct and retest deficiencies or uncompleted items, involving the CM and others as 
necessary. The installing Subs or vendors correct all areas that are deficient or incomplete according to the 
checklists and tests. The CA recommends approval of the startup and initial checkout of each system to the 
CM using Form C-3a. Further details are found in the Specifications Section 17100, Part 3. Refer to 
Appendix 2, Chart 5 for a flow chart of the documentation process. 

5.8.5 Phased Commissioning 
Because of project size, this project w i l l  require, w i l l  not require startup and initial checkout to 
be executed in phases. The phasing is summanzed ‘ in Form C-12, Phased Commissioning, in Appendix 1. 
Additional resolution of these phases can be found in the detailed commissioning schedule. 

5.8.6 TAB 
The TAB contractor submits the outline of the TAB plan and approach to the CA and the controls 
contractor eight weeks prior to starting the TAB. Included in the approach, is an explanation of the 
intended use of the building control system. The CA reviews the plan and approach for understanding and 
coordination issues and may comment, but does not ccapprove.” The controls contractor reviews the 
feasibility of using the building control system for assistance in the TAB work. The TAB submits weekly 
written reports of discrepancies, contract interpretation requests and lists of completed tests to the CA and 
CM. This facilitates quicker resolution of problems and will result in a more complete TAB before 
functional testing begins. A checklist form for reviewing theTAB plan is provided as one of the 
prehctional checklists in Specifications Section 15998 (fiIe: tabplan.cO3). 

TAB work will not begin until the control system has been prefunctionally tested and selective functional 
tests have been performed and approved by the CA. 

5.8.7 Controls Checkout Plan 

The controls contractor develops and submits a written step-by-step plan to the CA which describes the 
process they intend to follow in checking out the control system and the forms on which they will document 
the process. The controls contractor will also meet with the TAB contractor prior to the start of TAB and 
review the TAB plan to determine the capabilities of the control system for use in TAB. The controls 
contractor will provide the TAB with any necessary unique instruments for setting terminal unit boxes and 
instruct TAB in their use (handheld control system interface for use around the building during TAB, etc.). 
The controls contractor shall also provide a technician qualified to operate the controls to assist the TAB 
contractor in performing TAB. Additional details are found in Specifications Section 15995. 

AU CA-required controls prefunctional checklists, calibrations, start-up and selected functional tests of the 
system shall be completed and approved by the CA prior to TAB. The controls contractor shall execute the 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 

tests and trend logs assigned to them in Section 15997 and 16997 and remain on site for assistance for 
mechanical system functional tests as specified in the same sections. 

5.9 Development of Functional Test and Verification Procedures 

5.9.1 Overview 

Functional testing is the dynamic testing of systems (rather than just components) under full operation (e.g., 
the chiller pump is tested interactively with the chiller functions to see ifthe pump ramps up and down to 
maintain the differential pressure setpoint). Systems are tested under various modes, such as during low 
cooling or heating loads, high loads, component failures, unoccupied, varying outside air temperatures, G e  
alarm, power Mure, etc. The systems are run through all of the control system’s sequences of operation 
and components are verified to be responding as the sequences state. The commissioning agent develops 
the functional test procedures in a sequential written form, coordinates, oversees and documents the actual 
testing, which is usually performed by the installing contractor or vendor. 

5.9.2 Scope of Testing 

The specification “Tedng Requirements” Sections 15997 and 16997 provide specific functional testing 
scope for each piece of commissioned equipment. A detailed description of the functional and prefunctional 
testing procedures and process is found in the Specifications, 17 100 Part 3. If specific testing requirements 
were not included in the bid documents and original specifications, they should be developed for this project 
for each piece of commissioned equipment. Another example format, with less detail than than in the 
Guide Specifications Sections 15997 and 16997, that may be usefbl is illustrated in Form C-15, FunctionaZ 
Testing Scope Outline. 

5.9.3 Development Process 

Before test procedures are written, the CA obtains all requested documentation and a current list of change 
orders affecting equipment or systems, including an updated points list, control sequences and setpoints. 
The CA develops specific test procedures to verify proper operation of each piece of equipment and system, 
using the testing requirements in the Specifications, Sections 17100 and Sections 15995,15997,16995 and 
16997 and the representative test procedure formats found in Sections 15999 and 16999 and other sources. 
The CA obtains clarification, as needed, from contractors and the A/E regarding sequences and operation 
to develop these tests. Prior to execution, the CA provides a copy of the primary equipment tests to the 
installing Sub (via the GC) who reviews the tests for feasibility, safety warranty and equipment protection. 
Blank copies of the procedures are input into the O&M manuals for later use by operations staff. Refer to 
Appendix 2, Chart 2 for an illustration of the development of functional test forms and Chart 4 for the 
functional test submittal map. 

Functional testing and verification may be achieved by xnanual testing (persons manipulate the equipment 
and observe performance) or by monitoring the performance and analyzing the results using the control 
system’s trend log capabilities or by stand-alone dataloggers. The CA follows the Specifications when 
given and uses judgement where needed to determine which method is most appropriate. According to the 
Specifications, not all pieces of identical equipment receive in-depth testing. The CA reviews owner- 
contrackd, factory or required owner acceptance tests and determines what further testing may be required 
to comply with the Specifications. Redundancy is minimized. 
Form C-13, Owner Contmcted Tests, lists the ownerantracted or conducted tests for which the CA does 
not write procedures or document execution. Included in Form C-13 is the CA’s judgement as to the rigor 
of the tests and the need for more in-depth testing. The CA reviews and approves documentation format of 
these tests prior to execution, but does not develop the procedures or document their execution, unless so 
requested by the CM. 

[Bid Docs] 
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5.9.4 Testing Plan Overview 
To provide the contractors with a better idea of where functional testing lies in the schedule, what issues 
are preventing the start of testing, which contractors are needed for each test and how much time might be 
expected from them, Form C-1 1, Commissioning Functional Testing Plan Overview, is used. This form is 
filled out after most equipment has been started up and when fiinctional testing dates are not too fhr off. 
The form is provided to the Contractors to assist in moving more efficiently to functional testing. 

5.1 0 Execution of Functional Testing Procedures 

5.10.1 Overview and Process 
The CA schedules functional tests through the CM, GC and affected Subs. The CA oversees, witnesses 
and documents the functional testing of all equipment and systems according to the Specifications and the 
Cx Plan. The Subs execute the tests. The control system is tested before it is used to venfy performance 
of other components or systems. The air balancing and water balancing is completed and debugged before 
functional testing of &-related or water-related equipment or systems. Testing proceeds from components 
to subsystems to systems and fjnally to interlocks and connections between systems. Refer to Section 6 for 
details on functional testing scope. Refer to specification section 17100 Part 3 for additional process 
details and to Appendix 2, Chart 5, for a flow chart of the documentation process. 

5.10.2 Deficiencies and Retesting 
The CA documents the results of the test. Corrections of minor deficiencies identified are made during the 
tests at the discretion of the CA. The CA records the results of the test on the procedure or test form. 
Deficiencies or non-conformance issues are noted and reported to the CM on Form C-6 (Commissioning 
Corrective Action Report). Subs correct deficiencies, notify the CA and return Form C-6 cert@ing 
correction. The CA schedules retesting through the CM. Decisions regarding deficiencies and corrections 
are made at as low a level as possible, preferrably between CA or CM and the Sub. For areas in dispute, 
final authority, besides the Owner's, resides with the A/E. The CA recommends acceptance of each test to 
the CM. The CM gives final approval on each test using Form C-3a orb  (Commissioning Test or Review 
Approval or Commissioning Prefirnctional Checklist and Startup Submittal /Approval) form. For 
tracking, Form C-7, Commissioning Progress Record is provided which lists all tests and their status. 
Refer to Specifications Section 17100 Part 3.7 for further details. 

5.10.3 Facility Staff Participation 
The Owner's facilities operating W a r e  encouraged to attend and participate in the testing process. The 
tables in Form C-14, Facility StaflParticipation, summarize the planning of their involvement. Tbis form 
does not describe their involvement in formal training. The CA will notify the C M ,  P M ,  who will 
then notify the facility staff when the commissioning events will occur. 

5.10.4 Phased Testing 
Refer to Section 5.8.5 for details regarding testing the equipment or systems in phases. 

5.10.5 Sampling 
Multiple identical pieces of non-life-safety or otherwise non-critical equipment may be functionally tested 
using a sampling strategy. The Specifications specify the sampling strategies that are used on this project, 
with a summary listed in Form C-15, Functional Testing Scope Outline, ifused. 
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5.1 1 O~&M Manuals and Warranties 

5.1 1.1 Standard O&M Manuals 
The CA reviews the O&M manuals, documentation and redhe as-builts for systems that were 
commissioned to verify compliance with the Specifications. The CA recommends approval and acceptance 
of these sections of the O&M manuals to the CM. The CA also reviews each equipment warranty and 
verifies that all requirements to keep the warranty valid are clearly stated. Refer to Specificaions 17100 
Part 3.8 for further details. 

5.1 1.2 Commissioning Record 
The CA will compile, organize and index the following commissioning data by equipment into labeled, 
indexed and tabbed, three-ring binders and deliver it to the GC, to be included with the O&M manuals. The 
correspondence, meeting minutes and progress reports, miscellaneous notes, etc. kept in the Commissioning 
Record Book during construction will not be retained into this record and the O&M manuals. The format 
of the manual follows: 

General 
Tab I-1 Commissioning Plan 
Tab I-2 Final Commissioing Report 
Tab I-3 
Tab 1-4 

Equipment Specific 
Tab 01 

Issues Log (record of deficiencies, FormC-1) 
Progress Record (Form C-7) 

System Type 1 (chiller system, packaged Unit, boiler system, etc.) 
Sub-Tab A 
Sub-Tab B 

Sub-Tab C 

Design narrative and criteria, sequences, approvals for Equipment 1 
Start-up plan and report, approvals, corrections, blank prefimctional checklists 
Colored Separator Sheets-for each equipment type (fans, pumps, chiller, etc.) 
Functional tests (completed), trending and analysis, approvals and correCtions, 
training plan, record and approvals, blank functional test forms and a 
recommended recommissioning schedule. 

System Type 2......repeat as per System One Tab 02 

5.12 Training and Orientation of Owner Personnel 
Owner training and orientation on equipment and systems provided by the Contractor is accomplished in 
three general steps using three forms. 

1. Overall Plan. After reviewing the specifications, and after interviewing facility staff, ifnecessary, the 
Owner and Commissioning Agent (CA) iill out a table listing all the equipment for which training or 
orientation will be provided, on Form C-5a, Project Training Plan-General Scope and Responsible 
Parties. This form lists, among other things, the type and number of trainees, rigor of training desired 
by the Owner, the primary responsible subcontractor, the trainer's company and co1u.m~~ for tracking 
trahhg agendas. The Commissioning agent provides this form to the Contractor for reference. 

2. Specific Training Agendas. For each piece of equipment or system for which training is provided, the 
Owner and CA fill out Section 1 of the Training and Orientation A g e d ,  Form C-5b. This section 
includes some of the information from Form C-5a, regarding the scope of training and the intended 
audience, for reference by the trainer in developing the training agenda. The CA develops a plan for 
including in the training session contractors / trainers from different disciplines, when appropriate, by 
listing their company names in Section 2 of the form. In particular, the controls contractor will provide 
brief training on controls in the, same session with the mechanical training for equipment controlled by 
the building automation system. 
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This form is then submitted to the Contractor who has the trainer fill out the rest of Sections 2 and 3 of 
the form (Form C-5b), describing the subjects covered, duration of each subject and the methods that 
will be used in the training, along with the name and qualifications of the trainer(s). The trainer returns 
this form to the Contractor, who submits it to the Owner and CA. The Owner and CA review the 
agenda, make comments; approve the form subject to the comments; and submit back to the 
Contractor. The Contractor provides the approved agenda to the trainer to use during the training. 
The trainer provides a copy of the agenda to each trainee. 

3. Training Record. For each piece of equipment, prior to training, the Contractor provides each trainer 
Form C-5c, Training and Orientation Record. On this form, the trainer documents each training 
session (duration and general subjects covered). The trainer signs for the session and obtains the 
signature of each trainee. The trainer also checks off subjects covered on the Agenda (Form C-5b). 
When the training is complete, the Contractor provides a copy of the Training and Orientation 
Record, Form, C-5c, and the trainer's Agenda, Form C-5b to the Owner and CA. The Owner and CA 
review C-5c and make final approval by signing it. The CA may witness any of the training sessions. 
Refer to Specifications 17100 Part 3.10 for further details. 

5.12. I Special Training and Orientation 

The following checked orientation and trainings will be completed by the CA and A/E according to the 
specifications: 

5.1 3 

Recommissioning. The commissioning agent will provide instruction on the.use of blank functional 
test forms for periodic recommissioning of equipment and systems, per the specification. 

Architect. The architect will provide a general overview of the facility, its use, special features, 
tenant and public considerations, etc. 

Mechanical Design Engineer. The mechanical designer will provide an overview of the major 
systems and equipment in the facility, including for each system: the design intent, why the system 
was chosen, an overview of its operation, and interactions with other systems, any special areas to 
be aware of, issues regarding future expansion and remodeling, etc. 

Electrical Design Engineer. The electrical designer will provide an ovehew of the major electrical 
systems and equipment in the facility, particularly the lighting control systems, fire alarm, security 
and emergency power, focusing on the design intent, why the system was chosen, an overview of 
its operation, and interactions with other systems, any special areas to be aware of; issues 
regarding future expansion and remodeling, etc. 

Warranty Period 
During the warranty period, seasonal testing and other deferred testing required is completed according to 
the Specifications. The CA coordinates this activity. Tests are executed and deficiencies corrected by the 
appropriate Subs, witnessed by facilities staff and the CA. Any final adjustments to the O&M manuals 
and as-builts due to the testing are made. Refer to specijication sections 15997 and 16997 for seasonal 
testing details for this project. In addition the CA will return to the project approximately 10 months into 
the 12 month warranty period. During this visit(s) the CA will review with facility &the current 
building operation and the condition of outstanding issues related to the original and seasonal 
commissioning. The CA will also interview facility staff and idenw problems or concerns they have 
operating the building as originally intended. The CA will make suggestions for improvements and for 
recording these changes in the O&M manuals. The CA will identify areas that may come under warranty 
or under the original construction contract. The CA will also assist facility staff in developing reports and 
documents and requests for services to remedy outstanding problems. 
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6. Written Work Products [Bid Docs] 
The written work products from all  parties are described in Form C-16, Formal Wiftten WorkProducts. 
The table describes each product, who is responsible for producing it, the general due date, the parties who 
receive it and who approves it, etc. 

6.1 Summary Report 
A final summary report (about four to six pages, not including backup documentation) by the CA will be 
provided to the CM or PM. The report will focus on evaluating commissioning process issues, identifying 
areas where the process could be improved. AU acquired documentation, logs, minutes, reports, deficiency 
lists, communications, i%dings, unresolved issues, etc., will be compiled in appendices and provided with 
the summary report. Prefunctional checklists, functional tests and monitoring reports will not be part of the 
final report, but will be stored in the Commissioning Record in the O&M manuals. 

7. Schedule 

7.1 General Issues 
The following sequential priorities are followed: 

[Bid Docs] 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5.  

Equipment is not ‘’temporarily” started (for heating or cooling), until pre-start checklist items and all 
manufhturer’s pre-start procedures are completed and moisture, dust and other environmental and 
building integrity issues have been addressed. 

Functional testing is not begun until prefunctional and start-up and TAB is completed, for a given 
system (this does not prelude a phased approach). 

The controls system and equipment it controls are not functionally tested until all points have been 
calibrated and pre-functional testing completed. 

TAB is not performed until the controls system has been sufficiently functionally tested and approved 
by the CA for TAB work, except for 

TAB is not performed until the envelope is completely enclosed and ceiling complete, unless the return 
are is ducted. 
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7.2 Project Schedule 
The initial commissioning schedule is summarized in Table 7-1. A more detailed schedule is 
contained in Form C-10, Defailed Commissioning Schedule, in Appendix 1. 

Table 7-1. Initial Commissioning Schedule Summary 

Estimated Start 
Task / Activity Date 

I Initial scoping meeting and jinal plan I 
Submittals obtained and reviewed 

Begin construction site visits/inspections 

I Prebctional forms developed and distributed I 

Estimated End Date I 
I 

Startup and initial checkout plans 

Startup and initial checkout executed 

I TAB 
Water 
Air 

Functional performance tests 

O&M documentation review and verification 

Training and training verification 

Final Commissioning report 

seasonal testing 
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Part IV 

Form 
Number 
c-1 
c-2 

C-3a 
C-3b 

c-3c 
C-3 d 
C-3e 

C-3f 
C-4 
Training 
C-5a 
C-5b 

c-5c 
C-6 
c-7 

c-8 

c-9 
c-10 
c-11 

c-12 
C-13 
C-14 
C-15 
C-16 
C-17 

APPENDIX 1 . 

Construction Phase Application Forms 

DescriDtion 
Commissioning Issues Log 

Request for Documentation and Record of 
Submissions 

Commissioning Test or Review Approval 
Commissioning Prefunctional Check Submittal / 
Approval 

Commissioning Transmittal 
Commissioning Request for Information 
Commissioning Memorandum 

Submittal for Sequences & Test Forms 
Commissioning Progress Report 
Project Training and Orientation Procedures 
Overall SWTraining and Orientation Plan 
Training and Orientation Agenda 
SWTraining and Orientation Record 

Commissioning Corrective Action Report 

Commissioning Progress Record 
Plan and Documentation Requirements for Startup 
and Initial Checkout 
Detailed Commissioning Schedule (blank) 
Detailed Commissioning Schedule (med in) 

Commissioning Functional Testing Plan Overview 
Phasing of Commissioning Testing 
Owner~niracted T ~ S ~ S  

Facility StaffParticipation in Commissioning 
Functional Testing Scope Outline (example) 
Commissioning Formal Written Work Products 

Commissioning Record Notebook Format 

Name' 
ISSULOG.CO1 

DOCREQC2.XLS 

APROVAU.C3A 

PCSUBMIT.C3B 

TRANSMIT.C3C 

INFOREQ.C3D 

MEMORAND.C3E 

SUBFrFRM.C3F 

PROGREPT.CO4 

TRAINPRO.CED 

TFtAINPLN.CSA 

TRAINAGE.CBB 

TRAINREC.CXC 

CORECTON.CO6 

RECORDC7.XLS 

STARTPLNEOB 

TIMEBLCQXLS 

TlMEFClOXLS 

FTOVRVU.Cl1 

PHASES.Cl2 

OWNRTEST.Cl3 

STAFPART.Cl 4 

S COPEFILC15 

PRODUCTS.Cl6 

BOOK-Cl7.XLS 
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FORM C-2 

COOLING TOWER Date needed by: Include: certified effiaenaes 

Cooling tower 

coding tower 

Unit heaters 
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FORM C-2 

DHW heater 

DHW heater 

- 
- 
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FORM C-2 

NO2 

Piping 
[a] Functional test plans or procedures required in the specifications to be submitted by the contractor. 
p] Plan Tag, Model and Features us8d on this project must be dearly marked. 
[c] This lndudes the following: a) Installation guide found in the std. O&M booklet or as a separate sheet. b) All 
Installation and O&M data shipped inside the pieces of equipment. c) The actual startup and checkout field record 
sheets used by the techniaan, not the generic one found with the installation guide. Additionally, any mfr. engineering bulletins 
applicable to thIs equipment shall be induded. 
[d] Enter a check or date in the left side of the cell when received and an X or date in right side when approved. 
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Form C-3a 

COMMISSIONING TEST OR DOCUMENT APPROVAL 

Project : 

- Completed Functional Test Approval 
Equipment Name: Equipment Tag: 

Functional Test Description: 

Document Review Document Name and ID: - 
Review Description: 

The test(s) of the above equipment or the review of the referenced document(s) have been 
completed and performance of the component, system or documents complies with the 
acceptance criteria in the testing or document requirements of the Specifkations and Contract 
Documents, subject to the changes being made as listed below or on an attached sheet. 

- Sheets attached 

A copy of the completed test or document review is attached. (Y/N) 

Commissioninn A pent Approval: 

Commissioning Agent Date 

Construction Manager Approval: 

The test or review results relating to the above equipment has been reviewed and approved as 
complying with the contract documents. 

Construction Manager Date 

Exclusions: 
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Form C-3b 

This completed 
checklist a n d  
startup report has 
been reviewed. 

0 Notes attached 

COMMISSIONING PREFUNCTIONAL CHECK LIST and START-UP 
SUBMllTAL / APPROVAL 

This completed 
checklist a n d  
startup report has 
been reviewed. 

[ZI Notes attached 

Project : 

Cx Section No: 

From (initially): 

Equipment or System Tag and Name: 

SUBMITTALNO: 
ONew OResubmittal 

To: 

Included; 
- Prehnctional checklist form 
- Startup and Intitial Checkout: Documentation format, E x e c u t i o n  Plan 

Submissions / Returns 

Path 

~~~ 

Comments 
by 
Submitter 

Copies 
Submitter 
Signature 

Title 
Date 
Code 

Transmittal 
of blanks 

To (CM, -GC): 

fiom CA: 

Fill in the “Contr.” 
column with the 
responsible party. 
Copy and distribute 
to aII invoIved 
contractors. 

[ZI Notes attached 

Transnittal 
of blanks 

TO (sub): 

Execute checklists 
per directions and 
return to: 

0 Notes attached 

. Retumof 
completed forms 

To LCM,  
-GC, -CA): 

fiom(sub): 

This checklist 
- and startup 
report has been 
executed 
successfuIIy per 
the contract 
documents. 
[ZI Notes attached 

Submission of Submission of 
completed forms completed forms 

I 

Submittha Codes: Sb = Submitted as documentation of a completed checklist andlor startup report. 
A = Approved as complying with the contract documents. 

NC = Note Corrections. Approved, but need to resubmit for the record, after correcting. 
NA = Not Acceptable. Resubmittal required for review. 

Abbreviations: CA = commissioning agent/authority, CM = construction manager, GC = general contractor’s rep., 
N E  = architect or engineer of record, Sub = responsible subcontractor or vendor. 
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Form C-3C 

Project: 

COMMISSIONING TRANSMllTAL 

FROM: 

DESCRIPTION: 

Date: 

TRANSMITTAL NO: CX- 

TO: 

PURPOSE: 
[7 For your retention and use (no comments or approval necessary) 

For your approval: 

[7 For your review and comments: 

Respond by: 

[7 Do not return this copy 

Copied to: 
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Form C-3d 

Project: 

COMMISSIONING REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

WINO: CX- 

Date: 

From: To: 

RE: 

Description: 

This Information Is Needed For The Following Reasons: 

0 In order to clar@ an area of control, so sequences of operation can be finished. 

0 In order to develop prefunctional and startup checklists. 

In order to develop functional performance test procedures. 

0 In order for functional testing to proceed as scheduled. 

1 In order to assist in trouble-shooting a functional problem. 

To fulfill other contracted commissioning responsibilities. 

Respond By: 

Copied To: 
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Form C-3e 

COMMISSIONING MEMORANDUM 

Project: Date: 

RE: 

From: To: 

Discussion: 
I 

Purpose: 
For your retention and use (no comments or approval necessary) 

For your review and comments: 

For your approval of the conclusions: 

Respond by: 

0 Do not return this copy 

Copied to: 
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Form C-3f 

Comments 
by Submitter 

Copies 

Submitter 
Signature 

Title 
Date 

SEQUENCES OF OPERATION AND 
FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCEDURES SUBMIITAL 

From: From: From: 

See Key (1) See Key (1) See Key (1) 
cI Notes attached Notes attached Notes attached 

Project: SUBMITTAL NO: 

From (initially): TO (initially): 

New UResubmittal 

Equipment or System Tag and Name: 

Included: 
- Sequences of Operation (enlarged fiom original control drawings and specification documents) 
- Functional test procedures and forms 

Submissions / Returns 
The following checked individuals will receive these documents for review and/or approval: 

partv For review & comment only For review & aDDroval For record only 
General Contractor 
Mechanical Contractor 
Electrical Contractor 
Controls Contractor 
Construction Manager 
Owner's Representative 

Path 

I To: I To: I To: 

I I I 
To: I To: 

From: 

See Key (1) 
Notes attached 

From: 

See Key (1) 
U Notes attached 

I Reviewcode I I I 
Kev: (1) Review and comment on the sequences andor test procedures as to their compliance with the specs. 

Check tests for personnel safety and to keep equip. warranty in force. 
Review Codes: AM = Approved by mechanical contractor (or electrical contractor) as complying with the 

contract documents. Tests will not void warranty or damage equipment and do not 
present unsafe conditions for personnel. 

AC = Approved by controls contractor as complying with the contract documents. 
AE = Approved by the design engineer as complying with the contract documents. 
NC = Note Co~eCti~ns. Approved, but need to resubmit for the record, after correcting. 
NA = Not Acceptable. Resubmittal required for review. 

Abbreviations: CA = commissioning agent/authority, CM = construction manager, GC = general contractor's rep., 
A/E = architect or engineer of record, Sub = responsible subcontractor or vendor. 
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Form C-4 

COMMISSIONING PROGRESS REPORT 

Project: 

Reporting Period: 

Date: Prepared by: 

Report #: 

Commissioning tasks worked on since last report and general progress: 

Areas where schedule is not being met: 

Recommended actions: 

Requested schedule adjustments: 

Next steps: 

Other comments (include general comments and field notes): 

Non-Compliance Report attached. (Y/N) 
Misc. comment sheets attached. (Y/N) 

Issues Log Attached. (Y/N) 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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Training Plan Procedures 

PROJECT TRAINING AND ORIENTATION PROCEDURE 

Owner training and orientation on equipment and systems provided by the Contractor is accomplished in 
three general steps using three forms. 

1. Overall Plan. After reviewing the specifications, the Owner and Commissioning Agent (CA) fill out a 
table listing all the equipment that will have training or orientation provided for, on Form C-5a, Project 
Training Plan-General Scope and Responsible Parties. This form lists, among other things, the 
trainee type and number, rigor of desired training by the Owner, the primary responsible subcontractor, 
the trainer's company and columns for tracking training agendas. The Commissioning agent provides 
this form to the Contractor for reference. 

2. Specific Training Agendas. For each piece of equipment or system being trained on, the Owner and 
CA fill out Section 1 of the Training and Orientation Agenda, Form C-5b. This section includes some 
of the information from Form C-5a regarding the scope of training and the intended audience, for 
reference by the trainer in developing their training agenda. The CA develops a plan for including in 
the training session contractors / trainers from different disciplines, when appropriate, by listing their 
company names in Section 2 of the form. In particular, the controls contractor will provide brief 
training on controls, in the same session with the mechanical training for equipment controlled by the 
building automation system. 

This form, is then submitted to the Contractor who has their trainer fill out the rest of Section 2 and 3 of 
the form (Form C-5b), describing the subjects covered, duration of each subject and the methods that 
will be used in the training, along with the m e  and qualifications of the trainer(s). The trainer returns 
this form to the Contractor, who submits it to the Owner and CA. The Owner and CA review the 
agenda, make comments; approve subject to the comments; and submit back to the Contractor. The 
Contractor provides the approved agenda to the trainer to use during the training. The trainer provides 
a copy of the agenda to each trainee. 

3, Training Record. For each piece of equipment, prior to training, the Contractor provides to their 
trainer(s) Form C-5c, Training and Orientation Record. On this form, the trainer documents each 
training session (duration and general subjects covered). The trainer signs for the session and obtains 
the signature of each trainee. The trainer also checks off subjects covered on their Agenda (Form C- 
5b). When the training is complete, the Contractor provides a copy of the Training and Orientation 
Record, Form C-5c, and the trainer's Agenda, Form C-5b. The Owner and CA review C-5c and make 
final approval by signing it. The CA may witness any of the training sessions. 
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FORM C-5a 

OVERALL STAFF TRAINING AND ORIENTATION PLAN 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

(To be filled out by the Commissioning Agent in consultation with the Owner) 

Total Trainee Primary Planned 
Equipment / System Spec Hours Scope Type6 Responsible Trainers’ Agenda Training 

Section (if Code5 (list no. of Contractor Company Recv’d? Date@) 
spec’d) ea.) 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
PECWSDOE TRAIN PIN .C5A, W24197 
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Total Trainee Primary 

spec'd) ea.) 

Equipment / System Spec Hours Type' Responsible Trainers' Agenda 
Section (if E? (list no. of Contractor Company Recv'd? 

'Recommissioninp. The commissioning agent will provide instruction on the use of blank functional test forms for 
periodic recommissioning of equipment and systems, per the specification. 
'Architect. The architect will provide a general overview of the facility, its use, special features, tenant and public 
considerations, etc. 
3Mechanical Design Engineer. The mechanical designer will provide an overview of the major systems and 
equipment in the facility, including for each system: the design intent, why the system was chosen, an overview of 
its operation, and interactions with other systems, any special areas to be aware of, issues regarding fiture 
expansion and remodeling, etc. 
4Electrical Desipn EnPineer. The electrical designer will provide an overview of the major electrical systems and 
equipment in the facgty, particularly the lighting control systems, fire alarm, security and emergency power, 
focusing on the design intent, why the system was chosen, an overview of its operation, and interactions with other 
systems, any special areas to be aware of, issues regarding fiture expansion and remodeling, etc. 
General Scope Codes 

A Provide an overyiew of the purpose and operation of this equipment, including required interactions of trainees with the 
equipment. 

B At an intermediae level, provide technical information regarding the purpose, operation and maintenance of this 
equipment, expecting that serious malfunctions will be addressed by factory reps. 

C At a very technical level, provide information regarding the purpose, operation, troubleshooting and maintenance of 
this equipment, expecting that almost all operation, service and repair wil l  be provided by the trainees. 

6Trainee TvDes 
FM = facility manager, FE = facility engineer and assistants, FT = facility technician / maintenance, 
PM = project manager, T = tenants, 0 = other 
*OSCI = Owner supplied, contractor installed 

(refer to the specifications and to the specific equipment Training Agenda for additional details) 5 

Planned 
Training 
Date(s) 

Model Commissioning Pian and Guide Specifications 2 of 2 
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FORM C-5b 

TRAINING AND ORIENTATION AGENDA 

Project: 

Equipment / System: 

Date: 

Spec Section: 

SeCfjOn 1. Audience and General Scope [Owner and Commissioning Agent fill out this section and 
transmit entire form to responsible contractors. Attach training specification section. 

&tended audience type (enter number of stafi): f k c i l i t y  manager, f k c i l i t y  engineer, f 2 c i l i t y  technician, 
p r o j e c t  manager, t e n a n t ,  o t h e r :  

General obiectives and scoue of trainhp: (check all that apply) 

- A. Provide an overview of the purpose and operation of this equipment, including required interactions of 

- B. Provide technical information regarding the purpose, operation and maintenance of this equipment at an 

- C. Provide technical information regarding the purpose, operation, troubleshooting and maintenance of this 

trainees with the equipment. 

intermediate level, expecting that serious malfunctions will be addressed by factory reps. 

equipment at a very detailed level, expecting that almost all operation, service and repair will be provided 
by the trainees. 

Section 2. lnStrUCt0rS [Commissioning agent fils in Company. Trainer fills out the balance, prior to training.] 

- ID Trainer ComDany Position / Oualifications 

SeCfjOn 3. Agenda me responsible contractors have their trainers fill out this section and submit to Owner and 
Commlssionlng Agent for review and approval prior to conducting training.] 

Location: - site Date 
- classroom (location) , Date 

APenda of veneral subiects covered 
(4 all that will be covered) 

Duration Instructor ComDleted 
(4 when completed) (&.I OD) . (4) 

- General purpose of this system or equipment (design intent) 
- Review of control drawings and schematics (have copies for attendees) 
- Startup, loading, normal operation, unloading, shutdown, unoccupied 

- Integral controls (pakkaged): programming, troubleshooting, alarms, 

- Building automation controls (BAS): programming, troubleshooting, 

- Interactions with other systems, operation during power outage and fire 
- Relevant health and safety issues and concerns and special safety features 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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- Energy conserving operation and strategies 
- Any special issues to maintain warranty 
- Common troubleshooting issues and methods, control system warnings 

and error messages, including using the control system for diagnostics 

Special requirements of tenants for this equipment’s b c t i o n  
- Service, maintenance, and preventative maintenance (sources, 

spare parts inventory, special tools, etc.) 
- Question and answer period 

. 

FORM C-5b 

Other subjects covered, suecific to the eauiument: Duration Instructor Comuleted 

Total duration of training (hrs) 

Traininp methods that will be included (clarifv as needed): 

L u s e  of the O&M manuals, illustrating where the verbal training information is found in writing 

L e a c h  attendee will be provided: 1) the control drawing schematic and sequence of operations; 
2) a copy of this agenda. 

(Trainer checks all that apply) 

Ldiscussionhecture at site 

L s i t e  demonstration of equipment operation 

- Written handouts 

- manufacturertrainingmanuals 

- classroom lecture 

- classroom hands-on equipment 

- video presentation 
Lquestion and answer period 

Section 4. Approvals and Use [Once the Agenda has been filled out by the Trainer, the Owner and 
Commissioning Agent review, make edits, sign and return to Contractor who provides to the Trainer for use during training. 
Copies of Agenda shall be provided to trainees.] 

This plan bas been approved by the following individuals, subject to the additions and clarifications noted in the left 
columns marked “W (This is not an approval of training completion.) 

Owner’sRepreseniative 

CormniSsioningAgent 

Date 

Date 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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STAFF TRAINING AND ORIENTATION RECORD 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

System or Equipment: 

Total General CA 

HE' Done Date Covered and Company 
Trainee Signature2 Req'd Hrs Training Topics Trainer Signature Initials/ 

Note ID -- and Position 

-- I. 

4. 

'The hours of required training have been filled out eom the Specificafions. Refer to the Spe@kutions for 

Vrainee signs after the training session is completed. 
additional details regarding the training requirements. 

Notesattached. (Y/N) - 
Final Approval of Training Completion 
According to the Contract Documents: 

O w n e i s  Representative Date 

Commissioning Agent Date 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications . 1 of 1 
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COMMISSIONING CORRECTIVE ACTION 
Project: 

Form C-6 
REPORT 

ID: 

Equipment: Equipment ID: 

Identified fiom: T e s t ,  Review,  Discussion , 0 Sitevisit 
Date 

The above equipment has been observed, tested or the performance report reviewed and was found to not 
comply with the contract documents. 

Deficiencies or Issues and Effects: 

Corrective Action: 0 Required 0 Recommended. 

For testing to proceed in a timely manner, it is imperative that the required corrective action be completed 
by: 

Date or Event 

Commissioning Agent Date Owner's Representative Date 

Forwarded to the following parties on for corrective action: 
Date 

Attachments (Y/N) 

Fill in the following section and retum entire form to commissioning agent when corrected. 

Statement of Correction . 

The above deficiencies have been corrected with the following actions: 

Signalure Fkm Date 

~~ ~ 
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SUCont P Conmtor dolng startup Incl. Plan PC-Del E. PC delivered to Sub (date) SUpPlan t Start-up Plan 
FTCont I Conbctor dolng functional tests SUSchd'ld = StartLlp scheduled date Sup Rep = Start-up Report lncl. PC 
Dods - Requested doarrnentatlon received FTSchd'ld Functional test scheduled date . TAB =TAB completed for this equip. 
CxSect u Asslgned In mmrnlsslonlng section ID FT-OK'd = F. Test form OK'd by Installer FT t Functional Test execution 
SpecSect E Std. Spedffcatlon sectlon PC = Prefunctional cheddlst Tdnlng = Tralnlng of fadllty staff 

111 Approvals offlclally documented on From C-3. = Documentatlon submlttal review 08M Doc = Revlew of docum. In OBMs DocRev 

. . .  . . . .  

SUSchdld 
FTSchdld 

. .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...... . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  ...... : : . : . I  
, .  

... ...... . - . .  
;...: .: ; 

Name',,.:.,, :... . . . ; -  
CxSect plan I D : .  j: ;j. ,.' .:=. 

Installer specsect 
SUCont PC-Del 
FTCont SUSchdld 
FTCont FTSchdld 

.. . ..................................... 

Plan ID 
Installer 
SUCont 
FTCont 
FTCont 

. ., ,.,,::::. .-,-: , . 

iDocRev 
SUpPlan 
SUpRep 
TAB 
FT 
Training 

. .  . . . . . .  

.... ....... ....... 
Installer 
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Start-up Plan. Form C-8 

PLAN AND DOCUMENTING REQUIREMENTS FOR 

STARTUP AND INITIAL CHECKOUT 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

Primary Equipment and Tag: 

Component or Related Equipment Included: 

The purpose of documenting the startup and checkout process is to ensure to the Owner that all 
recommended startup and initial checkout procedures are completed and that a written record of the work is 
generated. 

PLAN and PROCEDURES: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The prehctional checklists provided by 
should be filled out and signed for the above primary and related equipment. 

The attached pages have been copied from the 
installation manuals submitted to 
paragraphs and sections identified and marked with a signature lines in the margins. Separately for 
each piece of equipment, during startup and checkout, the technician should check and date each check 
box and initial and date each line made for that purpose, s i m g  completion of the task. All 
readings and settings shall be recorded, not just checked. Provide clear, written notes at the bottom, 
margin or back-side of each page, as necessary. Written notes shall be provided for why an item was 
not done or does not apply. A signature and date of the startup technician shall be provided at the end 
of the startup and checkout documents. 

This list of procedures does not constitute a recommendation of the full installation and startup 
procedures or release the installer from following all f r y  recommendations, the specifications, 
applicable codes and good practice. Other pages applicable to this piece of equipment in the . 
installation manual or any other procedures completed should be added. 

Other startup record forms normally used should also be filled out and submitted. 

. Theyhavehad 

All documentation should be submitted to 
upon completion and is required prior to the execution of functional testing. 
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Form C-9 

Project DETAILED COMMISSIONING SCHEDULE Last Edit Date 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specification 
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FO~TII C-9 . I 

' I  
' I  

I !  

I I I I I I  

Task / Activity 

Startup and initial checkout, cont. 
Week-> 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Model Commissioning Pian and Guide Specification 
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Project 

Task / Activity Ending 
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Form C-10 
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C-11 

COMMISSIONING FUNCTIONAL TESTING PLAN OVERVIEW 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

Equipment / of Test (hrs) Needed Test 
Estimated Duration 

System and When Testing Can Start During During Participants at P r o d .  
Related Controls (date or event) Occupied Unoccupied Testing Test Needs 

Period Perlod’ @sides CAI Written? Review 

i 

These columns are to designate whether tests must be done during hours when the building is not occupied. 1 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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PHASING OF COMMISSIONING TESTING 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

Main Equipment 
or System 

I Group of Equipment to Test Together 
Startup and Initial 

(Pre-functional Testing 
Checklisting) 

Checkout Functional Performance 

I 
I I 

I 
I I 

Sample Phasing of Commissioning Testing 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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Form C-13 

OWNER-CONTRACTED OR OWNER-CONDUCTED TESTS 
OF COMMISSIONED EQUIPMENT 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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Form C-14 

FACILITY STAFF PARTICIPATION IN COMMISSIONING 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 

Staff Data (Name, title, telepone, etc.) 

staff I: 
Sta f f2  
Staff 3: 

staff 4: 

staff 5: 
Staff 6: 

SW7: 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 
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C-15 

Example Functional Testing Scope Outline 

Project: Date: Prepared by: 
Last Edit Date 

System or 
Equipment 

Chilled 
Water 
System 

~ 

Hot Water 
Heating 
System 

Air 
handling 
system 

Equipment 
or 

Component 
Tested 

Chillers, 

secondary 
CHW 
Pumps, 
CDW 
Pumpsf 
cooling 
tower (CT), 
W f  

controls 

P- and 

Boiler, 
SteiUll 

converter, 
Pumps, 
controls 

AH[u, 
SUPPlYf 
return and 
exhaust 
fans, coils, 
coil pumps, 
valves, 
dampers, 
VFD, 
controls 

General Description of 
Modes and Functions 

to Test 

All sequences of chiller and 
cooling tower and related 
pumps (startup, shutdown, 
load changes, resets, lead 
lag action, alarms, 
lockouts), VFD control, 
temporary power, &iller 
capacity and efficiency, CT 
capacity and efficiency, part 
load curves with manuf. 

All sequences of hot water 
sytems and related pumps 
(startup, shutdown, load 
changes, resets, lead lag 
action, alarms, lockouts), 
VFD control, temporary 
power, efficiency, venting 

All sequences of fans and 
related components 
(startup, shutdown, setup, 
unoccupied conditions, 
load changes, resets, 
alarms, lockouts), VFD 
control, operation of all 
dampers in all modes, 
temporary power, coil 
capacity, coil effic., OSA 
control, bldg. pressure, 

Testing 
Method 

(Manual, 
Irend-log, 

Data- 
logging) 

Mostly M, 
with some 

Tand 
some 

D 

Mostly M, 
with some 

T and 
some 

D 

Mostly M, 
wiWsome 

Tand 
some 

D 

Sampling 
Strategy 

(list 
applicable 

equip.) 
Test all 
including 
standby 
equip., 
except 
capacity & 
efficiency 
test of chiller 
& CT need 
only be done 
on 1 piece, 
even if 
identic& 

Test all 

standby 

except effic. 
test only one 
boiler, even 
if identical 

including 

equip., 

Test all 

Who 
Executes 

Test 

Mech. 
leads 
with help 
from: 
Cntrl 

Mech. 
leads 
with help 
from: 

Cntrl 

Cntrl 
leads 
with help 
from 
Mech. 

Seasonal 
Test 

Req'd 
(list 

applicable 
equip. & 
modes) 

Chiller test 
must be 
done in 
summer, 
CTin 
summer 
and 
iwinter 

Must test 
in winter 

Must test 
in 
isum'r 

iwinter 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 1 O f 4  
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Form C-15 

Testing 
Method 

(Manual, 
Irend-log, 

Data- 

M 
hKling) 

Seasonal 
Test 
Req'd 

(list 
applicable 
equip. & 
modes) 

No 

Sampling 
Strategy 

(list 
applicable 

Test 10% of 
identical 
units (see 

equip.) 

Specs) 

Who 
Executes 

rest 

Mech. 
leads 
with help 
from 
Cntrl 

General Description of 
Modes and Functions 

to Test 

Equipment 
or 

Component 
Tested 

Terminal 
units 

AC unit, 
humidifier, 
controls 

unit 
heaters, 
controls 

System or 
Equipment 

Air 
handling 
system 

Computer 
Room AC 

Verify damper and fan 
sequences during heating, 
cooling, debands, occupied, 
unoccupied, verify flow 

MeCh. No All sequences in all modes 
(normal, deadband, 
unoccupied, etc.), humidity 
and reheat functions, 
backup interlock with 
primary cooling, temporary 
power operation 

All sequences, occupied, 
unoccupied, lockouts, 
simultaneous heating 
/cooling issues 

M 

M 

M 

Test all 

Test 10% of 
identicals 
and at least 5 

Test 10% of 
identicals 
and at least 5 

spot 
HVAC 
Units 

spot 
HVAC 
Units 

No, if htg 

condition 
is 
simulated 

No, if htg 

condition 
is 
simulated 

& cooling 

& cooling 

Mech. 

Mech. Spot 
coolers, 
controls 

All sequences, occupied, 
unoccupied, lockouts, 
simultaneous heating 
/cooling issues 

Specialty 
Fans 

Stairwell 
pressuriz- 
ation fans, 
controls 

Tested by fire officials 

Occupied, unoccupied, 
local controls, overrides, 
schedules, central controls 

Specialty 
Fans 

Specialty 
Fans 

Test all 

Test all 

Mech. 

TAB 
contr. 

No 

No, if 
tested 
with full 
and min. 
OSA 

Central 
exhaust 
fans, 
controls 

Fume hoods 

M 

M Capacity, varying 
differential pressures, 
interlocks, safeties 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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System or 
Equipment 

Equipment 
or 

Component 
Tested 

Energy 
Manage- 
ment 
Control 
System 

Testing 
Method 

Manual, 
Irend-log, 

Data- 

Packaged 
HVAC 

Schedules, 
sequences, 

4eat 
ixchanger 

@xm) 
All sequences of control for 
HVAC equipment and with some 

M and T 

TAB 

AHu, 
supply, 
return and 
e*ust 
fans, 
compressor, 
condensers, 
coils, 
valves, 

heating 
Zlements, 
m, 
:ontrols 

Heat 
Zxchanger, 
:ontrols 

Air and 
water TAB 
work 

:lean 
Room Air 
Flows 

related components 
(startup, shutdown, setup, 
unoccupied conditions, 
load changes, resets, 
alarms, lockouts), VFD 
control, operation of all 
dampers in al l  modes, 
temporary power, OSA 
control, building pressure, 
reversing valves (HI'), 
compressor and cond. fan ' 

staging, heating COP & 
capacity, cooling EER & 
capacity 

Sequences, lockouts, 
safeties 

Primary air and water 
flows and terminal flows 

General Description of 
Modes and Functions 

to Test 

l&uts, I lighting controls, 
alarms, 
interlocks, 
control 
strategies, 
trending 

Air flows 
and 
pressures 

All sequences and all 
possible affecting 
conditions in bldg., varying 
differential pressures, 
interlocks, alarms 

D 

Mostly M 
with some 

T and 
some D 

M & T  

M 

M and 
some T 

Sampling 
Strategy 

(list 
applicable 

equip.) 
Test all 
controlled 
equipment 

Test 20% of 
identical 
units < 20 
tons. 

test 40% of 
identical 
units > 20 
tons. 

Test at least 
4 of each. 

rest all 

Verify a % of 
TAB 
readings (see 
Specs) 

rest all 

Who 
Executes 

vest 

cntrl 

Mech. 
Lead with 
help 
from: 
Cntrl 

kiech. 

rAB 

r AB 

Seasonal 
Test 

Req'd 
(list 

applicable 
equip. & 
modes) 

Yes, see 
specs 

No, for 
units 
c 20 tons, 
if 
simulated 
condition 
isused. 

Yes, for 
units > 20 
tons 

VO 

VO 

No, if 
tested 
with full 
& min. 
DSA & full 
htg. & 
cooling 
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Equipment General Description of 
System or or Modes and Functions 
Equipment Component to Test 

Tested 

senlice Boiler, Boiler or heater sequences, 
Hot Water heaters, controls & pump schedules 

Pumpsf 
controls 

Sweep, Occupied, unoccupied, 
Lighting occupancy overrides, sweep, varying 
Controls sensors, daylight, occupancy, as 

daylighting applicable, occupant use 

Testing 
Method 

(Manual, 
Irend-log, 

Data- 

M 
logging) 

M 

Sampling 
Strategy 

(list 
applicable 

WJiP.) 
Yes (see 

Specs) 

Test all 

Who 
Executes 

Test 

Mech. 

Elec. 
leads 
Cntrk 
helps 

Seasonal 
Test 

Req'd 
(list 

applicable 
equip. & 
modes) 

No 

No 
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1-2 weeks afkr 
cxscoping 
mtg. 

All Cx 
team 

~ ~~ 

Duringnonnal 
submittals 

~ 

Subs 

2-weeks before 
execution 

CA CA Cx Plan 5.8.1, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
3.4; 15995 Pt 3.2 

Start-up and 
iflitid checkout 
plans 

All Subs 
and CA for combining CA 

Specitic listing of procedures 

prefunctional checklists with 
Sub's startup and checkout. 

COMMISSIONING FORMAL WRllTEN WORK PRODUCTS 

Last Edit Date Project 

Created Product Description I Product 1 BY I and Form 
Received 

Due Date 1 BY 
Product 

Assigned In 

CxPlan5.1 

Specs 17100,1.5 

Cx Plan 5.2, Specs 
17100, Pt 1.5 

1 Scoping Mtg 1 CA I Minutes and notes of the 
Minutes scoping meeting 

na 
meeting 

CM CA Final Cx plan for const. phase 
(edited version of Draft plan of 
bid documents) 

(Table 7-1) and detailed 
version (Form C-10) 

Detailed data on all Cx'd 

i CA Initial summary schedule 

All Subs 
equip. 

Final Cx Plan 

submittals 

CM CxPlan7.1 
schedule: lwk 

submittals 
cx Plan 5.7, specs 

~ 17100,Pt3.3, 
1 15995Pt3.1 

Cx Plan 5.8.1, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
3.4; 15995 Pt 3.2 

CA 
tests and 
checklists prefunctional tests 

(Specs 15998) 

I-week after 
startup 
completion 

Start-up and All Subs Filled out prefunctional 
initial checkout 
reports initial checkout 

checklists, tests, startup and 
CA Cx Plan 5.8.2, 
recommend Specs 17100, Pt 
to CM 3.4 

CA Cx Plan 5.8.7, 
recommend S p s  15995 
to CM 

CA + 
normal 
0rherS; 
O B M s  

CA 3 weeks before 

checkout 
beginning 

Controls Controls Complete step-by-step plan on 
Contractor Contr. checkout and calibration 
Initial Check- procedures, including forms 
out Plan * for documentating 

< 6weeks CA, CM, CA; CM Cx Plan 5.8.6, 
before TAB Cntrls Specs 15995 1.2 

contr. 

Twiceaweek CAand none Cx Plan 5.8.6, 
CM Specs 15995 Pt 

1.2 

TAB planand TAB Outline of TAB plan, approach 
approach and schedule 

(file: tabplan.cO3) 

TAB progress 

report 

TAB List of discrepncies. 
interpretations needed,;tests 
completed 

and results 
TAB DraftTABreportwithmethod CA (for Cx 

req'r.) 
Cx Plan 5.7.2, 
Specs 15995 Pt 
1.2 

Cx Plan 5.7.2, 
Specs 15995 Pt 
12; 3.6 

Cx Plan 5.7.2, 
Specs 17100 1.5 

Cx Plan 5.6 

c2weeksafter CA+ 
TAB normal 
completion others 

dweeks after CA+ 
TAB normal 
completion others; 

OBM's 

<I-weekafter CA+ 
approved others 

~ 

CA (for Cx 
req'r.) 

Final TAB TAB Draft TAB report with method 
. report and results 

Change orders GC; CM Change orders that af€ect Cx'd 
equipment 

~ 

na 

Record / track of all issues and ICA I deficiencies (Form C-1) 
Issues Log I I CM 

ongoing M 
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Due Date 
Issued within 
3 days of 
iden- 

ongoing. 

Received 

CMfiom 
CA and by 
Subs from 
CM or CA 

CM 

BY 

Within4days 
of successll 
completion of 
test 

Before 
substantial 
completion 

2 weeks before 
training 

CM 

CA 
reviews 
on-site 

CA; CM 

FOITII (2-16 

Product 
Assinned In 

Product Description 
and Form 

Created 
BY 

CA 

Product 

Compliance 
Deficiency 
reports 

NOn- Cx Plan 5.8.4; 
5.10.2, Specs 
17100 Pt 1.5,3.4; 
3.7 

List of deficiencies and non- 
compliance with Contract 
Docs identXed during Cx 
(Form (2-6) 

CM 

Cx’g 
Progress 
Record 

CA na Cx Plan 5.6 Record / track of all 
submittals, checklists, tests, 
etc. (Form C-7) 

Gives scheduling needs and 
update, deficiency report, Cx 
progress (Form C-4) 

Cx Plan 5.6, Specs - I C M o r p M  I m  I 17100, Pt 1.5 
weekly to 
Monthly (see 
5.5) 

Cx progress 
reports 

CA 

Full description of test 
procedures in “form’’ format 

>4-weeks 
before test 

CA CA Owner- 
contracted 
functional test 
forms 
Functional test 
forms 

Subs/ 

vendor 

CA > 4 - ~ e e k ~  
before test 

CM, Subs, 
O&Ms; 
- A/E 

CM and 
Sub, 

A/E - 

Cx Plan 5.9.2, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
1.5; 3.6, 15997 

Full description of test 
procedures in “form” format 

(Specs 15999; 16999) 

Filled out 
functional test 
forms 

CA Recorded documentation of the 
test on the form 

cx Plan 5.9, specs 
17100 Pt 1.5; 3.6 

With final 
report 

CM cx Plan 5.10, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
1.5; 3..7 

Functional test 
final approvals 

CA List of test number, and 
descript., date of test, approval 
signatures of CA and CM 
(Form (2-3) 

O&M manuals 
(normal) 

GC and 
Subs ‘ 

Documentation of design, 
equipment, operations and 
maintenance, as-builts, etc. 

CA (for Cx 
req’r) 

Cx Plan 5.1 1, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
3.8. 15995 Pt 3.6 

Subs Topics and methods 
(Forms C-5a; 5b) 

CA; CM Cx Plan 5.12, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
3.9. 15995 Pt 3.7 

Training plan 
I 

~~ 

Training 
completion 
form 

CA c2 weeks after 

comdetion 
training 

CA CA 
recommend 
to CM 

Cx Plan 5.12, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
1.5,3.9 

Cx Plan 6.1 

Specs 17100Pt 
1.5 

List of trainees, completed hrs 
and topics and approvals 
(Form c-5c) 

4-6 page summary report with 
important findings, etc. 

~~ 

Draft within 60 

substantial 
completion 

Within 2 
weeks of test 

days of 
CM CM CA 

Final Cx report 

Deferred 
testing reports 

CA Documentation of seasonal 
and deferred tests 

CM & PM CM & PM Cx Plan 5.13, 
Specs 17100 Pt 
3.10 
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Form C-17 

Form C-17. Sample Commissioning Record Notebook Format 

1-1 thru 1-6 and 01 - 14 are major tabs (colored). Sections A-C under major tabs are 
sub-tabs (clear). Major tabs may fill an entire binder as necessary. 

1-1 CORRESPONDENCE 

1-2 COMMISSIONING PLAN 

1-3 COMMISSIONING SCHEDULE 

MEETING MINUTES & 
PROGRESS REPORTS 

1-5 PROGRESS RECORD 

1-6 ISSUESLOG 

01 CHILLER SYSTEM 

02 HWSYSTEM 

03 AIR HANDLERS 

04 PACKAGED AC UNITS 

-- 

1 05 TERMINALUNITS I 
5a FLOOR 1 

5b FLOOR 2 
OR Zone 1, Zone 2....etc. 

r Tabs Continued; 

06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Computer room AC units 
Unit heaters or AC spot coolers 
Heat exchangers 
Service water system 
Test and balance (TAB) 
Building automation system (controls) 
Specialty fans 
Fume hoods 
Split AC / HP 
Lighting controls 
Emergency power 
UPS 
Fire alarm / protection 
Misc. 

Three Clear Tabs Under Each Major System [l] 
(With contents listed on cover sheet) 

A- DESIGN 
'Design narrative 
'Design criteria 
'Sequence of operation 
'Approvals of above 

5 PREFUNCTIONALS 
--Sub-d'ider sheet for each type of 

equipment, (pumps, chillers, CT, etc.) 

'Startup plan, report & checklists 
*Approvals & corrections of above 
'Blank prefunctional checklists 

C FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
'Filled out tests 
'Trending & analysis 
'Approvals & corrections of above 
'Training plan, record & approvals 
'Blank test forms 

[l] For smaller projects, colored separator 
sheets may be used in place of sub-tabs. . 

Qfduwu& 
The Record Notebook is edited before 
becoming a part of the O&M manuals. 
Include: 
' Final report 
' Commissioning Plan 
' issues log 
' Progress record 

All equipment-specific data from the 
record book 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 
Appendix 2 

APPENDIX 2 

Document and Test Development 
Flow Charts and Submittal Maps 

Chart 1 Startup and Initial Checkout Form Development 

Chart 2 Functional Test Form Development 

Chart 3 Prefunctional Checklist and Startup Report Submittal Map 

Chart 4 Functional Test Submittid Map 

Chart 5 Checklist and Functional Testing Approval Process 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 
Appendix 2 

CA Adapts From Lists 

Chart 1. Startup and Initial Checkout Form Development 

From Manufacturer CA or Sub Combines 

I I Prefunctional Checklists 

Specifications 
and Sequence 
of Operati on 

I I Startup Procedures 

Functional Representative 
Test Test 

Requirements Procedures 

CA reviews Specs 15997; 16997 

1 

Startup and Checkout 
Plan, Procedures 

and Forms 
CA Approves 

I I 

specs 15999; 
16999 8 Other 

See PC Submittal Map 
(Chart 3) 

sequences In 
specs; cntrl 

Chart 2. Functional Test Form Development 

Sources 

data: dan'fies 
with A/E, etc. 

See I T  Submittal Map 
(Chart 4) 

Functional Test 
Procedures and Forms 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 2 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construdion Phase 
Appendix 2 

Chart 3. Prefunctional Checklist and Startup Report 
Submittal Map 

CA I 
Blank form courtesy copy 

v I Owner I GC GC adds names to 

V 

"Contr" Col. 

Sub 1 Sub I Sub I 
I I I 

$Subs execute work and fill out forms 

'$Submits for approval 

If requested 

CA = Commissioning Agent 
GC = General Contractor 
Sub = Subcontractor 
Owner = Owner's Rep (construction manager, etc.) 

Model Commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 3 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 
Appendix 2 

Courtesy copy 

Chart 4. Functional Test Submittal Map 

Blank form 
CA I 

[*I ';"I pk-jj-Approves? 
Submits forms for review 

Approved 

&l 

Executed and 
Approved 

courtesy Copy? 
-Approves? 

Approved & +, 
CA = Commissioning Agent 
GC = General Contractor 
Sub = Subcontractor 
Owner = Owner's Rep (construction manager, etc.) 

Model commissioning Plan and Guide Specifications 5 
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Part IV. Commissioning Plan-Construction Phase 
Appendix 2 

Chart 5. Checkout and Functional Testing 
Approval Process 

(This chart begins with the Checklist or Test already completed.) 

PC or Startup Functional Test 
Completed by Sub. and 
forms submitted to CA 

Executed by Sub, witnessed 
by CA. CA documents on a 

using form C-3a test form. 

Functional 
Tesi 

I I 
I 

Fail or Deficiency B 
Approve 

v 
CA approves on form C-3a orb, 
submits to Rep, and records in 
Progress Record, form C-7 

1 

Rep approves on orig. form C-3a 
or b, and sends copy to CAI GC, 

(and A/E for FT's) 

1 
CA stores all in Cx Record 

Book and eventually puts into 
Final Cx Record in O&Ms 

submitted to General 

Non-Compliance Report, form C-6, 
filled out by CA and sent to Rep, who 
forwards to Subs, GC & NE if needed. 
Recorded on form C-7. 

Corrections made by Sub ! 
t Statement of Correction by Sub on 

orig. Form C-6 submitted to CA, via 
Rep (with updated pages of checkout, 

if a PC) 

A b b ~ e ~ ~ ~  
CA = commissioning agent 
Rep = owner's representative 
Cx = commissioning 
GC = general contractor 
PC = prefunctional checklist 
FT = functional test 

. .  
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